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ABSTRACT
Adolescent literacy is currently viewed as in crisis. Moore (2002) argues that a
focus on adolescent literate identity seems to be a key consideration when designing
literacy instruction for secondary classrooms. This dissertation argues that in order for
adolescents to develop a literate identity, their teachers should possess a literate identity.
This phenomenological case study investigates the transformational paths nine
developing teachers traversed as they “authored” their teacher literacy identity through a
university content area literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction period.
“Authoring” includes both how the teachers represent their literacy identities in their
writing and speaking, and how teachers do their literacy identities when enacting or
performing (Moje, 2004) literacy instruction. All nine participants were former students
in my sections of a university content area literacy course completed by participants in
different semesters over a two and a half year span.
Data for the study were collected over a seven-month period. Six instructional
engagements completed by participants when they were student in the course comprise
one data set. During student teaching and/or during their first or second year of teaching,
three types of data were gathered: the Seidman (1998) three-interview series; a content
area literacy lesson planning session; and an observation of each planned lesson. A
phenomenological analysis (Merriam, 1998) guided the initial examination of the data.
The data sets were analyzed using the constant comparative method (Bogdan & Biklen,
2007; Merriam, 1998).
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Teacher literacy identity is a previously unexplored construct. Based on a
literature review and the voices of the participants, the following definition took shape:
teacher literacy identity is a confident view of self as responsible for and in control of
improving the literacy learning of self and the competency to enact engagements to guide
the literacy learning of students. Teacher literacy identity consists of three transactional
dimensions: the construct of literacy, the construct of literacy in practice, and the quality
of the literacy enactment. Six major categories emerged to illustrate the phenomenon:
identity, learning communities, personal agency, design of practice, literacy theories, and
sources of dissonance.
Implications of this exploration suggest that the investigation and documentation
of developing teachers’ literacy learning trajectories are worthy areas of further study.
Moreover, a critical re-evaluation of teacher education and professional development in
the support of teacher literacy identity deserves close attention.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION: AN EXPLORATION OF TEACHER LITERACY IDENTITY
As soon as identity is fixed you can’t do anything with it. It’s like having that
one-dimensional view of literacy as reading print text; there’s not a lot you can
do with that. More expansive views are more of a means to facilitate change.
(Inter1-CHRp5lines194-1961)
My identity is largely unfinished. I’m still very much a work in progress. I don’t
have a defined image of Christy for you. But literacy lets me see that changing
is good because changing lets us evolve forward. Literacy has given me a lot
more flexibility…more lenses to look through. (Inter1-CHRp4lines168-181)
In the quotes above, Christy2, a first year teacher and participant in this study,
articulates her transforming beliefs about and understanding of her literacy identity. She
acknowledges that having a “fixed” identity, and a traditional understanding of literacy, is
inhibitive and that her developing understandings of literacy provide her “more lenses”
with which to see the world.
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore how secondary content area
preservice teachers’ literacy identity emerges and transforms as they transact with
multiple and multimodal literacy instructional engagements in a university content area
literacy course, and later when they design and implement literacy instruction as teachers.
The study seeks to discover the ways that nine developing and new secondary teachers
“author” their literacy identity—how they represent (write and speak about) and how
they do (enact or perform) literacy identity (Moje, 2004).
The coding system used to attribute participants’ quotes is organized as follows: (data
source [Interview 1] – name of participant, all uppercase [CHRISTY] – page number of
transcript [p#] – line number/s of transcript [lines#]).

1

2

All participant names are pseudonyms.
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The chapter begins with the research questions and a description of the current
climate of adolescent literacy and teacher education providing the background and the
need for an investigation of teacher literacy identity. The second section situates teacher
literacy identity in theoretical and empirical literature. In the third section, I share my
own personal and professional transformational path that led me to this research topic.
The next section of the chapter shares some insight into existing theoretical conversations
that relate to and inform my thinking about teacher literacy identity, but do not
specifically connect to the phenomenon. In the Design of Study section, brief accounts of
the methodology and analytical processes utilized in this project are provided. The last
section of the chapter introduces the forthcoming chapters and explains how this
dissertation is organized. The chapter ends with a summary.
Research Questions
The research questions that grounded the data collection and analysis include the
following: (1) What shifts in literacy identity are observed during a preservice literacy
course, student teaching, and/or the induction period? (2) What are the participants’
perceptions of the influence/s of the instructional engagements (assignments) from the
literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction period on their literacy identities?
(3) What transformational paths in their literacy identities do beginning teachers traverse
as they represent and enact literacy instructional decisions in a classroom?
Background
Adolescent literacy is currently viewed as in crisis. In their Reading Next report,
Biancarosa and Snow (2006) cite a disturbing statistic that almost seven thousand
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students drop out of high school every school day. One of the most oft-cited reasons for
so many students dropping out of school is that students simply do not have the literacy
skills needed to keep up with the high school curriculum. The report spotlights improved
instruction as the most important element influencing student outcomes. Debates about
what “improved instruction” could mean ramble through the literacy community, but
Moore (2002) argues that a focus on literate identity seems to be a key consideration
when designing literacy instruction for secondary classrooms. This dissertation
underscores Moore’s assertion, but steps back to further argue that in order for
adolescents to develop a literate identity, their teachers should possess a literate identity
that powerfully guides the design and practice of the literacy engagements they offer in
their classrooms.
Teacher education is also in something of a crisis (Risko et al., 2008). For
example, Bean (1997) argues that preservice education and university courses “create an
idealized (and) decontextualized setting where (teaching) appears easier than it really is”
(p. 155). Moreover, Alsup (2006) asserts that,
Teacher education is usually focused on the future students of the preservice
teacher, not on the development of the teacher him- or herself. When concepts
such as multicultural education, identity construction, personal growth, and even
the learning of new content are addressed, they are discussed in terms of how
preservice teachers can encourage such learning on the part of their future
students. I don’t think such a focus is completely misplaced—new teachers
should, of course, be concerned with what their students are learning. However,
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this externally focused approach tends to assume that the teacher is already selfactualized, already emotionally and affectively prepared to assume the teacher
identity, with few personal challenges left to face. This assumption is rarely
accurate. (pp. xiv-xv)
Whereas Alsup (2006) asserts that assuming new and developing teachers have a teacher
identity as not adequate, the driving force of investigation behind this research project is
to go another step deeper into teacher identity and specifically explore teacher literacy
identity—a concept not discussed by Alsup.
In their pursuit to explain how teachers learn and develop, Hammerness et al.
(2005) document three problems in learning to teach:
(1) Learning to teach requires that new teachers come to think about (and
understand) teaching in ways quite different from what they have learned from
their own experience as students, (2) helping teachers learn to teach more
effectively requires them not only to develop the ability to “think like a teacher”
but also to put what they know into action, and (3) teacher preparation involves
“the problem of complexity” which requires them to handle the needs of many
students at once along with the day-to-day challenges of teaching and learning (p.
359).
The authors assert that, “helping prospective teachers learn to think systematically about
this complexity is extremely important. They need to develop metacognitive habits of
mind that can guide decisions and reflection on practice in support of continual
improvement” (p. 359). It seems that a concerted effort to further explore teacher
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education and the beliefs of developing teachers is crucially necessary. “Prospective
teachers come to the classroom with preconceptions about how the world, and teaching,
works. If their initial understanding is not engaged, they may fail to grasp the new
concepts and information” (Hammerness et al., 2005, p. 366).
In a review and critique of reading teacher education literature, Risko et al. (2008)
state that, “Two important issues to carry forward for additional study are the suggestions
that beliefs are affected by situated events and that it is important to help prospective
teachers make explicit their beliefs and events as objects of study” (p. 263). The authors
also noted that, “limited research is available to guide teacher education programmatic
design or specific course development” (p. 253). Specific details that describe and
illustrate how a university content area literacy course was designed and orchestrated to
support preservice teacher literacy identity development are provided and explored
throughout this dissertation. The instructional engagements (Short, Harste, & Burke,
1996) and the preservice teachers’ beliefs were the objects of study during the literacy
course. The focus on their beliefs continued as the participants in this study moved into
other teaching spaces. The aim was to discover how the participants were affected by the
context of and experiences in the university course, how their explorations of their beliefs
about literacy and literacy instruction were influential for their developing understandings
of their teacher identities, and how they perceived their literacy identities as instrumental
in other teaching decisions and experiences.
Theoretical Framework
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The theoretical frame that informs this study includes principles and assumptions
from the fields of teacher education, sociocultural psychology, reader literary response,
sociopsycholinguistic theory of the reading process, and constructivist psychology.
Drawing from several theoretical perspectives is not meant to imply that any one theory
is unable to support teacher literacy identity research. Rather, as Varghese, Morgan,
Johnston, and Johnson (2005) assert, “an openness to multiple theoretical approaches
allows a richer and more useful understanding of the processes and contexts of teacher
identity” (p. 21). Each of these theories, as related to this study, is briefly discussed
below.
Teacher Education
The teacher education literature is broad, but two themes within that literature are
relevant to this study: teacher beliefs and identity pedagogy. Each of these is described
below.
Teacher Beliefs. Richardson (1990) asserts that, “a strong focus should be placed
on teachers’ cognitions and practical knowledge in a teaching change project, and these
should be considered in relation to actual or potential classroom activities” (p. 13). She
explains that a teacher has control of the classroom, the pedagogical decisions and the
ways those activities unfold. Teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning should be
supported by their preservice experiences. Moje (2000) also suggests that, “teachers’
beliefs about and practices of literacy shape their interpretations and enactments of
various literacy pedagogies” (p. 13).
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Identity Pedagogy. Many before me have investigated the significance of identity
as teachers develop (Cox & Lyddon, 1997; Freeman, 2001; Sumara & Luce-Kapler,
1996). However, few have researched ways to bring the issue of identity into teacher
education pedagogy. Alsup (2006) believes,
One reason I think identity concerns are rarely addressed in teacher education
courses is that they are difficult to tackle, and are often uncomfortable for the
instructor or mentor to talk about…the process of identity development is
difficult, messy, and complex, and (it) must be exactly this way to be successful.
(pp. 4-5)
Danielewicz’s (2001) study describes a pedagogy that she asserts transforms preservice
education student identity into teacher identity. She states, “By pedagogy, I mean the
process of structuring of activities, interactions, events, and assignments in teaching
according to ideas that are congruent with or grow out of theories of identity
development” (p. 133).
Sociocultural Psychology
The field of sociocultural psychology is broad and seeks to explain the influence
of the social and cultural on development. One theme in this literature is the role of the
community and learning on a person’s identity development. The literature related to
learning communities is a second part of my theoretical framework.
Community. Vygotsky (1978) succinctly encapsulated the important role
community, socially and culturally situated experiences and interactions, plays in
learning when he stated, “Every function in the (learner’s) cultural development appears
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twice: first, on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people
(interpsychological), and then inside the (learner) (intrapsychological)” (p. 57, italics in
original). Sociolinguist, James Gee (2008) includes literacy in the sociocultural
significance of learning when he argues, “People who take a sociocultural approach to
literacy believe it to be historically and culturally situated social practices of which
reading and writing are only bits, bits that are differently composed and situated in
different social practices” (p. 45). The “bits” he refers to are the traditional notions of
literacy as an ability to read and write print-based texts.
Gee (2003) and others (Dewey, 1934; Eisner, 2002; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006)
explain that multimodal texts, or multiple forms of representation, are cultural artifacts
that are produced by a society to make sense of and illustrate the world. But Moje (2000)
cautions those who work to design literacy instruction utilizing and guiding students to
transact with and create multiple forms of representation. “Jumping into a potentially rich
and fruitful pedagogy without first building relationships with the students, who need
such relationships in order to take risks demanded by a pedagogy very different than that
to which they were accustomed” (p. 69) could result in the students’ rejection of the
opportunities.
Building those relationships with students and establishing a teaching and
learning space where the cultural norm is to construct knowledge socially as members of
a learning community (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) is not automatic. Dewey
(1938) posited,
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Community life does not organize itself in an enduring way purely spontaneously.
It requires thought and planning ahead. The educator is responsible for a
knowledge of individuals and for a knowledge of subject-matter that will enable
activities to be selected which lend themselves to social organization, an
organization in which all individuals have an opportunity to contribute something.
(p. 56)
Designing literacy instruction without first carefully establishing a community of learners
who feel safe to share and a need to contribute will hinder (and possibly eliminate) the
learning and development that could have occurred with such an endeavor.
Reader Literary Response
A key influence on my theorizing about teacher literacy identity has been reader
response theory, particularly the scholarship of Louise Rosenblatt.
Transaction. Rosenblatt (1995) explained that the relationship between a reader
and her/his response to the event as being mediated and supported by the reader’s life
experiences, and that a teacher has a responsibility in that transaction. “The teacher’s task
is to foster fruitful interactions—or, more precisely, transactions—between individual
readers and individual literary texts” (p. 26). Furthermore,
The teacher realistically concerned with helping his students develop a vital sense
of literature cannot, then, keep his eyes focused only on the literary materials he is
seeking to make available. He must also understand the personalities who are to
experience the literature. He must be ready to face the fact that the students’
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reactions will inevitably be in terms of their own temperaments and backgrounds.
(p. 50)
Sociopsycholinguistic Theory of the Reading Process
Related closely to a transactional view of the reading process, as described by
Rosenblatt, is Goodman’s theory of the reading process.
Meaning Making. As readers transact with reading events, they draw on a
personal cognitive toolbox for meaning making. Goodman (1967) asserts, “At any point
in time; of course, the reader has available to him and brings to his reading the sum total
of his experience and his language and thought development” (p. 130).
Cole (1996) defines reading as “a complex skill requiring the coordination of
several related subprocesses and sources of information” (p. 271). Psycholinguistic
theorists present the argument that readers should be provided support and feedback
during reading events, and that if they are to develop control over the models of meaning
(or texts) “they must approach a text with deliberateness, time, and reflection” (Pearson
& Tierney, 1984, p. 151).
Constructivist Psychology
Principles of constructivist psychology have also influenced the design of this
study. Two concepts in particular are important: metacognition and reflection.
Metacognition and Reflection. The process of reflection and its inclusion in
teacher education is widely discussed, but Risko, Roskos, and Vukelich (2002) make
significant statements about how reflection should be utilized when supporting teacher
development. “It is most probable that as instructors we need to mediate prospective
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teachers’ development by encouraging reflection as a process that is like ‘turning a glove
inside out,’ the making of the familiar unfamiliar and the unfamiliar understandable” (p.
166). Furthermore, the authors posit that, “reflection that serves to ‘reify’ personal beliefs
has little chance for developing a deep thinking” (p. 166). Reflection should be a vehicle
to deconstruct and re-present, in conscious and sophisticated ways, the lived experiences
of preservice teachers so they can begin to see the complexities of teaching and learning
and their participation in those spaces.
Supporting the development of metacognitive awareness in preservice teachers as
part of their reflective behaviors is a crucial facet when designing literacy teacher
education, or teacher education in general (Alsup, 2006). For example, Bransford (1979)
explains,
Metacognitive processes are assumed to underlie the ability to monitor our current
level of learning and understanding. This monitoring requires knowledge about
the current state of our knowledge. Without metacognitive processes we might
fail to perform such crucial activities as asking questions, (or) selecting the
learning activities appropriate to a given task. (p. 194)
The seeds of ideas for this study first began during my personal professional
experience as a teacher and a graduate student. My graduate program was pursued to
answer questions like those constructed for this study. I share this background in the
following section, as that personal history helps to better understand the context of this
study.
The Back-story: My Transformational Path
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The focus on teacher literacy identity grew out of my first-hand experiences with
literacy instruction as a high school English teacher and graduate teaching associate at the
university. While teaching high school, I worked with students on both ends of a learning
continuum: struggling readers and writers, and readers and writers who were in my
college preparation courses. I found that all readers in my classes were benefiting from
comprehension strategies that I had learned to incorporate into my practice from a
professional development workshop in my school district. The struggling readers were
seniors and most had very negative attitudes about school (English class in particular),
teachers, and even their life situations. Many of the students were second language
learners.
The college preparatory classes consisted of seniors and juniors. The college prep
seniors were taking my Shakespeare class, and the juniors were in American Literature.
Both college prep classes were reading challenging texts, as were the students in the
struggling English class. Once I began orchestrating comprehension strategy
engagements in the classroom, I watched struggling readers open themselves up to
exploring the literature, to sharing their thinking, and guiding the learning in our
classroom. The students in the college prep classes were developing their critical thinking
abilities as well, and gradually students in all the classes had assumed responsibility for
the learning pathways in the classroom on a daily basis. I wanted to find out where the
confidence was coming from—it was exciting and rewarding, but an explanation for the
success was important to me.
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For my career ladder project (a teacher-researcher development program funded
by the state and facilitated by the district) I decided to explore what I viewed as an
amazing transformation of students in my classroom. Kids who would not share their
voices in the classroom for fear of sounding dumb were confidently revealing their
thinking. Kids who appeared to have control of their reading and writing were challenged
to continue developing their abilities. Before I had ever heard of metacognition I asked
the students to think about their thinking and their learning. I asked them to explain their
comprehension strategy use, and how they made sense of difficult reading events. I
guided them to explain their experiences with each comprehension strategy I was
introducing throughout the semester, and to describe their personal learning journeys. At
the end of the school year, I asked them to again explore their personal use of
comprehension strategies during challenging reading events. Their language use was
amazing; kids who struggled to write complete sentences at the beginning of the year
were articulating sophisticated ideas about their meaning making, and accomplished
students were explaining how they had never thought so hard and learned so much in
school before.
A couple other significant events were occurring at the same time as the reading
exploration I was having with students. A university professor was hanging out in my
Shakespeare class, team-teaching with me here and there, not on any set schedule but he
tried to appear at least once a week. This partnership was in place before I began teaching
at the school and I was thrilled to continue the tradition with Dr. Ames. He pulled me
aside one afternoon and directed me to graduate school. I think he knew that my career
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ladder project would answer only a few of my questions. He knew I needed more theory
to explain what was happening in my classroom.
Another significant understanding came to light simultaneously. I recognized that
in their end of the year writings about comprehension strategy use, my students were
explaining the importance of the classroom community for their learning. They said that
they felt safe to share their thinking in the classroom discussions; that we were more like
a family than a classroom full of people and they had not experienced school that way
before. They explained that they felt their investments in the class, and in themselves,
were worthwhile because we cared about each other as people. I began wondering about
and evaluating the processes and experiences I organized and facilitated at the beginning
of the school year to build such a community.
The Picasso self-portrait project
(Figure 1) surfaced as the major catalyst for
building the human connections and safety
zone students described. Students in my high
school classroom were asked, at the beginning
of every school year, to create their selfportraits; images of themselves that told the
story of who they were, and what moments in
their lives were instrumental for who they
believed themselves to be. The project was

Figure 1. Picasso multimodal self-portrait
project high school student example.

designed to include art because I believe in the process of creation as instrumental for
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developing and supporting complex thinking and an analysis of self that would not exist
in the absence of such opportunities (Eisner, 2002; Moje, 2000).
As I planned to teach the content area literacy course at the university during my
graduate studies I decided to organize that class much like my high school classroom. I
wanted the preservice teachers in that space to explore who they were as readers and
future teachers in intricate ways. One of the commonly assigned engagements for the
course was a literacy memoir, and so I felt the Picasso self-portrait project would lend
itself nicely to that exploration, guiding future teachers to critically deconstruct and represent who they thought they were and what they believed they knew of reading and
literacy. (Chapter three provides more details of the project.) Suffice to say that based on
the feedback I received from the university students, the project was just as successful for
preservice teachers as it was for high school students.
Along with the Picasso literacy memoir project, the preservice teachers were
guided to utilize the comprehension strategies and theoretical principles about which they
were learning in the course, and to metacognitively explore their personal learning
experiences. Their responses, from the beginning of the course through to the end made
me wonder again about the engagements I was designing. The preservice teachers were
sharing the same sort of feedback that high school students in my classes did: the feeling
of community was empowering, their developing understandings of literacy and content
area literacy instruction were the most significant learning experiences they had
encountered, and they felt confident to venture into their content area classrooms for the
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first time. Roxanne, another participant in the study, explained her transformative
experience of the course.
When it came to teaching and literacy you just kind of expect your kids to know
how to read and then you kind of expect your kids to be happy little beings and
take in what you teach them…because we have a vague, artistic idea of teaching
and if you love it then they’ll love whatever you’re teaching. (Inter1-ROXp3
lines113-116)
She also shared that,
(The literacy course) was transformative. I was sort of touching on (literacy) in
another methods class—how to get students to understand content—but then your
class took it to another level because you’re saying, hey, it’s not just this content,
how are you going to get them to care about it and how are you going to get them
to use what they know? How to get from A to B and then to enrich it all around?
(Inter1-ROXp3lines126-131)
It is true that we all have a literacy identity, but as I taught the content area
literacy course, I observed that preservice teachers in my class seemed to be consciously
developing and aware of their transforming literacy identities as students and as future
teachers; that is, they appeared to be moving from simplistic articulations of literacy—as
an ability to read and write print texts (Gee, 2008)—to more sophisticated explanations
such as expressing a commitment to utilize multimodal content area texts, an
understanding of literacy as a powerful ability to control a Discourse (Gee, 2008), and an
interest in being a member of a literacy Discourse community. These emerging teachers
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seemed steadfast in their sense of responsibility to design and implement literacy
instruction in their future classrooms that would support their students’ developing
content area literacy.
I began to theorize that the preservice teachers in my class were developing their
identities as students of literacy, and as future content area literacy teachers. Their
understandings of literacy seemed to have shifted in significant ways. I found myself
wondering what they would say about the transformations, what they would attribute to
those changes, and what it all meant for their future literacy instruction in real
classrooms. These thoughts led me to frame this study in ways that would open spaces for
the preservice teachers to help me understand their transformations because I believed
their voices and experiences were critically valuable for my learning and for informing
literacy teacher education and research. As Moje (2000) asserts, “Too often we forget
that teacher education involves teaching, and that we must draw from preservice and
inservice teachers’ insights as we plan teacher education” (p. 16).
The voices of high school students led me to graduate school, and the voices of
university students guided me to a dissertation that explores how preservice teachers’
literacy identities developed and transformed in the university class, in student teaching
and/or in the induction period.
The next section pulls from literature and research that informed my thinking
about teacher literacy identity and assisted my contemplation about how to design this
study.
Teacher Literacy Identity Research
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Teacher literacy identity is not researched or documented. In fact, very little
literature discussing literacy identity exists. Moore (2002) situates a discussion of literate
identity as an important consideration when designing adolescent literacy programs. He
states,
Literate identity emphasizes much more than cognitive operations, and it goes
beyond traditional affective concerns about reading attitude, interest, and
motivation. A productive literate identity means that individuals consider
themselves insiders amid a fellowship of readers and writers; they think of
themselves as members of a literate public. (p. 149)
Moore does not discuss the role of teachers’ literate identities when he speaks of
supporting the literate identities of adolescents. He mentions that teachers “actively
participate in and affect the nature of classroom communities…and they influence how
individuals identify themselves as students, readers, and writers” (pp. 149-150), but he
does not specifically include the idea that teachers must embody and consciously utilize a
literacy identity in order to guide adolescent students toward that membership. The
teachers’ literacy identity is seemingly assumed.
Even though he does not name teacher literacy identity, Smith (1988) declares,
“Members of the literacy club are people who read and write…(and) teachers should
facilitate and promote the admission of children into the literacy club. The classroom
should be a place full of meaningful and useful reading and writing activities” (pp. 1112). Furthermore, “This means that every reading and writing teacher should be a
member of the club. The teacher’s role is to ensure that the club exists and that every
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child is in it” (p. 12). Smith argues that a self-concept is the how we see ourselves
behaving in particular ways—that we learn our identities, and that teachers and students
“do not see themselves as members of the club” (p. 59).
McCarthey and Moje (2002) build a line of reasoning to bring identity and
literacy together in order to better understand how the two work with and for personal
development and learning. They state that,
The formation of self, as well as some level of awareness of self, is a critical
aspect of consciousness or mind. Because it seems that selfhood and identity are
linked, and because mind and consciousness (as socially constructed) have
something to do with learning and using literacy, we can argue that identity and
literacy are linked in important ways. (p. 228)
Their conversation is situated in more general discussions of the connections between
literacy and identity and the ways that “literacy and literate practices are tools for
representing or performing particular identities” (p. 231) and that “teaching literacy could
be considered acts of supporting and challenging learners’ identities and providing spaces
for learners to explore their identities” (p. 233).
Language teacher identity was the focus of a combination of three studies
explored by Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, and Johnson (2005). The researchers argue
that, “the teacher’s whole identity (is) at play in the classroom” (p. 22) and that
“simplistic cause-effect models of teaching methodology (are) inadequate” (p. 22). The
participants in their studies were Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL), but their work informed my understanding of teacher literacy identity. For
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example, when the researchers state that, “in order to understand language teaching and
learning we need to understand teachers; and in order to understand teachers, we need to
have a clearer sense of who they are” (Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005, p.
22). The researchers posit that a teacher’s beliefs, or the ways that language teaching is
played out is based on the developing teacher’s decision-making, and their culturally
constructed identities. These identities are based on social beliefs about language
(TESOL) teachers, and language instruction, which was a main focus in their studies, and
in turn guided my attention on teacher literacy identity. In essence, each content area the
participants in my study represented in fact constitutes its own language. There is a
significant “importance of a teacher’s identity in the knowledge received or rejected in
classrooms” (p. 34).
Design of Study
To address the teacher literacy identity research questions, a phenomenological
approach (Merriam, 1998; Purcell-Gates, 2004) was used to develop a descriptive case
study (Merriam, 1998). Nine former students from my sections of the content area
literacy course, across several semesters, were invited to participate in this study. Two
participants were student teaching, five were in their first year of teaching, and two in
their second year during data collection.
The content area literacy course provided many opportunities for data collection.
Six instructional engagements completed by the participants when they were students in
the course were collected and analyzed for this study. The Seidman (1998) threeinterview series, content area literacy lesson planning sessions, and observations of the
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literacy lessons were conducted during data collection and were digitally recorded and
transcribed.
A phenomenological analysis (Merriam, 1998) guided the initial examination of
the data. Then the data sets were analyzed using the constant comparative method
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Merriam, 1998) Data was categorized based on patterns and
themes that emerged from the data analysis.
Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized and presented in the traditional format, although
with creative titles.
•

Chapter One, Introduction: An Exploration of Teacher Literacy Identity,
establishes the tone for the dissertation and introduces the reader to the
phenomenon of teacher literacy identity, the background of interest in the topic,
and the theoretical framework utilized to guide the analysis and presentation of
data;

•

Chapter Two, A Literature Review: Situating Teacher Literacy Identity, presents
related theoretical and empirical literature that informs the notion of teacher
literacy identity as a developing theory for literacy teacher education;

•

Chapter Three, Methodology: Literacy Identity Across Spaces and Time, details
the design of the study, introduces the participants, describes the content area
literacy course, and explains the data analysis; this chapter then presents the major
categories and dimensions of teacher literacy identity that emerged;
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•

Chapter Four, A Dimension of Literacy Identity: The Construct of Literacy,
presents findings related to one of three dimensions of teacher literacy identity
utilizing the participants’ ideas that illustrate the dimension;

•

Chapter Five, A Dimension of Action: The Construct of Literacy in Practice, and
Chapter Six, A Dimension of Metacognition: Quality of the Literacy Enactment,
present findings related to the other two dimensions of teacher literacy identity
and again utilize the participants’ ideas and experiences to illuminate the
dimensions;

•

Chapter Seven, Teacher Literacy Identity: Three Transactional Dimensions,
summarizes the findings, suggests implications for teacher education research and
practice, and provides concluding remarks. In addition, the chapter suggests
implications for future literacy teacher education and research, and argues for
careful consideration of teacher literacy identity—an argument that is supported
by the participants in this study. Roxanne states, “(Literacy identity) is like a
worldview …(it) comes in and helps you try to consciously understand what you
do with text, and then what you do afterward and how you view yourself” (Inter3ROXp5lines214-218). She further asserts, “I guess it’s more of an understanding
of why you are doing these things, and why you are teaching the way you teach”
(Inter3-ROXpp5-6lines227-230).
Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce the dissertation research project. The

theoretical frame for the study, the research questions, and related background
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information was provided. In addition, I told the “back-story”—the personal and
professional history that I bring to this study. The design of the study, including a
description of the methodology and the participants, was also included. Finally, the
organization of the following dissertation chapters was introduced.
Chapter Two: A Literature Review
Chapter Two, A Literature Review: Situating Teacher Literacy Identity, further
expands the categories introduced in the theoretical framework in this chapter: teacher
beliefs, identity pedagogy, community, transaction, meaning making, and metacognition
and reflection. Empirical literature that informs the developing notion of teacher literacy
identity is explained in terms of the strengths and shortcomings of those research projects
and perspectives.
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CHAPTER TWO
A LITERATURE REVIEW: SITUATING TEACHER LITERACY IDENTITY
I think identity changes and shifts depending on what’s going on in your life. I
don’t identify with the Dakota 10 years ago. I think we need the reflective piece
of looking back at where (we) came from, where (we’ve) gotten to, and how
(we’ve) changed. (Inter2-DAKp131-136)
The following literature review is a synthesis of theoretical and empirical research
that informs the emerging notion of teacher literacy identity. The phenomenon is situated
within principles and assumptions from the fields of teacher education, sociocultural
psychology, reader literary response, sociopsycholinguistic theory of the reading process,
and constructivist psychology. A review of literature supports what Dakota, a participant
in this study (quoted above), believes about learning: by looking back at previous
literature we can understand and respect those ideas that came before us, and we can
draw on those ideas to help us articulate further discussions of, and possible changes for,
teacher education. Furthermore, multiple theoretical perspectives are needed to inform
this study and to assist in an explanation of teacher literacy identity because the concept
is not currently explored in any literature I could discover. Varghese, Morgan, Johnston,
and Johnson (2005) explain that the goal of drawing from several theoretical lenses is
“not to evaluate one theory against another, but rather to use one to enlighten the other”
(p. 24). Such is the ambition of this literature review and study.
The chapter begins with the reintroduction of the research questions. Theoretical
perspectives that inform teacher literacy identity are presented in the next several sections
in the following order: teacher education, sociocultural psychology, reader literary
response, sociopsycholinguistic theory of the reading process, and constructivist
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psychology. A sampling of empirical literature illustrating the theoretical lenses and
connecting teacher literacy identity is included in each theoretical section. The empirical
examples were chosen based on their illustration of and/or connection to the theoretical
assumptions and principles that frame this study. In essence, the choices provided
insights that helped me to think about and develop the notion of teacher literacy identity
and assisted in the construction of the research questions. The examples were chosen
based on the ideas and arguments put forth that challenge and/or assist my attempts to
explain the unexplored concept of teacher literacy identity, not necessarily for their
influential standing in their fields. My reflection of the influential aspects and/or
shortcomings of the thought provoking literature end each section. The review of
literature situating teacher literacy identity is followed by a summary of the chapter.
Research Questions
The main research question that guides this study is: how do developing teachers
“author” their literacy identity through a content area literacy course, student teaching,
and/or the induction period? “Authoring” includes both how teachers represent (write
and speak about) and do (enact or perform) (Moje, 2004) their literacy identities.
Sub-questions include: (1) What shifts in literacy identity are observed during a
preservice literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction period? (2) What are the
participants’ perceptions of the influence/s of the instructional engagements
(assignments) from the university literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction
period on their literacy identities? (3) What transformational paths in their literacy
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identities do beginning teachers traverse as they represent and enact literacy instructional
decisions in a classroom?
Teacher Education
Philosophers, theorists, and researchers have focused on teacher education for
many years (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005;
Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2005; Dewey, 1938; Richardson, 1997; Zeichner &
Tabachnick, 1985). Others have placed reading, literacy, and the preparation of literacy
teachers at the center of their interest in teacher education (Bean, 1997; Richardson,
1990; Richardson & Anders, 1994; Risko, Peter, & McAllister, 1996). In this dissertation,
I aspire to illuminate a new area of literacy teacher education and literacy instruction
worthy of further research, and to join the ranks of literacy educators and researchers
concerned with the education of prospective and new literacy teachers. This section
discusses concerns facing teacher education, the importance of teacher beliefs for literacy
instruction, and a pedagogy to support teacher identity development. Empirical literature
examples exploring teacher beliefs for literacy instruction and teacher identity pedagogy
are included in each of those discussions. Because the construct of teacher literacy
identity is absent in academic discussions, I draw on the teacher belief and identity
pedagogy literature to assist in the development of teacher literacy identity theory.
Concerns for Teacher Education
Concerns, old and new, permeate the conversations of teacher education. Dewey
(1938) warned that, “the only ground I can see for even a temporary reaction against the
standards, aims, and methods of the newer education is the failure of educators who
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professedly adopt them to be faithful to them in practice” (p. 90). Dewey argued for
progressive education that would include the life experiences of students in the teaching
and learning, include student voices alongside the teacher’s, and have teachers become
guides rather than authorities. Early in the last century Dewey was concerned about
teachers who said they believed in certain pedagogy and methodology, but were unable to
enact those beliefs in classroom practice. This same concern still exists in the early 21st
century, but additional layers of a developing society have added worry.
Bransford, Darling-Hammond, and LePage (2005) assert that teachers must be
conscious of the various pathways students might take as teaching and learning unfolds in
a classroom. They argue that a crucial aim of teacher education should be on the
substance of that preparation, specifically, what developing teachers “need to learn and
how they may best be enabled to learn it” (p. 4). And they caution that in order “to meet
the expectations they now face, teachers need a new kind of preparation—one that
enables them to go beyond ‘covering the curriculum’ to actually enable learning for
students who learn in very different ways” (p. 2). It seems as if no time has passed
between the concerns Dewey articulated and those Bransford, Darling-Hammond, and
LePage assert. A closer look at teachers’ beliefs and identities might provide the support
these voices have been shouting about for decades.
Teacher Beliefs
In their investigation of studying teacher education in changing times, CochranSmith and Fries (2005) posit that teacher learning is an important outcome of preparation
programs because “teachers’ knowledge frames and belief structures are the filters
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through which teachers’ practices, strategies, actions, interpretations, and decisions are
made. The assumption is that knowledge and beliefs always mediate teachers’ practices”
(p. 100). Teacher learning as an outcome of a preservice preparation program seems like
an obvious result; however, the teacher education community recognizes that new
teachers are not necessarily utilizing their preservice learning in classroom spaces (Risko,
Peter, & McAllister, 1996; Pressley, 2002). Cochran-Smith and Fries suggest that
“investigating how knowledge and beliefs function as filters for interpretations and
actions, under what conditions they do so, and how they have an impact” (p. 100) are
critical areas in need of research.
Richardson and Anders (1994) provide a possible explanation for the inconsistent
presence of theoretical principles coming to life in teaching spaces. “New practices and
procedures are adopted by teachers if they appear to work: that is, if they are consistent
with teachers’ beliefs concerning learning and teaching, engage the students, and allow
the teachers the degree of control felt necessary” (p. 159). The authors suggest that
assisting teachers to examine their beliefs in relation to classroom practice as a goal for
staff development programs, but I argue that this guidance should be a significant
inclusion in teacher preparation programs. Prospective teachers enter their education with
deep-seeded beliefs about how school works, and so would benefit greatly from a
conscious exploration of those beliefs as they study about teaching practice and theory.
In his study exploring preservice teachers’ selection and use of literacy strategies
in their practice, Bean (1997) summarizes current theories of how preservice teachers
construct beliefs and practices about teaching, specifically literacy instruction. He lists
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four factors believed to be influential on developing teachers’ beliefs: (a) discipline-based
theories about learning; (b) the culture of the classroom and the cooperating teacher’s
style; (c) reflection on preservice experiences; and (d) one’s personal biography as a filter
for reflection on teaching experiences (p. 155). Bean’s study found that “A synthesis of
themes revealed in the 10 interviews shows that the most dominant influence in strategy
selection and use was the cooperating teacher” (p. 161).
Richardson (1990) cites a study from Richardson-Koehler and Fenstermacher
(1988) where a math teacher demonstrated that his “beliefs about how children learn to
read as well as his classroom practices were strongly tied to his views of himself as a
reader and how he learned to read” (p. 13). She also strongly encourages the teacher
education community to recognize that “it behooves us to approach with extreme care the
development of programs that ask teachers to verbalize their beliefs and premises” (p.
16). Richardson’s investigation of teacher change and learning to teach literature raises
critical issues about how teacher preparation and teacher development is viewed and how
we can move toward an agenda of meaningful support. Conscious recognition of
teachers’ beliefs and a goal to draw out their beliefs about themselves as readers, the
reading process, and the ways reading develops would be an important place to start in
preservice literacy education. Within those engagements, prospective teachers might
begin to understand reading and literacy with more complexity, as well as see themselves
situated in a literacy framework.
Thought Provoking Study. Two sets of belief statements (questionnaires) and
three sets of lesson plans were data sources for a study designed by Konopak, Readence,
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and Wilson (1994). The researchers set out to examine the relationship between the
theoretical beliefs and actual practices of 58 preservice and 46 inservice secondary
teachers. The participants were enrolled in education courses at a large university. The
preservice teachers were enrolled in a content reading methods course, and the inservice
teachers were attending various education graduate courses taught by different
instructors. They represented multiple content areas. The researchers state that their
specific focus was teachers’ beliefs. “In particular, teachers’ beliefs regarding teaching
and learning are considered critical components supporting the planning and
implementation stages of instruction. By examining these beliefs, researchers can address
their influence on, and how they are influenced by, classroom events” (p. 220).
The two sets of belief statements were organized by (1) how reading takes place,
and (2) how it develops. Each set consisted of 15 statements: 5 text-based, 5 readerbased, and 5 interactive based. An example of a text-based statement was: “There is
usually only one acceptable answer to a question from a text.” A statement inquiring
about how reading develops was: “Students should receive many opportunities to read
materials other than the textbook in the content areas” (p. 222).
The three sets of lesson plans focused on syllabication, vocabulary, and
comprehension. The teachers were directed to construct lesson plans utilizing three
divergent explanations of the reading process: text-based, reader-based, and interactive.
The teachers’ explanations for how reading develops differed by the nature and delivery
of instruction, which they articulated in their plans when diversifying the teacher’s
behaviors from the students’ and then outlining instructional activities.
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The researchers found that preservice teachers believed that reading takes place in
interactive based experiences, whereas inservice teachers selected more reader-based
explanations. By and large, both groups demonstrated the common belief that reading
develops through reader-based instructional approaches.
Researcher Reflection. Empirical literature with an attention on teacher beliefs is
extensive. Unfortunately, the topic of teacher beliefs in connection with teacher literacy
identity was not found in my review and search of the literature.
The study conducted by Konopak, Readence, and Wilson shares some interesting
insights connecting a teacher’s beliefs with her/his instructional decisions, but even they
recognized that their findings were “limited by the hypothetical nature of the written
tasks; teachers were not studied in real instructional situations where decisions might be
made differently” (p. 224). There are substantial differences between projecting oneself
into teaching practice, and living in those teaching and learning spaces on a day-to-day
basis. These researchers recognized the need for an inclusion of authentic teaching
experiences in teacher belief investigations.
Another shortcoming of this study was the two sets of belief statements. The
teachers were prompted to respond; specific statements of belief were provided to them
and they only had to circle the ideas they thought demonstrated their beliefs. These types
of prompts can be valuable starting places, but asking teachers to write about, or talk
about their own reasons for those selections would provide deeper insight into their
thinking. Not providing any statements and only asking teachers to write and talk about
what they believe (and know) about the reading process and how reading develops would
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afford the researcher a truer glimpse of what the teacher understands based on what the
teacher says. “Language is a badge of identity” (Smith, 2006, p. 72) and as such will
identify a person’s stance and belief system.
Identity Pedagogy
The identity pedagogy literature provides an entry point into a discussion of
teacher literacy identity. Two identity pedagogy studies, Alsup (2006) and Danielewicz
(2001), are included in this section. These were the only examples I could find that
directly speak about and explore teacher identity and teacher education pedagogy that can
support the development of teacher identities. Another study included in this section,
Alvermann and Heron (2005), explores literacy identity but discusses the construct in
terms of adolescents. These studies assist my thinking about the notion of teacher literacy
identity, but they do not include the notion as an aspect of their investigations.
Anders and Guzzetti (2005) explain that pedagogical knowledge is a teacher’s
understanding about “how (she/he) orchestrates the ideas, resources, and activities with
and for students” (p. 188). The previous section presented literature asserting that a
teacher’s beliefs drive the ideas, resources, and activities utilized, chosen and facilitated.
Alsup (2006) states that, “the pedagogical decisions a teacher makes are the result of a
combination of intellectualizing and doing. Knowledge-in-action does not separate mind
from body, or the internal from the experiential” (p. 88). Furthermore, Alsup argues that
asking prospective teachers to write and talk about their “personal pedagogy” (p. 8), or
their beliefs and/or philosophies about teaching and learning, can lead to critical analysis
and teacher identity growth. She believes that this sort of self-knowledge exploration—or
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“how one processes, sees, and makes sense of the world” (p. 196)—can support the
development of teacher identities. Smith (2006) calls the meanings we make of the world
a “self theory.” “All our ideas, our knowledge, our beliefs, our understandings are
integrated into a single coherent theory” (p. 21) about “the totality of anyone’s actual or
potential (or imagined) experiences” (p. 20).
Teacher identity is, according to Alsup (2006), attributed to a person’s “selfconfidence—or sense of personal and professional identity” (p. 2); the personal self does
not exist separate from the professional self and so both the personal and the professional
aspects of a person should be the concern of teacher educators. However, Sfard and
Prusak (2005) argue that even though the notion of identity could be “the missing link” to
connect “the researchers’ story of the complex dialectic between learning and its
sociocultural context” (p. 15), it is not self-evident. In order to utilize the concept of
identity in research “its definition (must be) spelled out and proved operational” (p. 15).
Gee (2001) joins them in this assertion: “Once defined, (identity) can be used as an
analytic lens for research” (p. 100).
Sfard and Prusak (2005) define identity as “a set of reifying, significant,
endorsable stories about a person” (p. 14), and that these stories can be divided into
Two subsets: actual identity, consisting of stories about the actual state of affairs,
and designated identity, consisting of narratives presenting a state of affairs
which, for one reason or another, is expected to be the case, if not now, then in the
future. Actual identities usually are told in present tense and formulated as factual
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assertions. Designated identities are stories believed to have the potential to
become a part of one’s actual identity. (italics in original, p. 18)
Their conversation describing actual and designated identities suggests movement and
dialogue for movement to occur. People explain who they are in the present to
themselves and to others, and then they explain who they would like to become—all
through telling the stories of their lives.
Psychologists Cox and Lyddon (1997) explain identity within a postmodern
paradigm that supports “constructivist conceptions of selfhood” (p. 201). Moving away
from a modernist belief that identity is fixed and essentialized, “postmodern views
(distinguish) the self as a historically and contextually situated construct” (p. 204). As
with Alsup (2006), Sfard and Prusak (2005) also view identity as “(a) self-knowledge
(that) is inseparable from the knowledge of reality, and (b) the individual self (as being)
inseparable from a self in relationship (with others, with its environment)” (p. 215). Gee
(2001) defines identity as, “being recognized as a certain ‘kind of person’ in a given
context” (p. 99). He asserts that we recognize who we are, as do others, and this
recognition accumulates in our identity. Gee would have us think of identity in this way:
At a given time and place, a person engages in what I will call a “combination.” A
combination is some specific way of combining the following things: (a) speaking
(or writing) in a certain way; (b) acting and interacting in a certain way; (c) using
one’s face and body in a certain way; (d) dressing in a certain way; (e) feeling,
believing, and valuing in a certain way; and (f) using objects, tools, or
technologies in a certain way. (p. 109)
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Once we are recognized, and recognize ourselves, in particular ways, we become a
member of a Discourse community according to Gee (2001, 2008). “Discourses with a
capital ‘D’ are ways of being certain kinds of people” whereas “lowercase ‘d’ discourse
refers to connected stretches of talk or writing” (p. 110).
Like Gee (2001, 2008), Wenger (1998) explains that an aspect of identity is
situated in community membership. He also describes identity as a “learning trajectory
(where) we define who we are by where we have been and where we are going” and as
“negotiated experience (where) we define who we are by the ways we experience our
selves through participation as well as by the ways we and others reify our selves” (p.
149). Reification, according to Wenger (1998) covers “a wide range of processes that
include making, designing, representing, naming, encoding, and describing, as well as
perceiving, interpreting, using, reusing, decoding, and recasting” (p. 59). When situating
the concept of reification with the notion of identity, the assumption is that we make,
design, represent, name, perceive (and so forth) who we are, and that those representations of self transform with our experiences. Thinking in terms of teacher
identity, these explanations and principles of identity can assist teacher educators when
designing preservice experiences (pedagogy) that can support identity development.
Although the researchers named in the previous paragraphs help to situate my
conversation of identity and teacher identity in the literature, Alvermann and Heron
(2001) assist with a definition of literacy identity in particular. The authors state that
having a positive sense of one’s self as a reader, and establishing and maintaining a
position in a literacy Discourse group which requires an adoption and affiliation with the
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multiple ways of “being” and “doing” represents a person’s literacy identity. Their
mention of a “positive sense” of self harkens back to Alsup’s (2006) assertion that
confidence in knowing our “self” influences our identity and both provide implications
for teacher identity and teacher literacy identity. If we want prospective literacy teachers
to implement the theoretical principles that frame literacy instruction into their practice,
they will need to believe in those principles and recognize themselves as members in a
Discourse community that operates within that belief system and with those principles.
Thought Provoking Study. Danielewicz (2001) argues that, “if we need teachers
who effectively educate, then we need to know how the best teachers become
themselves” (p. 3). Moreover, she stresses that, “What makes someone a good teacher is
not methodology, or even ideology. It requires engagement with identity, the way
individuals conceive of themselves so that teaching is a state of being, not merely ways of
acting or behaving” (p. 3).
Six participants contributed to her study of an identity pedagogy she put in place
in her content area literacy course at a major university. She interviewed the participants
while they were students in her literacy course and later when they moved to student
teaching spaces. She analyzed their journals from the course, their (written) teaching
philosophies, unit plans, and other written materials.
Her first pedagogical decision was to ask the participants to develop personal
theories of action, or “how they might act if they were teachers” (p. 9) while they were
students in her class. Danielewicz (2001) believes that encouraging these explorations of
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personal theories even before the prospective teachers encounter real classrooms are
beneficial in several ways:
First, they realize that teaching is complicated and that it is a generative process.
Second, they are able to feel how theory and practice are yoked together. Finally,
proposing theories of action forces students to integrate the whole range of
variables involved in any teaching situation rather than operating from one
perspective alone. (p. 9)
Participants (while students in the course) wrote letters to their classmates about a
variety of topics they studied. The recipient of the letters wrote back and explained
her/his take on the topic. Also while attending the class, participants designed a unit for
their future content area classrooms. The units included curriculum, goal setting,
descriptions of teaching methods, and descriptions of how the preservice teacher would
construct a classroom environment. Students chose a content topic and the appropriate
text/s for their units, and then, in small groups, explained their choices by providing
reasons for their preferences. Danielewicz (2001) describes the unit engagement as a
“simulation as near an approximation to the complexities of real teaching as I can invent”
(p. 153).
Danielewicz’s (2001) pedagogy for identity development consists of 10 principles
divided into two categories: structural and performative. She describes the principles in
the following ways:
Structural principles describe general properties that should characterize the
curriculum, shape the classroom environment, and inform the teacher’s approach
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to course design and methods. Principles related to structure include discourse
richness and openness, dialogue and dialogic curriculum, collaboration,
deliberation, reflexivity. In contrast, performative principles concern what
individuals do. Everyday actions are performances. These principles focus on
persons as actors and on the drama of social interaction among them. Principles of
performance include theorizing in practice, agency, recursive representation,
authority, and enactment. (p. 141)
Danielewicz (2001) further explains each principle drawing on theoretical assumptions
and principles and provides examples of her instructional engagements to illustrate each
principle. She asserts that when the 10 principles are taken together they “constitute a
pedagogy for identity construction” (p. 17).
Researcher Reflection. Identity literature is vast, existing in multiple theoretical
contexts: education, sociology, psychology, and anthropology. Teacher identity and
identity pedagogy literature is much less prevalent; however, teacher identity and the role
of a developing teacher’s view of self is more commonly seen in the literature than is
identity pedagogy for teacher development.
Although her study and explanations of her 10 principles of identity pedagogy
informed my thinking and provided me multiple perspectives of teacher identity research,
several gaps appear in Danielewicz’s (2001) investigation and subsequent discussion.
Obviously writing is a language tool that should be used for personal growth
(Vygotsky, 1978), but her explanation of the letters students in her course wrote to each
other felt limited. As I read her description, I wondered what the students themselves
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thought of the letters as vehicles for their developing understandings, how their peer’s
responses to their letters further supported their transforming understandings of the
course content, and how (or if) content area literacy and content area literacy instruction
became more clear and/or more important to them because of the letter writing. It seemed
as if the students were just completing an assignment rather than writing to learn in
significant ways. Those connections were unclear, as were connections to literacy and
their future literacy instruction. Possibly, if she would have asked the students to reflect
on their experiences with the letter writing she could have discovered the influence and
significance of the experience for the prospective teachers.
I agree with Danielewicz (2001) when she asserts that the letters support a
dialogue between and among the students, as well as when she states, “To take full
advantage of dialogue’s creative power, assignments must be structured as real
interactions between two or more individuals. The activity’s purpose should encourage
dialogic exchange of ideas and ideologies among groups and discourse communities to
promote identities” (p. 146), but it appears that she is assuming the preservice teachers
will willingly participate in such endeavors. Sfard and Prusak (2005) caution that the
students’ willingness to utilize (and participate in) the techniques and methods educators
promote should not be assumed. Danielewicz (2001) states that her “efforts are
concentrated on creating an environment in which (she) expects them to act and to care”
(p. 165). Whereas I believe in those expectations, I do not believe students automatically
assume that stance because I (as the teacher) expect it from them; nor do I agree that her
approach to be “mindful and vigilant, watching and listening for details that reveal
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individual student’s particular concerns, interests, or inclinations” (p. 166) as sufficient to
promote such outcomes.
While I appreciate her organization of a content specific unit design engagement
for her students, I believe that teacher educators can go much farther in supporting
prospective teachers’ experiences with practical teaching opportunities in university
spaces. Planning lessons on paper is a valuable experience, as are conversations with
peers who are in similar stages of development and learning, but those moments cannot
accommodate the feeling of actually bringing those ideas to life with students.
The teacher education literature just reviewed leads us to recognize the
importance of social and cultural contexts for the support of developing teachers’ beliefs
and identities. Furthermore, research that incorporates the lens of literacy must include a
sociocultural frame.
Sociocultural Psychology
Wenger’s (1998) principles of a social theory of learning are helpful for framing
the exploration of teacher literacy identity. He names and explains those principles as
including:
•

Meaning: a way of talking about our changing ability – individually and
collectively – to experience our life and the world as meaningful;

•

Practice: a way of talking about the shared historical and social resources,
frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action;
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•

Community: a way of talking about the social configurations in which our
enterprises are defined as worth pursuing and our participation is recognizable as
competence;

•

Identity: a way of talking about how learning changes who we are and creates
personal histories of becoming in the context of our communities. (p. 5)
When situated in teacher literacy identity, Wenger’s (1998) principle of identity

helps to frame a discussion around how a person articulates her/his “becoming” a
member of the literacy club (Smith, 1988), and the personal history of experience within
social and cultural contexts of a literacy Discourse community. His descriptions of the
complexities of social groups, or learning communities, assist an explanation of the
practices involved for social and cultural participation in a literacy Discourse community,
and the members’ meaning making within those contexts as interpersonal and
intrapersonal (Vygotsky, 1978). When brought together, these principles lay a strong
foundation for cultural spaces where teacher literacy identity can develop. A notion
missing from Wenger’s (1998) conversation, however, is a conscious establishment of
trust within the community of practice.
Knowledge, according to Freire (2003), “emerges only through invention and reinvention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings
pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other” (p. 72). As literacy identity (or
any aspect of identity) develops through a re-invention process, a dialectic principle
mediates a person’s becoming. However, Freire asserts, “It is necessary to trust in the
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(person’s) ability to reason. Whoever lacks this trust will fail to initiate (or will abandon)
dialogue, reflection, and communication” (p. 66).
In order that trust can develop between and amongst participants in a literacy
Discourse community, and in support of the principles of a social theory of learning,
specific focus is placed on consciously building community and opening spaces for the
creation of multiple forms of representation so people in those social and cultural
contexts might re-invent themselves.
Community
A main ambition of a literacy Discourse community is to invite prospective
teachers to become members of a group committed to a common literacy goal both
individually and collectively. Wenger (1998) argues that practice defines community and
that “identity is formed through participation” (p. 152) in those community practices. He
provides three dimensions he believes as necessary for identity building through practice:
mutuality of engagement, accountability to an enterprise, and negotiability of a repertoire.
He describes the dimensions as:
•

Mutuality of engagement: developing certain expectations about how to interact,
how people treat each other, and how to work together; a certain way of being
part of a whole through mutual engagement;

•

Accountability to an enterprise: an investment of self in an enterprise, and the
forms of accountability that demonstrate our contribution to an enterprise that
makes us look at the world in certain ways;
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•

Negotiability of a repertoire: sustained engagement in a practice that yields an
ability to interpret and make use of the repertoire of that practice; recognizing the
history of a practice in the artifacts, actions, and language of the community;
utilizing that history because we have been part of it and it is now part of us—a
personal set of events, references, memories, and experiences that create an
identity. (pp. 152-153, italics in original)
Thought Provoking Study. Eight high school teachers volunteered to participate in

a collaborative study group in Gail Thibodeau’s (2008) case study. Her aim was to
explore the materials and methods the teachers utilized and drew upon when integrating
literacy strategies with their content instruction. The collaborative efforts continued for a
school year and the participants received financial compensation for their participation.
At the outset of the study, the participants shared that they were not utilizing
content literacy instruction in their classrooms because they lacked confidence and felt
they were not adequately prepared to orchestrate such practice. They also believed that
they did not understand how they could teach the strategies and have enough instructional
time to cover their content.
The changes in student learning within each participant’s classroom were
documented using a content-based assessment at the beginning and end of the school year
and their state’s assessment tool was used as a model for the content-based test.
Participants read and discussed a variety of literacy resources during the study, and were
directed to read a selection from a content area text, preferably out of their area of
interest, in order that they could imagine the difficulties their students might encounter.
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The participants facilitated multiple content lessons in their classrooms that included
before, during, and after reading strategies provided by the researcher. The researcher
facilitated discussions with the participants during group meetings where they shared
their experiences with the literacy work in their classrooms.
Thibodeau (2008) reported finding positive effects of the literacy experiences on
the “teachers’ knowledge and instructional practices related to content literacy, on their
students’ achievement, and on the larger organization of their school” (p. 55).
Researcher Reflection. A teacher’s decisions to utilize reading, instructional,
comprehension, and/or literacy strategies in their classrooms is a topic of discussion in
teacher education literature, but none were found to discuss teacher identity or teacher
literacy identity.
Thibodeau’s (2008) study draws attention to metacognitive strategies that were
somehow embedded in the before, during, and after strategies she supplied to the
participants but she does not unpack metacognition or supply an explanation connecting
the strategies to metacognitive behaviors.
In addition, the participants in her study utilized reading and writing strategies in
their classroom practice, but did not, through the entire study, use strategies themselves
as readers. Her “exercise” to have the participants read a content text in order that they
could see those texts “through the eyes of their students” (p. 57) is a limited attempt to
put the teacher in the students’ shoes. Providing a challenging text to the participants, one
that is inclusive of theoretical and/or pedagogical language that would be unfamiliar to
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them, and partnering the engagement with a strategy they would later implement in their
content classrooms would provide a more authentic—being there—experience.
Multiple Forms of Representation
Sociolinguist James Gee (2000) asserts that, “A Discourse-based, situated, and
sociocultural view of literacy demands that we see reading (and writing and speaking) as
not one thing, but many; many different socioculturally situated reading (writing,
speaking) practices” (p. 204). This study of teacher literacy identity draws on the
expanded notion of literacy as more than an ability to read and write print-based texts.
Gee’s assertion alludes to reading, writing, and speaking practices—practices that
materialize in multimodal texts representative of semiotic domains. “By semiotic domain
I mean any set of practices that recruits one or more modalities (e.g., oral or written
language, images, equations, symbols, sounds, gestures, graphs, artifacts, etc) to
communicate distinctive types of meanings” (p. 18). Examples of semiotic domains,
according to Gee (2000), include: cellular biology, first-person-shooter-video-games,
high fashion, advertisements, modernist painting, rap music, and many more.
Kress and van Leeuwen (2007) explain that when depicted elements, such as
people, places and things, are combined they become “visual statements of greater
complexity and extension” (p. 1). Furthermore, “visual structures point to particular
interpretations of experience and forms of social interaction. Meanings belong to culture,
rather than to specific semiotic modes” (p. 2). The creation of multimodal texts provides
a canvas to extend understandings of the subject, or topic under creation. When used in
learning spaces organized and orchestrated to support teacher literacy identity
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development this power of creation guides an analytical deconstruction of a person’s
literacy history providing critical insight into a view of self. As the learner re-presents
her- or himself framed in multimodality, new and subtle understandings and complexities
of the self emerge through the art supported by the personal history of the person. “The
representation is a complex one, arising out of the cultural, social, and psychological
history of the sign-maker, and focused by the specific context in which the sign-maker
produces the sign” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2007, p. 7).
Thought Provoking Study. The sharing of personal histories, as represented in art
form, in social and cultural settings can fortify relationships amongst the members of the
community—contributing to trust and mutual respect (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman
Davis, 2007). Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis (2007) share an exploration of the
art and science of portraiture. A particular modality of interest in their study is the
creation of a self-portrait. They explain that,
Portraitists seek to record and interpret the perspectives and experience of the
people they are studying, documenting their voices and their visions—their
authority, knowledge, and wisdom. The drawing of the portrait is placed in social
and cultural context and shaped through dialogue between the portraitist and the
subject, each one negotiating the discourse and shaping the evolving image. (p.
xv)
The authors utilize portraiture as a method of inquiry and documentation in their
research. For example, as Lawrence-Lightfoot interviews participants, they each draw a
sketch of their experiences connected to the topic under discussion. Each person, the
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researcher and the participant, add to the drawing as they talk with each other. She
explains that the focus of her research is on “(creating) ‘life drawings’ of high schools
and to trace the connections between individual personality and organizational school
structure” (p. 4). The portraits become documents, or texts, that she hopes will reveal the
essence of the participant.
This form of phenomenological qualitative research utilizes multimodality to
deconstruct and re-present the experiences of the researcher and the participants, and
situates the researcher within the narrative of the study. “The self of the portraitist
emerges as an instrument of the inquiry” (p. 13) and the “voice of the researcher is
everywhere” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Hoffman Davis, 2007, p. 85).
Researcher Reflection. Studies and empirical discussions of multimodality
saturate education literature in the 21st century. Specific examples of how multimodal
creations are utilized as sources of inquiry are extremely limited, as are discussions of the
creation of multimodal artifacts to mediate identity development. Literacy identity is not
mentioned in this literature anywhere that I could discover.
An interesting coincidence, however, is Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman Davis’s
use of portraiture which is much like my use of the Picasso self-portrait (described briefly
in chapter one and further explained in chapter three). Portraiture could emerge as a
useful and worthwhile tool to support teacher literacy identity development.
Reader Literary Response
Louise Rosenblatt’s (1978, 1995) work in reader literary response substantially
influenced the structure of this study, as well as my thinking about the developing theory
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of teacher literacy identity. Her discussions of the transaction between a reader and a text
informs my thinking as a teacher, teacher educator, and researcher, as do her assertions
regarding the critical thinking involved and necessary when a reader transacts with text.
Rosenblatt (1978) explains that a “poem” emerges from “the live circuit set up
between the reader and ‘the text’” (p. 14), and that the energy between a reader and a text
“must be an active, self-ordering, and self-corrective process” (p. 11). She also provides
an extended definition of text that mirrors a sociocultural lens. For Rosenblatt, text is:
A set or series of signs interpretable as linguistic symbols. Text is not simply the
inked marks on the page or even the uttered vibrations in the air. The visual or
auditory signs become verbal symbols, become words, by virtue…(of) pointing to
something beyond themselves. (p. 12)
These assumptions about text and the relationship between a reader and text are crucial
for content area literacy and the development of teacher literacy identity. Guiding
prospective teachers to recognize the multiple and multimodal texts of their content areas
is a foundational goal of literacy education. Presenting the argument that the transaction
between a reader and any form of text as active and a process supported by a self are
challenging notions for developing teachers. Short, Kauffman, and Kahn (2000) state,
Many adults are uncomfortable with some of these sign systems, but that is the
result of a lack of exposure to, and use of, those systems in schools. If we had
been immersed as students in these sign systems in the same ways we were
surrounded with language throughout the school day, we would be able to use
them in more meaningful ways in our lives today. (p. 169)
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The authors assert that “within a sign system perspective, literacy is defined broadly as
all the ways in which we make and share meaning—including music, art, mathematics,
movement, drama, and language” (Short & Harste, with Burke, 1996, as cited in Short,
Kauffman, & Kahn, p. 169).
Oftentimes, students are unaware of the transaction taking place because they
have not experienced this guidance in classes before, and are even intimidated by the idea
that they should record their own thinking in response to reading events (Sumara, 2002).
Reader response theorists assert that collective dialogue can assist more complex
understandings of the reading events and the transaction experience, untangling the ideas
swirling around in the heads of students (Dressman, 2004; Iser, 1974).
Bakhtin (1981) argues that dialogue allows a person to make the words, initially
populated by “thousands of living dialogic threads” (p. 277), become her or his own once
used for personal intentions. It is then that the words are “one’s own” (p. 294) and
represent the ideological becoming of the person, which, according to Bakhtin, “is the
process of selectively assimilating the words of others” (p. 341) into the life of a human
being.
Reader response principles and assumptions provide space for readers to populate
the words of reading events for themselves, encouraging critical thinking and selecting
ideas that are relevant to the life of the reader. Rosenblatt (1995) intensely asserts:
“Unprepared to think independently, the young man and woman seek to return to the
infantile state in which there is no responsibility to make decisions; they are thus willing
to blindly follow some ‘leader’ whose tools they become” (p. 123). Critical and
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independent thinking opportunities while transacting with multiple and multimodal
texts—making sense of ideas in our own words and drawing on our own lives to make
sense—are deeply embedded in my study.
Thought Provoking Study. Roller and Beed (1994) conducted a study of the Book
Sharing Sessions of four groups of 8- to 12-year-old children who received extra support
for learning to read (p. 509). The researchers strove to present a discussion surrounding
those less-than-perfect literature discussions, contrary to those usually illustrated in
empirical studies, and “the roles they can play in children’s literacy learning” (p. 509).
Students’ accounts of personal experience, or “chains of personal stories” (p. 512)
were either related (closely or loosely) to the story; sometimes there was not an obvious
connection to the text. The researchers found that they needed to recognize that students
bring their own kind of thinking and communication processes to the learning, oftentimes
much different from their adult teachers. They state that reflection on their experiences
“taught us that rather than judge children’s talk according to our adult standards, we must
listen carefully to the ways that children interpret texts in order to understand how they
are using literate talk to build meaning” (p. 513). They also state that, “reflection on the
transcripts freed us from the preconceived notions that haunted us as we taught” (p. 514)
such as feeling trapped in the moments when children would share long chains of
personal stories and meander their own meaning-making paths. However, “after
reflection, we realized that learning is most effective when our ideas build upon
children’s” (p. 515).
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Researcher Reflection. A search of reader response literature did not provide
examples referring to teacher identity or teacher literacy identity. Literature exploring a
teacher’s identity development and transformation as an outcome of reader response
practices is an area in need of investigation and publication.
Discussions of adolescents’ or preservice teachers’ “chains of personal stories” in
connection with reading events is not a topic explored in professional literature, at least
nothing I found in my pursuit to find a secondary example. And even though this study is
not widely influential in the field of reader response, Roller and Beed’s articulations of
the chains of personal stories represent moments in education when the students are not
just allowed to wander in their thinking; they are encouraged to do so. Especially in the
interviews during my study, I encouraged participants to wander, meander, and not be
concerned with logically linking their ideas. This is a norm in my classroom teaching as
well; a practice I believe supports literacy development. Roller and Beed’s (1994) case
study assisted my acceptance of those wanderings during data collection, even though I
knew I would be transcribing the long diversions of thought. They also helped me to trust
the process of wandering thought as a pathway of possible connections that would not
appear without patience and trust. I also wondered if the participants in my study would
describe similar chains of personal stories from their own teaching experiences and what
they did in response.
Another experience shared by these researchers that made an impact on me was
their worry about illustrating examples that mirrored those in the literature. They state,
“We worried when (the students’) exchanges did not match the superlative examples we
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had read in the research literature. We wondered if we were doing something wrong” (p.
510). As I thought about who I wanted to invite to contribute to my study, the authors’
concern was in my mind. Their resolution of this anxiety is what made the biggest
impact: reflection on the less-than-perfect examples can lead to new understandings in
literacy development. With this in mind, I sought to invite participants who did not
demonstrate complete joy and connection to the literacy instruction they experienced in
my university course. I felt that those participants would show me something about their
experiences and transformations the others who openly enjoyed the class, and regularly
commented in positive ways, would not be able to illuminate.
Sociopsycholinguistic Theory of the Reading Process
According to Vygotsky (1986) “speech is an expression of that process of
becoming aware” (p. 30). He asserted that speech plays a critical role in a person’s
development as it actually mediates thought and language so people can participate in
and learn from situated activities in their world. Minds “have a repertoire of strategies for
sense-making. In reading we can call these psycholinguistic because there’s a continuous
interaction between thought and language” (Goodman, 1996, pp. 110-111). A
sociopsycholinguistic perspective is critically important to literacy and literacy
instruction as a teacher must understand and believe in the cognitive processes for
meaning-making and support students to draw on their repertoire, as Goodman calls it, to
construct knowledge during reading events.
In his article, “Reading: A Psycholinguistic Guessing Game,” Goodman (1967)
explains two divergent views of the reading process. Some believe that “reading is a
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precise process. It involves exact, detailed, sequential perception and identification of
letters, words, spelling patterns and larger language units” (p. 126). Many developing
teachers arrive in university literacy courses believing this explanation of the reading
process. They ascribe to the assumptions that meaning resides in a text and is transferred
to a reader, and that a reader’s skill set is key to gaining information from a text (Harste
& Terry, 1985, p. 242).
Goodman (1967) calls the view of reading as a precise process a misconception
and explains that reading is actually “a selective process. It involves partial use of
available minimal language cues selected from perceptual input on the basis of the
reader’s expectation. As this partial information is processed, tentative decisions are
made to be confirmed, rejected or refined as reading progresses” (pp. 126-127). The
ability to pronounce every word, to read fluently, or to make the correct sound for each
letter does not equate to reading or meaning making. Rather, “reading is a process of
interpretation (and transaction); it is assumed that various readers will give various
interpretations. Key variables in this process are culture, socio-historical context,
experience, and the history of literacy which the reader brings to the setting” (Harste &
Terry, 1985, p. 242).
Furthermore, Goodman (1984) expounds on the reading process as being a
generative process when we speak and write which results in the construction of a text to
represent the meaning we make during the reading event. He also explains that reading is
a receptive process when we listen and read, and that meaning is made during those
transactions. In other words, as speaking, writing, listening and reading occur, we receive
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information and generate a parallel text to represent what we have understood during the
event. The transactive reading process between thought and language is critical for
literacy teachers to know in order that they can organize and orchestrate reading events in
their classrooms to support the generative and receptive strengths and needs of students.
Thought Provoking Study. When Goodman’s (1967, 1984) model of the reading
process is used in teaching it is often called whole language. Debra Goodman (1989)
believes that “the whole language philosophy empowers teachers to be the professional
decision makers in the classroom” (p. 274) and she explores the significant conflicts that
exist between teaching that relies on basal readers rather than whole language principles
and practices.
She explains that her school district required teachers to use basal readers with
elementary school students, and teachers were trained to faithfully follow district
directives that included 16 “do’s” and 16 “don’t’s” for a classroom program. She argues
that “the imperative language of a basal teacher’s guide do not recognize my ability to
make such judgments” (p. 275). She vehemently asserts that she does not have time for
this type of instruction and that her goal with students is to support their developing
literacy. “Literacy is a tool for learning and learning builds literacy. Everything we do
builds language and thinking while it builds concepts and knowledge” (p. 276).
Rather than spend time on practicing reading and writing, Goodman (1989)
provides time to read and write and replaced the basal intrusion with the Reading
Detective Club, which is a “junior psycholinguistics society where we examined the
reading process” (p. 276). According to a survey she distributed to 20 students, she found
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that her 5th grade students read an average of 614 pages in the first two months of that
school year. Students choose their own books, they write in their journals where they
share their feelings about the books, they have book club conversations, and they
evaluate their own progress. None of these activities were listed in the district’s “do’s and
don’t’s” list for basal reading instruction. Goodman trusts the process of her reading
instruction and believes her most important job “is to help each of the children to find
that one book that can help them to see themselves as successful readers” (p. 279).
Researcher Reflection. I could not find a case study where a researcher explored
the strategies for meaning making in classrooms, to which Goodman (1984) refers, nor
could I locate a study placed in a secondary context. No literature exists, as far as I could
ascertain, regarding teacher identity or teacher literacy identity in connection with
sociopsycholinguistics.
Debra Goodman’s (1989) article only represents one shortcoming for my
research: her discussion is situated in an elementary context. Finding a conversation like
this for secondary students is a critical need in the literature, but her voice and
documented experiences serve teachers of all grades and stages. The argument for
scripted programs exists in secondary settings and even university settings. Teachers will
encounter this issue in some form during their careers as reading has taken a position in
the national spotlight.
The efficacy and agency Debra exhibited by standing up to her district and
working to “start a whole language school in (her) district” (p. 280) is inspiring. But her
arguments fueled my thinking and curiosity in terms of what the prospective teachers in
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my literacy course would encounter when they moved to student teaching and induction
experiences. I wondered if the participants in my study would encounter such one-sizefits-all intrusions and what their responses would be. Mostly I speculated how they might
connect prescribed programs to their literacy identities, or how their literacy identities
might support them when (or if) they experienced institutionalized and mandated
practices.
Finally, I appreciated Goodman’s (1989) explanation of the creation of the
Reading Detective Club as part of her practice. Inviting students to join the literacy club
(Smith, 1988) is crucial for their developing literacy identities (Moore, 2002) and this
invitation should extend to preservice teachers in order that they gain confident
membership and bring those whole language and psycholinguistic principles to life in
their classrooms.
Constructivist Psychology
Richardson (1997) describes constructivism as “a descriptive learning or
meaning-making theory. It suggests that individuals create their own new understandings,
based upon the interaction of what they already know and believe, and the phenomena or
ideas with which they come in contact” (p. 3). Constructivist teachers promote, organize,
and orchestrate interaction between students and learning engagements, and when placed
in literacy instruction, the interaction includes the language tools for meaning making.
Constructivists also believe that “conversations are necessary for internalization and deep
understanding” (p. 3). These conversations can (and should) exist between and amongst
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the learners and teachers in a constructivist context, as well as between the learner’s
perceptions and actions (Richardson, 1997).
Students can be supported in the constructivist process of meaning making
through self-authorship. Baxter Magolda (2007) defines self-authorship as “the internal
capacity to define one’s belief system, identity, and relationships” (p. 69). She refers to
self-authorship as a “constructive-developmental pedagogy” (1999, p. 7) driven by three
principles: (1) validate students as knowers, (2) situate learning in students’ own
experiences, and (3) define learning as mutually constructing meaning (1999, p. 27). This
study of teacher literacy identity investigates how developing teachers perceived and
explained their experiences of each of those three principles in action while they were
students in a literacy course and how they continued to author their experiences in
subsequent teaching spaces. Self-authorship places the learner at the heart of her/his own
learning and asks that she/he articulate those transformative moments.
Two particular constructivist areas of interest for my study are the role of
reflection and metacognition in the meaning making or self-authorship journey. Thought
provoking studies for each concept are explored in each area of interest.
Reflection
Knowledge, according to Bean (1993), is “constructed from experience through
reflection” (p. 3). Moreover, “the constructivist view of a self-conscious rereading of
experiences reveals hidden attitudes toward literacy that help or hinder a future teacher”
(p. 3). Based on Bean’s assertions, literacy teacher education could be greatly assisted by
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the prospective teachers’ reflective rereading of personal and previous experiences with
literacy.
Risko, Roskos, and Vukelich (2002) contend that reflection “should provide a
form of strategic learning that involves a process of ‘renewal’, the seeing of information
and ideas in new ways” (p. 166). The authors state that teacher educators need to publicly
acknowledge to preservice teachers the power of their personal experiences and beliefs,
and facilitate reflective opportunities where developing teachers can revisit their personal
histories to make sense of new learning.
Thought Provoking Study. Twenty-seven preservice teachers’ selection and use of
comprehension teaching strategies for a microteaching session was the focus of a case
study designed by Bean (1997). The microteaching session was part of a content area
reading methods course and placed in the preservice teachers’ field-based practicum,
which consisted of a 1-day-per-week observation-participation placement in a middle or
high school. Participants were interviewed by Bean and a graduate student and asked
questions regarding their use of strategies in the microteaching session.
Bean (1997) found that the preservice teachers’ “strategy use was regulated and
sometimes minimized by (their) perceived understanding of their cooperating teachers’
desires” (p. 162). The preservice teachers in his study were emulating their cooperating
teachers’ practice rather than utilizing the strategy instruction Bean modeled in the
university course, to which Bean stated, “Based on this study and others, preservice
teachers may benefit from experiencing a small number of strategies and determining
how they have been adapted for diverse sociocultural contexts” (p. 162). He asserted that
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preservice teachers might benefit from reading, discussing, and reflecting on case studies
demonstrating how other preservice teachers negotiated the complexities of strategy
instruction.
Researcher Reflection. Reflection, as it pertains to teachers and teacher education
is widely researched and documented. However, literature that discusses or investigates
reflection in connection with or in support of teacher literacy identity (or literacy identity
for adolescents) is not a topic I could uncover.
Although Bean’s (1997) study looks at preservice teachers’ strategy use and
selection of literacy strategies, even providing short narratives for 10 participants, there is
a complete omission of how he modeled the strategies in the university course. I agree
with his statement that preservice teachers could benefit from experiencing strategies
first-hand and believe that they can benefit from a conscious and critical exploration of
those strategies as experienced as students and as developing teachers. He does not
provide any details about how he might design or facilitate such an engagement,
however.
Bean’s (1997) descriptions of the 10 participants in the microteaching sessions is
helpful, but I wondered what the preservice teachers’ thought of the sessions, and how
they believed the teaching experience assisted their understandings of literacy instruction
and the utilization of literacy strategies. I wondered what they believed their strengths
were and what areas of their instruction they felt could benefit from more attention and
refined practices.
Metacognition
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Metacognition is a critical aspect to learner-centered education (Bransford et al.,
2005). More specifically,
People with high levels of metacognitive awareness have developed habits of
mind that prompt them to continually self-assess their performances and modify
their assumptions and actions as needed. People who are less metacognitive rely
on external feedback from others to tell them what to do and how to change.
(Hammerness et al., 2005, p. 376)
In literacy teacher education, metacognitive awareness can lead to an understanding of
personal meaning making processes and how teachers might go about orchestrating
reading engagements to support a student’s thinking about her or his own thinking
(Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 2002).
Flavell and colleagues (2002) stipulate that metacognition occurs when people
“learn to think about thinking and about tasks, strategies, and the process of solving a
problem. Metacognitive territory includes both what (a person) knows about cognition
and how she or he manages her or his own cognition. Metacognition refers to selfmonitoring and self-regulation” (p. 164). Careful guidance of preservice teachers within
those principles and actions plays a major role in this study.
Thought Provoking Study. Learning logs written by preservice teachers in an
educational psychology course provided data in a study designed and implemented by
Alderman, Klein, Keck Seeley, and Sanders (1993). The researchers analyzed the
learning logs as metacognitive self-portraits of the preservice teachers’ learning strategy
proficiency in the university course (taught by the researchers). They paid specific
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attention to ideas recorded by the preservice teachers that referred to motivation, goal
setting, self-monitoring, and beliefs about learning strategies. From this analysis, the
researchers constructed profiles (or self-portraits) of the 44 participants.
The learning strategies were modeled and taught in adjunct led labs in which
attendance was voluntary. The researchers report that “only about one percent of the
students attended” (p. 41) those labs. The learning strategies were also modeled in 15
minute mini-lessons during the course which consisted of a presentation of the strategy,
examples, modeling, and brief practice with the strategy. The learning logs were designed
to be the metacognitive vehicle preservice teachers used to record their thinking about the
strategies. The researchers provided a framework (prompts) for the metacognitive
responses.
They found that, most often, the participants seemed to mention the learning
strategies in their logs right after learning about them in class mini lessons. The
participants seemed to fall into three categories of metacognitive portraits: (1) students
who began with success, (2) the improving group, and (3) the less successful group (p.
49). The improving group provided the researchers with the most new understanding
about learning strategy proficiency. “Their logs appeared to reflect the flow of
metacognition: the formation of attributions and goals, followed by refining goals and
monitoring strategies which are crucial for continued improvement” (p. 50).
The researchers concluded that all students, regardless of levels of education, can
benefit from learning strategy instruction, and that “students cannot be left to discover
strategies on their own” (p. 51).
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Researcher Reflection. Metacognition is a current and widely discussed topic in
teacher education and development literature, but based on my inquiries, I was unable to
locate a more than a few examples where the concept was explored in specific ways.
In terms of the Alderman et al. (1993) study cited here, two shortcomings that
jumped out when I read this case study were the labs and the mini-lessons. Opening the
labs on a volunteer basis will merit limited participation, something that is often apparent
in teaching and learning spaces. And based on the less than one percent turnout for the
labs it seems like that opportunity should be carefully reconsidered.
The mini-lessons of 15 minutes in the course itself were also problematic. Very
little understanding can develop when such a short amount of time is provided for
students to play in the new concepts and practice. Also, without opening some sort of
dialogue in the classroom surrounding the learning strategies as they were modeled and
briefly practiced eliminates tremendous construction of knowledge.
The learning logs themselves were helpful in the creation of the participants’ selfportraits, but I was left wondering what could have happened if there was more of a
dialectic component between and amongst the entire class, and wondering about what the
participants’ themselves thought about the logs and their developing understandings of
the learning strategies. The metacognitive aspect of the log seemed superficial and too
structured by the researcher-teachers. A more ambiguous prompt might provide complex
perspectives of the participants’ developing understandings of the strategies.
Summary
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This chapter is a review of theoretical and empirical literature from the fields of
teacher education, sociocultural psychology, reader literary response,
sociopsycholinguistic theory of
the reading process, and
constructivist psychology. The
multiple theoretical lenses and
approaches “are absolutely
essential if we are not to lose
sight of the real-world
complexity of our subject”

Figure 2. Theoretical framework and principles of teacher

(Varghese, Morgan, Johnston,

literacy identity.

& Johnson, 2005, p. 40). Within each theoretical section, the principles and assumptions
that guide this study and assisted in the construction of the research questions are
explored, and their connections are described. Figure 2 illustrates each theory and the
principles that assist the exploration and articulation of a developing theory for teacher
literacy identity. The empirical examples included in this chapter were chosen for their
specific connections to this study—they were, each one in individual ways—beneficial
for my thinking and developing understandings about how to organize and carry out this
study.
Chapter Three: Methodology
The next chapter, Methodology: Literacy Identity Across Spaces and Time,
details the design of the study, introduces the participants, describes the content area
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literacy course, and explains the data analysis. This chapter then presents the major
categories and dimensions of teacher literacy identity that emerged from the data
analysis.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY: LITERACY IDENTITY ACROSS SPACES AND TIME
You have these thoughts or opinions or experiences and you don’t know
where they come from, so it’s putting those into a voice and understanding
them and deconstructing yourself (Inter2-DAKp4lines139-142).
Dakota, a participant in this study, was asked to explore and explain her
understanding of teacher literacy identity. Her quote elucidates the methodological
processes and approaches I utilized to deconstruct the thoughts, experiences, and
opinions of the participants, giving them voice to inform my inquiry. I begin this chapter
discussing the methodology and then move to the setting and participants, and the
procedures.
Method
The purpose of this section is to explain how a phenomenological case study
approach provided the framework to study how nine developing teachers represented and
enacted their teacher literacy identity. An explanation of how the approach framed my
research questions and how it shaped the study leads to the description of this bounded
and descriptive case study.
A Phenomenological Case Study
Phenomenological Approach
In this study I worked to discover the essence of teacher literacy identity and
relied on participants to illuminate that phenomenon as it developed and transformed in
and through their experiences of a university content area literacy course, student
teaching and the induction period. Merriam (1998) describes a phenomenological
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analysis as a way to “bring an experience into consciousness, analyze it, and attempt to
grasp its meaning” (p. 16) with a “focus on locating the essence or structure of the
experience, the phenomenon” (p. 15). Patton (1990) explains that, “these essences are the
core meanings mutually understood through a phenomenon commonly experienced” (as
cited in Merriam, 1998, p.15). Because teacher literacy identity is a previously
unexplored construct, this analytical lens provides an opportunity to discover and
articulate the possible foundational attributes as they emerged during the study.
Frame. The phenomenological approach is used to address the following research
question: How do developing teachers “author” their literacy identity through a content
area literacy course, student teaching and/or the induction period? Sub-questions
included:
•

What shifts in literacy identity are observed during a preservice literacy course,
student teaching, and/or the induction period?

•

What are the participants’ perceptions of the influence/s of the instructional
engagements (assignments) in the literacy course, student teaching, and/or the
induction period on their literacy identities?

•

What transformational paths in their literacy identities do beginning teachers
traverse as they represent and enact literacy instructional decisions in a
classroom?
These questions are best addressed by a phenomenological approach that has, at

its heart, a sociocultural perspective. This “lens assumes that knowledge, beliefs, values
are socially constructed” (Purcell-Gates, 2004, p. 96). The methodology frames the study
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in order to understand what the phenomenon meant for the participants as they strove to
explain it, and as they enacted it in specific social and cultural settings (Bogdan &
Biklen, 2007; Dyson & Genishi, 2005).
A phenomenological technique called “imaginative variation” also guided my
research. Merriam (1998) describes the practice as “trying to see the phenomenon from
several different angles or perspectives” (p. 158). My research questions consider various
and diverse ways to explore teacher literacy identity, as do the voices of nine participants
who supplied the multiple data sources I collected and analyzed.
Shape. The phenomenological approach shaped the study by guiding an
understanding of my responsibilities as a researcher. “The task of the phenomenologist is
to depict the essence of experience. Prior beliefs about a phenomenon of interest are
temporarily put aside so as not to interfere with seeing the elements or structure of the
phenomenon” (Merriam, 1998, p. 16). My “silence” as explained by Bogdan and Biklen
(2007) “is an attempt to grasp what it is (I am) studying. That is, researchers act as if they
do not know what it means and study it to find out” (p. 25). This silence was directed
specifically toward any preconceived notions I had about teacher literacy identity prior to
initiating the study because of my experiences with the participants as former students,
and shaped the critical need to suspend judgments in an epochal sense (Merriam, 1998).
Case Study
A phenomenological case study is a “design employed to gain in-depth
understanding of the situation and meaning for those involved…Insights gleaned from
case studies can directly influence policy, practice, and future research” (Merriam, 1998,
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p. 19). In order to gain an in-depth understanding, boundaries surround those involved in
this study, and a thick, rich description paints a picture of the phenomenon. The
participants involved in this case study represent a social unit made up of a group bound
by a particular membership (Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Merriam, 1998). “In language and
literacy studies in the interpretive tradition, case study researchers are interested in how
teaching and learning happen through social participation” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005, p.
29).
Bounded. A case is “a unit around which there are boundaries. I can ‘fence in’
what I am going to study” (Merriam, 1998, p. 27). The participants in this study all
belonged to a specific literacy class that I taught at the university, which represents the
first boundary. From there other boundaries take shape around the case because of
experiences in the university class. Six instructional engagements completed by
participants, four that were specific to my section of the course, and the relationships that
formed from group membership in that learning community constitute the remaining
boundaries of this case.
Descriptive. “A case study is a thick, rich description of the phenomenon. Case
studies include as many variables as possible and portray their interaction, often over a
period of time” (Merriam, 1998, pp. 29-30). The variety of data sources (discussed later
in this chapter) that were collected and analyzed afforded the opportunity to explore and
make apparent particular dimensions of teacher literacy identity and how looking back at
experiences can influence the current experiences of the participants. Quotes from data
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sources illustrate the personalities of the participants, an aspect that plays a role in
explaining the dimensions of teacher literacy identity (Dyson & Genishi, 2005).
Setting and Participants
The purpose of this section is to describe each setting within which the nine
participants were situated. Next, participants are described in individual stories that
introduce and illustrate the role each person played in the study and my reasons for their
selection.
Multiple Spaces and Multiple Voices
Setting
I approached and invited nine participants to contribute to my study when they
were undergraduate students in my sections of a university content area literacy course
required for secondary certification that I taught for two and a half years. Because of this
time frame participants traversed and inhabited multiple teaching spaces before and
during the data collection. Two participants were student teaching at the time I collected
data, five were in their first year of inservice teaching, and two were in their second year.
Six participants taught in urban area high schools, two participants taught in suburban
area middle schools, and one taught in a suburban/rural K-8 school. Schools were located
amongst three large cities in the southwest.
Literacy Course. The content area literacy course is a 400 level class that is
required for secondary education. Students in the class represent a wide range of content
areas: English, social studies, math, physical education, language (Spanish, French) and
the arts (music, theatre, art) are also included. Even though this is a 400 level course, the
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extent of students’ readiness for the course is capricious. Some students arrive to the class
the semester before they are scheduled for their student teaching placement. Others arrive
after just being admitted to the certification program and without a foundation of
pedagogical language or theoretical principles. And many students fall in the places
between those two points.
The course is designed to explore content area literacy through a multicultural
lens and prepare developing teachers to design and facilitate literacy instruction in their
future content area classrooms. Students study certain theoretical foundations:
sociocultural psychology (Anders & Spitler, 2007; Beach & Appleman, 1984; Cole,
1996; Freire, 2003; Gee, 1997, 2000, 2008; Moje et al., 2000; Moll & Greenberg, 1990;
Vygotsky, 1978), reader literary response (Bakhtin, 1981; Dressman, 2004; Rosenblatt,
1978, 1995) and sociopsycholinguistic (Goodman, 1967, 1984, 1996; Herber & NelsonHerber, 1984; Vygotsky, 1978, 1986) theories through a constructivist paradigm (Bean,
1993, 2000; Richardson, 1997). I choose to use the term “instructional engagements”
(Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) for what is usually thought of as “assignments.” As
Short, Harste, and Burke explain, instructional engagements provide opportunities for
students to transact with the multiple learning events throughout the course. These are
“open-ended (opportunities) so learners can provide a variety of responses based on their
own experiences (and allow) each student to see him or herself as a valuable member of
the learning community” (p. 319). Students learn how to establish and encourage
communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) for community building
and membership, and how to design and facilitate comprehension strategy instructional
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practices (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Buehl, 2001; Fisher & Frey, 2008). They practice
literacy instruction lesson design and implement content area specific lessons in
microteaching sessions. Throughout the course they explore the stance of a reflective
practitioner (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000; Risko, Roskos, Vukelich, 2002; Schön, 1991)
and metacognition (Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 2002).
The first days of the semester are designed to open classroom space to all
learners, to provide an opportunity to get to know each other, to explore our
understandings of literacy, text, reading, and comprehension strategies, and begin to
articulate how each of those concepts connect to our lives and the course. I ask students
to introduce themselves on the first day by creating a nameplate that has visual
representations of four important aspects of their lives, one drawn in each of the four
corners of the folded cardstock paper. I briefly introduce myself, my teaching background
and my graduate student status, but try to limit the amount of information because during
the student introductions they are directed to ask me a question to further get to know me.
My goals for the climate are to model the process of community building and to
build a community by creating a trusting relationship between and among all members of
the class, including me. My rationale is that the more they know their peers and me, the
more they will trust their peers and me. I am also modeling aspects of literacy instruction
to establish classroom norms: reading visual and oral texts, and sharing constructed ideas
with the whole class. At the end of the first class, I pass out the course syllabus, an
anticipation guide (before reading strategy) that guides an exploration of teacher beliefs,
and a copy of the International Reading Association’s Position Statement on Adolescent
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Literacy (1999). I direct the students to (1) read over the syllabus and return with
clarifying questions, (2) complete the anticipation guide, and (3) read the IRA Position
Statement and connect ideas they find important during the reading back to the value
statements or their ideas on the anticipation guide.
In the weeks after this introduction, students complete a KWL (a chart displaying
what they know, what they want to know, and what they have learned developed by Carr
& Ogle, 1987, as cited in Buehl, 2001) that provides space for them to explore what they
know about: reading, text, literacy, adolescent literacy, comprehension, and
comprehension strategies. I introduce the concepts of literacy and Discourse using Gee’s
(1987) article, “What is Literacy?” and guide the students to utilize a reading log (during
reading strategy) to document their ideas and questions. Students create graffiti boards
(Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996), a discussion strategy, to visually represent their
understandings of chosen ideas from the article and to facilitate discussion of those ideas
first in small groups, and later as a whole class.
Next I introduce two new engagements to the students: the “literacy memoir
writing assignment” and the “Picasso self-portrait” which is a multimodal art project (see
Figure 3). The project requires the student to represent her/his literacy experiences using
various materials arranged in a self-portrait on a canvas of some kind. Each material has
some abstract connection to each literacy memory about which they have written. The
creation of an artistic artifact presents an opportunity to expand the students’ complex
and subtle understandings of their own life experiences with literacy. Eisner (2002)
argues,
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The tasks that the arts put forward—
such as noticing subtleties among
qualitative relationships, conceiving of
imaginative possibilities, interpreting
the metaphorical meanings the work
displays, exploiting unanticipated
opportunities in the course of one’s
work—require complex cognitive
modes of thought. Examined
analytically, work in the arts provides an

Figure 3. Picasso multimodal self-portrait
project university student example

agenda rich in such opportunities. (p. 35)
The projects and memoirs are presented, one at a time, in subsequent class
meetings; mine being the first presentation. The students record their personal
connections to each presentation and presenter on a reading log modified to fit the
engagement. After the presentations are complete, I ask each student to write an informal
note to one presenter whose project and memoir held powerful significance for them, and
then we share our connections one at a time. The engagement ends with a reflexive
(Anders & Guzzetti, 2005) essay. Anders and Guzzetti explain that
Too often, units of study end without granting students and teachers the
opportunity to pause and reflect on the quality of both the processes of the
learning experience and the meaningfulness of what is learned. Teaching
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students to become self-critical through reflection contributes greatly to
their becoming independent learners. (p. 176)
In the essay, students reflect on the process of constructing their self-portrait and
composing their memoir, on the quality of the learning process during that construction,
and on the meaningfulness of the experience for them personally as learners and for their
future teaching.
While we present the literacy memoirs and multimodal self-portrait projects in
class, students are reading chapters in Anders and Guzzetti’s (2005) Literacy in the
Content Areas, and are completing some sort of during comprehension strategy as they
read. I introduce metacognition by asking students to complete a pre-assessment of their
personal comprehension strategy use, facilitating the writing with the prompts: (1) When
you encounter difficult text, what comprehension strategies do you employ? (2) Which
strategies are most helpful and which are least helpful? (3) In what difficult text situations
have you used these strategies?
The metacognitive response of each learned reading strategy is the next
instructional engagement. Students are directed to complete a four-column form that I
explain is a modified dialectic journal that guides the dialogue I need them to have with
the comprehension strategies and reading events. The first column requires students to
describe each strategy, explaining if the strategy was used before, during, or after the
reading event, and providing details of what the strategy literally looks like. Then
students record the context in which they received and played with the strategy: how I got
it into their hands and how they worked with it inside and outside of the classroom. The
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third column asks students to record the conceptual objectives of each strategy: what kind
of thinking does each strategy facilitate (activation of prior knowledge, setting purpose,
prediction, etc)? The fourth column guides the exploration of what the student personally
thought of the strategy as a learner, and how they envision utilizing the strategy in their
future content area classrooms. Once the columns are filled with ideas, students take the
pre-writing and compose formal and academic reflective responses for each strategy.
We spend a few weeks discussing their ideas from several chapters of Anders and
Guzzetti, utilizing the comprehension strategies (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Buehl, 2001;
Fisher & Frey, 2008) they completed while reading, and playing with more discussion
strategies (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996), such as collage reading, text rendering, save
the last word, and sketch-to-stretch. As we work with more strategies, students add them
to their metacognitive documentation list and write their responses following the same
parameters as previously described.
Half way through the reading of the Anders and Guzzetti book I have students
sign up for teaching groups. They come together and teach a remaining chapter from the
book to our class. I introduce them to a lesson planning form that will guide their literacy
instruction of the book chapter, facilitating the construction of content knowledge rather
than allow them to lecture at us in a traditional model. Each student fills out her or his
own lesson planning form, but they plan the lesson as a group. I encourage students to
invite me to their planning sessions. The lesson planning form requires them to decide on
essential information from the chapter to use in their lesson, and the strategies to utilize
when facilitating the lesson—both comprehension and discussion. After they have taught
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their lessons, students write reflections of their own teaching group experience, focusing
on the planning and implementation process. They also reflect on each of the other
groups, focusing on the strategies used and the lesson structure (student engagement)
each group illustrated. These reflections are designed to help students internalize (Lee &
Smagorinsky, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978) their learning and gain a more complex
understanding of literacy instruction, as well as provide opportunities for ideas in future
lesson planning. Lee and Smagorinsky contend that internalization is “the process
through which developing teachers move beyond positions of cognitive internalization of
theory and practices toward transformative positions of reflective commitment needed to
guide them in their generative development as classroom teachers” (p. 230).
After these teaching groups are complete, we turn our attention to Buehl’s (2001)
Classroom Strategies for Interactive Learning. I introduce the content specific lesson
they will each teach that will take the remaining weeks of the semester. They are
provided more lesson planning forms and set up one-on-one planning meetings with me
where we will talk through their choice of content text (whether it be print, visual, or
oral), their choice of strategies (comprehension and discussion) and their content and
reading objectives for the lesson. I share with them that the reading objective is included
in the lesson planning design so they can recognize how it supports the kind of thinking
they want to facilitate in the lesson between student and text. The students “flow” the
lesson on the back of the planning form where they note both teacher actions and student
actions through the entire lesson. The lesson “flow” is designed to help students visualize
the classroom and the lesson as it unfolds, and to provide guidance for timing and the
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actual facilitation of literacy behaviors: reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing
and representing opportunities throughout the lesson.
The midterm exam, another reflective instructional engagement, is turned in half
way through the semester. Students explore their “greatest learnings” to that point,
returning to their early explanations of literacy, text, reading, and how they believe they
have developed and transformed by that midway point. They pull ideas from the
metacognitive responses, their teaching groups, and their pre-assessments, as well as their
literacy memoirs and the Picasso self-portrait project. They are asked to discuss
instructional engagements they believe have been influential in their development.
The second half of the semester is dedicated to microteaching sessions, with two
students teaching each day. Each “teacher” writes a reflection after her or his lesson. She
or he explores the experience of planning and implementing the lesson. The “teacher”
describes her or his thinking about the chosen strategies, explaining what she or he
thought of the strategies before teaching (their rationale for the choice) and what she or
he thought of the strategies after facilitating the lesson. Students also articulate the
strengths of the lesson planning and implementation process, and suggest refinements of
the lesson if she or he were to teach it again. The students are directed to reflect on as
many of their colleague’s lessons as possible, paying close attention to how the teacher
orchestrated the engagement, the comprehension and discussion strategies the teacher
utilized in the lesson, and to play with how they might take those ideas and use them in
future content area literacy lessons.
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At the end of each microteaching session, the students provide their peers with
feedback on the lesson. A “Best Wishes” feedback form is filled out by each student and
given to the “teacher” immediately after the lesson. The students share what they
believed was the “best” moment in the lesson and why they think so, and what they
“wish” would have happened during the lesson and why. These are brief responses in
order that the “teacher” can receive them quickly. I also provide “Best Wishes” feedback
but take until the next class period to return the form. My feedback is much more
extensive as I observe and record how the teacher began the lesson, what strategies
(comprehension and discussion) she or he utilized, what text was used and how the
transaction between reader and text was orchestrated, as well as feedback regarding areas
of possible refinement structured in “questions I have for the teacher.” I also collect the
teacher’s lesson planning form and copies of the strategies and text so I can provide any
necessary feedback on those components of the literacy lesson.
All of the instructional engagements come together at the end of the semester in a
content area literacy portfolio. The portfolio is designed to become a literacy instruction
resource for students as they student teach and ultimately take teaching positions in the
future. A reflection of the portfolio and the students’ greatest surprises in putting it
together is due at the time they turn it in.
Finally, students write a “literacy testimonial” final exam. They reflexively
explore their greatest learnings from the course and return to the early instructional
engagements, carefully choosing ideas they recorded throughout the semester in various
forms. They articulate their extended, transformed, and sophisticated perspectives of
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content area literacy and literacy instruction and connect their ideas to the various
theoretical and practical texts we read throughout the semester. In one section they return
to the comprehension strategy pre-assessment responses and then answer each of those
same prompts. In addition, they are directed to explore the metacognitive responses and
describe how it was influential to consider each strategy as a tool for learning and literacy
development.
At the final exam meeting I direct students to highlight 3-5 ideas from their exams
that they believe capture their greatest learnings about literacy and to note their top three
ideas each on its own sticky note. I organize them in small groups and direct them to
categorize their ideas into thematic collections. Each small group shares with the whole
class, and as they do, the entire class narrows the themes to the top three or four. Once
the major categories have been decided, I write them on a large version of a mind or
concept map that I’ve taped to the whiteboard in the classroom. Each small group comes
to the map and each student shares her or his ideas, placing each idea into the appropriate
category and explaining why she or he believes the ideas fit in those categories. I
encourage the students to argue about the placement, or ask for assistance with placement
if necessary. Each student has her or his own copy of a concept map and takes notes on
the developing construction of content area literacy and literacy instruction.
Student teaching. A university placement coordinator, in partnership with local
school principals, organizes the student teaching experience. The preservice teachers list
their top three school choices and the coordinator does the best to accommodate those
requests.
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Two participants were student teaching during the data collection of the study.
One was placed at a suburban middle school that actually teeters on the boundary of
having the designation of rural. She was placed with a 7th and 8th grade English teacher.
She assumed control of the entire teaching load from the first week of school. Her
cooperating teacher was absent consistently and by the end of the semester had
accumulated over 20 absences. The student teacher had control of all classes to the end of
semester and administered and graded the final exams, as well as posted semester grades
and met with parents for conferences.
The other student teacher was placed in an urban high school in a large school
district. His cooperating teacher was actually his Spanish teacher when he attended the
same high school. He followed the university’s schedule for assuming responsibility from
and returning class control to the teacher. As per the university schedule, he had control
of four classes for a total of four weeks before beginning that release process.
First year teachers. Five participants were in their first year of teaching during
data collection. One participant was in an urban high school in a high socio-economic
area. He taught math and participated in his district’s new teacher induction program,
which included coaching and observations, and attended a free university class facilitated
by the university’s math department that was designed to support new math teachers who
graduated from the department as they moved into inservice.
A second participant was in an urban high school in a high socio-economic area
on the other side of the city. She taught chemistry and participated in her district’s new
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teacher induction program but commented that her mentor/coach was on maternity leave
so she had not experienced any coaching or feedback during the time of data collection.
A third participant was in a suburban/rural K-8 school in another southwest city.
The school was in a low socio-economic area and the participant commented that many
of her music students spoke of their parents or siblings being incarcerated. Because she
was in a K-8 school and the music teacher, she had all nine preparations each day,
although the classes would rotate through, as is the schedule with elementary “specials.”
A fourth participant was in a suburban middle school just outside a large
southwest city. Based on information shared by the participant, students who attend the
school came from either the newly developed high-end subdivisions that sprang up in the
community or lived in more rural areas of the surrounding area. She taught 8th grade
social studies and participated in the district’s induction program. She had a
mentor/coach who she met with on an almost monthly basis, but was only observed by
the coach on two occasions in the data-collecting semester. Her principal also observed
her on two occasions that same semester and from what the participant said was an
advocate of her teaching.
The fifth (first year) participant was in an urban and very large high school in
another southwest city. Based on information shared by the participant, students who
attend the school struggle with attendance and passing the state mandated tests. After
interviewing for the position the participant was named the “lead teacher” for her
geography team, something that made her very uncomfortable as a first year teacher. She
participated in her district’s induction program and did not speak of a mentor or coach as
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being provided to her. At the semester, an opening with the world history team provided
an opportunity and she moved into that content to finish this school year.
Second year teachers. Two participants were in their second year of inservice
teaching during the study. Both of these participants were in the same section of the
literacy course two and a half years before and so knew each other very well. During the
study they would contact each other and share ideas for literacy instruction, as well as
commiserate about their struggles. One participant was in an urban, low socio-economic
high school and taught Spanish. She was responsible for teaching three separate levels of
Spanish: Advanced Placement, Spanish 3-4 (for second year students) and Spanish 1-2
(for first year students). She participated in her district’s professional development
workshops into her second year, as that is a requirement. The professional development
coordinator observed her on two occasions as a follow up to the workshops she attended
the same semester as data collection. She was asked by the principal and agreed to
sponsor a Hands Across the Border trip to Mexico for Spanish students at her school.
The other participant was in an urban, low socio-economic high school and taught
math. She was responsible for teaching honors algebra, algebra, and geometry. Based on
information provided by the participant, the school and district is approximately 80%
Latino/a. Her school district purchased an instructional program developed by Great
Schools Workshop and she attended professional development workshops facilitated by
trainers from Great Schools. The participant did not mention an induction program for
new teachers (since this was her first year in the district, oftentimes districts will include
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those faculty in the induction program). She did mention a mentor/coach visiting her, but
on a limited basis and after she had sought out his assistance.
Participants
Nine participants were invited to take part in the study over a two and a half year
span while I taught the university content area literacy course. For this reason, their
multiple voices represent different stages of a teaching career during data collection: two
were student teaching, five in the first year of inservice teaching, and two in the second
year. They represent varied content areas (from history and English, to Spanish,
mathematics, music and chemistry). There were 7 female and 2 male participants, and 2
Latina/o and 7 Caucasian participants.
Each person was approached because they had unique responses during the
literacy course. Some of the voices were intensely positive and excited about the learning
opportunities and the practical and theoretical structures of literacy instruction. Other
voices were negative; openly frustrated about the requirement to take a course they
decided was either a waste of their time or too rigorous. Their content areas also played a
role in my decision. As a former English teacher I wanted to choose participants from
content areas outside of English because my experience teaching the course was that
preservice English teachers “understood” why they were there, whereas preservice
teachers in math, social studies, Spanish, the arts, and chemistry were unclear about their
need to experience the course. Once we got more deeply into the content of literacy
instruction they made comments that they understood the practices in the context of the
course but were still struggling to situate those in their own future classrooms. Several
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invited participants who began the course with openly negative feelings ended with
extremely positive attitudes regarding content area literacy in their future classrooms but
wanted to continue a dialogue with me for support in their future practice. For this reason
it made sense to invite them and learn from what they could share about their
transformational paths.
Their voices and stories are unique and I feel it only appropriate to introduce them
individually. All names are pseudonyms chosen by the participants. The citation format
for quotes is organized as follows: (data source – name of participant – page number of
transcript – line numbers of transcript).
Roxanne. “If I’m not literate in not only the content, but I mean, in knowing how
to get them where I want to get them, then we’re not going to get there” (Inter1-ROXp6
lines260-262). Roxanne is 20-something, and named herself after her favorite cat. During
the study she was in her second year of teaching high school Spanish. As a student in the
literacy course (two and a half years before the study) Roxanne was extremely shy and
worried herself to illness before teaching her Spanish lesson. She had a positive attitude
and committed work ethic throughout the course and demonstrated her developing and
transforming understandings of literacy instruction in her reflective writing assignments.
By the end of the course she recognized that literacy instruction had become a part of her.
“(The literacy course) was a major disruption of my belief system with literacy, and
without that I would not have transformed I don’t think” (Inter3-ROXp1lines36-37).
After she began student teaching she continued to contact me so we could meet
and work on literacy lessons, especially the ways she could modify the multimodal self-
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portrait project she had experienced in the literacy course that guides students to
deconstruct and re-present themselves based on content concepts and the critical
attributes of those concepts.
As student teaching came to an end I encouraged Roxanne to apply for a position
in my former school district and advocated for her with my former principal. After the
interview he hired her almost immediately. When the study began Roxanne was in her
second year of teaching Spanish at the high school and was responsible for three different
preparations: Advanced Placement Spanish, Spanish 3-4 (the second year), and Spanish
1-2 (the first year). When I invited her to participate in the study she agreed without
hesitation. During the data collection, she worked to modify the multimodal self-portrait
project to fit the specific content of each of those three classes; each class had a different
modified project that guided the exploration of content and concepts specific to the class
and the language abilities of the students.
Juliana. “I realize that what I have experienced in this class has had a profound
impact on me, both personally and professionally. I found myself in the process of
learning how to think, act, and sound like a content area literacy teacher. All of the
(assignments) have been catalysts, serving to transform my academic identity from
student to content area literacy teacher” (435PostA-JULp1lines28-39). Juliana is 40something, and named herself after a type of mountain bike, something she enjoys in her
personal life. During the study she was in her second year of teaching.
Juliana’s student teaching semester was difficult due to a cooperating teacher who
had a different philosophical and theoretical stance that continued to fuel uncomfortable
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feelings and out-right battles in the classroom. Juliana fought to remain true to literacy
instruction regardless of the cooperating teacher’s complaints that it was taking too long
to get through the content and that the students were struggling with the content ideas and
language use. During this time, Juliana would contact me regularly for support and to
share her frustrations. We had become close in the literacy course; Juliana was an eager
and hard working student who never hesitated to share her developing appreciation for
literacy instruction and the ways her new perspectives of literacy were opening her world
in new and significant ways. I knew by the end of the course that I would invite her to
participate in my study because her voice was important to me; she was documenting her
developing and transforming ideas with great detail in her reflective writings and in our
conversations. I felt she could bring tremendous insight to my topic.
After her student teaching semester Juliana moved to math from French, which
was her major in college and what she taught in her student teaching. Her minor was in
math and as she finished student teaching, one of the high school’s administrators
approached her to teach the second semester in math because a teacher was vacating the
position at the winter break. Juliana accepted the position and experienced many
difficulties establishing a learning community where the freshmen students would
participate in each day’s lesson framed in literacy instruction. She had many breakthrough moments, however, throughout the semester and believed that the struggling
students scored higher on their district assessments because of the literacy instruction.
Once the semester ended Juliana was again approached, but this time it was by a
parent of one of the students from her math class. The parent was taking a principal
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position at a high school in another district in the same city and asked Juliana if she
would be willing to come and teach math there. She praised Juliana for the strides her son
experienced as a student in Juliana’s class. Juliana accepted that position and entered her
classroom in one of the lowest socio-economic school districts in the city with one of the
highest drop out rates and lowest math scores on the state mandated test.
Juliana set to work planning the math content in the literacy framework only to hit
a wall with her new department. “My literacy identity is butting heads with trying to stay
on the pacing calendar. I can’t do both; I can’t exist in both planes. I know what’s right in
the classroom and if I do what’s right in the classroom, I can’t stay on the pacing
calendar” (Inter3-JULp2lines49-51). Throughout the data collection of this study Juliana
struggled with her department. We spent many hours talking about her unwavering
agency to hold fast to literacy instruction for the kids in her classroom. However, by the
end of the study Juliana was saying that she didn’t believe teaching was the profession
for her, which was a tremendous sadness for me. She is an authentic voice documenting
the frustrating situations that exist in many teaching spaces.
Bob. “When I was first given a description of what a reading log is I was
immediately bored. I didn’t want to learn a literacy reading strategy that I probably will
not use as a math teacher. I feel that the math education I received was successful since I
love math and I never had a math reading log as a student in high school or college.
Another thought that I mostly keep to myself is ‘Dang it! I paid more than two thousand
dollars this semester to take the classes I am taking, so I better get something out of it!’”
(435Metacog-BOBp4lines161-172). Bob is 20-something, and named himself after one
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of his favorite characters from a novel. As his quote illustrates, Bob was not at all pleased
with the course or the instructional engagements early in the semester. In fact, Bob
became so frustrated by the course that he was making negative comments overtly in
class and in his reflections. He continually challenged the course, what he could possibly
learn from the experiences, and me. He was never hateful, but he was definitely
aggressive in his opinions. I decided it was most important to sit down and meet with
Bob so he could hear what I felt my position was in his learning and development, and so
he could openly share his frustrations in a way that might possibly end in a positive
connection and a new appreciation for literacy instruction.
We sat in my office and I told Bob that I was not in his life to make him
miserable. Rather, I was working for students in his future classroom, students who
deserved support in their math development, students who were more than likely
struggling in math unlike Bob who, as he so purposefully shared in his vocalizations, had
a very fruitful math education experience. I also shared with Bob a few sources provided
by my advisor that spoke directly to math literacy and how literacy instruction can come
to life in that context. This meeting with Bob occurred at about the same time in the
semester as the multimodal self-portrait project and literacy memoir engagements in the
literacy course. “The first thing I learned that was not expected in (the literacy course)
was the value of a sense of community inside a classroom” (435ReflxMemProjBOBp3lines120-121). “While I listened to my classmate’s stories of how they learned to
love to read, and how reading affected their lives, I grew closer to them. At the same time
I was learning about my peers, I was learning about being a better teacher” (435Reflx
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MemProj-BOBp4lines130-134). By the end of the course, Bob had transformed into an
advocate for literacy instruction in the math content area. When I invited him to join my
study he accepted without reservation even knowing that I would not actually begin data
collection for several semesters after his class ended.
Bob and I did not meet or communicate during his student teaching experience,
but he contacted me after his placement ended saying he wanted to plan a modified
multimodal project to fit his math content and to build community. He shared with me
that a sense of community was missing from his student teaching space. He had accepted
a math position at a local high school and was eager to begin. Bob’s transformation
during the course and the way he embraced literacy instruction were hugely influential in
the creation of my research questions. I found myself wondering what influenced his
shifting beliefs about content area literacy instruction, how he would explain that
transformation, and what decisions he would make as he continued his literacy
instruction journey. I wanted to know what he would say about how literacy instruction
had transformed who he was as a person and as a teacher.
Dakota. “There’s no Dakota and not literacy identity in there; they’re not
separable” (Inter3-DAKp3lines108-109). Dakota is 30-something and her name is, based
on what she shared, a remnant of her rebel youth. She has never gone into detail about
that however. Dakota’s quote above defines her as a student in the literacy course, a
student in her observation semester (when education students are required to observe in
secondary classrooms and accumulate 30 hours), a student teacher, and a first year
teacher. Literacy instruction was part of her identity from the beginning. She was one of
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those students who “got it” – the construct of literacy made clear sense to her from the
beginning of the course, something she wrote about, talked about in class, and enacted
out of the class in significant ways.
Because Dakota’s connection to literacy instruction was evident and significant
from the beginning it made perfect sense to invite her to participate in the study. Her
student teaching was several semesters after the literacy course ended; she was one of
those students who took the course early in the education program. The semester
following the literacy course, Dakota was required to accumulate 30 hours of observation
in middle and high school classrooms around the city. Dakota contacted me about half
way through the semester after her class ended to recount a special story. She had arrived
to observe a high school history classroom and found a student teacher at the helm. The
cooperating teacher was in the room, but engaged with something at her desk. The
student teacher was “on his own” and “struggling big time” as Dakota put it. She said the
students were either sleeping, writing notes to each other, or flat out having side
conversations. Dakota explained that at the end of the period she approached the student
teacher. She noted to him that even though he didn’t know her at all, she could possibly
provide him with some tools that would engage the students in the lessons and content.
He gratefully thanked her and they set up a meeting. They met for coffee and a dose of
Buehl (2001). Dakota brought her strategy book and worked with the student teacher to
plan a few lessons for the following week. This is Dakota – before student teaching –
taking on the role of literacy teacher educator. And it doesn’t end there.
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Dakota’s husband accepted a position in another southwestern state the semester
of her student teaching. That following summer was the beginning of data collection for
this study and both of us wanted her to remain with the project. I decided that even
though I would have to travel to another state, she was crucial to my understanding of
teacher literacy identity. After all, she “had it” from the beginning! We completed the
first interview before she moved. She was nervous about securing a teaching position in
the new state because of the certification processes between the two places, and did
actually struggle for a period of time before an offer came through. She so impressed the
principal and other interview committee members with her literacy language that they
deemed her “lead” of the geography team at the high school. She was nervous about
having that responsibility as a first year teacher, as a brand new faculty member, and
because all of the other “teammates” were part time geography teachers, and part time
coaches. In fact, they were responsible for teaching three sections of geography and had
two sections of “whatever sport they were coaching at the time.” They were full time
teachers who had 2 of the 5 “classes” dedicated to the sport seasons. As far as I know,
this is unique to the state in which Dakota found herself. This is not a practice in
education I had ever heard of anywhere else. Suffice to say the coaches were less than
interested in literacy instruction. They would tell her that there was no reason to plan
lessons since the district provided all they needed: textbooks, online access to PowerPoint
slides and worksheets that correlated with chapters from the textbook. They said all they
had to do was download the slides, copy the worksheets, have the kids “take notes”
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during their lecture of the slides and complete the worksheets. Voila! Lesson plan
accomplished.
Needless to say, when the opportunity arose to transfer from the geography team
to the world history team arose later in the fall semester of data collection for this study
Dakota jumped at the chance and, at last report, is having a blast! She is also coaching the
high school swim team and calls me just to say that life is good. This outcome is more
than deserved because between Dakota’s willingness to mentor a struggling student
teacher and her first year in the classroom was a student teaching experience that can
only be described as “hell.” It is not necessary to go into detail at this point, but it is
poetic justice that Dakota was recognized by her high school on two separate occasions
as “teacher of the month” in her first year of teaching. The modified Picasso multimodal
projects students in her geography classes created in her first year appeared in the
school’s yearbook (based on students raving about the project out on campus). Through it
all, Dakota continued to hold tightly to literacy instruction and her literacy identity. “My
identity with literacy is stronger and stronger every day. The more I get to play with it;
the more it’s a part of me. I’ll be like this content literacy monster!” (Inter3-DAKp3
lines122-123).
Christy. “I would say a dose of reality was my biggest acquisition this semester. It
took me awhile to stop complaining about the workload and really see what I was
learning in this class was bigger than one semester or one grade” (435PostA-CHRp5
lines190-193). Christy is 20-something and her name is a mystery. She just yelled it out
when she was filling in the space on the human subjects informed consent form. As the
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quote above explains, Christy struggled with the workload and rigor of the course. It
wasn’t anything she ever complained to me about directly, and she was never rude in
class like other students were in her section. There was just a period of time where she
was more withdrawn in class, less bubbly and friendly. She described in a reflection later
in the semester that the turning point for her were our class discussions. She recognized
that the work she and her peers put into completing the reading events and noting ideas
on strategies that accompanied each engagement actually drove our discussions in the
classroom and that we were constructing knowledge together, as a learning community.
She also discovered that the comprehension strategies had worth outside of the
literacy course. “I really have come to appreciate the reading log. At first I thought it was
a waste of time, but the concept of writing down important ideas and noting my thoughts
makes sense. I have actually started using this in some of my history classes to help me
get through” (435PostA-CHRp4lines171-175). Christy’s conflicted feelings about the
course and her willingness to struggle through to see the benefits of the course made her
an important addition to my study, so I invited her by the end of that semester.
We stayed in contact during her student teaching at a local high school in a
history classroom. At one point she asked me to come and observe her after she’d
emailed with excitement about a unit she had planned completely. She wanted to show
me her literacy instruction in a “real classroom” and I was proud to watch her in action.
The summer before her first year of inservice teaching, Christy and I met to begin
data collection for the study. I traveled to her middle school social studies classroom
where she was planning lessons and preparing her classroom for students. I quickly
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realized that the data source I hoped to collect that day would have to wait. This became a
pattern for each of the nine participants as I went to visit with them during the summer of
data collection.
Christy was unsure how to organize her first day with students. She couldn’t
remember learning anything in her preparation program about how to orchestrate those
introductions and build those connections on the first days of school. I coached her to tell
me what she thought she might like to do and to provide a rationale for her decisions.
“Where will students sit?” I asked her. She replied that they would be in two groups of
rows that faced each other so the kids could see each other and she could walk up and
down the middle aisle forcing her to “walk the trenches.” I asked, “Will the kids choose
or have assigned seats?” She immediately said they would be assigned seats as they are
8th graders after all. I asked her what might be eliminated if she decided where kids
would sit. She recognized quickly that she would not see the kids in genuine ways if she
told them where to sit. She wouldn’t see who was shy and chose to sit in the back, who
was eager to sit up front, who belonged to certain friend groups, or who was a loner. She
decided to have kids choose their seats in order to see these dimensions of student
behavior and to establish a tone for community building and ownership.
There were other aspects of the first day that we talked through and when I left
Christy was smiling from ear to ear. The next week, however, it was a different story. I
arrived at her apartment to conduct the first interview for the study. Christy wanted to
talk about her first days with the kids because she was frustrated. She explained that
when she shared with her new colleagues her plan to let kids choose their own seats and
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other activities that first day, their response was, “Oh, a first year teacher’s dreams.” By
the time the kids actually arrived that first day, she had their assigned seats for them. She
spent the entire period, for each class, going over the syllabus. Previously she decided
that she would hand out the syllabus on the second day and have students take it home to
read. Originally she wanted to have the students construct a list of ideas from the syllabus
they felt were most important for their community. Based on her colleagues’ responses
she eliminated that engagement with the kids as well. Christy was upset because the
classroom had no energy on that first day. I asked her how much she spoke compared to
how much the students spoke. She said it was a 99 to 1 split; she spoke 99% of the time
and the kids maybe spoke 1% of the hour. She knew that wasn’t the community she
wanted to establish or nurture. That was the last time she shared such a story.
Lisa. “Through talking with other people nobody’s alone I think. I started to see
other people as tools for more knowledge and more understanding and less like
somebody who was just in my way” (Inter1-LISp4lines164-168). “It’s very interesting.
Just finding out that I wasn’t so different. I was always so intimidated. I was released
from that definition” (Inter1-LISp4lines175-176). Lisa is 20-something and never shared
how she chose her name. She did share her most intimate feelings about how literacy
instruction influenced her life, however. When Lisa was sharing the ideas quoted above,
tears tumbled down her cheeks. She was explaining that she felt like a “freak” growing
up; that she would always know all facets of a topic and would consciously dig as deeply
as possible to know the topic so she could use it in the world for her benefit. Lisa is a
participant who lived a literacy life before the course but didn’t have the language for her
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behaviors and beliefs. She said the literacy course provided her a way to redefine herself
and to feel connected to other people in a way she had never experienced growing up as
an only child. She described her parents as wonderfully supportive and drew particular
attention to her dad who wanted her to develop independence she says. He would insist
that she not just understand the rules for basketball so they could talk about it while
watching a game, for example; he wanted her to experience the game herself so she could
understand how those rules and behaviors “made” the game of basketball. So he took her
outside and played hoops with her. She said this was the way he handled everything he
taught her; he wanted Lisa to know the intricate details of the cello, of poverty in the
world, and all other topics that interested her in life.
Lisa and I did not have contact for a semester after her section ended. I had
announced to the entire class during one of the last meetings that I was looking for people
to participate in my study in the future. I did not specifically invite any student from this
class. A couple of students showed some interest but none stood out as particularly
unique. Unbeknownst to me, Lisa went on to her student teaching semester and
implemented literacy instruction in her music placement at a middle school. She did this
with no communication with me; I did not mentor her in any way throughout her
experience. And she did this in spite of a university supervisor who continually criticized
her for incorporating writing and speaking opportunities in her class, and guiding
students to explore the reading of music as the reading of a language all its own. Lisa
explained that she wouldn’t give in because her cooperating teacher continually
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commented that it was obvious to her how much the students were learning how to read,
perform, and talk about music in complex ways.
At a point toward the end of her student teaching semester, Lisa contacted me and
told me her story. She said she wanted to join the study and asked if that was possible. I
jumped at the chance to include her. Lisa represented a significant and independent voice
that had to be added to my project.
Bella. “I’m struggling with the whole constructivist thing” (Inter1-BELp3line9).
“I think the challenge for me is keeping up that dialogue and making sure I’m true to that
because I still, even though I say all those things, I still have a tendency…I think if
there’s a fall back for me it will be to go back to the traditional method of teaching but
that doesn’t reach everybody. So I know I don’t want to do that” (Inter1-BELp3lines119124). Bella is 30-something and originally called herself Sera Bellum to represent her
chemistry content area. Early in the transcription of interviews I shortened it to Bella, and
she said that was fine with her. Bella is unique in that she is the only participant in the
science area and the only student I invited from a semester of teaching a master’s level
section of the literacy course. Undergraduate preservice science teachers do not take the
literacy course in the college of education at this university. A post-baccalaureate
certification program in the college included the literacy course and so provided the
opportunity for me to invite Bella in the study.
After the “Picasso self-portrait” project in the literacy course, Bella shared her
deep appreciation for the way the experience had provided her a new sense of calm about
her life. When I approached her about a possible self-portrait project in her future student
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teaching classroom, she was excited about the possibilities. We met early in her student
teaching semester and planned the project with her cooperating teacher. Bella shared later
that the project worked out somewhat but was not as potent for the students as she had
hoped. That was the semester before data collection for the study began, but Bella
commented that she wanted to try again with the project in her own classroom. She took
a position teaching chemistry at the only technology-based high school in the city. All
students receive laptops and teachers are encouraged to utilize those for “enrichment” on
a daily basis in the classroom. Bella discovered that the laptops “enriched” classroom
disruption in many ways she had not anticipated, and that the absence of textbooks
initially intimidated her.
Bella’s quotes above provide a picture of her internal struggles with literacy
instruction, something she discussed throughout the interviews. Bella would often contact
me during data collection to request more social meetings where we could just talk
through her experiences. One incident that stands out is when Bella contacted me at the
end of the data collection and asked to have dinner. During our time together she
explained that as the winter break was winding down, she was realizing that she did not
want to return to the classroom. She explained that it was not fulfilling and she was
struggling to make the work relevant to the students. I observed Bella several times
during the data collection timeline and would work with her to plan additional
engagements and discuss classroom management issues. As she predicted in the first
interview, she was struggling to maintain the dialogue of literacy instruction and
continued to reach out for me.
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Baylee. “I’ve solidified who I am. I know how to learn; I know who I am. I know
what makes me work, but before I was going through the motions” (Inter1-BAYp7
lines298-299). Baylee is 20-something and named herself after her cat. Baylee is the only
English teacher invited in the study. As I said previously, as a former English teacher I
was trying to stay away from my own content area. I felt I needed to prove that literacy
instruction is powerful in content areas that most people would not readily connect to
literacy. After spending ten years in my own classroom and hearing teachers in other
content areas say, “Oh well, of course that stuff works in an English classroom! Students
read and write in there!” I wanted my study to illustrate the reading, writing, thinking,
speaking, visualizing, and representing in math, science, history, and music classrooms.
But Baylee broke through my self-imposed barricade. It wasn’t the personal connection
we shared: her cousin was a student my language arts class as an 8th grader. Baylee was
thoughtfully curious about literacy instruction and described in one of the first reflective
writings during the course that she was absolutely sure she knew what the course was all
about since she was a preservice English teacher. What she discovered and shared in later
reflections was that her preconceptions were far off the mark and that both intrigued and
worried her. “What if I hadn’t had this course?” she asked me at the end of the semester. I
invited her because she recognized what many other future English teachers had not
articulated in previous semesters and so became important to the journey.
Baylee student taught during data collection. She was placed with an 8th grade
language arts teacher at the same middle school she attended as a child. Saying that
Baylee knew everyone at the school is an understatement. Not only had Baylee attended
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the school, but early in her college years she worked in the school’s front office. She was
at home there.
Baylee wanted to plan a modified self-portrait project and so I met with her and
her cooperating teacher in their classroom in the summer before school started. The
cooperating teacher wanted me to know, very clearly, that she was the most talented
teacher on the campus and many students and parents told her so. She informed me that
she would guide Baylee with the utmost care of artistry. Those were her words. I
explained that as a researcher I was there to observe and learn from Baylee and that my
role as mentor would take a backseat now that my study had begun. It was obvious that
Baylee had previously shared with her cooperating teacher a description of the
relationship we shared. That seemed to reassure her that I would not interfere with the
dynamic between them, which was, as far as I could ascertain, the reason for her
“lecture.”
A few weeks into the semester I contacted Baylee for the second interview. We
spent time talking about how her semester was going and she shared that the cooperating
teacher had already accumulated more than five absences in three weeks and that she had
assumed control of all the classes since the cooperating teacher just could not get to
school regularly. By the time the semester was over, Baylee had experienced complete
responsibility for the classes. She had planned all the units, graded all the assignments,
administered the final exam, and met with parents for parent-teacher conferences.
By the end of the semester Baylee had submitted her resume and application
materials to several school districts and was offered a position at the high school in the
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same district as her middle school placement. It was the same high school from which she
graduated. A teacher had vacated a position at the winter break and so Baylee moved on
to teach 11th and 12th grade English. A month into her first inservice experience she
called me and said she was crying. Students in her classroom had just finished their first
day of presentations for their multimodal self-portrait projects and she was overjoyed by
the responses of the presenters and the rest of the class and felt that she needed to call me
on her planning hour. Baylee celebrates those unexpected surprises that teach her
something new about herself, her teaching, and about students. It was that characteristic
that prompted me to invite her to participate in the first place.
Rocco. “Literacy instruction is a leap of faith that this is the way to do it, and
hopefully, maybe, it turns out okay. That’s where it goes” (Inter3-ROCp3lines114-115).
Rocco is 20-something and struggled to choose a name for the study. He wanted
something that would represent his Spanish/Italian heritage and so was Geppetto at the
beginning of the study. When we would meet early in data collection to conduct the first
interviews, Geppetto would laugh every time I called him that. We began throwing out
other possibilities and when he heard Rocco, it was the name he wanted to keep. I spend
this time explaining the name adventure because it is a window into Rocco’s thought
processes as illustrated by the quote above. Rocco’s first questions in the literacy course
were how he would be able to master the method of literacy instruction in the semester
and what it would look like in his classroom. This was during either the second or third
class meeting. I explained to Rocco that even after 15 weeks of the literacy course he
would need to spend many years working on the artistry of literacy instruction—of
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teaching. During an interview for the study, Rocco shared that he has always needed to
know “the answers” and struggled to accept that he can never fully “know the answers”
to anything, and that life is a process of inquiry and a discovery of answers that may only
fit for a time.
Rocco also struggled with self-reliance. He often described in interviews how his
mom would protect him growing up to the detriment of his own voice and his own
decision-making. He shared that he had experienced anxiety attacks after moving out on
his own at age 18 and was medicated for the condition. He explained that he only took
one pill and realized that he “should be able to control my own crap because I know it’s
just that I’m overwhelmed and I’m thinking about all these different things” (Inter3ROCp5lines212-213). Literacy instruction in his student teaching experience brought his
self-doubt back to the surface. His cooperating teacher, he decided, was much like his
mom.
During the second interview I asked Rocco what literacy instruction looked like in
his classroom and what his thoughts were during literacy instruction. He described an
experience he just had with his cooperating teacher, who had actually been his Spanish
teacher when he was in high school. He said she arrived one morning and announced that
he was going to assume responsibility of another class period that day. She said that
because there were two sections of the class, she had written a lesson plan they would
both implement that day. She would teach it first hour and he would teach the section
later in the day using the same lesson. He explained that she had commented several
times that she was concerned with his inability to pace a lesson and get through the
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content in one class meeting. “It was totally non-authentic. It was me trying to BS my
way through the lesson and yet still try to get the students to understand the concepts we
were going through. The actual plan kind of fell apart on us. And it made me look pretty
bad actually. It was almost not fair” (Inter2-ROCp4lines146-154).
By the third interview, Rocco continually articulated how frustrated he was about
the cooperating teacher’s lack of confidence in him and her aggressive behaviors to keep
him on the pacing calendar the department used to organize and orchestrate their
curriculum. He wrote to me toward the end of data collection (the end of his student
teaching semester) that he was not going to pursue a teaching position right away. He was
receiving advice from (unknown to me) sources that substituting was the way to go
because it would provide him important experiences. He said he was going to apply at a
new restaurant that was getting ready to open in the city and that he was considering
going back to graduate school and work on a master’s degree in sociology. He said he
might consider applying for a teaching position out of state some time later. I was sad
that Rocco had only begun his teaching life and felt it necessary to go a different
direction so quickly.
Procedures
The purpose of this section is to describe each data source collected during the
study of the development of teacher literacy identity. Details of the data analysis
procedures and decisions follow source descriptions. The section ends with an
introduction of the major coding categories, a definition of the phenomenon, and a
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description of the three dimensions of teacher literacy identity that emerged from the
analysis.
A Teacher Literacy Identity Exploration
Data Sources
The eleven data sources in this study are of two types: representing (writing and
speaking about) identity and doing (performing and enacting) identity (Moje, 2004). Five
data sources are instructional engagements completed by each participant when they were
students in my section of the university literacy course. One source I generated during the
observation of each participant when they were students in my section of the literacy
course. (See Appendix A for copies of the literacy course instructional engagements as
they were introduced to students.) Five other sources come from the student teaching or
induction period: the three interview series (Seidman, 1998) with each participant, a
content area literacy lesson planning session, and a content area literacy lesson
observation. (See Appendix B for examples of the interview protocols, lesson plan, and
observation forms.)
Representing Sources: Literacy Course
Pre- and post-assessments. The first two “representing” data sources are a preand a post-assessment of comprehension strategies that participants wrote to describe
their strategy use at the beginning and the end of the literacy course. As previously
described in this chapter, I provided writing prompts to guide the assessments and only
added one question to the post-assessment: How has the documentation and
metacognitive reflection of each learned comprehension strategy this semester helped you
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to “see the big picture” of literacy instruction in your content area and for yourself as a
reader?
Metacognitive responses. These were essays written by participants as they
encountered each strategy during the course. As previously explained in this chapter, I
first provided the students with a four-column form for pre-writing purposes. Once
students recorded their ideas for each of the four columns they composed formal and
academic essays of their thinking and experiences with each strategy. Students were
encouraged to draw from a variety of course readings to assist their explanation of the
strategy’s purpose and their developing understandings of comprehension strategies as
tools for literacy instruction in their content areas.
Reflexive essay. The reflexive (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005) essay was written after
participants composed their literacy memoirs and created a Picasso self-portrait project
(multimodal artifact) and had presented those to the class. The prompts that guided the
reflexive essay were:
1. What was MOST surprising about writing this memoir? What memories
unexpectedly emerged as powerful in some way?
2. What moments in the creation process [of your self-portrait] were unexpected and
brought new understandings, insights and perspectives of your own life?
3. How did the writing of this memoir, and the creation of this "cognitive artifact,"
(Eisner, 1997) further develop your literacy of your own life and your
understanding of literacy in content area classrooms?
4. As you were presenting your memoir and self-portrait, what surprising moments
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occurred in your thinking and understanding of yourself?
5. How could this type of work, the memoir and the “cognitive artifact” be powerful
in your own future classroom? How could you morph the project and the writing
to incorporate in your content area?
Reflection of CAL lesson. A reflection was written by each participant after she or
he planned and taught a content area literacy (CAL) lesson in the university literacy
course. As with other reflection engagements, I provided writing prompts to guide the
students’ composition. Students answered the following:
1. What were the strengths of the lesson and the planning process?
2. What refinements would you make to this lesson and the planning process?
3. What was your rationale before teaching the lesson for choosing the
comprehension and discussion strategies you implemented? (Look back at your
lesson planning form to help you remember.)
4. How do you feel about those strategy choices since teaching the lesson? What
were the strengths and drawbacks of those strategies?
Doing Source: Literacy Course
Critique of CAL lesson. During the literacy course, each participant orchestrated a
microteaching session. While each “teacher” facilitated her or his content area literacy
(CAL) lesson I took observational notes and provided specific feedback on a form I refer
to as “Best Wishes.” The title referenced what was “best” about the lesson, and what I
“wish” would have happened during the lesson. The feedback categories on the form
outline the “teacher’s” inclusion of:
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•

an introduction of the content objective for the lesson

•

organization of the lesson handouts (content text and strategies) and the lesson
“flow” (the teacher actions and student actions at each step of the lesson)

•

literacy principles: student reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing,
representing of content ideas

•

reading and discussion strategies

•

a content specific text

•

individual and group (small or whole class) observable active engagement

•

the handling of time

•

the incorporation of student generated content ideas from the individual and/or
small group discussion to the whole class discussion

•

questions for the “teacher”

•

a “best” moment in the lesson

•

a “wish” moment in the lesson (something I viewed as absent from the instruction
that I “wished” would have occurred)
At the end of the lesson, the “teacher” handed me her or his completed CAL

lesson planning form, copies of any PowerPoint slides used during the lesson, a copy of
the text used in the lesson, and a copy of the implemented comprehension strategy. I
provided feedback on each of those lesson pieces and returned them with the “Best
Wishes” form the following class meeting.
Representing Sources: Student teaching or induction period
Three-interview series. At three different times during data collection I conducted
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the Seidman (1998) three-interview series with each participant. Seidman argues that
interviewing as a research method assists a researcher and a reader in recognizing the
“importance of language and stories in a person’s life as ways toward knowing and
understanding” (p. 4). The interviews allowed me to explore the complex topic of teacher
literacy identity by “examining the concrete experiences of people in that area and the
meaning their experiences had for them” (p. 16). The three-interview series consist of:
Interview One: Focused Life History; Interview Two: The Details of the Experience; and
Interview Three: Reflection on the Meaning. Questions for each interview were
composed based on Seidman’s explanations. His categories are situated in a discussion
and exploration of teacher literacy identity. Seidman specifically directs the interviewer
to avoid asking “why?” questions. Instead he advises that questions be framed by asking
“how?” so that the participant is guided to reconstruct the experiences in narrative form;
to tell the story of the experience. During interviews I would ask one question at a time
and take field notes (described later in this chapter) during the participant’s exploration.
Occasionally I would rephrase the question or extend the idea to assist the participant
with reconstructing the experience (Seidman, 1998).
In interview one, a “Focused Life History” participants were asked to place their
past experiences in the context of teacher literacy identity. First, participants were asked
to reconstruct their understanding of literacy before taking the literacy course. Second,
participants were asked to describe how that understanding transformed, what influenced
the transformation, and what behaviors would demonstrate their transformed
understanding of literacy. Third, participants were asked how they would connect that
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transformed understanding of literacy and literacy experiences to their identity.
In interview two, “The Details of the Experience” participants shared the details
of their experiences in their teaching spaces. First, participants described what they
actually do (enact or perform) when teaching a lesson they believe demonstrated literacy
instruction. They explored what an observer would “see” and “hear” when in their
classroom, and what an observer would “hear” if able to listen to their thoughts. Second,
they shared literacy moments they experienced that surprised them in some way.
Providing details of when and where the moment occurred. They explained why the
moment was surprising, and any impact it had on their understanding of literacy and
literacy instruction. Third, participants were asked to connect those literacy experiences
to their identities.
In interview three, “Reflection on the Meaning” participants were encouraged to
reflect on the meaning their experiences held for them. First, participants described how
they understood literacy in their lives and what literacy meant to them in their classroom
spaces since experiencing the literacy course, student teaching, and the induction period
(if applicable). Second, participants were asked where they saw themselves going with
literacy instruction in the future. Third, participants were asked to recall their
reconstructed experiences in the interview series and explain how they connected those
experiences to their literacy identities.
The interview questions were arranged on a form that I utilized to record field
notes during each session. Bogdan & Biklen (2007) suggest that field notes be organized
in two categories: descriptive (pp. 120-122) and reflective (pp. 122-124). Following the
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advice of Dyson & Genishi (2005) I structured my field notes during the interviews in a
two-column format with descriptive ideas on one side, and reflective responses on the
other.
CAL lesson plan. During data collection I met with each participant to plan a
content area literacy lesson for her or his specific classroom. The lesson planning form
that I introduced in the literacy course was used by the participant to organize the lesson
and by me to take field notes during the meeting. Eight of the nine participants chose to
plan a modified “self-portrait” multimodal project as the instructional engagement. The
other participant requested that we plan using her district’s purchased curriculum project
but modify the scripted lesson to include literacy elements.
Doing Source: Student teaching or induction period
CAL lesson observation. After planning a content area literacy lesson with each
participant I returned to their classrooms to observe them implement that lesson. During
the observation I took field notes that were arranged in a two-column structure (described
previously in this section) and guided by and modified from “observation foci” borrowed
from Moje (2000, p. 49).
1. What print-based literacy practices stood out during the observation?
2. What other kinds of literacies (visual, oral, symbolic, gesture) did the teacher
make use of during the observation? What artifacts were created or utilized in the
lesson that naturally occurred (not introduced by the researcher)?
3. What was surprising about the teacher during the observation in terms of literacy
practices?
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4. What variations did the teacher make from the planned lesson and how do those
shifts connect to literacy?
5. What questions will I ask the teacher after the lesson? What moments from the
lesson do I want the teacher to reconstruct and discuss later in the Interview series
and/or the focus group interview?
All interviews, planning sessions, and observations were recorded using an
Olympus digital voice recorder. The recorder is designed in a jump drive format so that
recordings may be downloaded to a computer. After each recorded session I would copy
it to both the hard drive of my home computer and save it on another jump drive. The
data source name and the participants’ pseudonyms were used to label each recording.
I personally transcribed every recorded session using a transcription program
called Transana that I purchased online in early January 2009. Once transcripts were
complete I copied and pasted them into Word documents, inserted page and line
numbers, and labeled them with the name of the data source, the date of the session, and
the participant’s pseudonym.
The data sources collected from the literacy course were organized after I had
read through each source and designated ideas to use in analysis. I typed each idea from
each participant’s data source into a Word document and inserted page and line numbers.
I labeled each document with the name of the data source and the participant’s
pseudonym.
Data Collection and Timeline
Summer 2008. First, I invited the nine participants to my home in June 2008 and
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explained the “Informed Consent” participation form (see Appendix C). Each participant
signed the form and noted her or his chosen pseudonym. At the same meeting, each
participant supplied the instructional engagements from the literacy course I requested to
use as data sources. Next, I arranged and conducted the first interviews with each
participant and planned CAL lessons with seven participants. Third, I met with the
student teachers and their cooperating teachers in the few weeks before school started. I
introduced myself as a researcher from the university and answered any questions the
cooperating teachers had about my interest in their student teachers. I was welcomed into
the classroom during the meetings and later during observations in a professional manner,
but I sensed that both cooperating teachers were suspect of my project. I would later hear
from the student teaching participants that their cooperating teachers reminded them that
the “ivory tower” has a different understanding of the “real world of teaching” and to be
cautious about any ideas I might try to “push” on them. The participants and I chalked it
up to the cooperating teachers’ unawareness of the relationship we had with each other,
and possibly their lack of acceptance of literacy instructional practices. Rocco’s
cooperating teacher’s comments did, however, influence his mindset during the semester
as previously described in his story.
Fall 2008. I arranged and conducted the second and third interviews with
participants, arranged the CAL lesson planning sessions, observed the CAL lessons in
their classrooms, and planned CAL lessons with two participants who were student
teaching and not aware of their content during the summer months. Those meetings
occurred from August through September. One participant lived in another state, so in
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early October I flew to her city and conducted the second and third interviews and the
observation of her CAL lesson. During every observation I was cheerfully welcomed by
students in each participant’s classroom. Each school had its own visitor procedure to
follow and once through that process I was kindly escorted or directed to the participant’s
classroom.
Spring 2009. I transcribed and analyzed all data sources in January through March
of 2009.
Data Analysis
The constant comparative method (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Merriam, 1998) and a
phenomenological analysis (Merriam, 1998) guided the investigation of data sources. The
constant comparative method framed the process of coding the data with the goal of
recording patterns as they emerged. An analytic induction (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998) process provided the “continual refinement of
hypotheses” (Merriam, p. 160). Even though at the outset of the analysis I was unsure
what shape the categories and unit of data would take (Merriam, 1998), I kept my
research questions in mind to help guide my reading of the sources. I was conscious of
data ideas that spoke about “authoring” literacy identity, “shifts” in literacy identity, and
“influences” on literacy identity, but beyond that frame I did not allow myself to begin
analysis with any concrete categories. In this sense, the unit of data would take on a
heuristic (Merriam, 1998) characteristic. Merriam explains that as categories are
constructed in a constant comparative analysis, a unit of data “should be heuristic—that
is, the unit should reveal information relevant to the study and stimulate the reader to
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think beyond the particular bit of information” (pp. 179-180).
Literacy Course Data Sources. First, data sources from the literacy course were
analyzed using the constant comparative method. I read through each participant’s preand post-assessments, metacognitive reflections, reflexive essays, and content area
literacy (CAL) lesson reflections. I also read through my critique of each participant’s
CAL lesson that I had provided when they were students in my literacy class. In the
margins next to ideas I found interesting in each source I used a word from the idea itself
to denote some uniqueness about it, or I would note one or two words that summed up the
overall idea in the participant’s sentence or paragraph.
Next I took each data source, one at a time, and typed the designated ideas into a
Word document and labeled it with the data source name and the participants’
pseudonyms. After all ideas were documented and separated by participant name, I
inserted page and line numbers.
Thirdly, I reread the ideas in this new format and again noted one to two word
descriptors. I began to notice similar ideas emerging. Some ideas that emerged were:
questioning, purpose or intention, personal connections, literacy defined, and dialogue
construction. These were the beginnings of the major code categories.
In the fourth step I decided that I wanted to know which participant was saying
similar things and so I copied and pasted ideas, citing each participant, under headings of
those big ideas (some of which are noted in the above paragraph).
The fifth step was to make a large list of the one to two word labels I had given
each of the ideas. I looked over the list and began to condense ideas into seven major
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categories that seemed to capture the ideas. These major categories became: identity,
learning communities, personal agency, design of practice, literacy theories, sources of
dissonance, and language and learning.
In the sixth step I returned to the page and line numbered versions of the data
sources and, still utilizing the constant comparative method, I worked to label the ideas
using those major categories, paying attention to the “fit” between category and idea and
remaining on the lookout for any new category that might emerge from an improper fit,
or for the refinement of a category based on a more clear way to articulate the category.
No new major categories emerged from this analysis.
The seventh step consisted of copying and pasting ideas I felt best illustrated each
of those seven major categories into separate matrices. At this time I began citing the
ideas using the following format: (data source-name of participant-page number-line
numbers).
Student Teaching or Induction Period Data Sources. Next I turned to the
transcriptions of the voice recorded data sources from interviews, CAL lesson planning
sessions, and the CAL observation. Since these were already formatted as Word
documents with page and line numbers, I immediately began reading through the sources
and labeled ideas that, as with the first set of data sources, were interesting in some way. I
did have the major categories in my mind as I analyzed, but only allowed myself to use
those labels when the idea clearly illustrated the category. I continued to be alert for any
new categories that might emerge or ideas that might refine the existing categories. No
new categories emerged from this analysis.
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The second reading of this data set was the analytic induction (Merriam, 1998)
step. I evaluated the ideas previously noted to be important in some way. After settling on
exemplars that fit, I assigned each chosen idea one of the seven major categories.
The last step in the analysis was deciding which ideas from the data would best
illustrate my research questions. I returned to the matrices I had created for the literacy
course data sources and the analytic induction copy of the student teaching and induction
period data set, and began noting in the margins those ideas that illustrated “authoring” of
literacy identity, “shifts” in literacy identity, and “influences” on literacy identity. I also
noted those ideas that described the transformational paths participants explained they
had traversed when experiencing literacy identity development and transformation. This
was when a definition of teacher literacy identity and the dimensions of the phenomenon
formulated in my mind.
Transcription Decisions
Transcribing all of the recordings afforded me the opportunity to make important
decisions about the transcription process itself and about the data ideas that I continually
thought through as I listened to each source.
Decision 1. I realized the importance of transcribing my own data sources once I
decided to tackle that myself. Early in the data collection period of the study I was talking
with several doctoral students who were also contemplating what to do with all their
recordings. One colleague sent his recordings out to a transcription service; something I
investigated but discovered had no funds to cover. Others shared that they transcribed
some of the transcripts, deciding what moments in the recording were important to their
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study and leaving the rest for another writing. I even contemplated having my husband
and daughter assist my transcription duties. In the end, though, I listened to my advisor
and another professor in my department and did the work myself. Only then, my wise
mentors told me, would I really understand the complexities of the data and have the
opportunity to “live in the data” as is so important to descriptive, phenomenological
qualitative studies.
Decision 2. While I was transcribing the data sources I recognized that it did not
make sense to have the major category of “learning and language” stand alone. The ways
that participants were discussing their previous or present literacy learning experiences
were situated in more than the language of literacy or the language of their content areas.
Participants were using the language of literacy, and their literacy learning experiences to
describe their design of practice, or their personal agency. I decided that I would draw
attention to the participant’s use of literacy and content language, as well as their
descriptions of their literacy learning experiences as they naturally occurred within
discussions of their design of practice and/or other major categories.
Major Categories
By the end of data analysis, six major categories remained. Each major category
is described as:
1.

Identity: My thinking about me; my “me-ness”; a self-definition; “D”
Discourse (Gee, 2008).
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2.

Learning Communities: a social network that supports me within the literacy
class, in student teaching settings, in the induction period settings; individual
and group commitments to a common goal; “d” discourse (Gee, 2008).

3.

Personal Agency: Integration of thoughts and beliefs in action; conscious
personal use of literacy strategies and “literacy thinking” in other contexts;
my confidence in my doing.

4.

Design of Practice: Teacher role, student role, role of text, role of
instructional (comprehension and discussion) strategies, and the role of
societal, school, and classroom contexts in the design of literacy instruction;
space and time organized for construction of community of practice to
support literacy development; orchestrated dialogue.

5.

Literacy Theories: Personal theory of meaning-making process for self and
for students; how literacy develops, is supported and transformed.

6.

Sources of Dissonance: Cognitive conflict (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005);
concerns and intimidations regarding literacy instruction and development of
self and students.

Teacher Literacy Identity: Definition and Dimensions
Once the data was analyzed and the major categories were decided, I focused on
the phenomenon under study: teacher literacy identity, and how I would be able to
articulate its multiple dimensions.
Definition. Based on a literature review and the voices of the participants, the
following definition took shape: teacher literacy identity is a confident view of self as
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responsible for and in control of improving the literacy learning of self and the
competency to enact engagements to guide the literacy learning of students (Alsup, 2006;
Gee, 2000, 2008; Hammerness et al., 2005; Moje, 2004; Moore, 2002; Richardson &
Anders, 1994, Wenger, 1998).
Dimensions. Three dimensions to support this definition of teacher literacy
identity emerged from the data analysis. Based on what the participants explained about
their developing and transforming literacy identities, the following dimensions articulate
the overall signposts:
•

Construct of literacy: This is a participant’s conceptual understanding of and
belief in the construct of literacy in its expanded definition. It is the participant’s
ability to articulate the principles of literacy as being the ability to read, write,
speak, think, visualize, and represent (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Gee, 1997, 2008;
Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) the ideas, concepts, and language of a content or
discourse.

•

Construct of literacy in practice: This is a participant’s conscious decision to put
into action the construct of literacy in her or his personal and professional life. It
is the participant’s articulation of membership to the literacy Discourse
community, and her or his ability to represent (write and speak about) and enact
literacy principles in multiple spaces for specific reasons. Literacy is not just
something a person can talk about; it is something a person can demonstrate
through actions.
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•

Quality of the literacy enactment: In this dimension the participant metacognitively contemplates the quality of the construct of literacy in action—the
enactment. She or he monitors and regulates the lesson design, its strengths and
areas of refinement in terms of literacy principles. The participant considers her or
his behaviors in the classroom during the lesson that either support or inhibit
literacy principles. Another aspect to this dimension is the exploration of the
quality of the enactment by the researcher during observations based on the same
criteria the participant uses to reflect.
Summary
This chapter introduced the phenomenological case study methodology that

guided the data collection and analysis of the study. The settings and participants were
introduced and a rationale was provided for the selection of each individual. Additionally,
each participant’s story was shared to personalize their influence and contribution to the
study and the research questions.
The chapter also described the data sources, the time frame for collection, and the
analytical processes I navigated. Major categories that emerged from the data analysis are
listed and defined. Decisions I had to make during the transcription process are shared.
Finally, teacher literacy identity, the phenomenon under study, is defined and its
dimensions described.
Data Chapters
The following three chapters are named for the three dimensions of teacher
literacy identity and will discuss the research questions. In Chapter Four: Construct of
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Literacy, the findings that illustrate that dimension are organized using the major
categories and are specifically connected to the research questions of “authoring” “shifts”
and “influences.” In Chapter Five: Construct of Literacy in Practice, the participants’
“transformational paths,” which is the last research question of the study, are described.
In Chapter Six: Quality of the Literacy Enactment, the participants’ and my reflections on
the quality of their literacy practice is examined and described.
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CHAPTER FOUR
A DIMENSION OF LITERACY IDENTITY: THE CONSTRUCT OF LITERACY
After the (literacy) class I had these new ways of looking at understanding, at
meaning, at engagement, and literacy kind of wrapped itself around those
things. I looked at literacy through those perspectives. Through different
engagements with texts, whether we’re reading to understand, having a
conversation to understand, whether we’re having a reflective moment to
understand; all those things were wrapped beneath literacy. (Inter3-BOB
p1lines6-11)
The analysis of data, as described in chapter three, reveal three dimensions of
teacher literacy identity: the construct of literacy, the construct of literacy in practice,
and the quality of the literacy enactment. The focus of this chapter is the first dimension,
the construct of literacy. The two other dimensions of teacher literacy identity: the
construct of literacy in practice and the quality of the literacy enactment are described in
chapters five and six respectively.
As participants traversed a university literacy course, student teaching and/or their
induction period their understandings of the construct of literacy emerged and took shape.
The quote above illustrates one participant’s recognition that literacy includes reading,
speaking and even reflection. Bob’s words are representative of the participants’
transformed articulations of the construct of literacy dimension.
The chapter begins with a brief description of the dimension and its connection to
the research questions. From there the chapter is organized by the settings participants
navigated throughout the study: the university literacy course, and student teaching
and/or the induction period. Those two sections are divided by the major categories of
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teacher literacy identity that emerged in the analysis. The chapter ends with a summary of
the illustrations participants shared of the construct of literacy.
Construct of Literacy
Based on my analysis of the participants’ descriptions, the construct of literacy
dimension is defined as a teacher’s conceptual understanding of and belief in the
complexities of literacy as involving a person’s ability to read, write, speak, think,
visualize, and represent the language of a content, or Discourse (Anders & Guzzetti,
2005; Gee, 1997, 2008; Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996). This dimension also includes the
participant’s understanding of and belief in the assertion that “text” is more than printbased. As defined by Short, Kauffman, & Kahn (2000) text is “any chunk of meaning that
has unity and can be shared with others” (p. 165). In the construct of literacy the principle
of reading includes making sense of multiple sign systems.
The main research question that guided this study was: how do developing
teachers “author” their literacy identity as they transact with multiple and multimodal
literacy instructional engagements in a content area literacy course, and later when they
design and implement literacy instruction during student teaching and/or the induction
period? “Authoring” includes both how teachers represent their literacy identities in their
writing and when speaking, and how teachers do their literacy identity when enacting or
performing literacy in practice (Moje, 2004). Moje argues that the best way to get at
identity enactments is to study both verbal representations (what people say and write
about themselves) and their actions (what people do). Participants “authored” their
developing and transforming teacher literacy identity by writing and speaking about their
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understandings of the construct of literacy as they moved through all of those teaching
and learning spaces. Their “representing” ideas are reported in this chapter. The
participants’ enacted or performed understandings of the construct of literacy, or their
“doing” examples, appear in chapter five, the Construct of Literacy in Practice.
Sub-questions in the study include: (a) What shifts in literacy identity are
observed during a preservice literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction
period? (b) What are the participants’ perceptions of the influence/s of the instructional
engagements in the literacy course, their student teaching, and/or their induction period?
(c) What transformational paths in their literacy identities do developing teachers traverse
as they represent and enact literacy instructional decisions in a classroom? The themes of
“shifts,” “influences,” and “transformational paths” in the research questions provide an
organizational structure for the participants’ discussions of the construct of literacy.
Participants reported their shifting understandings of the construct of literacy during the
literacy course, and through student teaching and induction period experiences. They also
noted the influences of those shifting understandings of the construct of literacy while
students in the literacy course and later as student teachers and/or experiencing the
induction period. The participants’ initial understandings of the construct of literacy
represent the entry points of their transformational paths of teacher literacy identity
development. Their discussions of “shifts” and “influences” describe the
“transformational paths” they negotiated.
Across all settings six major categories emerged from the data analysis and
provided an organizational framework of my sense of the participants’ “authoring” of
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teacher literacy identity: (1) identity, (2) learning communities, (3) personal agency, (4)
design of practice, (5) literacy theories, and (6) sources of dissonance. Each category is
explicated in the following section.
Literacy Course
This section of the chapter recounts the participants’ discussion of the construct of
literacy dimension when they were students in the university literacy course. The section
is divided by the major categories that emerged in the analysis of participants’ writings.
Each category is illustrated by the participants’ early understandings of the construct of
literacy, their “shifts” in understanding, and their perceptions of the “influences” on their
understandings.
Identity
This major category grew out of participants’ definitions of themselves as readers
and their thinking about themselves—their “me-ness”—in relation to the construct of
literacy.
Early “Authoring” of the Construct. Participants’ entered the literacy course
articulating the widely accepted and simplistic definition of literacy as a person’s ability
to read and write. Some participants included the descriptor of “print” as the focus of a
person’s literacy. The comprehension strategy pre-assessment was the data source used to
interpret the participants’ initial ideas of the construct of literacy.
One of the first instructional engagements they encountered in the literacy course
was the “comprehension strategy pre-assessment” which guided participants to explore
their personal reading experiences. I asked the participants to describe themselves as
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readers, how they made sense of difficult reading events, and what comprehension
strategies they used in the pursuit of meaning making. I define the term “comprehension
strategy” as “having an effective plan; conducting reading methodically” (Alvermann,
Phelps, & Ridgeway, 2007, p. 165). Alvermann, Phelps, & Ridgeway explain that
strategies include the use of graphic organizers, what Buehl (2001) calls comprehension
behaviors or reading strategies, to support and guide a reader’s meaning making
processes. This definition frames the discussion whenever the term “comprehension
strategy” is mentioned from this point.
The pre-assessment did not specifically ask participants to share or explore their
definitions of literacy, as a construct, but their responses do illuminate important
explanations of how they personally understood reading as part of who they were. For
example Bob shared in his pre-assessment, “I don’t think I’m an expert at reading, but I
find myself getting more out of a text when I use some, if not all, of the strategies I
listed” (435PreA-BOBp3lines91-93). The “strategies” Bob listed were: respecting what
he is reading, reading slowly, rereading, and going into the reading event with the
“intention of learning” (435PreA-BOBp2lines76-78). Bob also provided a rationale for
his “strategy” use. “See, I’m kind of selfish when it comes to my education. I paid almost
three thousand dollars to take my classes this semester, so I’m number one. I care for my
grade, my results” (435PreA-BOBp3lines93-96). Even though Bob did recognize the
need to set a purpose for reading, he did not share how his intention to learn might
literally support his meaning making process. Furthermore, Bob did not recognize any
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specific literate behaviors, such as writing, speaking, visualizing, or representing, that
would illustrate reading to learn strategies that support literacy development.
Roxanne noted that rereading is boring and said that she loses interest, whereas
Bella said, “I have found that rereading a text when something does not make sense is the
most helpful. I usually have to reread a few times before I really understand” (435PreABELp4lines150-152).
Roxanne also said that she wants “to get below the surface when I read”
(435PreA-ROXp1line8) but she did not describe how that depth might occur in practice
or how it might support her developing literacy of the topic about which she might be
reading.
Lisa stated that she hoped to find “strategies to help me comprehend text more
quickly” (435Pre-LISp5lines178-179). These identity statements illustrate where
participants stood on their transformational paths of literacy identity. Early in the
“authoring” journey, participants had hopes and purposes for their reading events but
shared no description of the construct of literacy as being part of who they were as
readers. They made no reference to writing, speaking, visualizing, or representing, all
principles of the construct of literacy, as a means for meaning making during reading
events. Their initial explanations consisted of vague, generalized statements.
Identity Shifts. During the literacy course participants were immersed in an array
of instructional engagements that provided multiple entry points into a formal
conversation of the construct of literacy. Within those writings participants “authored” a
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great number of shifting understandings about who they were “becoming” as readers and
future content area literacy teachers.
Participants explored and recorded their developing understandings of literacy
(the concept and its construct), content area literacy, reading, comprehension strategies,
and text. Each reading event was partnered with a comprehension strategy (Alvermann,
Phelps, & Ridgeway, 2007; Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Buehl, 2001; Fisher & Frey, 2008)
to support and guide the transaction (Rosenblatt, 1978). Each week discussion strategies
(Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) facilitated partner, small group, and whole group
discussions of the readings. Participants utilized the ideas they noted on their completed
comprehension strategies to engage in those discussions and constructions of knowledge.
Participants were introduced to metacognitive comprehension strategy reflections in
which they monitored and regulated (Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 2002) each learned
strategy. They recorded their developing understandings of how those strategies might
look and sound in their future content area classrooms, as well as their understandings of
how the strategies supported their own developing comprehension of texts in the literacy
course.
Participants wrote about who they believed they were becoming with wonderful
detail in their reflections. They used the language of literacy to describe how they saw
their transformations in connection with the construct of literacy. “I had a general
‘feeling’ of what literacy meant, of the fact that how a student reads a math book
compared to any other content area, but by putting a concrete definition of the word in
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my head, I can approach the concept in a more concrete way” (435Metacog-BOBp4
lines151-154).
Rocco recognized in a metacognitive response to one of the comprehension
strategies that his understanding of reading had changed. His comment demonstrates a
shifting understanding of the expanded notion of text.
Since the start of the semester, we have been searching deep within ourselves to
try and understand many of the ways we come to understand text. Personally,
when we began, I thought of comprehending and reading a text as physically
having a piece of paper in front of me, and trying to gain meaning from it.
(435Metacog-ROCp13lines563-567)
Christy documented a surprising aspect of the literacy course for her. “I’m not
used to having anyone want to know my thought process. This class throws most of the
unspoken university rules out the window and I’ve been fighting it. So, I’m learning”
(435Metacog-CHRp6lines252-254). She was not the only participant to articulate how
different their experiences in the course were. Many participants were unprepared for the
consistent involvement in the construct of literacy. They were not expecting the active
reading, writing, thinking, speaking, visualizing and representing engagements in the
class. Nor were they expecting to be carefully guided to participate in those ways. They
were used to the “unspoken university rule” of a transmission “banking method” (Freire,
2003) practiced in most classrooms across campus. The lecture-listen-take notes structure
they encountered in most of their university classrooms was the same they experienced in
their previous educational spaces. Christy was “fighting” the construct of literacy
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structure in the literacy course because it was so different from her understanding of how
school usually works (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005).
Bella noted that she saw herself as a reader quite differently and that writing
during reading events was part of that new view.
I used to read very quickly, and quickly forgot what I had read. I got through
college fine, but I do not remember much of what I “learned.” When I read my
textbooks, I did not take notes on what I was reading, I did not have good study
skills, and I did not actively try to make personal connections to what I was
reading. (435PostA-BELp5lines203-210)
For many of them, personally experiencing the principles of the literacy construct
was odd and uncomfortable. Their identities as learners were challenged by literacy
practices and they shared the shifting definitions of themselves. Bella noted that the
visualization aspect of the discussion web comprehension strategy (modified from Buehl,
2001) was difficult for her. The strategy was organized in a three-column format. The
first column directed the reader to note and cite important ideas from the reading. The
middle column guided the reader to create a visual representation of the ideas noted in the
first column. In the third column readers synthesized their understandings of how the
visualizations created a more in-depth comprehension of the reading event. “Drawing
responses is another stretch—at least for me!” (435Metacog-BELp8line314).
When I first received this assignment, I did not want to do the drawings. I think I
lacked the self-confidence in my drawings, just as a typical student might. The
drawings evolved as I was reading and grew to be more complex and attached to
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each other. It was difficult to explain how those ideas helped, but looking back at
what I had written, they were pretty well thought out ideas. (435MetacogBELp8lines326-331)
Bella’s ideas illustrate the challenges she faced with the visualization principle of
literacy, but she recognized that the activity supported and developed depth in her
thinking. She also brought students into her conversation, which demonstrates her
developing teacher identity. The metacognitive responses were specifically structured in
such a way so that participants would be guided to explore more carefully the
possibilities of the strategies in their own classrooms. In this way, the engagement
provided an opportunity for participants to develop teacher literacy thinking alongside
student literacy thinking. Risko, Roskos, & Vukelich (2002) explain that reflection in
preservice experiences can support developing teachers in learning about how to use
reflective inquiry to inform instructional decisions. The authors state that, “guided
instruction is needed to enhance the deepening of reflective thinking” (p. 171). There is a
difference between generally asking students to reflect and asking them to respond
reflectively to specific ideas that frame and guide those reflections. The metacognitive
instructional engagements were guided so as to open opportunities for thinking about
oneself as a reader, a learner, and a future content area literacy teacher.
The reflexive responses of the literacy memoir and the Picasso self-portrait
project, two instructional engagements designed to facilitate an exploration of personal
literacy experiences, provide a window into the participants’ more specific connections to
the construct of literacy. “I can’t say I really considered how much my literacy has
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impacted my life until now, but the journey has been amazing” (435ReflxMemProjCHRp5lines 194-195). Christy wasn’t the only participant who was shifting in her
understanding of the role literacy played in her life. After writing their literacy memoirs
and constructing a multimodal representation of those memories in the Picasso selfportrait, participants began including the concept of literacy in their written and verbal
discussions. The reflexive engagement prompted participants to look back on the
assignment itself, the process of constructing the project and composing the memoir, and
finally, on their learning from the experience.
The most surprising thing about writing this memoir was how literacy has been
such an integral part of my life. When I first read the assignment for this project I
had no idea what I was going to write. Since I stopped reading for fun for the
most part when I was about 12, I did not feel like I had much to draw from. Then
I started to think of the more extended definition of literacy and how it could
apply to my experiences as a musician and a human being. (435ReflxMemProjLISp7lines264-270)
Lisa’s “me-ness” (as defined by this major category) was transforming to include her
understanding of the construct of literacy as more than reading and writing print-based
texts. She began recognizing her memberships to other Discourse communities.
Participants were able to specifically name the construct of literacy as a concept
that was important for who they were as developing teachers. For example, Juliana said,
“I have come to realize that it is essential that teachers become fluent in the concept of
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literacy instruction across the content areas” (435PostA-JULp2lines48-56). And Lisa
noted,
Through this class I have learned many strategies that can help my reading
comprehension of all different texts in life. I feel much more confident in
situations that require reading difficult as well as simple text, and I feel that the
information learned in this class really does apply to my future as a teacher.
(435PostA-LISp8lines326-330)
Lisa’s statement illustrates how intricately self-confidence is woven into a
transformational path of literacy identity. As the participants’ personal confidence as
readers grew, so did their confidence to face their future instruction.
Identity Influences. Participants reported multiple influences on their transforming
literacy identities and on the ways they viewed themselves as readers and developing
teachers.
At this point in my journey I know for certain that every assignment has been
crucial to my content area literacy growth. All of the strategies, the Picasso
literacy memoir, strategy reflections, have been catalysts serving to transform my
academic identity from student to content area literacy teacher. (435PostAJULp1lines28-39)
Juliana’s words draw attention to various instructional engagements she
experienced in the literacy course and their influence on her transforming identity.
Participants named specific comprehension strategies and other engagements they
believed to be transformative for their understanding of the construct of literacy. For
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example they named the anticipation guide, reading log, dialectic journal, discussion
web, and mind map as influential comprehension strategies. The writing, thinking,
speaking, and representing opportunities embedded in the strategies supported their
developing understanding of literacy. Bob shared that the anticipation guide,
Introduced an unfamiliar term to all of us: literacy. It was through this
introduction that I was able to look at my role as a future teacher differently. It
made me redefine literacy. Up until the anticipation guide I was completely
ignorant of the definition of the word. (435Metacog-BOBp4lines149-150)
Bella explained that the reading log helped her to be “much more analytical and
much more active in my reading” (435Metacog-BELp7lines280-281). Participants
believed that the reading log was a powerful tool because ideas were organized and cited
on the form making them available for easy reference later in discussions. They also liked
the section of the reading log that guided them to generate and record questions that
emerged during the reading event. Roxanne commented that the reading log “influenced
me to do a better job at reading the article. I paid more attention to the text. I cared more
by the end” (435Metacog-ROXp1lines11-14).
Participants recognized that dialogue could occur orally in discussions of many
configurations, and it could occur in written form. Lisa noted that experiences with the
dialectic journal strategy helped her feel the relevance of her personal connections and
responses to reading events.
I felt like the expectation was that (my ideas about the reading) should relate to
my outside life and not just the classroom. When I feel more engaged in an idea, I
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tend to put more effort into developing it. I will write as much as I need to in
order to justify my beliefs. (435Metacog-LISp11lines461-464)
Discussion was also facilitated in the discussion web strategy (Buehl, 2001). As
previously described, the middle column on the form prompted participants to draw
visual representations of the ideas they noted as important in the first column. The third
column prompted the reader to record their dialogue that explained the connection
between the chosen ideas and the drawn images. Bella shared how the web and the text it
supported were influential for her.
My favorite strategy this semester was the discussion web. I was really nervous
about having to draw about what I was reading but the article we were reading
created such vivid pictures in my head that pictures just flowed down onto the
web. (435PostA-BELp6lines241-246)
Bella’s testament to the discussion web and the chapter (Freire & Macedo, 1987, “The
Importance of the Act of Reading”) illustrates the influential potency of the partnership
between text and comprehension strategy in the support of literacy development.
Another visual comprehension strategy that participants said to be influential was
the mind map (Buehl, 2001). “I found the (mind map) to be very appealing for me
personally since it plays to my visual strengths and I could add pictures and other graphic
symbols to it” (435Metacog-JULp3lines102-103). Juliana explained that after
constructing her mind map in multimodal ways—she drew images, symbols, and noted
ideas—“I had a clearer understanding of the contextual relationships (in the reading)”
(435Metacog-JULp3lines104-105).
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Participants argued that only through their own personal use of the strategies
could they recognize the support for their own comprehension of course readings, support
for their developing understanding of the construct of literacy, and support for their
developing understanding of how to utilize comprehension strategies in their future
classrooms. They also named the literacy memoir and Picasso self-portrait project as two
engagements in the course as having important influence on their personal development
of literacy.
Bob asserted, “These memoirs are like therapy. I think I had a lot of these
thoughts running around in my head, but they grew more powerful as I articulated them
in my written and Picasso memoir” (435ReflxMemProj-BOBp5lines182-184). Emotions
unexpectedly emerged out of the participants’ explorations of their literacy memories and
beliefs. “My battle with anorexia and bulimia changed the course of my life. This memoir
made me realize that the very fears that plunged me into this way of thinking were still
hindering me today” (435ReflxMemProj-JULp2lines56-59). Juliana also stated, “I realize
now what a major influence my disease has had on my literacy. It has served to impede
my progress but has also given me the strength to overcome seemingly insurmountable
obstacles” (435ReflxMemProj-JULp2lines82-86). As participants wrote about, spoke
about, and represented their literacy memories in a multimodal self-portrait, they
developed more sophisticated understandings of the construct of literacy and its role in
their lives as learners and future teachers.
Bella recognized the existence of discourses in her own life experiences. “While
doing the Picasso literacy memoir I was continually reminding myself that all my
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experiences and the things I am good at are my literacies, not just my experiences with
reading print” (435ReflxMemProj-BELp6lines220-223). Bella named Freire’s chapter
(noted previously in this section) and Gee’s (1987) reference to an “identity kit” (p. 3) in
his article “What is Literacy?” as influential for her thinking about the various ways she
reads the world. She understood that she belonged to multiple discourse communities
each with its own literacy.
Participants recognized that as they deconstructed their lives and wrote about their
literacy experiences they began to understand themselves in new ways. They noted that
partnering the memoir with the creation of an abstract and artistic representation (the
multimodal self-portrait) afforded an opportunity to stretch understandings of life
experiences and memberships to deeper dimensions. “The writing of the memoir and the
creation of the cognitive artifact helped to further develop the literacy of my own life by
realizing how deeply my experiences are all interconnected” (435ReflxMemProjLISp7lines299-304).
Personal Agency
Participants integrated their thoughts and beliefs into their actions. They made
conscious decisions in their meaning making pursuits and they shared those early
understandings in the course.
Early “Authoring” of the Construct. “I learn by doing, so if a text describes and
demonstrates an activity or gives ideas for solving problems, I implement the techniques
so I have a visual representation that I have produced myself. It’s my version of active
reading” (435PreA-JULp1lines28-30). Even though Juliana does not specifically name
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the construct of literacy, she does share the principle of visualization as important for her
active reading. She also stated that it was important for her to produce something of her
own as part of that undertaking. Early in the exploration of literacy, Juliana recognized
the importance of making sense of subjects for herself by producing a visual
representation of her thinking. As a “newcomer” Juliana demonstrated her position on the
“periphery” (Lave & Wenger, 1991) of the literacy Discourse community.
Other participants shared similar insights into principles of the construct of
literacy by mentioning writing. Juliana, Roxanne and Bella all mentioned in their preassessments that they annotated in some way during reading events. Either they made
notes in the margins next to highlighted ideas from the reading they believed to be
important for their meaning making, or they transferred ideas from the reading to another
note-taking paper. Bella also mentioned taking mental notes but did not describe the
action beyond that, so there is no way of telling if she meant visualization as part of that
behavior.
Christy, Dakota and Rocco shared that speaking in some way was helpful for
comprehension. Dakota mentioned that asking fellow students in class, or the instructor,
what they thought of the reading was helpful for her in the meaning making process. And
Christy shared that she would “seek out the help of someone who possesses more
knowledge about the text. For example, if I was trying to read a passage from a gas
dynamics textbook I would consult one of my engineering friends” (435PreA-CHRp3
lines115-118). In addition to recognizing the importance of speaking as helpful for
meaning making, Christy demonstrated her early understanding of discourse communities
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(Gee, 2008) with her specific example of “engineering friends.” Like Juliana, this
articulation also places Christy on the periphery of the literacy Discourse community.
Rocco had a different approach to explaining the importance of speaking. “The
only real strategy I use is as I read, I pretend I’m talking out loud or speaking to an
audience. Personally, I think it’s universal but I believe that when you can hear the words
being said with intonation and voice inflection, comprehension is achieved much more
efficiently and it is certain” (435PreA-ROCp5lines206-209). Rocco’s content area of
Spanish might have much to do with his acknowledgement of speaking as important to
comprehension.
These “speaking” examples illustrate the participants’ recognition of the principle,
but they do not state that speaking opportunities support the development of literacy and
can be orchestrated by a teacher. Speaking with others for clarification is a simplistic
aspect to the greater process of consciously participating in dialogue for the construction
of knowledge and to demonstrate membership in a Discourse (Gee, 2008).
Participants shared several unsophisticated, even elementary strategies, for
comprehension as well. All nine participants mentioned rereading as a reading strategy of
choice. Five mentioned context clues as helpful, and five asserted that looking words up
in the dictionary was a very helpful and necessary strategy. Many of their early
understandings demonstrated their belief that reading is a “word-based” or a decoding
process (Goodman, 1967, 1993).
As the semester progressed, participants articulated changing understandings
about their personal control of meaning making processes.
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Personal Agency Shifts. During the literacy course, participants’ understandings
of and beliefs in the construct of literacy became a framework to guide their transactions
with reading events. Roxanne shared that she realized she could do more than look for
bold words in the reading. She could organize her ideas in writing and have a dialogue
with the ideas on paper and with other students. “If I just read and not do anything to
organize my thoughts and messages from the text on the side, I do not think I would be
able to think critically about future texts” (435PostA-ROXp1lines24-26).
After realizing that writing during reading events was not part of who she was in
earlier experiences, Bella noted her transformed belief to actively pursue writing to learn.
“When I work with text now, I take notes on important ideas, while also incorporating
my own insights, questions, and extensions for how I may use that information in the
future” (435PostA-BELp6lines227-229). Bella articulated her need to write and to
compose a dialogue that further developed her personal development and comprehension.
Although their “shifts” regarding personal agency were still limited during the
literacy course, participants shared what they believed influenced their personal drive to
act in support of their own literacy development and that of their future students.
Personal Agency Influences. “I really have come to appreciate the reading log. At
first I thought it was a waste of time, but the concept of writing down important ideas and
noting my thoughts makes sense. I have actually started using this is some of my history
classes to help me get through some of the texts I have to read” (435PostA-CHRp4
lines171-175). In Christy’s explanation of her shifting respect for the reading log, she
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demonstrates her transformed literacy thinking in action for her personal benefit. Other
participants named influences they relied on in other spaces.
Dakota shared that during the same semester as the literacy course she utilized
reading logs in all of her other university classes and that she had very conscious plans
for using the strategies in her future classroom. “Reading logs will help students navigate
the text and will provide me with a starting point for discussions in class. This process
will also prepare students to write papers about the texts without rereading the entire
document” (435PostA-DAKp3lines111-117).
The dialectic journal influenced Juliana’s transactions in her French classes
during the semester of the course. She was very specific in her documentation, describing
each column of the strategy. “(I used) the first column for my thoughts about the main
idea in English and the second column was where I put my ideas in French. This made
the rather impossible task of reading manageable for me” (435Metacog-JULp2lines7579). Utilizing the literacy engagements in other educational spaces (outside of the literacy
course) was an important event, but Juliana shared that she also supported her son with
the dialectic journal structure. He was in 7th grade the same semester she was a student in
the literacy course and he was struggling with preparing for a science test. She asked him
what was giving him problems and he explained that there was just too much content for
him to hold onto for each test. He said he could not even begin to memorize it. What also
frustrated him was the fact that science was his favorite class. Juliana helped him set up a
dialectic journal format on a piece of paper and guided him through the process. She said
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when he got home from the test he felt good about it and reported only having trouble
with one question. She said it gave him a sense of accomplishment.
These agentive behaviors were important indicators of the participants’
transformed understanding of the construct of literacy. Through action, participants
further developed their personal theories of the reading process and instruction to support
literacy development.
Literacy Theories
Participants had personal theories, or an “integrated web of knowledge and
beliefs” (Smith, 2006, p. 20), for meaning making. Smith asserts that “meaning has a
special relationship with every aspect of the world; it is the way we make sense of the
world. Meaning is our theory of the world” (p. 66, italics in original).
Early “Authoring” of the Construct. Even though their early theories of meaning
making didn’t include specific references to the construct of literacy, participants had
some interesting insights into the process. For example, not every participant thought that
meaning came from knowing every word. “What really helped me was to not translate
every single word – a ridiculous endeavor and totally fruitless” (435PreA-JULp2lines4245). While a student in the literacy course Juliana was preparing to teach French and said
in her pre-assessment that working to translate each word in her French class assignments
was, as she stated, “totally fruitless.” She drew on those experiences to document her
theory for meaning making in any context, and she named looking up words in the
dictionary and skimming as being “either time-consuming or too vague to impart any
useful knowledge” (435PreA-JULp2lines51-54).
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Roxanne had an interesting early description of literacy. “Literacy is a bit more
than the ability to read and write, but to be able to not just look at something and
regurgitate it, but be able to think about it, question it, debate it, and learn something
new” (435PreA-ROXp1lines13-15). Her theory of literacy articulates the need to utilize
information when thinking, to actively participate in dialogue about the information, and
to develop new understanding from the experience.
Juliana and Roxanne did not directly name the construct or principles of literacy,
which is the topic of this chapter, but their ideas illustrate how the participants came into
the literacy course with the beginnings of literacy thinking, albeit undeveloped and vague
connections to literacy practices. Regardless of the sophistication of their ideas it is
important to recognize their funds of knowledge (Anders & Spitler, 2007; Moll &
Greenberg, 1990) at the beginning of the teacher literacy identity journey. Those life
experiences guided each instructional engagement in the literacy course and represented a
foundational aspect of the design of literacy practice that the participants explored during
the literacy course.
And as I said to the participants when they were students in my class, those
personal articulations of any concept we studied were valuable to our entire learning
community. We worked to learn from and with each other. Each voice and every
experience was valid and important to our construction of knowledge. I explained to each
section I taught that our explorations were modeling sociocultural theory (Freire, 2003;
Moje et al., 2000; Vygotsky, 1978) in action so that they could learn the theory and learn
how to enact the theory in future classroom practice.
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Literacy Theory Shifts. Participants became more comfortable in their discussions
of how literacy develops and could be supported for themselves as learners, themselves
as future teachers, and for students in their future classrooms. “When approaching the
reading and interpretation of a text, it is vital to understand the various approaches that
are available to a reader” (435Metacog-CHRp6lines198-199). They named principles of
the literacy construct to frame their developing theories. Bob stated in his postassessment,
One thing I know I learned is that literacy is more than just reading a book. For
me, the literacy of mathematics is how a student uses the teaching strategies given
by the teacher, applies the methods modeled by the teacher and fellow students,
and reflects on what they’ve learned by applying their new knowledge outside the
classroom, to learn. (435PostA-BOBp4lines157-161)
Writing to learn as supported by comprehension strategies was a principle of the
construct of literacy participants referred to in many ways. Christy shared that before the
literacy course she believed that strategies were only helpful for people who struggled
with reading, not for efficient readers.
Now I see that the proper strategy can assist any reader working with any text.
Just because I can read through a text does not mean that I have achieved the most
comprehension possible. I honestly get it now. I get that reading is not as simple
as putting phonics, letters, and punctuation in the right order. There is meaning to
be constructed and content to be mastered. (435PostA-CHRp5lines180-187)
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Roxanne got right to the theoretical point in her post-assessment of
comprehension strategies. She not only argued that the strategies provide space for
recording important ideas from a reading event, but they allowed for comparing
annotations with others to create and support dialogue. “Reading, writing, speaking,
listening, all key skills that are integrated in literacy, are sociocultural” (435PostAROXp1lines8-13). Roxanne asserted that discussion does not naturally occur for every
student. She named specific discussion strategies such as “save the last word” and a
sketch-to-stretch (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) as necessary for organizing and
supporting dialogue in the classroom.
Lisa made strong statements regarding the importance of writing in her literacy
theory.
Writing information down helps students to remember it and might force them to
start thinking about the information. (Asking students to generate questions)
forces students to think about what they do and do not know and will help them to
start assimilating it into their overall knowledge. (Questioning) facilitates critical
thinking…students can no longer be passive learners. Through thinking about
information from the reading they must leaf through their values, what they have
previously heard about this information, and maybe even the credibility of the
source. While the student is doing all of this work, they are repeating this
information in their head and beginning to understand and learn. (435MetacogLISp10-lines406-412)
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Even though Lisa never directly named the construct of literacy in her literacy theory, she
did name writing, thinking, and speaking in terms of questioning. She acknowledged the
need for students to be active rather than passive in their engagements and that the
students’ beliefs and values, their cultures, play a role in literacy development. Without
naming the transactive (Rosenblatt, 1978) reading process, she described many of its
attributes in nice detail.
Through writing and developing ideas in their own words, students must call on
language and ideas from their own life. Through this action, students begin to see
the relevance of these ideas and therefore begin to assimilate them into their longterm knowledge. (435Metacog-LISp12lines491-494)
Whereas Lisa’s usage of the word “assimilate” is problematic, her articulation is
powerful for a developing teacher at the end of a university literacy course. Her
recognition that learning is supported by a student’s funds of knowledge as developed in
social and cultural experiences and as partnered with active meaning making is
impressive and important. Her words demonstrate movement toward membership in the
literacy Discourse community.
Participants shared the importance of visualization in their developing literacy
theories. Lisa asserted her insights about the importance of this principle of literacy after
she experienced visual representation in a comprehension strategy.
Through representing ideas in ways other than written form, students are given
another way to comprehend the text; they are forced to picture ideas in their head.
They must decide the best way to represent these ideas in a single picture which
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might make them have to combine the ideas together or think of them in new
ways in order to represent them in visual form. They cannot simply regurgitate the
information on the page, but are forced to begin comparing it to their knowledge
of the world, which helps them to think of their world in a new dimension.
(435Metacog-LISp11lines473-481)
Participants recognized the need to put their theories into action, and reported that
knowing about the construct of literacy was not enough. Instructional engagements in the
literacy course provided opportunities for participants to design their own content area
literacy instruction that would bring their theories together with their transforming beliefs
about who they were as teachers.
Literacy Theory Influences. “Each strategy provides the student with an
organizational tool that will help them map out the thinking process they go through as a
reader” (435Metacog-BAYp12lines516-518). Comprehension strategies were recognized
as guiding students in actively thinking about content by making decisions, evaluating
their thinking and forming opinions. Strategies supported visual representations of
content in personally powerful ways. Participants also mentioned the support strategies
provided for writing engagement during literacy development. Roxanne reported that
engaging in the mind map strategy influenced her understanding of her own meaning
making. “I was able to get an idea of my cognitive processes in reading a text (during the
mind map assignment)” (435Metacog-ROXp1lines26-28).
A main support of the strategies was that the engagements guided the construction
of meaning on the reader’s terms. “By using strategies the student must decide what is
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important to her/him which assumes that meaning is constructed on the reader’s own
terms” (435Metacog-JULp2lins63-67). Juliana also noted the importance for students to
record their own interpretations in some format demonstrating their active engagement.
Firsthand experience of instructional engagements designed to support literacy
development was important for the participants’ transformed understanding of the
construct of literacy. Lisa believed that “through experiencing these strategies ourselves,
we can understand how to better help our future students with their literacy” (435
Metacog-LISp9lines367-368). And Rocco spoke directly about a constructivist classroom
when he noted, “How were we to understand the meaning of it all and how it fits into
constructive instruction? We had to experience it for ourselves” (435PostA-ROCp10
lines408-410).
Dakota provided a most impressive metaphor for her perceptions of the influences
she experienced in the literacy course and her transforming understanding of literacy.
I think of my experience and growth in content area literacy as similar to the steps
my grandfather took when he was building his foundations. During the first few
weeks of the semester our class was busy immersing ourselves in the
understanding of content area literacy. We had to “grade” away all the
misconceptions about the subject matter so each student could start from an even
level. I equate the trench holes in construction to the practice of different learning
strategies, such as the reading logs and dialectic journals. These strategies have
acted as the perimeter support to all the concepts we have been learning and
playing with. The reinforcing steel reminds me of our group presentations and
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strategy lesson demonstrations. The trowel is representative of the reflections we
have been doing throughout the course; each gives us the chance to smooth out
our ideas and focus on any problem spots that may need some reworking.
(435PostA-DAKp3lines88-106).
Dakota refers to sociocultural and constructivist principles in her metaphor of the
construction process, and she drew upon personal experience to formulate her developing
theory of literacy.
Participants discussed the role community membership played in developing their
literacy identities and their transforming understandings of the construct of literacy.
Learning Community
Wenger (1998) describes communities of practice as social spaces where people
are “engaged in the pursuit of a socially meaningful enterprise, and our learning is in the
service of that engagement” (p. 271). Participants in this study documented their
perspectives of and experiences with their developing community membership.
Early “Authoring” of the Construct. Two participants shared their early
understandings of how connections to other people in social settings supported their
comprehension of reading events. Dakota and Juliana both recognized how talking with
others in specific spaces might be helpful. Juliana threw the idea out as just a possibility,
saying, “Perhaps discussing ideas with others is another strategy” (435PreA-JULp1
line20). Dakota was more detailed in her argument. “I think discussing the text is most
helpful. There were times when I would be sitting in that theories class, having no idea
what the reading meant, and left class understanding the text completely” (435PreA-
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DAKp2lines66-68). A counter argument could be made to Dakota that “understanding
the text completely” is probably a stretch after one class discussion, but she recognized
the principle of speaking as being supportive for meaning making when situated in a
group, which is telling. Dakota does not, however, mention how the class discussion was
structured or how often she actually spoke, how often other students spoke, or how much
of the time was devoted to the professor’s/instructor’s voice.
Learning Community Shifts. Participants shared many shifting ideas that fit into
this category and describe the construct of literacy. As recorded in other categories in this
section of the chapter, they mentioned the importance of dialogue with others after
recording ideas on comprehension strategy forms. They shared the importance of
building communities in their future classrooms where students would feel comfortable
to share their thinking and their voices.
Learning Community Influences. Participants documented how listening to their
peers (and my) sharing of the Picasso projects and literacy memoirs influenced their
developing understanding of the construct of literacy. “It was not just the development of
my project that taught me about my own literacy experiences, but by listening to
classmates talk about their literacy and learning to ‘read’ the world. This project opened
my eyes to the many different ways of being literate” (435ReflxMemProj-BAYp8
lines340-343). They did not believe they would have transformed without the community
sharing of personal literacy experiences orally during their presentations, and visually in
their representations. They discovered that they were speaking the same literacy language
and that the engagements had facilitated that development. They believed that the feeling
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of closeness—knowing each other—grew out sharing their experiences and supported
their willingness to take risks in our classroom. Those feelings of community and
connectedness provided comfort when they worked together later in the semester. Bob
stated that he learned things “about my peers that I don’t think I would have learned
without this project” (435ReflxMemProj-BOBp4lines164-165).
Juliana took a more assertive position when she argued that the literacy memoir
and Picasso self-portrait project provided her with a specific example for building
community and supporting future students in becoming comfortable to speak and take
risks in her classroom.
This project affected me on many levels – personally, intellectually, spiritually,
and professionally. It is the most community/trust-building endeavor I have ever
experienced. I am convinced that this is the only genuine way to accomplish any
serious work in the classroom. It taught me the importance of communication, no
matter the relationship between parties. Open communication is a key component
in creating and maintaining a positive environment. How would I ever be able to
create an environment, a true learning environment in which students are
comfortable enough to share and explore speaking and learning? I have an answer
now. (435ReflxMemProj-JULp1lines28-42)
Juliana took to heart the significance of the classroom space as needing to be a
community where students could share their voices and feel comfortable and supported
when taking risks. The participants documented diverse influences that transformed the
role of the classroom context.
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Design of Practice
Literacy instruction and the multiple opportunities for designing instructional
engagements emerged as a significant topic for participants. They recognized the
variables that play key roles in a design of literacy practice, namely: themselves
(teachers), students, content area texts, instructional strategies (comprehension and
discussion), and classroom, school, and social contexts.
The participants couched their discussions regarding a design of practice in terms
of shifts and influences. No early “authoring” examples of this category were
documented by participants.
Design of Practice Shifts. This category emerged in the analysis as participants
“authored” their shifting understandings of the role they would play in their future
classrooms. They were conscious of the construct of literacy principles and named them
as they wrote about their future literacy practices. They also articulated transformed
understandings of the role students would play, the role of text, the role of instructional
strategies (comprehension and discussion), and how the social context of the classroom
could be designed to support literacy development. They demonstrated their
understanding of the role of school and societal contexts with references to students’ outof-school lives. Most importantly, in their descriptions of a design of literacy practice
participants named ways reading, writing, thinking, speaking, visualizing, and
representing events might emerge, be supported and facilitated during literacy
engagements.
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Participants believed their role as teachers included building community in the
classroom to support the construct of literacy principles. They did not assume that
students would be willing to read, write, speak, think about, and represent content ideas
without support. They also believed that they should complete the comprehension
strategies they would later implement in their lessons while planning to ensure that their
text choices were relevant for literacy development.
In her reflexive response to the literacy memoir and Picasso self-portrait project,
Roxanne explained her excitement for orchestrating similar engagements with students in
her future Spanish classroom to support students’ developing understandings of literacy.
In my future classroom I will introduce this type of project at the beginning of the
year. We will use our literacy and cultural background information to think – I’ll
ask the students how they view literacy and cultures. I want my future classrooms
to become communities and find new ways to think about their classmates.
(435ReflxMemProj-ROXp1lines22-26)
Participants recognized that principles in the construct of literacy might not develop if
their classroom spaces were not designed as communities. They articulated the
importance of their role as teachers in supporting the construct of literacy in their
classrooms through community building.
Bob was able to clearly communicate the shift in his understanding of math
literacy and his responsibility to guide math-thinking opportunities for students. “Math is
more than just number crunching. It’s a way of thinking. The literacy comes in when I,
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the teacher, help students to learn how to apply their math sense” (435PostA-BOBp4
lines162-164).
Participants shared the belief that, as teachers, they needed to complete
comprehension strategies while planning lessons for a variety of reasons. The strategies
assisted the participants in organizing their lesson ideas and their thinking about content
around large concepts. Utilizing comprehension strategies alongside chosen content texts
“should not be underestimated for teacher use because it provides a chance to get in
students’ shoes and map out processes that may be overlooked by the teacher”
(435Metacog-ROXp1lines29-34). Roxanne explained that she ended up questioning her
initial belief about a chosen content area text because of the dialogue she had with herself
while writing ideas about the text on a strategy form and connecting those ideas to a
possible lesson. Her belief in her own literate practices (writing and thinking about a
lesson with a text) provided an opportunity to question the validity of her chosen text and
how students might engage in the reading, writing, and thinking transactions with it.
Rocco argued for instructional strategies in a design of practice so students could
break down complex ideas and make them visible. He believed this could lead to an
opportunity for a student to “empower himself or gain self-confidence through
conquering difficult text” (435PostA-ROCp10lines434-436). Juliana supported Rocco’s
assertion that confidence could grow when strategies are included in a design of practice
that supports the construct of literacy. She believed that strategies would help “to take the
fear out of exploring meaning” (435Metacog-JULp2lines85-87). She felt that students
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would worry less about getting the grade and focus on making sense of their reading
events.
Dialogue supported by comprehension strategies was another construct of literacy
principle shared by participants as they articulated the design of practice category. They
recognized the need to provide space and time for students to discuss ideas recorded on
comprehension strategies and ideas generated during the lessons for literacy
development. “Using comprehension strategies in my classroom will help (students) to
become critical by giving voice to their questions, insights, and personal connections
while reading texts about biology” (435PostA-BELp6lines221-223). And Dakota
defended the need for orchestrated dialogue “because students would get frustrated if
there was no discussion in class after they have done a (comprehension strategy)”
(435Metacog-DAKp4lines140-142). Christy asserted that writing on her lesson plan what
she wanted to say during a lesson would help her see it all in action. “I need to work on
planning more of what I am going to say to students. I did not actually spend much time
thinking about my specific phrasing (during the microteaching lesson). Visualizing my
class would help me feel more confident about the presentation of content”
(435CALlessondemo/refl-CHRp5lines199-204).
Participants recognized how the principles of the literacy construct might exist in
their design of practice, but even with those shifts in understanding, they still had some
concerns about the construct.
Design of Practice Influences. By the halfway point of the literacy course,
participants had read several theoretical and practical texts. They were asked to explore
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how they might design future literacy practice in their classrooms. They completed
multiple metacognitive responses of comprehension strategies that guided the articulation
of possible implementation of each strategy in their content areas. They had shared their
literacy memoirs and Picasso projects that illustrated an example of building classroom
community to support the principles of literacy in action. Each of these engagements was
influential for participants’ transformed understanding of the construct of literacy.
For Dakota, the metacognitive explorations of comprehension strategies were
influential. “The metacognitive reflections have given me the opportunity to visualize
these strategies in my classroom and decide what would work best in my classroom with
different tasks. That was powerful for me” (435Metacog-DAKp3lines107-111).
Experiencing an opportunity to visualize her future classroom influenced her
understanding of that principle of the literacy construct.
Specific comprehension strategies were named as influential for developing their
understanding of a design of literacy practice. Juliana asserted that the anticipation guide
had the “potential to be a useful tool both for the students and the teacher to organize
thoughts and ideas surrounding core concepts in a content area” (435Metacog-JULp2
lines50-52). And Baylee noted that, “by writing down preconceived thoughts and
reflecting on prior knowledge students will perhaps find that there was something in the
text they were not aware of” (435Metacog-BAYp12lines524-528).
Baylee also named the discussion web as an important strategy that could support
learners and various ways of learning. “One of my favorite comprehension strategies is
the discussion web. It provides opportunities for all types of learners to understand text.
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The tactile learner who may need to write, the social learner who wants to express in
words, and/or the visual learner who needs to see an image of the idea” (435PostABAYpp8-9lines350-356). Baylee recognized how the strategy supported those ways of
learning, but she did not articulate that supporting those behaviors for all learners could
develop literacy.
The literacy memoir and Picasso self-portrait project influenced participants to
see themselves as teachers of human beings rather than teachers of a content area. And
Rocco stated that because the project was different from the traditional approach to
teaching it “affected the way I understand literacy and expecting students to become
literate. I know that students need to be engaged to be able to become literate in a
content. I think the basis is creating that engagement and this project facilitates that in
many ways” (435ReflxMemProj-ROCpp9-10lines391-395).
The importance and presence of speaking in classroom discussions for
construction of content knowledge and development of literacy was the most described
influence for participants. “Through this class I have also learned that an important
strategy for comprehension is to discuss the text with other people. Learning is a social
practice and discussing information with others can be very useful to help create
meaning” (435PostA-LISp7lines289-292).
Alongside the positive gains and experiences reported by participants were
perceived frustrations and struggles influenced by the instructional engagements and
future responsibilities of literacy instruction.
Sources of Dissonance.
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Participants experienced and articulated moments of tension as their literacy
identities transformed. The significance of those tensions for their growth actualized in
various ways.
Sources of Dissonance Shifts. Participants shared some frustrations that emerged
once they recognized their shifts in understanding about the construct of literacy. Other
concerns grew out of what they characterized as their early grasp of the construct. They
believed that the construct of literacy was a complex puzzle and they only saw pieces,
which made them worry.
Baylee recognized a frustration after her understanding of the construct of literacy
shifted. “It has always been understood that literacy in my content area, English, is
essential. However, I did not realize what strategies could be used in order to ensure that
my students are actively engaged in the texts I use in lessons” (435PostA-BAYp8
lines333-336). Baylee also acknowledged that she did not mention in her pre-assessment
of comprehension strategies (written at the beginning of the semester) how frustrated she
always felt when she would stop and look up unknown words in a dictionary. In that
engagement she stated that the dictionary was a strategy she utilized on a regular basis. “I
never thought I would find an easier, more time efficient way. It never occurred to me in
my pre-assessment that I might not even be comprehending half of what I read because of
those issues” (435PostA-BAYp8lines341-349).
Bob documented his concern about not having a more complex understanding of
how his developing ideas (in the literacy course) came together to inform the big picture
of literacy. “I understand that different reading styles exist. I understand that by
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approaching a reading in different ways, different results occur. What I don’t know is
how it affects my knowledge of math literacy” (435Metacog-BOBp5lines178-181).
Concerns about student involvement in the reading, writing, thinking, speaking,
visualizing, and representing of content ideas were noted by participants. Bella shared
that she believed a difficulty with comprehension strategies would be students not having
enough personal investment in the subject and therefore not engaging in the transaction.
“I wonder whether there are good ways to get students to participate in strategies
wholeheartedly” (435Metacog-BELp8lines351-353).
Sources of Dissonance Influences. Bob recognized that the reading log was
influential for facilitating his more active and purposeful engagement with text.
However, I don’t know that I’ll ever use this strategy in the future. I’ve never seen
it used before, and it doesn’t make a lot of sense to use it in the future since I
don’t plan on sending my students home to read an algebra text. (435MetacogBOBp5lines182-186)
Even though he could see the benefits of the engagement for himself as a reader and
learner, he struggled to take that experience into his content area teacher thinking. In
another reflective engagement, Bob recognized and put a name to the source of his
concerns.
When reflecting on the literacy memoir and Picasso self-portrait, Bob noted,
I have come to realize that my initial reaction to the Picasso memoir assignment
was important to the learning of content area literacy. I have had difficult
assignments before. I have had questionable assignments before. The Picasso
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memoir assignment was different from all of those though because when it was
first assigned, it seemed to me to have no connection with content area literacy. I
was bothered to say the least. I appreciated the assignment afterwards and felt I
learned a lot about community. However, in the background, unbeknownst to me,
I also was introduced to the concept of cognitive conflict – which played an
extremely important role in my acquisition of literacy instruction.
(435ReflxMemProj-BOBp4lines141-150)
While participants were presenting their memoirs and multimodal self-portrait projects in
class, they were reading the Anders & Guzzetti text outside of class. Bob came across the
concept of cognitive conflict (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005) during his reading and, just as he
shared, his tensions with the engagements transformed into new understandings of
literacy. Anders & Guzzetti state that cognitive conflict is a response that causes a
“learner to become dissatisfied with his or her prior belief and take the new conception
into account” (pp. 89-90). Bob believed that his struggle with the project and with
strategies was necessary and led to understanding.
Other participants noted initial frustrations with the multimodal project and
strategy engagements that led to transformed understandings of the literacy purposes
behind the work. Lisa described her concern with the visual representation aspect of the
discussion web. She recognized that even though the images in her head were too
complex for her to capture completely, the abstract thinking moved her away from her
comfort zone with verbal and written responses. That movement was a struggle for most
of the participants at one point or another. Christy made no attempt to hide her distaste
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for the multimodal project but decided her “cynicism was blindsided with a much needed
dose of reality” when the engagement influenced her understanding of the “value of
literacy as a whole” (435ReflxMemProj-CHRp5lines213-218).
Participants documented a tremendous amount of transformed understanding
about the construct of literacy while participating in the literacy course. Now the chapter
moves to their record of shifts and influences regarding that dimension while they were in
their student teaching and/or induction period spaces.
Student Teaching and/or Induction Period
By the time data collection started for this study all nine participants had moved
on from the literacy course and into various teaching spaces. Rocco and Baylee finished
the literacy course just the semester before data collection and so were student teaching.
Rocco was placed at his former high school and with his former high school Spanish
teacher. Baylee was placed at her former middle school in an 8th grade Language Arts
classroom. Christy, Dakota, Lisa, Bella, and Bob had completed the literacy course in
previous semesters and had begun their first year of teaching. Roxanne and Juliana were
starting their second year.
The multiple spaces and experiences provided opportunities for the exploration of
teacher literacy identity. I completed the three interview series (Seidman, 1998) with each
participant, asking them a variety of questions about their experiences in the literacy
course and beyond. The questions were specifically framed in the topic of teacher literacy
identity. Because of their various teaching situations the participants could speak about
teacher literacy identity across time and spaces. All nine returned to their ideas of the
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construct of literacy from the course and were vivid in their descriptions. Participants
were also able to situate the construct of literacy principles in their teaching spaces with
markedly more precision and sophistication.
This section of the chapter is organized in the same format as the previous. The
major categories are illustrated by the participants’ descriptions of their “shifts” and
perceived “influences” of their developing understandings of the construct of literacy
based on experiences in their teaching spaces.
Identity
The identity category consists of the participants’ continued descriptions and
definitions of themselves as certain kinds of people gaining membership in a specific
Discourse, and taking on beliefs illustrative of the construct of literacy.
Identity shifts. “You can’t just teach a kid using that understanding of literacy.
They have to understand that concept also. It makes the biggest difference because if they
start to understand then they make that self-transformation…and that’s where
transformation in their learning happens” (Inter3-LISp5lines198-201). A definite shift in
the participants’ voices became obvious in the interviews. Each teacher was specific in
naming the construct of literacy and her or his continued development in understanding.
They also included their students in the transformation process of understanding. The
participants were much more able to illustrate their transformed understandings in
specific experiences from the literacy course and their teaching spaces. For example, Lisa
stated,
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If I don’t understand the principles and the idea of literacy then I can’t teach
someone to be literate. The idea of literacy is more like mentoring—you’re
mentoring someone through their own thoughts. You’re not giving them their
thoughts and so there has to be interaction between teacher and student in a much
different way. (Inter3-LISp4lines145-149)
The definition of teacher literacy identity includes the confident view of self as a
conscious facilitator for the literacy development of students. The participants
demonstrated their transformed confidence in their understanding of the construct and
how it connected to students in their classrooms. They asserted that being literate in the
construct supported their ability to open possibilities for students to develop in their
content areas. They realized that the construct was more a part of who they were as
teachers.
Baylee firmly stated, “There’s been a change in the way I look at things. It’s
completely different than before. I know that’s what I’m doing. We have to teach
(students) to be literate in how they develop” (Inter1-BAYp5lines201-203). Her
definition of the construct of literacy grew in specificity as well. “When I say it, write it,
or when I show it, it makes sense to me and that’s what makes me literate” (Inter1BAYp7lines285-290). She qualified her definition of the construct by adding that in order
for her to demonstrate her literacy of a discourse another person would have to
understand what she is saying. This additional explanation demonstrates her entry into
what Gee (2008) called a Discourse community. Members of these clubs recognize that
membership. Baylee articulates her belief that literacy is not isolated in an individual.
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Rather literacy is participation in conversation of specific language uses, behaviors, and
beliefs. The Discourse becomes part of the person’s “identity kit” (Gee, 1987, p. 3).
Roxanne explained that, “what we’re literate in is important instead of just being literate”
(Inter1-ROXp4lines142-144). Literacy is situated in a Discourse and many participants
recognized that they had become literate in the construct of literacy.
Some participants reported that they still personally struggled with the construct
of literacy at the end of the literacy course and recognized that in their teaching spaces.
Juliana said, “On the last day of (the literacy course) I still didn’t get it completely. It was
all jumbled in my head but I had the power; the ideas were there. I had the power to
decipher the code so to speak” (Inter1-JULp2lines62-65). She recognized her continued
development in understanding the construct but her confidence in “speaking the code” or
knowing enough to feel a sense of power was present. That was not the case for Bella and
Rocco.
Bella felt herself unable to stay on top of the day-to-day pressures of her
chemistry classroom. She said she was unorganized and struggled with the construct of
literacy in her teaching experiences. “Literacy is a long, slow process. I knew even last
summer that I was going to have to continually tell myself this all year long” (Inter2BELp5lines189-192). She said it was hard to include all the details of the construct in her
teaching when she was overwhelmed with learning how to teach.
Rocco had a much more intense feeling of confusion about the construct of
literacy. “There is no one definition (of literacy). It incorporates all facets of your
everyday life. It’s huge; way too huge to define” (Inter1-ROCp1lines27-29). Rocco
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moved away from a confident understanding of the construct. This is significant because
he finished the literacy course just the semester before data collection began for the
study. He could recognize that “every subject is its own language and has its own
literacy” (Inter1-ROCp4lines168-169), but he was unable to define the construct using
the language of literacy to demonstrate his confident belief and understanding. Rather he
would use vague and abstract language in the attempt to share what he knew of literacy.
“I’ll use the metaphor of a seed growing to a flower. Literacy is the whole way I
understand myself, who I am. I mean that transformed understanding is that growth of
and understanding of who I am” (Inter1-ROCp4lines180-182). With varied explanations,
participants situated themselves in the continuum of developing teacher literacy identity
and articulated where they were on their transformational paths.
Identity Influences. “The art lesson (demonstration in the literacy course) really
influenced me. It was like my literacy bridged another literacy. Perspective means one
thing in art and one thing in math” (Inter1-BOBp3lines95-99). After two and a half years
Bob was able to relive a 30-minute lesson demonstration from the literacy course clearly.
This speaks to the relevancy and potency of those preservice experiences. He was
learning about the construct of literacy for his own content area (math) and was able to
recognize how another content could be represented by those same literacy principles.
Bob also commented on the influence of the reflective engagements from the
literacy course. “I reflected before but I never had to write it down and it’s different when
you have to write it down…so when you write ideas down it holds you more accountable
to yourself” (Inter1-BOBp3lines116-120).
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Lisa, who had taken the literacy course a year before data collection, made
specific reference to James Gee’s (1987) article, “What is Literacy?” “Reading the Gee
article and starting to learn the broader definition of literacy (and) all the writings and
reflections” (Inter1-LISp2lines51-59) influenced her understanding of literacy. She also
spoke of her dad and his influences on her understanding of the construct of literacy. “My
dad taught me that you learn why and how and you learn everything that surrounds it.
Let’s try it; let’s do it” (Inter1-LISp2lines64-65). She explained that he wanted her to
have the power to do things independently, something she believed contributed to
understanding of the construct of literacy. “I think that’s a big part of literacy; it’s having
the independence to do it after the teacher leaves” (Inter1-LISp2lines81-83). Lisa’s
comments directly relate to the definition of teacher literacy identity. She asserted that a
person’s beliefs and understandings are demonstrated by her or his actions. Identity is not
just about who we say we are; our actions and behaviors are our beliefs in action.
Juliana spoke specifically about influences from the literacy course that she
realized during the interview. “I had to develop strategies out of necessity and I didn’t
even realize it until I started writing them down in that pre-assessment in your class”
(Inter1-JULp2lines69-70). “There were a lot of powerful things that were happening at
once for me. I loved reading Patty’s book (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005); reading about how
she struggled so I don’t feel alone” (Inter1-JULp2lines74-78).
Participants had many other examples of influences they experienced in their
teaching spaces. Experiences that further transformed their understanding of the construct
of literacy. Juliana’s most potent influence was her students. “The biggest impact on my
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understanding of literacy is hearing student voices; giving them time and saying it’s
about them, not the stupid pacing calendar” (Inter2-JULp4lines142-143). Juliana’s
troubles with her math department have already been documented in this and the previous
chapter. Through those months of self-doubt, her students’ voices raised her above the
dark, ominous cloud spewing from her colleagues.
I knew this before but I’m hearing it for real. I’m just trying to…not be so scared
because of the outside pressure. It’s one thing to think of it on paper and another
thing to put it into action in the classroom. (Inter2-JULp4lines145-147)
And, she said, her belief in her students’ voices was not unnoticed.
My struggling kids said recently, “We’re so used to teachers just eventually
giving up on us and you just don’t give up!” I said, no, I don’t give up! I have a
sense of urgency don’t I? So I’m really slow with the content because their human
level has been completely forgotten at some point. (Inter2-JULp4lines153-161)
When I asked her why she just wouldn’t cave and utilize the scripted lesson plans her
department continued to hold over her head, she said, “The kids. It’s the kids that
influence me. When I get in the class and hear the kids I can’t do that other stuff. It’s
bringing that human aspect in everything” (Inter2-JULp5lines215-219). Juliana’s story is
not a new one. Her fortification based on the voices of students’ she cares for and
believes in is not novel. But the participants, as a collective group, demonstrated their
commitment to the construct of literacy in compelling ways; behaviors that demonstrate
their belief in people and their strengths and delicacies as human beings.
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Another influential human connections that reinforced the belief in the construct
of literacy was articulated by Lisa. During the students’ presentations of their “Album of
My Life” projects in her music class, a literacy engagement Lisa modified from the
multimodal Picasso self-portrait project she experienced in the literacy course, one male
student shared that his brother was in jail for stealing. Lisa explained that the boy’s
brother began stealing so they could eat since their father left them and their mother’s job
didn’t pay all the bills. He shared that he didn’t want to end up like his brother and this
story influenced Lisa’s understanding of the speaking principle in the literacy construct.
With tears in her eyes she said, “This makes me rethink all kids because I started to
wonder more about them” (Inter2-LISp3lines123-129). She explained, “It’s easy to forget
that (they’re human) when it seems like the kid does something that makes you really
mad or when they seem to be doing everything possible to make your life horrible”
(Inter2-LISp5lines198-200). “You stop trying to see that human being inside them”
(p5lines205-206). “They don’t see me as a person either, so my response was to do it
back” (p5line212). Lisa’s testimonial illustrates how the literacy principle of speech can
support the literacy of a dysfunctional classroom. This is a snapshot into many
classrooms. The difference in this case is that the teacher has a literacy identity and
consciously decided to refine her practice based on the construct of literacy. “With that
first group I was scared to take the time to do the connecting to self” (p5lines189-192).
With the second group, the group with the student whose brother was in jail, she made
the time.
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Roxanne summed up her transformed understanding of the construct of literacy
saying, “It’s something I always think about now. Everything I’ve taken from your class
and what’s happened in my class. It’s just kind of me now. It’s like I’m stuck with it”
(Inter3-ROXp3lines116-118).
Learning Community
Participants shared their perceptions of the power of community membership in
their own spaces for their developing beliefs about literacy and literacy instruction. They
spoke only of influential moments they had experienced, rather than shifts in
understanding.
Learning Community Influences. Participants had transformed views of the
learning community experiences that influenced their understanding of the construct of
literacy. They shared in these interviews that they began to recognize their membership in
learning communities that they had worked to construct with their students. Roxanne
explained that she provided students with several small reflective engagements that
opened space for the sharing of personal beliefs about instructional engagements. She
was moving them toward the larger multimodal self-portrait engagements that she had
modified for her classes and wanted to provide a transformational pathway. By the time
the students presented their self-portraits, she said it was clear that students were saying
to each other, “I’m a real person and now I’m giving you the fact that my dad died, or
I’m giving you these really strong ideas so that the next time they did (group)
engagements there weren’t so scared” (Inter1-ROXp5lines190-195). Participants did not
take for granted that a community of learners would organically evolve. They believed
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that they played a role in supporting and facilitating a community that would embrace the
principles of the construct of literacy.
Bob recognized that the dissertation project was a learning community for him.
When I asked him what influenced his definition of literacy he replied, “This interview,
the discussions in (the literacy course), the assignments (in the literacy course), and the
people who I talked to (in the literacy course) who were non-mathematicians. Hearing
these different perspectives on literacy helped me gain a better understanding of it”
(Inter1-BOBp2lines55-58).
Christy was more aggressive about the influence of the literacy course on her
transformed understanding of how a learning community supported the development of a
belief in the construct of literacy.
My resistance to (the literacy course) was influential. I didn’t understand the
purpose of it. It took so much time, but then I started to enjoy coming to class
because I knew we’d have such amazing conversations. We could talk about
anything in that class. I started seeing that transformation happen (and) I was like,
Wow! Maybe there are different ways. (Inter1-CHRp5lines213-220)
Personal Agency
Participants diverted from each other in how they articulated their individual
agency to put their beliefs in the construct into action. Their statements are indicative of
their literacy identity transformational pathways.
Personal Agency Shifts. Baylee shared that “even the way I take notes (is
different). I actually did a dialectic journal for every source in my summer class. When
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I’m taking notes in church, I split it down the middle and when they say something I
write what I think. I’m thinking about it and putting it into my own perspective and you
know, it makes a huge difference” (Inter1-BAYp5lines216-225). She also shared that
other times she chose to draw visual representations of her understandings rather than
write. She believed she knew different ways to learn that empowered her development in
other contexts.
Baylee also recognized how her belief and understanding in the construct could
empower her teacher decisions. “I’m excited about student teaching next semester. I’m
looking back at my lesson plans from previous education classes and not knowing and
putting that stuff back in them, like web diagrams” (Inter1-BAYp5lines227-229).
Baylee’s conscious decision to refine lesson plans she had constructed for other education
courses demonstrates her belief in and knowledge of the construct, as well as the
decisions she made on her transformational path. She was the only participant to share
this decision making during interviews.
Roxanne also articulated the inclusion of the construct in both her life and in her
teaching decisions.
Literacy is not just in my lessons and with my students. I take this into my own
life and everything I process and that I experience in my life. There’s more of an
analysis into what I do. But I take this into my lessons because this is something I
want to share with my students so they can have their eyes open as well. (Inter3ROXp1lines12-19)
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The ways Roxanne and Baylee shared their infusion of the construct in their personal and
professional lives illustrates their transforming literacy identity. They moved beyond the
explanation of the construct to explaining how they draw on the construct to develop in
other experiences.
Personal Agency Influences. Participants shared in their interviews that their
experiences provided long awaited opportunities to put their beliefs into “real” action in
classroom spaces. Dakota said that not only were the classroom experiences influential
for her understanding of the construct, but that she wanted to share the construct with
others—much like she chose to do during her time in preservice.
I think a big transformation point with me was when I got to play with it. I
enjoyed it and then I brought it out to other people. Like that student teacher I
mentored when I was observing. Bring him that (Buehl, 2001) book and saying
‘Check this out; check out this discussion web thing. I think that would work
really good for you.’ I want more people to play with this; more people to know
about this. (Inter1-DAKp2lines88-94)
I think that it wasn’t just the influence of putting into action the literacy construct in her
classroom that was influential for Dakota. I think, because this is my experience as a
teacher educator, I think that Dakota was influenced by the response of the student
teacher who showed interest and belief in the Buehl book and the literacy construct.
Dakota, quite possibly, was influenced by the energy of other people believing in
something for which she had strong convictions.
Design of Practice
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“I found that these kids have some amazing questions to ask” (Inter3BELp1line40). Participants provided insights about the construct of literacy in a design of
practice and drew on their experiences in various teaching spaces.
Design of Practice Shifts. The role of students’ voices in the classroom context
was the focus for participants. Christy asserted,
It’s not about me. It’s entirely about them and it’s about them learning how
important they are to this, so I guess you have to have them put a chunk of
themselves into it to make it really meaningful. Otherwise it’s just words. (Inter2CHRp2lines59-61)
Participants said that discussion and the need to orchestrate dialogue in their classrooms
was a careful consideration. They did not believe that discussion would naturally occur
without careful thought and support. “When I start planning lessons I don’t just think of
the content anymore. I think about the students’ reactions to every step and promoting
discussion” (Inter1-CHRp3lines135-137). Christy and other participants explained that
they would prompt students to share what they thought about any content topic and told
them that their perspectives and ideas were important to the construction of knowledge in
the classroom. “I tell my kids we’re going to talk all the time in my classroom! Open up
your yappers and talk!” (Inter2-BOBp5lines219-221).
Dakota raised a concern about students and her responsibility to support their
voices. “I can facilitate discussion more because they’re not used to that and I have to
remember that” (Inter2-DAKp2lines72-73). Participants felt that supporting students as
they wrote, getting at what students were thinking by providing space and time to record
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their thinking, would support the students’ willingness to use their voices. Juliana would
tell her students to write a note to themselves playing off of the adolescent need to write
notes in school, albeit socially. “I tell the kids: write a note to yourself! Put down what
you think. It’s ugly and it’s messy and it takes time, but then all of a sudden I hear all
those voices starting to go” (Inter2-JULp2lines55-57). She argued that, “without writing
and without the sharing of voices it doesn’t happen; literacy doesn’t happen” (Inter2JULp2line83). Juliana worried about those students who refused to write in her math
classroom. “They think they have it and they don’t write it and I’m looking at their stuff
and so far they’re not demonstrating it” (Inter2-JULp3lines128-131).
Written reflection was a design of practice topic important to Roxanne. “You
have them do a reflection, and in that reflection you get 175 ideas of what is going on in
their brains. Just a sentence or two, whatever they write” (Inter1-ROXp6lines241-243).
Roxanne believed that writing during the learning engagements was important but she
was also concerned that students be given time to metacognitively reflect on their
learning journey and to think about their thinking and meaning making processes. She
asserted that it could just be a sentence or two. Reflections did not have to be long, drawn
out engagements every time and could be easily inserted.
Roxanne also argued for the close consideration of the role comprehension
strategies could play in the design of practice to support student voices. She said she
would look at “strategies that fit most. What can put their thoughts out loud on paper so it
can become real?” (Inter2-ROXp6lines269-271). She recognized that teachers can guide
their students to write but that comprehension strategies would support the thinking
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necessary for certain lessons. Writing left to an unstructured format would not support the
kind of dialogue she worked to orchestrate—the sort of dialogue that supported student
ideas and content construction. She further asserted that as a teacher, “you have to learn
how to be creative…literacy instruction is just like creativity” (Inter3-ROXp2lines86-87).
Design of Practice Influences. “My classroom, really in my classroom helped
shape my understanding of literacy. I just experience that students bring in their own
lives” (Inter1-ROXp4lines166-168). Roxanne believed that her design of literacy practice
was influenced by students’ sharing their lives so much so that she asserted the need to
include their lives in the instructional engagements. She argued that students would be
more apt to write about their thinking and care about what they’re talking about in the
instructional engagements if their lives were include, not just connect in some abstract
way, in the work. Connecting instruction to students’ lives is not new. Knowing how to
bring the students’ lives into the instructional engagement is the construct of literacy—
knowing the construct and believing in the construct. Roxanne believed that her modified
Picasso multimodal self-portraits allowed her to learn “about a lot of things about my
students in one assignment” (Inter1-ROXp4lines180-181).
“Worksheet-land” was a term Dakota coined during interviews that described her
beliefs about designing literacy practice to support the construct of literacy. She
explained that early in the semester the students in her class were so reliant on her that
they would not attempt to construct possible answers during explorations of content with
comprehension strategies. She explained that they had become dependent on worksheets
that limited their explorations, where the answers to the worksheet prompts were given to
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them by teachers, or were ideas they could copy from other students. “They will leave my
class and go back to worksheet-land. It makes me feel even stronger about the fact that I
need to give them this” (Inter2-DAKpp2-3lines84-93). Dakota was influenced by the
existence of “worksheet-land” to work diligently to provide literacy engagements for
students in her classroom.
Teaching and learning events in their own classroom spaces were influencing the
participants’ personal theories of literacy and literacy instruction.
Literacy Theories
Experiences in teaching spaces provided shifting insights into participants’
understandings of meaning making processes and how the principles of the literacy
construct appeared those theories.
Literacy Theory Shifts. “In order to learn and to go forward in your literacy you
have to grab on to something that you already constructed in depth” (Inter1-JULp3
lines99-103). Juliana talked about her understanding of Vygotsky and the “zone of
proximal development” as important for her transformed understanding of the construct
of literacy. She believed that students needed to have time and even have guidance to
start with their own ideas from previous understandings and build on new learning.
Lisa shared more of her transformational path in developing her shifted
understanding of the construct. She said that at the beginning of the course, she believed
Literacy was the ability to read and write words, which is pretty much all I hear
my fellow teachers say and it drives me bonkers now. Literacy is a multifaceted
understanding of something. Being able to do things with it, create with it, teach
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others to do it, and not only that but knowing how it affects your life and the lives
of others around you. (Inter3-LISp1lines14-18)
Lisa’s theory of literacy is a description of powerful control of a Discourse, much like
Gee (1987) described. She believed that when people are literate in an area they draw on
their complex understanding to create, teach, and recognize how that knowledge connects
to and informs life. “It’s knowing how you can contribute to it. It’s not something you
can gain once and be done with” (Inter3-LISp1lines20-22).
Literacy Theory Influences. “My art classes at (the university) were talking about
literacy in art. The professor did a lot with Dewey and talked about understanding
concepts in art…I’m not sure the word literacy was every used…but looking at
something and being able to read a picture” (Inter1-BAYp3lines101-106). Baylee
acknowledged that her experiences in art class were more defined by her developing
understanding of the construct of literacy in the literacy course. She explained that her art
professor directed them to “be aware of what you’re thinking when looking at art and be
able to construct that into meaning” (Inter1-p4lines146-149). Her theory of meaning
making became more prevalent in her thinking and her art class provided the opportunity
to reinforce her belief that text is any chunk of information that provides meaning (Short,
Kauffman, & Kahn, 2000).
Sources of Dissonance
The tensions participants felt as students in the literacy course gave way to
struggles and frustrations driven by day-to-day interactions with students, parents, and
the school context.
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Sources of Dissonance Shifts. “Some kids won’t do it. Either they didn’t do their
homework or they don’t want to write down what they came up with, or they’re not
discussing. So there’s frustration there” (Inter2-BELp1lines19-23). Bella experienced
frustrations in her first year classroom involving the construct of literacy. She said
students would continually ask, “Why can’t you just tell us?” (Inter2-BELp1line24) when
she would start facilitating literacy practices in the classroom. And she believed she
understood the source of the problems:
They weren’t expecting to write in chemistry class. Literacy is not the easy way
out; and people are uncomfortable with it. And not only the kids, but parents, too.
When parents start railing against it, then it really starts to feel like, “Oh, am I
doing the right thing here?” (Inter2-BELpp2-3lines90-93)
She explained that she brought the “whole literacy thing” (Inter2BELp4line178) into her
classroom because she loved to read and she believed in the importance of reading and
writing to learn at the beginning of her first teaching year. The resistance of the parents
and the students was unexpected and worrisome.
Struggling with “the kind of teacher I want to be” was a battle Christy shared. “I
was thinking it would be easier to do worksheets and read out of the book” (Inter2CHRp2lines69-70). “So it would be a lot easier, but I’m fighting the struggle of easiness
versus interest and I know that if I’m bored, they’re bored; they’re probably past bored
and into catatonic” (Inter2-CHRp2lines75-76). Just as Juliana noted (shared in the design
of practice category of this section) implementing the principles of the construct of
literacy is a messy and slow process. Providing time and space for students to think,
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write, read, speak, and represent can be a struggle because not all students want to do that
work, nor have they had opportunities to do so in previous educational experiences.
Christy’s battle is important because she illuminates a common struggle. A struggle that
inhibits literacy practices in teaching spaces of all grades and contents.
Rocco also shared a concern during interviews. He was placed in a Spanish
classroom at his old high school. The first classes he assumed responsibility for were
Spanish 1 students; students who were brand new to the language. “We only want them
to be speaking Spanish, reading it, writing it…but they also can’t really express
themselves fully if they don’t have the tools necessary, which is my case” (Inter3ROCp1lines41-43). Rocco was unable to recognize, or remember from our readings and
conversations in the literacy course, that literacy development is a continuum. The
students in his Spanish 1 class were at the beginning of their language development and
the tools they needed he could provide by implementing the principles of the literacy
construct. He did not consider that he could facilitate literacy engagements where
students might grow in their reading, writing, speaking, thinking, and representing of the
Spanish language.
Sources of Dissonance Influences. “The most transformative things in (the
literacy course) were the times you’d say something that made me go, ‘Huh?’ and then
going home and having to write about it. Eventually through writing about it and thinking
about it in my life, I would accept it, but it would take some time” (Inter1-LISp3lines9798).
Summary
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“When I mean literate in math, I mean that you’re able to read it and know what’s
going on, write it and understand what’s going on, think it, speak it, take a big-picture
view of it, kind of that reflective view of what this is and why it’s important” (Inter3BOBp1lines30-32). “It’s having confidence in yourself to approach a situation”
(Interview3-BOBp2line66).
Literacy Course. This chapter described the participants’ entry points on their
literacy identity transformational paths while they were students in the content area
literacy course. Their early understandings of the construct of literacy did not include
descriptions of the principles of literacy as being part of who they were as readers,
learners, or future teachers. Rather, participants:
•

Believed in the widely accepted and simplistic definition of literacy as a person’s
ability to read and write print-based texts;

•

Articulated unsophisticated comprehension strategies for meaning making, such
as respecting the reading event, having the intention of learning from the reading,
reread, read slowly, read for a desired grade, and hope strategies would emerge.
The chapter also documented their shifting understandings of and belief in the

construct of literacy that emerged while they were students in the literacy course. For
example, participants:
•

Articulated the belief that literacy was more than reading a book and that there are
many ways to understand text;

•

Shared that it was an unusual experience for them to be respected as thinkers and
regularly invited to utilize their voices in a classroom;
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•

Articulated their growth in self-confidence as readers and in their ability to
discuss literacy development;

•

Recognized the principles of literacy at work in their personal lives and their
developing membership to the literacy Discourse community (Gee, 2008);

•

Recognized that the literacy Discourse community membership established a
trusting and safe environment in the classroom which further encouraged
participation;

•

Articulated that their understanding of and belief in the principles of literacy
became a framework for their transactions; for example, their belief in writing to
learn and the role writing plays in supporting comprehension and literacy
development;

•

Believed that they needed to complete comprehension strategies first-hand while
planning literacy instruction;

•

Shared that they began using comprehension strategies in other learning spaces;

•

Believed that comprehension strategies could support all learners—those who
struggle, as well as effective readers because strategies guide meaning making on
a reader’s terms;

•

Believed that discussion does not naturally occur in classrooms, between and
amongst students and teachers;

•

Believed they (teachers) play an important role in the facilitation of discussion in
a classroom; that teachers should provide time and space for guided discussion.
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The participants’ perceptions of the influences of those shifts while students in the
literacy course were also documented in the chapter. Participants:
•

Described that their personal use of comprehension strategies in the literacy
course guided their analytical process of meaning making and increased their
active transaction with texts;

•

Believed that reflecting on their use of comprehension strategies as students in the
literacy course assisted their understanding of literacy development and
facilitation of strategies in their future practice;

•

Believed that because they were speaking the same literacy language, their sense
of Discourse community membership continued to grow alongside their
confidence;

•

Believed that the instructional engagements they encountered (the Picasso
multimodal project, literacy memoir, and metacognitive reflections of strategies)
built trust and safety, increased their willingness to participate, and helped them to
visualize their future classroom practice;

•

Believed that cognitive conflict (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005) as necessary to disrupt
comfortable beliefs and develop new understandings.
Student Teaching and/or Induction Period. The chapter also described the

participants’ continued shifts in understanding the construct of literacy and perceived
influences of those shifts when they student taught or were in their induction period.
Participants spoke about the following shifts:
•

Their ability and confidence to name the principles of the construct of literacy;
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•

Their strong opinion about the need for the principles of literacy to guide their
practice with students; taking the time to utilize the comprehension strategy that
“best fit” each lesson rather than use strategies for strategies sake;

•

Most participants (7) described strong membership to literacy Discourse
community; (2) participants described increased confusion about literacy and loss
of membership;

•

Continued conscious use of literacy principles and comprehension strategies in
personal life after the literacy course;

•

A passionate interest to share the literacy Discourse community with others;

•

Concerned that some students in their classes were not buying in to the literacy
practices, and that even parents and colleagues were not supportive of their
practice.
Participants also spoke of influences on their understanding of the construct of

literacy in their student teaching and/or induction experiences. For example:
•

The voices of students in their classrooms, and the students’ willingness to share
their lives, reinforced the importance of providing time and space for discussion
and their purposeful guidance to support the reading, writing, speaking, thinking,
visualizing, and representing opportunities; participants believed that making time
and providing space for students to record their thinking increased the student
voices in their classrooms;

•

Experiencing the students’ responses after facilitating reflective engagements
further cemented the significance of the practice;
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•

The opportunity to implement literacy practice on a daily basis strengthened their
beliefs in the construct of literacy principles.
Absent categories. Two categories did not surface during an analysis of the

participants’ explorations of their early understandings of the construct of literacy. The
“Design of Practice” category is the participant’s expression of the ways she or he could
organize the aspects of literacy instruction in a classroom space. Those aspects include
what their role as the teacher might be, what role the student might play, and the role of
content texts and instructional strategies (comprehension and discussion engagements).
Thinking like a teacher is not a stance immediately taken by preservice teachers (Alsup,
2006), and this category requires the participant to consciously take on that thinking.
“Sources of Dissonance” is another category missing from the early “authoring”
of the participants. This category grew out of the concerns, anxieties, and intimidations
participants mentioned. Early in their explanations participants spoke of strategies they
thought were least helpful in their pursuit of meaning making, but those ideas had better
fit in other categories. Juliana’s example of looking up words in the dictionary as being a
“fruitless endeavor” is more her theory of the meaning making process than a source of
dissonance.
As the participants moved through the course and wrote a variety of reflections
and completed other instructional engagements, their shifting understandings of the
construct of literacy emerged. Their ideas more specifically name the principles of the
construct of literacy.
Chapter Five: Construct of Literacy in Practice
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In Chapter Five: the Construct of Literacy in Practice, the participants’ beliefs
about the principles of literacy, and the decisions they made to bring the construct of
literacy to life in practice are described. Additionally, examples of the participants’
observable behaviors, or their “doing” of literacy identity, are shared.
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CHAPTER FIVE
A DIMENSION OF ACTION: THE CONSTRUCT OF LITERACY IN PRACTICE
My philosophy about literacy is that it is a lens for reading the world that
students may pick up passively or deliberately. Content area literacy instruction
is the method for helping students reach that potential. I can set up a number of
experiences so that my students can construct their learning. I can give them
tools for comprehending text in its many forms so that my students can
maximize learning by making personal connections to the content. Then they
could use those tools in their future experiences to help them to critically make
sense of the world. (435PostA-BELp6lines256-264)
Bella, a participant in her first year of teaching during data collection, articulated
the belief that she could facilitate experiences for students in her classroom that would
support and guide the construction of knowledge. The construct of literacy in practice is
a second of three dimensions of teacher literacy identity, and the focus of this chapter.
The construct of literacy and the quality of the literacy enactment complete the trio. In
chapter four, the construct of literacy is defined as a teacher’s conceptual understanding
of and belief in the complexities of literacy as involving a person’s ability to read, write,
speak, think, visualize, and represent the language of a content, or Discourse (Anders &
Guzzetti, 2005; Gee, 1997, 2008; Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996). The quality of the
literacy enactment dimension is described in chapter six. In the construct of literacy in
practice dimension, a teacher designs the classroom space along with teaching and
learning opportunities so that the complexities of literacy can come to life with and for
student engagement.
The participants’ descriptions and actions that elucidate the construct of literacy
in practice dimension address the main research question of the study: How do
developing teachers “author” their literacy identity by representing (writing and speaking
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about) and enacting (doing) reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and
representing actions? This chapter specifically addresses the third sub-question: What
transformational paths in their literacy identities do beginning teachers traverse as they
represent and enact (“author”) literacy instructional decisions in teaching and learning
spaces? Examples that attend to this question provide evidence contributing to an
understanding of the participants’ transformational paths.
Examples of the participants’ “representing” and “doing” the construct of literacy
in practice dimension are described according to the categories that emerged from the
data analysis: identity, learning communities, personal agency, design of practice, literacy
theories, and sources of dissonance. The data sources provided participants opportunities
to write, speak, and enact; the analysis revealed principles of literacy in practice. These
principles were manifested in the literacy course and, in some instances, participants
brought the principles of literacy to life in teaching spaces after the course.
This chapter is organized much like the previous. First, a brief description of the
construct of literacy in practice dimension is provided. The second section is dedicated to
the participants’ descriptions and enactments of the literacy in practice dimension while
they were students in the university literacy course. The third section describes the
participants’ illustrations of the literacy in practice dimension during their student
teaching and/or induction period experiences. The major categories that emerged in the
analysis (identity, learning communities, personal agency, design of practice, literacy
theories, and sources of dissonance) are used to organize and present the participants’
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ideas within the settings of the preservice class, student teaching and/or beginning
teaching. The chapter ends with a summary.
Construct of Literacy in Practice
The construct of literacy in practice dimension is defined as a teacher’s conscious
decision to activate the principles of literacy in her or his professional and personal
practice. Interpretations of the data that correspond to this dimension suggest the path that
participants took toward membership in the literacy Discourse community (Gee, 2008).
Participants articulated the complexities of literacy principles as they saw them in
practice as students in the content area literacy class, and described the ways they might
enact the principles of literacy in future professional practice. Participants had their first
experiences with the construct of literacy in practice when they taught demonstration
lessons in the preservice class. In some instances, after the literacy course, participants
were able to put the principles of literacy into their practice in student teaching and/or in
their first or second year of teaching.
Literacy Course
The participants’ comprehension strategy post-assessments, metacognitive
responses, and the reflections of their literacy lesson demonstrations constitute the data
sources that helped to reveal their considerations of the principles of literacy in practice.
Three major categories (learning communities, personal agency, and design of practice)
include both “representing” and “doing” ideas. That is, participants both talked about and
demonstrated literacy in practice. The other three categories (identity, literacy theories,
and sources of dissonance) do not include examples from the participants regarding the
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“doing” of the construct of literacy; rather, their data provide examples of the
participants’ “representing” ideas.
Identity
This major category is represented by the following: the participants’ reflective
thinking about themselves as engaged in and making decisions about the principles of
literacy, the ways they defined themselves as future literacy teachers, and the ways they
described their movement toward membership in the literacy Discourse community. The
data placed in this category represent how the participants described their identity as
developing literacy teachers and the role they believed to have played when designing
practice to include the principles of literacy. Their ideas illustrate the construct of literacy
in practice dimension. “Doing” examples, moments when the participants demonstrated
identity, actually emerged to illustrate the learning communities, personal agency, and
design of practice categories. Because this category is defined as the participants’
descriptions of “me-ness,” or their first person accounts of who they believed themselves
to be in terms of literacy beliefs and practices, it does not include those examples of
action.
“Representing” Identity. The best examples illustrating the participants’
articulation of how the principles of literacy could come to life in practice were their
reflections of the literacy lessons they designed and demonstrated during the course. Each
participant chose the content, the texts, and the comprehension and discussion strategies
for her or his instructional engagement. They listed out each moment of teacher actions
and student actions in a section of the lesson planning form I supplied called “lesson
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flow.” After participants taught their lessons in the literacy course, they were asked to
reflect on their experiences with the process of planning and implementing the lesson.
The lesson reflections are one of the data sources for this study. (See Appendix A for
copies of the lesson planning form and reflection engagement.)
In Lisa’s lesson reflection, she recognized a transformation in how she saw her
identity as a literacy teacher and in how to design literacy practice.
I think I have learned quite a bit from this lesson. I would feel much more
confident teaching it in the future and I also have a much better understanding of
how to plan a constructivist lesson. It no longer seems like such a daunting task
and I feel like now I understand how these methods can comfortably be applied to
a music lesson format. (435CALlessondemo/refl-LISp8lines314-318)
Lisa and other participants began writing and speaking about their developing confidence
once they were afforded the opportunity to bring the construct of literacy to life in
practice.
They also reported new commitments to literacy instruction that replaced earlier
beliefs. For example, Bob noted,
Until I started coming to this class and learning about content area literacy I didn’t
have a clue as to how to teach math. I knew that I had a good deal of knowledge
regarding mathematics, but I still needed, and desired, to learn about how to get
my knowledge from me to the student. (435PostA-BOBp3lines119-123)
Bob’s initial understanding of his identity as a teacher (see chapter four) and the construct
of literacy in practice, as suggested by his quote, demonstrated more of a transmission
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model of teaching and learning. He said that he needed to get his knowledge to students;
he did not write about designing opportunities to construct content knowledge with
students and providing time and space for that process. But even with that assertion, Bob
was recognizing a transformed perspective of his future practice. He wrote about his
developing membership in the literacy Discourse community.
My most important development this semester is that I am excited about
becoming a spokesperson for the literacy of teaching. I am excited about learning
more about content area literacy. This isn’t just a brown-nosing statement.
Learning about teaching, learning about how to teach, is finally becoming
relevant to me. (435PostA-BOBp4lines152-156)
Bob’s commitment to become a spokesperson for literacy and his recognition about the
relevancy of learning to teach signified that he was on a transformational path toward
developing a teacher literacy identity.
Juliana recognized that her personal beliefs, her identity, supported and guided
her role in the construct of literacy in practice. “I had been certain I would never let my
personal beliefs shape any content I would teach, but upon reflection, that would be next
to impossible” (435 Metacog-JULp1lines39-40). She specifically asserted, “Perhaps my
personal beliefs do shape the role I play when helping my students construct meaning
from various texts” (435Metacog-JULp2lines44-45). Juliana recognized that a teacher’s
beliefs guide how she designs her literacy practice. She acknowledged that her identity
would influence how those literacy moments could look and sound in the classroom, and
the role she and students would play in the process of meaning making. This recognition
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was a new view of how Juliana defined herself and represents a step on her
transformational path.
Literacy Theories
Designing, implementing and reflecting on their own literacy practice as students
during the course afforded participants with the opportunity to record their theories for
how the principles of literacy might operate in practice to support literacy development.
The data suggests that they explored the ways they could go about opening spaces and
designing engagements for their future students to transact with content. Furthermore,
they argued for the inclusion of student engagements with reading, writing, thinking,
speaking, visualizing, and representing opportunities, drawing attention to the importance
of the literacy principles. This section illustrates “representing” examples of the
participants’ theories that illustrate the construct of literacy in practice dimension.
“Representing” Literacy Theories. The participants’ developing theories that
describe the construct of literacy in practice were situated in discussions about the
potential use of comprehension instructional strategies. For example, Rocco noted,
“Strategies allow students to break down complex ideas to their characteristics and make
them visible so that they are easier to identify. I also feel that a student able to discover
the realities of complex concepts can empower himself or gain self-confidence”
(435PostA-ROCp10lines431-434).
Bella specifically named the anticipation guide strategy as supporting the
development of student confidence and personal ownership of thinking. She asserted,
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The emphasis is to be on the students’ evaluation of their own thinking and
interpretation of the content instead of blindly waiting for the “answers.” This
strategy enforces constructivist ideals of students generating their own questions
so they have more of a personal investment in the answer. (435Metacog-BEL
p7lines271-275)
Supporting students’ personal investment in learning was a primary goal for Bella and
other participants. Bella argued in her description of the anticipation guide, that when
students generate questions that they personally want to explore, and as they formulate
their personal opinions during reading events, personal investment develops and is
supported. As she stated, students can no longer “blindly wait for answers,” rather, they
have to engage and participate, and their personally generated questions and opinions are
honored.
Baylee’s comments corresponded with Bella’s and Rocco’s statements. She
theorized that the dialectic journal strategy could support students’ engagement with and
connection to reading events, which could lead to personal investment and meaning
making.
This tool would help students become engaged in the reading because they are
connected to it. They have attached some emotional energy to the text. This will
make learning more meaningful to students, which will engage them. This
strategy helps organize thoughts and notes, and asks the student to provide an
opinion. It allows for the reader’s personal reflection, which creates a connection
with the text. (435Metacog-BAYp13lines550-556)
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Baylee cited Anders and Guzzetti (2005) who wrote, “(S)ome students are accustomed to
suppressing their interests when doing schoolwork” (as cited in 435Metacog-BAYp13
lines560-561). Her comments suggest that the dialectic journal strategy was a tool
teachers could use to guide students during their personal transactions with text.
Supporting students in ways that honored their interests was a goal for her.
The reflective attribute of the dialectic journal stood out for Rocco as a possible
influence for students developing profound understandings during a reading event. “The
dialectic journal allows a student to reflect on why they chose what they did. It allows
them to gain a deeper meaning about what they read and they can potentially innovate
and make new inferences about a certain topic” (435Metacog-ROCp14lines612-614).
Rocco argued that a student’s ability to innovate could provide him or her a sense of
autonomy.
After working with the discussion web strategy, Bella argued that students’
multiple forms of representation, an aspect of the strategy, could support their meaning
making processes. “After making decisions about important ideas, students lace personal
value in those ideas and represent them in a drawing, which is valuable as an alternative
form of representation that develops different cognitive skills” (435Metacog-BELp8
lines319-321).
These examples illustrate the participants’ recognition that personal connections
to reading events, and to the writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and representing
opportunities that were supported by strategies, made a difference in the development of
literacy. It wasn’t enough to recognize the complexities of literacy and to know that the
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teacher could facilitate reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and representing
opportunities. Literacy practices needed to be designed in such a way that the students’
personal lives could emerge through and with the reading events, with the writing
engagements, and so forth. If the students were speaking about content, then that
speaking engagement needed to include a personal component so the students would feel
connected to the content. “Using comprehension strategies in my classroom will help
(students) become critical by giving voice to their questions, insights, and personal
connections while reading” (435PostA-BELp6lines219-223).
The participants’ comments seem to suggest constructivist, sociocultural, and
transactional theoretical stances. In the examples provided in this category, they stated
their belief in the need for student voices in a classroom, and the ways they could support
and guide the sharing of voices. Their ideas also seem to point out the significance of
comprehension instructional strategies for supporting students’ during transactions with
texts, guiding students to draw upon their funds of knowledge during the construction
process. The participants’ ideas articulate the need for a close connection between the
students’ lives and the meaning making process. Their ideas appear to illustrate the belief
that students in their future classrooms should be afforded ownership of their ideas and
meaning making.
As we see in the next major category, the participants recognized the worth of the
speaking opportunities for their learning and for their personal benefit.
Learning Communities
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While students in the literacy course, participants’ response to engagements
indicated that they recognized their contribution (individually and as members of a
group) to bringing the principles of literacy to life in practice. They recounted moments
during those literacy experiences when their participation in socially meaningful
exchanges supported their transforming understandings of literacy practice.
“Representing” Learning Communities. Participants reported that the out loud
and purposeful sharing of voices in our literacy learning community was noteworthy.
Lisa recounted in her metacognitive response of the anticipation guide strategy that,
After completing the guide outside of class, and connecting it to the (International
Reading Association) Position Statement, when we came back to class, we were
told to pick a particular value statement that held meaning for us. We then
debated it as a class. By debating the value statement as a class, we were able to
hear how our classmates thought about this information. In some cases this may
have changed our opinions, while in others, it my have solidified them. While
debating these issues in class, we were forced to keep thinking back about
information we had read in the article and connect it to our current values.
(435Metacog-LISp9lines369-377)
Lisa’s description of the engagement illustrates her understanding of how the
comprehension strategy supported and guided reading, writing, and thinking, and the way
she and her classmates worked with the strategy outside and inside of class. She argued
that the multiple voices coming together during that engagement provided her and her
classmates the opportunity to work as a community to construct content knowledge and
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to analytically engage in that process. Essentially, her comments indicate her
understanding of the construct of literacy in practice. Most of the principles of literacy
and how they came alive in practice were included in her account of the experience.
The role of student voices (individual and collective) emerged as a critical
attribute of literacy in practice for participants. “Through listening to classmates say the
ideas they thought were relevant and the ways they represented them…I was better able
to understand some of the more complicated ideas through hearing others explain them in
their own words” (435Metacog-LISpp11-12lines486-490). Participants believed that
content area literacy strategies supported the construction of common meanings and that
as members of the learning community voiced their thinking, understanding grew and
confusion was often alleviated.
The participants seem to believe that the element of trust was necessary before
voices would emerge in literacy practice. The participants indicated that two goals were
important: first, that they help their students develop a willingness to contribute ideas by
voicing them in the space, and second, that the classroom community would openly value
each student’s voice by listening to shared ideas and utilizing their peer’s thinking when
constructing knowledge. The participants’ ideas about how to build a trusting community
demonstrate the attribute of trust as being necessary in the construct of literacy in practice
dimension. As Juliana asserted,
It would be imperative to open the year with a community-building project like
(the Picasso self-portrait) to break down at least some of the prejudices. It would
be nearly impossible to build a truly trusting community environment without
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knowing more about each other. Trust in each other is crucial if the community
members want to really learn and challenge themselves. If we remove some of the
pressure to be the same, maybe our classrooms could truly become the learning
communities they should be. (435ReflxMemProj-JULp2lines74-81)
Juliana believed that a community could emerge in classrooms if students were provided
the opportunity to know each other and she believed a tool existed in the self-portrait
project that could support that endeavor. The construct of literacy in practice emerged as
more than designing reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and representing
opportunities. For participants, a significant goal in the pursuit of learning and literacy
development was the need to purposefully design opportunities for students to gain and
feel membership to a community. Without a feeling of connectedness and trust in each
other, participants seemed to be saying, voices would remain silent, construction of
knowledge in those social settings would not occur, and much new learning that could
have occurred would not.
Personal Agency
Participants’ conscious decisions when designing literacy practice demonstrated
their thinking and understanding of the construct of literacy in practice dimension.
Participants documented choices they could make when designing the ways students
would engage with the complexities of literacy in their future classrooms. “Representing”
and “doing” examples appear in this category. Participants wrote and spoke about their
thinking and their actions as they conducted and reflected upon their teaching
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demonstrations during the course. The teaching demonstrations also provided “doing”
data examples.
“Representing” Personal Agency. A sense of confidence seemed apparent as the
participants’ described of how and why they would bring the principles of literacy to life
in practice. They stated clear goals for their choices that illustrated their understanding of
the construct. For example, Baylee stated, “I plan on implementing a comprehension and
discussion strategy into every lesson I prepare because I felt their importance during the
teaching demonstrations. It was so blaring when strategies were not implemented or used
effectively” (435PostA-BAYp9lines371-374). Those “non-examples” of the construct in
practice, those stumbles, demonstrated in the literacy lesson demonstrations during the
course provided Baylee and other participants an opportunity to see the construct in
practice assisting their decision making.
Lisa reported a developing understanding of strategy use and modification to
support the construct in practice in her own future classroom. “I am not limited, however,
to simply using the strategies we have only used in class. I can also consult the Buehl
book for many more strategies that I can use by myself or with my students” (435PostALISp7lines284-286). Lisa could visualize the use of strategies as a professional in her
classroom, and she recognized the potential of using the construct of literacy in her
personal practices as a learner.
Both Lisa and Baylee describe their motivation to act and purposefully utilize
comprehension strategies in specific ways. They do not speak generally about the actions
they plan on taking; rather, they explicitly state plans and actions. For Baylee, that meant
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the specific inclusion of comprehension and discussion strategies in her lesson design,
and for Lisa, it was drawing on the Buehl book in her quest to design strategy for her
personal or professional benefit.
“Doing” Personal Agency. The lesson planning form provided to participants
during the literacy course guided them to choose a comprehension strategy. They were
directed to record how they would support students during reading, writing, thinking,
speaking, visualizing, and representing opportunities in the lesson. Participants took it
upon themselves to modify their chosen strategies in ways they believed would best
support the content in the lesson and the students’ transactions with the content. In Lisa’s
music lesson, she directed students to take out a piece of notebook paper and create the
two column note-making structure of a dialectic journal. The column on the left-hand
side was to be labeled “listening” and the other column was “say something.” She
provided a visual model of the strategy to guide students on a PowerPoint slide.
Not only did Lisa provide her peers an example of how to make the strategies
relevant to individual content and the needs of a lesson, but she also demonstrated how
students could easily use notebook paper to organize the engagement in a way that was
simple and right at their fingertips. Her actions established that teachers do not need to
provide forms for students to use during an engagement. Providing opportunities for
students to recognize the ease of creating those organizational scaffolding or note-taking
tools for themselves is part of the construct in practice. In other words, teachers who
demonstrate the construct in practice dimension of teacher literacy identity recognize that
the comprehension strategies are tools that can be manipulated in myriad ways.
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Most participants modified strategies on their own during the course. The
strategies participants transacted with during the course as students provided a starting
point for their own construct in practice design. “Since I have used several different
comprehension strategies to work with text this semester, I have learned that there is a
comprehension strategy for every piece of content” (435PostA-BELp6 lines224-226).
Table 1 provides a list of the strategies each participant considered, as well as her or his
ideas for possible use in practice.
The participants’ documented many other examples of their understandings about
the literacy in practice dimension. They seemed to understand that literacy practices
involved more than simply honoring and utilizing student voices in a community, and
merely including some comprehension strategies. They recognized that students would
not automatically share their voices, nor would they adopt strategies immediately. They
argued that the principles of literacy would need to be consciously and specifically
enacted through their design of practice.
Design of Practice
This major category describes the participants’ “authoring” of their own literacy
practice. They recorded ideas for reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and
representing opportunities in the classroom. Then they brought those understandings of
and beliefs in the construct of literacy to life in practice when they taught their literacy
lessons during the course. In their reflections of the literacy lessons, they documented the
role they played as teachers, the students’ role, the part instructional (comprehension and
discussion) strategies played, and the role of social contexts (in and outside of the
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classroom context). Their descriptions and enactments illustrate the construct of literacy
in practice dimension of teacher literacy identity.
Participants described comprehension strategies as meaningful for understanding
how the principles of literacy could be implemented in practice. Their metacognitive
responses of the strategies (written during the course) illustrated their considerations
about the importance of strategies. Furthermore, in those explorations, participants
contemplated how they might use a variety of strategies in their future personal or
professional literacy practice. Table 1 provides a summary of comprehension strategies
considered by each participant and her or his ideas for implementation. Sample
exemplars are described in the narrative following Table 1.
Table 1: Toward a Construct in Practice: “Representing” Strategies
Participant Strategies Considered

Use

Mind Map

General: organize thoughts and define concepts
during reading; brainstorm ideas for future lesson
plans.

Dialectic Journal

General: students noting and citing ideas from
reading; guided to think about noted ideas and
record why noted.

Anticipation Guide

General: students assess own stance with topics
of reading event.

Reading Log

General: influences students to pay more
attention to text as they choose ideas to note;
more attention influences personal investment in
and concern for reading and text.

Anticipation Guide

General: student must decide importance of ideas
for self. Organize thoughts/ideas surrounding
core concepts in content area.

Roxanne

Juliana
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Reading Log

General: students list and cite ideas from text;
students generate questions about reading;
students develop critical reading with more
interaction with strategy as they hone in on most
important ideas in each subsequent reading event.

Dialectic Journal

French: one column labeled “English” (student
noted ideas about reading event in English),
second column labeled “French” (student
translated English ideas about reading into
French).

Mind Map

General: student noted main idea/theme and then
added pictures and symbols to represent big ideas
and supporting information.

Structured Notetaking

Math: teacher modeled the note-taking format,
guided students through formal; teacher
articulated his belief to students the relationship
between organized notes and gaining content.

Anticipation Guide

General: reader guided to look for ideas noted in
guide while reading teacher provided text.

Reading Log

General: reader looks at text more actively, with
sense of purpose when noting chosen ideas.

Dialectic Journal

General: recorded conversations with a text;
guide students’ thinking about reading; reader
must justify chosen and noted ideas.

Reading Log

History: assist students’ navigation of (record
ideas from) multiple texts; provide starting point
for discussion; provide starting point for writing
papers.

Juliana
continued

Bob

General: develops habit of annotating; students
critically read for important ideas rather than stop
for words not understood.

Dakota
Dialectic Journal

General: students reflect on choice of noted
information from text and develop purpose for
notation.
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Inquiry Chart

History: chronicle events in readings like
newspaper articles and examples of propaganda.

Anticipation Guide

General: organizes and targets concepts to be
addressed in upcoming lesson; increases student
interest; student must take a stance based on
background knowledge; guides critical thinking
about (possible) unfamiliar topic and the
student’s deciphering of feelings about topic.

Reading Log

General: student free to organize interpretations
of reading; identify trouble areas from reading
when generating questions and noting on log.

Dialectic Journal

General: reader notes dialogue between self and
author; encourages dialogue between reader and
prior knowledge; simulates asking questions in
class discussions.

Dialectic Journal

General: structure to guide notation of
quotes/interesting ideas; freedom to respond to
noted ideas in ways that make sense to reader;
connection to ideas supported and guided.

Christy

Music: guide students’ critique/deconstruction of
music pieces; generate critical opinions.
Inquiry Chart

Music: support students’ critical listening;
evaluate several pieces of music.

Anticipation Guide

General: students note personal beliefs next to
teacher provided value statements; students read
teacher provided text connected to strategy value
statements; participates in class debate of voted
on value statement.

Reading Log

General: students note chosen ideas from reading
deemed relevant—rather than defining unknown
words; generating and noting questions about
reading supports clarification process.

Inquiry Chart

General: students note chosen ideas from several
sources on same strategy; supports comparison of
ideas from variety of sources.

Lisa
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Dialectic Journal

General: students note chosen ideas from reading
and reactions to ideas; reactions constitute
synthesis of new information into previous
knowledge; supports class discussion since
students have previously developed thinking and
recorded dialogue on strategy.

Discussion Web

General: students guided to visualize chosen
ideas and create visual representation for chosen
ideas on strategy—guides comparison between
knowledge and visual world.
Biology: one column for student’s insights, the
other for partner’s insights of same piece of
content.

Lisa
continued

Dialectic Journal

Bella

Mind Map

General: teacher fill out before teaching lesson;
big ideas branch out from main theme, evidence
and supporting ideas branch out from big ideas;
vocabulary for lesson included.

Anticipation Guide

General: emphasis on students’ evaluation of
thinking and interpretation of content; students
generate own questions leading to personal
investment.

Reading Log

General: students gain confidence with continued
engagement with strategy and noting chosen
ideas; gain confidence as generated questions
utilized in class discussions.

Dialectic Journal

General: students gain confidence in opinions
and questions as they note ideas from reading and
record personal connections to/questions about
ideas.

Discussion Web

General: students record chosen important ideas,
visually represent ideas, and describe how
representation helps understand main idea of text.

Think Sheet

General: students deconstruct (note) prior
knowledge of topic before reading and connect
into new knowledge noted while reading.
General: freedom in note-taking but students held
accountable for recording concepts and citing

Mind Map
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location in the text; pushes critical engagement.

Baylee

Discussion Web

General: provides opportunities for all types of
learners: tactile, social, visual.

Dialectic Journal

General: promotes critical thinking and reading
by helping students make connections between
text and personal thoughts.

Anticipation Guide

General: students think about prior knowledge
and connections to teacher provided value
statements; students read critically to connect
ideas from event to value statements; compare
developing understanding to preconceived ideas;
provides sense of purpose in reading event.

Reading Log

General: supports students recall and
organization of ideas in reading as they choose
and note ideas; encourages free-writing of
thoughts that emerge; requires citation of chosen
ideas from text.
Spanish: compare aspects of the language and
across languages; organize and visualize ideas,
opinions, and facts.

Discussion Web

KWL

General: “K” section provides clues about lesson
and guides students to record prior knowledge;
supports hypothetical guesses.

Anticipation Guide

General: students guided to prepare, organize,
and brainstorm ideas about certain questions in
subsequent reading event; no “right” answer
provided freedom to choose ideas student feels as
relevant; provides reader a sense of autonomy
with reading event.

Dialectic Journal

General: students guided to reflect on chosen
ideas; allows deeper meaning of text and provides
opportunity to innovate and make new inferences
about topics.

Mind Map

General: students free to organize chosen
information around central idea or theme from
reading; no penalty for organization or choice.

Rocco
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“Representing” Design of Practice. Bob provided a quote that gets right to the
heart of the participants’ developing understandings of the construct when designing their
own practice.
I believed that math education was pretty simple on the first day of (the literacy
course). I pictured something like this: I walk into the class, show the students
how excited and personable I am about math in the hope that this will get them
excited, and I teach. Until I started taking (the literacy course), I didn’t know how
much I did not know. Before attending (the course) I was excited about teaching
math. Now, this far into the semester, I am excited about being a math teacher.
(435PostA-BOBpp3-4lines130-136)
In this example Bob did not mention the role of text, instructional strategies, or the
students’ roles. He did, however, recognize that there was much about teaching and
learning that was unknown to him. He also noted his transformed understanding of the
role he wanted to play in his future classroom.
The teacher’s position in and choices for literacy instruction were topics of many
ideas reported by participants; ideas that illustrate the literacy construct in practice. “We
have an important role in adolescent literacy; we influence how our students view texts,
ultimately helping or hindering their ability to read and interpret texts” (435MetacogROXp1lines5-7). Roxanne’s opinion illustrates an acceptance of and responsibility for
the role she played in designing and facilitating literacy engagements. Participants
recognized the difference between being a teacher of content and a teacher for students.
When focused on the teaching of content the teacher is not concerned with student
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engagement; that participation is assumed and expected. But when designing practice that
utilizes the principles of literacy with and for students, teachers are concerned with
supporting the transaction between reader and text to engage content. Lisa described that
kind of support when she asserted,
As a teacher I would use (a dialectic journal) to help students critique music. It
would make them come up with clear examples for why they feel the way they do
about a piece of music and then allow them to justify their feelings. This will help
to avoid the dreaded, “I like that song because it’s cool” kind of answers and force
students to think more critically about all pieces presented to them in the world of
music. (435Metacog-LISp11lines467-472)
In this example, Lisa discussed her role as a teacher in supporting the students’
transaction between a text and a specific strategy, and the student’s role to think more
deeply about that transaction. Lisa’s recognition of the need for a teacher to consciously
provide support is likely to be a step down the path of constructing her practice.
Even when the participants were unsure of their design of practice during the
literacy course, they were willing to attempt to bring the construct to life in practice. “I’m
not 100% sure that my idea of structured note-taking is the same as Buehl’s, but I am
confident that my implementation of it will work” (435CALlesson demo/refl-BOB
p3lines116-118). Bob shared that he would model the note-taking for students and
present the argument to them that “good note-taking is strongly related to understanding
new concepts” (435CALlessondemo/refl-BOBp3lines121-122). Bob’s confidence
illustrated his thinking in the construct in practice dimension. The participants’ belief in
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the construct of literacy guided their decisions to put the construct into action even when
unsure of themselves. In essence, they trusted the process because they trusted the
principles of literacy and their desire to become literacy teachers.
Participants regularly described the ways they could guide the contributions of
students in their future classrooms. Bella noted that the incorporation of comprehension
strategies in the design of practice could support students’ engagements in and outside of
school. “Using comprehension strategies in my classroom will help them to become
critical by giving voice to their questions, insights, and personal connections while
reading texts about biology. Students may become critical consumers of their world away
from school” (435PostA-BELpp5-6lines216-223). She reported her fascination with the
idea “of letting students play with content before giving them the answers. In this way
they can even learn to think like scientists” (435PostA-BELp7 lines268-270). During the
literacy course, the idea of providing a space for exploration became exciting rather than
overwhelming for Bella, which illustrated her belief in the construct of literacy and her
enthusiasm to put it into action in her practice. Attributes/beliefs that would change once
she moved into actual teaching contexts after the course.
Participants demonstrated the construct in practice dimension when they noted
how they might engage students in ways that would support students’ willingness to
record and contribute their thinking, as well as share their voices, in the classroom. Again
Bella was excited about how she designed the students’ discussion as they constructed
science content during her lesson in the literacy course.
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When I planned my lesson for (the literacy course) I ended up using a dialectic
journal, but instead of having one column for important ideas and one for
extension, I had one column for insights, while the other was for a partner’s
insights on the same piece of content. This way students could use it as a
discussion strategy and use each other to further their understanding of the
(science text). (435PostA-BELp6lines247-253)
Rocco pointed out that “of course, to make sure students are making sense of the
ideas the teacher would have to employ a discussion strategy” in the design of practice
(435Metacog-ROCp15lines630-631). Participants did not let go of the speaking principle
of literacy when they documented ideas for designing their practice. However,
participants noted that assuming students would willingly throw their voices into the
process of constructing content would be a mistake. Rather, participants believed that
carefully creating “a safe environment where students are comfortable sharing and
exploring new ideas” (435ReflxMemProj-BAYp9llines354-357) was paramount. They
shared detailed ideas about how they could build these kinds of communities in their
classroom and incorporate their content in the same engagement.
Juliana believed that the Picasso self-portrait (multimodal) project could support
the creation of a close-nit learning community where students would willingly share their
voices, as well as support students’ complex analysis of content concepts. She noted that
students in her future French class would explore the following questions in a project she
designed: “Why did you choose to study a foreign language? What does language mean
to you on a day-to-day basis? How many ways do you communicate with different people
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in your lives? Do you have a different discourse with each? How would you define
yourself by the company you keep?” (435ReflxMemProj-JULp2lines68-73). Each of
their answers would be represented by some material on a canvas and arranged to
illustrate their language self-portrait.
Bella described a modified self-portrait project she could implement in her future
science classroom.
It would be interesting to do this as a link to heredity. I think it would be too
superficial to just look at genetic traits passed down from parent to offspring, but
it would be interesting for the students to explore how the people in their lives
have shaped whom they are. (435ReflxMemProj-BELp6lines248-252)
The projects described by participants, they believed, could support sophisticated and
analytical explorations of content concepts, and as Juliana asserted, “by knowing each
other better, (students) will feel more comfortable talking to each other in class…then
they will be more willing to participate” (435ReflxMemProj-JULp3lines110-114).
“Doing” Design of Practice. During the literacy course, participants enacted the
principles of literacy in literacy lessons they designed themselves. Table 2 summarizes
the various comprehension strategies each participant utilized during her or his literacy
lessons and briefly describes the ways they modified and used each strategy to support
the students’ engagement with content. Exemplars describing the participants’ “doing” in
the design of practice follow the Table.
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Table 2: Toward a Construct in Practice: “Doing” Strategies
Participant

Strategies Used

Use

Sequential Roundtable
Alphabet

Spanish: common vocabulary [colors in
Spanish] listed under letters of alphabet;
students translate.

Possible Sentences

Spanish: students wrote sentences describing
teacher provided Diego Rivera [visual text]
image using Spanish words for colors noted in
Roundtable strategy.
French: teacher noted sentences in French from
familiar text and labeled with “F”; students
wrote “E” or English sentences in spaces below
each French sentence; spaces for English
sentences were designated.
Math: Next to given problems students directed
to “write down your approaches to solving the
problems.” Noted similarities and differences in
approaches after small group sharing.
History: “war” and “revolution” concepts
situated on strategy; students wrote what comes
to mind when thinking of terms; teacher played
“War” (song) by Edwin Starr; students circled
words on provided lyrics that connected to
concept; teacher played “Revolution” by
Lennon & McCartney; students circled words
on provided lyrics that connected to concept;
students noted new understandings of concepts
next to original ideas on KWL after discussion.
History: students wrote and responded to
teacher provided quote from historical time
period at top of notebook paper; students drew
in two columns on paper and labeled one
column “what I hear” (students note what
stands out about the time period music they
hear); labeled second column “thoughts/
feelings” (students noted thoughts, feelings
about, and familiarity with music).
Music: one column labeled “listening” (students
listed ideas for song title, artist, meter,
interesting element, genre); second column
labeled “say something” (students noted ideas

Roxanne

Juliana

Dialectic Journal

Bob

Structured Note-taking

Dakota

KWL

Christy

Dialectic Journal

Lisa

Dialectic Journal
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Bella

Dialectic Journal

Baylee

Dialectic Journal

Rocco

Dialectic Journal

shared with partner during listening of each
song).
Biology: one column labeled “me” (student’s
ideas), second column “partner” (space to note
partner’s ideas during/after discussion), box
under two columns “new insights” (student
recorded new understandings once partner
shared and ideas were noted).
English (Creation of sestina poem): teacher
provided words listed across top of strategy;
students incorporated words into sentences in
one column; description of feelings or reactions
about the sentences and creation process in
other column. Each box on strategy organized
by stanza format as required of poetry structure.
Spanish: List of “ser” and “estar” verbs listed at
the top of the strategy; students pulled example
sentence that included a form of the verb from
the given reading and noted in one column;
translated into English in other column.

Roxanne’s Spanish lesson illustrated her understanding of how the principles of
literacy could be designed and implemented to support student learning. She chose two
comprehension strategies to guide the transactions with content. The Sequential
Roundtable Alphabet (Buehl, 2001) was modified so that students could record the
English word for each color that Roxanne had
noted in Spanish within several boxes on the
strategy. Students were directed to choose
partners and were given a time limit to work with
the color words (435CALlessondemo/reflROXp1lines3-6).
The next step included a beautiful and

Figure 4. “El cargador de flores,” Diego
Rivera, 1935.
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colorful Diego Rivera mural (Figure 4) that Roxanne displayed on the screen at the front
of the room. She handed out the Possible Sentences strategy (Buehl, 2001) and directed
students to try as hard as they could to interpret as many of the Spanish sentences on the
strategy as possible. Students worked with their partners to fill in the blank next to her
provided sentences with the correct color in Spanish, and they were reminded to return to
their answers on the Roundtable Alphabet to assist their decisions. Roxanne also guided
students to use the visual image for clues to answer the sentences. Each sentence referred
directly to the mural and utilized a color previously provided on the Alphabet strategy
(435CALlessondemo/refl-ROXp1lines10-15). By this point in the lesson, students had
engaged in the reading (print and visual text), writing, thinking, and speaking principles
of literacy.
After providing time for partners to work with sentences, Roxanne combined the
partnerships to form small groups of four. Students were directed to share their answers
for only the sentences that Roxanne assigned to the group. They were again given a time
frame to complete the sharing and documenting of the group ideas. Roxanne called on
groups to share their answers for the sentences and had the same sentences projected on
the screen at the front of the room. As students provided English words in place of the
Spanish in the sentences, and the Spanish color words, Roxanne noted their ideas on the
same sentence projected on the screen and directed all students to note any new or
clarified ideas on their own strategy (435CALlessondemo/refl-ROXp1lines16-17).
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Roxanne ended her lesson by asking students to write an informal reflection on
the backside of the strategy about what they learned, understood most, found difficult,
enjoyed, and disliked during the lesson (435CALlessondemo/refl-ROXp1lines16-17).
The reading, writing, and speaking opportunities Roxanne provided in her lesson
illustrate her ability to put into practice those literacy principles. The inclusion of a visual
text in the lesson, and a reflection at the end, were interesting and demonstrated her belief
in the construct of literacy definition that text is more than print, and that reflection on
learning can support literacy development. The prompts she used to guide the students’
reflections were indicative of metacognition where students monitored and regulated their
learning experiences.
Participants were creative when guiding students in discussion. Bella modified a
dialectic journal strategy to include a space for students to record ideas shared by their
partners. One column of her dialectic journal was labeled “me” and students were
directed to note ideas they had about the reading event there. Another column was
labeled “partner” and students were directed to note ideas their partners shared during
discussion time. Underneath the two columns was another box labeled “new insights”
and students were guided to record any new insights that emerged when they discussed
the reading event with partners and during the whole class discussion (435CALlesson
demo/refl-BELp6lines235-239). Her inclusion of the “new insights” and “partner” areas
on the strategy demonstrated that Bella deliberately wanted to guide the discussion and
provide specific space for students to record their dialogue. She didn’t assume the talk
would happen, or that it would relate to the content. She demonstrated her belief that the
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speaking principle of literacy needed to be carefully guided in her lesson and supported
by the strategy.
The Design of Practice category reveals giant steps taken by the participants in
this study as they travel the path of teacher literacy identity. Their words and actions
suggest mile markers on the journey; ideas that are revisited in the upcoming sections of
this chapter and chapters six and seven.
Sources of Dissonance
The transformation in literacy identity was not without frustration. Participants
described their struggles as they worked to design and implement literacy practices in
their lessons during the content area literacy course.
“Representing” Sources of Dissonance. Although participants recognized the
importance of comprehension strategies when designing literacy practice, they reported
concerns about how to modify and incorporate the construct of literacy in their specific
content area practices. Bob’s comments, below, are representative of his colleagues’
trepidations.
There is still one weakness I feel I have. That weakness is morphing what I’ve
learned for use in my future classroom. Almost every reading strategy assignment
and reflection has asked for us to think of ways that we would do this. I have
really struggled with this and I think it shows in my responses. The best I can
come up with is that I’ll model my (literacy course) teacher when morphing this
for my math class. It is pretty pathetic. Here though, against the voice in the back
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of my head telling me I won’t do as good as I hope, I will try. (435PostA-BOBp4
lines140-147)
Bob stated that the support he received in the literacy course was enough to influence his
willingness to try and design his future math content in the construct of literacy practice,
but he articulated the very real presence of doubt as he left the literacy course and
journeyed to student teaching and his professional career.
Student Teaching and/or Induction Period
As participants were student teaching and/or in their induction period I
interviewed them about their experiences with literacy practice, I planned a literacy
lesson with each of them, and observed them as they attempted to enact literacy
principles in practice. The interviews, planning sessions, and observations provided data
that I interpreted as illustrious of the participants’ thinking about and actions with the
principles of literacy. Two major categories (learning communities and design of
practice) include both “representing” and “doing” ideas. The other four categories
(identity, literacy theories, personal agency, and sources of dissonance) only report
participants’ “representing” ideas.
Identity
During interviews and the planning session, participants drew on their memories
of the literacy course and current teaching experiences to “represent” (speak about)
themselves as literacy teachers and their beliefs about how literacy practice connected to
them personally.
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“Representing” Identity. Participants spoke about forces that drove their decisions
as literacy teachers. “I guess the desire for my kids to have an opinion is a goal and a
driving force for me; to not let my kids accept being another sheep in the crowd” (Inter2CHRp5lines203-207). Christy viewed literacy practices as opportunities for students to
develop their own thinking and opinions. With that ability, she believed students would
learn to rely on their own thoughts and beliefs to make decisions rather than allow others
to direct their lives. Lisa echoed this notion when she said, “I’m really trying to get a
sense of independence in all my kids, and I’m trying to get them to figure it out
themselves” (Inter2-LISp1lines47-48). Supporting students’ personal development
toward independence was a motivating energy for participants once they arrived in their
own classroom spaces and had daily interactions with real kids. Literacy principles
seemed to stand for more than a simple notion of literacy development; rather, they saw
literacy as contributing to the total development of the young people in their classrooms.
Classroom experiences also provided opportunities for participants to recognize
who they were as literacy teachers. For example, Baylee stated, “I understood the concept
of stepping outside of the box of written word, but I didn’t realize the importance of it
until I started (student) teaching so that’s been kind of cool” (Inter3-BAYp1lines23-24).
She went on to say, “It seems easier for me to think of the whole idea of literacy in the
classroom and teaching students how to be literate in more ways than one, even though
it’s overwhelming” (Inter3-BAYp3lines112-114). She explained that she had literacy
practices and principles in her head but that “it doesn’t come out on paper so I need to
make it more of an obligation” (Inter3-BAYp3line124). Baylee asserted that she needed
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to have those literacy thoughts recorded on paper “so I can facilitate my kids to
communicate like this” (Inter3-BAYp3lines134-135). Roxanne recognized her need to
carefully document her literacy thinking in preparation for teaching. “I have to be able
and prepared enough to think it through; to know how this process is going to look like
over the course of the week…what are these plans going to look like?” (Inter2-ROXp7
lines275-278).
Participants shared fears and anxieties about themselves as literacy teachers that
they were experiencing in their professional teaching spaces. During our planning
session, Dakota admitted, “I feel like I don’t know what I’m doing. I feel like I know
what I should be doing and wanting to be doing, but I still feel that bit of unsure. I’m not
as confident in myself (as) I’d like to be” (CAL planning-DAKp1lines40-42). Something
Baylee shared might shed some light on Dakota’s struggle with confidence. “I just have
so many ideas in my head and it’s kind of hard to set something down and say, ‘How
exactly should that be done?’” (CALplanning-BAYp4lines163-166). And Roxanne
shared that her anxiety came from having so many ideas that she began to doubt them all
and it felt to her “like you have no ideas” (CAL planning-ROXp2lines80-82). It seemed
as if participants were articulating the idea that because they had the understanding of and
belief in literacy as including reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and
representing opportunities they felt over stimulated by the tremendous number of
possibilities for their practice.
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Rocco reported that he felt an understanding of the construct of literacy now
eluded him. “It’s a lot of battling with my personal mind. Am I doing it, or am I not, or
am I missing it, or getting it?” (Inter3-ROCp4lines175-176).
Juliana shared a fear she experienced. “Continually trying to figure out how to
engage the kids on a daily basis (is) scary because I have three plans. I don’t even know
which way is up on some days” (Inter3-JULp2lines68-72). The realities of teaching were
emerging in the participants’ descriptions. Juliana taught algebra for struggling freshmen,
regular algebra classes, and geometry. For each preparation she was designing literacy
lessons and based on what she said, it was an intense experience. The intensity of
teaching emerged in other ways as Christy reported.
I can’t get literacy out of my head now. I can’t shake it, which is good, but
whenever I feel the temptation to do the boring thing I always have in the back of
my head this idea, “Is this the only way I could be looking at it?” The temptation
to go back is easy and the not meaningful is prevalent; it’s everywhere I look.
(Inter3-CHRp2lines18-24)
Participants shared that their departments and colleagues were compounding their
concerns and anxieties about the principles of literacy in action. As Christy stated in the
quote above, the temptations to teach in traditional models were “everywhere” she
looked.
Juliana experienced pressures from her department to stay on the pacing calendar
and to teach one math lesson a day. They told her that she could not take more than one
day with concepts even if the students were struggling. “At first I was scared because of
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delivering content; I’ve got to go fast, okay. Then I just threw that out. I realized
whatever I give them they have to make sense on their own terms, and they have to
construct knowledge” (Inter2-JULp1lines7-9). It appeared that her belief in the principles
of literacy continued to support her decisions for literacy practice even in the face of
departmental restrictions.
Two participants shared more than single moments or ideas to describe what
might be called “defining moments” in their path toward their developing literacy
identities in the construct in practice dimension. As they articulated their firmly held
beliefs, Lisa and Bella described who they believed themselves to be as literacy teachers
and the transformational paths that led them to these understandings of a “literacy self.”
Lisa was in her first year teaching music at a K-8 school and was responsible for
each grade level. Every four weeks, the classes would rotate and she would receive a new
group of kids. She explained that with the first group, “I was scared to take the time to do
the connecting to self” (Inter2-LISp5lines221-223). She said she felt influenced by,
All of the other teachers and administrators and everybody else. I felt like I had to
teach it like everybody teaches their classes and I didn’t know what I was doing
and so I was just trying to come up with something taking advice from everybody.
With the second group, it was the fact that my first choices weren’t working; it
was a nightmare. It was horrible. (Inter2-LISp6lines230-239)
Lisa decided that she “had proof it wasn’t working so I had to try something new. It
wasn’t really what I was going to teach; it was more how” (Inter2-LISp6lines242-243).
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She drew on experiences from her student teaching to continue describing her
thinking, illustrating her transformational path.
And what I realized was when I was student teaching I was trying to do all this
stuff and none of the other teachers in the school had any idea of what I was
doing. But what was really irritating was my supervisor from the university who
basically told me I was totally doing everything wrong when I did do any of it and
just gave me hell about it, so I stopped. (Inter2-LISp6lines252-255)
It seemed as if Lisa felt she was having a similar experience in her first year of teaching
and was connecting the two. She said she realized that during student teaching she
needed
Help doing it and I really liked all of it when I was in [the literacy course] and I
wanted to do more of it because I felt as a student that I was way more engaged
than I’d ever been; that I actually cared for once about the subject matter I was
learning. (Inter2-LISp6lines260-263)
Lisa said that literacy practices were “one of those things I knew I just couldn’t leave; for
some reason I just couldn’t let it go” (Inter2-LISp6lines267-268). She asserted that she
needed to reach out for the literacy Discourse community to find support for her fears.
Somewhere in there I contacted you. I think I was frustrated; it was something I
knew I needed to do. I was very mad at my university supervisor. But I couldn’t
explain it to anyone else. They just didn’t know what I was trying to describe with
the literacy instruction and they just didn’t get it. They don’t understand. Other
teachers at my school, I can’t talk with them about it now. They have no
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foundation in what I’m talking about with literacy. Maybe they did, but they don’t
know now. (Inter2-LISp7lines297-301)
It appeared that Lisa was making sense of her present literacy experiences in the first year
of teaching by drawing upon those student teaching moments in which she realized she
had the very same frustrations. The recognition and articulation of her transformational
path seemed to provide Lisa with more understanding, a kind of rationale, for why she
felt so strongly about holding on to her literacy practice.
Bella described a much different transformational path in her identity “defining
moment.” Contrary to what she said in the quote I use to begin this chapter, or the
excitement she articulated during the literacy course (see the “representing” design of
practice category in the literacy course section of this chapter), Bella shared deep doubts
about becoming the literacy teacher she thought she would be in her own classroom.
During the first interview, before the school year started, she stated, “I can be really
deliberate about learning now. I kind of think who I am as what I do” (Inter1BELp4lines167-170). But even when she stated that belief in literacy she also said,
I think the challenge for me is keeping up that dialogue and making sure I’m true
to that because I still have a tendency…I think if there’s a fall back for me it will
be to go back to the traditional method of teaching but that doesn’t reach
everybody, so I know I don’t want to do that. (Inter1-BELp3lines119-129)
By the third interview, Bella had many experiences from her first year of teaching
chemistry she could draw upon to illustrate her transformational path. “I think before any
of this I really had very little idea about teaching in general let alone teaching kids to be
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literate in my content area” (Inter3-BELp1lines7-10). She noted a sincere intimidation
about strategy use. “I wanted to use these strategies, but I didn’t learn chemistry this way
so it was really a mind warp to think about how I was going to incorporate this stuff”
(Inter3-BELp1lines12-14).
Bella posited that a possible source for her withdrawal from literacy practices was
the instructional model she witnessed in her student teaching. “I didn’t do (literacy
instruction) in my student teaching. I had a very traditionalist cooperating teacher who
pretty much relied on the textbooks that are outdated. It was intimidating to try and use
all of this stuff” (Inter3-BELp1lines25-30). She said that her cooperating teacher was not
a source of support for her continued development or understanding of literacy
instruction.
Instead of spending lots of time watching me and giving me feedback in student
teaching, my cooperating teacher was planning the rest of her semester using the
textbook. She put together PowerPoints and I thought, well, I guess I’ve got to get
to the same point that she is going to get, so we can do the dissection at the end.
And I don’t remember how long I did these lectures…but I was pissed with it and
I could tell the kids were too. (Inter3-BELpp2-3lines91-95)
Bella also admitted, “I didn’t feel comfortable with it and so instead of taking the time to
learn and plan real, authentic lessons, I just took what my cooperating teacher did”
(Inter3-BELp3lines107-108).
Bella asserted that in the early weeks and months of her first year of teaching she
was excited about designing literacy instruction in chemistry and presenting
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“opportunities for discussion. I found that these kids have some amazing questions to
ask” (Inter3-BELp1lines37-40). “It’s important to encourage students that they are
scientists. That’s what we’re doing; we’re observing and we’re trying to come up with
answers about the world which is what scientists do” (Inter3-BELp2lines48-50). But just
as she shared those positive words, other, darker thoughts emerged.
My hope is that I can continue to stay in this mindset of getting all of the kids
participating and just not fall back into that whole lecture thing because it’s easier
to do that. I can get lazy sometimes and it goes back to the whole idea of this is
not the way I was taught and so it’s difficult to think in this light. I’m intimidated
about that. (Inter3-BELp5lines208-213)
Bella’s internal conflict with becoming the literacy teacher she wanted to be, to teach in
ways she believed, was at odds with the understandings she had of herself and her
previous experiences as a student in chemistry classes. Tension was very much a part of
her transformational path, and it seemed that the turmoil she described was making her
journey uncomfortable and intimidating.
The participants identified themselves as developing literacy teachers who had
personal and professional struggles with putting the principles of literacy into action.
Some of them, like Bella, shared what seemed to be battles between different aspects of
their identities. One part of their identity believed in the construct of literacy in practice,
while another part struggled to trust literacy instruction and their literacy instructional
decisions.
Literacy Theories
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When participants spoke about (“represented”) their personal theories of literacy
development and described the principles of literacy in practice, they included students in
their descriptions. The firsthand experiences in their own teaching spaces seemed to
clarify the practice of literacy for them.
“Representing” Literacy Theories. Bob espoused a theoretical stance he believed
made the most sense for him.
There’s this argument between constructivism and direct instruction and there
always seems to be an argument between which one works best and it seems that
the pendulum swings back and forth. You get a generation of constructivists and
then a generation of direct, and I think there’s a place for both. I think that if you
get a good mixture of the two you have a good plan. (Inter1-BOBp6lines267-271)
Bob provided a textual example to further assert his theory. He asked me during
the interview if I had seen the movie National Treasure (Bruckheimer, 2004). He
explained, “The main characters are looking for special glasses that can read the back of
the Declaration of Independence and see the map (encoded and hidden) there” (Inter1BOBp5lines205-207). Basically, the main character discovers the existence of these
glasses (with two sets of lenses) that allows the wearer to view the secret map in one
perspective when looking through one set of lenses. When looking through the other set
of lenses, on the same glasses, the wearer could see a second perspective. But when the
two sets of lenses were combined, the wearer could view the secret map in its full form.
Bob seemed to believe that the combination of a constructivist perspective of literacy
instruction and a direct instruction point of view could provide students, and teachers,
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with a complete view of literacy. “And so it’s kind of like that. One student comes in one
way and you show the other way and let’s put them together; cooperative learning,
constructivist learning from each other. Reading strategies are the framework for the
construction of learning and knowledge” (Inter1-BOBp5lines205-210).
Roxanne had a literacy theory that included reflection, and her description of the
significance of that aspect to her theoretical stance led to the illumination of a “defining
moment” in her transformational path. She asserted, “Reflection is the learning process”
(Inter2-ROXp5line197). Roxanne explained that she recently decided to add a reflective
component to the end of a quiz in her Spanish 3-4 class. “Just give Profe a few words
about what you thought about the different sections on the quiz. Did you feel prepared
enough? What were the pros and cons?” (Inter2-ROXp3lines103-105). She believed that
“it was for their future decision-making” (Inter2-ROXp3line118). Roxanne explained that
she believed,
They’re thinking about their own learning is the main point. They’re looking back
on these things that they know well or they don’t and they get to feel that they’re
a big part of the class. And then they do see the change and they feel like they are
in this community and I’m not just leaving them. (Inter2-ROXp3lines131-135)
“So they’re having a conversation with me,” she asserted. “It’s their own lives and their
own opinions and it works into my teaching because we’re not just the Spanish content;
we’re humans” (Inter2-ROXp4lines147-149).
Roxanne explained that the reflections she wrote in the literacy course made a
lasting impression.
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I liked what I did when I (wrote), and that you were able to see it too. And we
talked about it, just the positive things that can come out of metacognition
because you’re looking at what you just did from a different angle and then you
get to learn more. (Inter2-ROXp4lines155-158)
She consciously decided that sustaining and encouraging the reflective process with
students in her classroom was paramount to her practice and to their development.
And I wanted to keep that going in as many ways as I could, and I thought, why
can’t they just do that in quizzes? If they personally know what they’re weak at,
or what I need to do to keep things going well, and to change things in the
classroom. (Inter2Roxp4lines168-171)
It appeared as if Roxanne had taken her belief in and understanding of the principles of
literacy in practice and extended the definition to include reflection. Maybe her definition
of the construct of literacy would be: a person’s ability to read, write, speak, think,
visualize, and represent the language of a Discourse and to monitor and regulate those
engagements through reflection. “You’re not becoming literate if you’re not reflective in
that process” (Inter2-ROXp5line204).
Personal Agency
Participants demonstrated their belief in the principles of literacy in practice when
they spoke about (“represented”) how they had deliberately guided and supported people
in other spaces to utilize the principles in their learning experiences.
“Representing” Personal Agency. “It turns you from a follower into a leader”
(Inter1-LISp4line153). Lisa’s proclamation illustrated her developing confidence with
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literacy in practice. Participants described making conscious decisions about the
principles of literacy in their professional practice, and in their personal practice in other
learning spaces.
Bob asserted that students in his classroom were the priority in his practice. “I’m
not so concerned about my understanding of the material as I am of the students’
understanding so I’m asking myself questions before I give a lesson” (Inter3-BOBp1
lines12-13). He quizzed himself about the conceptual learning objective for each lesson,
making sure to provide opportunities for students to grow in confidence with the content
by utilizing the principles of literacy. He challenged his decisions about choices he had
made with texts and with strategies when planning lessons. Bob believed that his literacy
practice was “just a matter of me looking at what I’ve learned and putting that with my
beliefs at the time, asking if it’s something I can get behind, deciding it was, and saying
to myself, ‘Let’s do it!’”(Inter3-BOBp4lines173-175).
The semester after the literacy course, Baylee took a summer class. The first
interview took place at the same time and she described her agentive decision to support
her classmates who were struggling with the assignments. “I did teach two other people
about the dialectic journal and let me tell you, they did a lot better on their final than they
did on their other papers” (Inter1-BAYp8lines346-350). Baylee took action in her
personal life to support other people by guiding their transaction with the principles of
literacy. It appeared that literacy thinking and engaging with the principles of literacy in
any space that called for those conscious decisions was a part of Baylee.
Learning Communities
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Participants recognized the significance of the literacy Discourse community and
spoke about (“represented”) the very real need to feel connected to others who spoke the
same language of literacy and could engage in those conversations. Participants also
provided “doing” examples by demonstrating their decisions to construct learning
communities in their classroom spaces.
“Representing” Learning Communities. “It’s the idea that we’re all connected.
It’s seeing that connection; it’s what gives me hope” (Inter2-LISp5lines189-192). Lisa
commented that having connections to others supplied her hope in her literacy practice.
Not being alone was a significant topic for participants once they left the literacy course
and lived day-to-day in their teaching spaces. They articulated the necessity of
constructing communities in their classrooms and contemplated the possible results if that
did not occur. For example, Baylee argued, “When you don’t create a classroom
community it forces people to single out and learn on their own versus learning with each
other” (Inter1-BAYp8lines346-348). Whereas Bob asserted that without sharing the
language of the Discourse, the work the learning community could accomplish would be
inhibited. He said that he told students in his math class that, “I can’t have a conversation
with you in this language unless we have the vocabulary down” (CAL planningBOBp1lines12-13). Bob explained to students that, “I need this to be second nature
because I need you guys to know what I’m talking about when we have this
conversation” (CALplanning-BOBp2lines118-120). It seemed participants recognized
that language use identified community membership.
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Like Bob, Juliana expressed her beliefs about how important supporting the
principles of literacy in action were when establishing learning communities. “The
biggest thing about (literacy instruction) in a nutshell is that the kids have to make
meaning on their own (using) their voices” (Inter3-JULp1lines-8). She said, “We’re
trying to make sense as a whole community (but) it’s slow and tedious some days;
painful” (Inter3-JULp1lines16-20).
Participants made use of their experiences in the literacy course when they
considered possible community building avenues. Roxanne recalled that for her, “I mean
the Picasso (multimodal) project (was) the big thing because that is what brought us
together” (Inter1-ROXp7lines317-320). She explained that the literacy course provided
her with experiences that she recognized as a pathway for community building in her own
classroom.
You made us use the strategies and do a project to know each other so we (could)
become literate as we did it. Then we talked about it and we looked back on what
we did and thought before; we talked about how we felt and thought afterward as
colleagues and people. (Inter1-ROXp6lines272-276)
That learning process, Roxanne asserted, afforded her the opportunity to think about
building her own classroom community.
So by talking about it and actually becoming cognizant of what I’m doing and not
just having vague ideas…of knowing my students need to become a community
but not know how to actually do it, so (the literacy course) gave us a prime
example. You gave us a really good example of actually how to go along and be
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literate in how to get your students there because we have something to work off
of. We have something to refer to instead of just this vague idea and then try to
figure out like crazy how to get there. (Inter1-ROXp7lines277-287)
Christy shared a different memory of the Picasso project and what the community
building experience meant for her. “You made us do the Picasso project and I hated the
artistic part and I had a massive meltdown for it, but I wrote this awesome memoir”
(Inter1-CHRp3lines93-95). She said she was,
So proud of that because it was something so neat and so original. It was totally
mine. I was really proud of that. That’s when I began to see that being literate by
yourself is all well and good, but it’s also really important to be interacting with
other people constantly, and it’s what you’re building by stealing a little bit of the
experience from someone and creating a whole new lens that you get to look at
the world through and that is really cool to see. (Inter1-CHRp3lines98-109).
The community, Christy asserted, supported and contributed to learning. Without the
sharing, or stealing, of ideas, she believed a new worldview would not happen.
Participants reported having experiences with colleagues in their professional
learning spaces that were significant and important to them. Christy said that she kept the
Buehl (strategy) book at school and “showed that to another teacher. She said, ‘That’s
awesome!’” (Inter3-CHRp1lines30-32). Bob described a poster project he was working
on with another teacher at his school. Students in his math class created math posters that
visually represented and explained math concepts and functions. “I’m working with
another teacher and I wanted to do that” (Inter3-BOBp3line98).
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Lisa approached a teacher on her campus who had shown interest in her literacy
practice. “I’ve been telling her about how I try to create a community with (students),
how I have them write all the time about things, and we do stuff and they work in
partners” (Inter3-LISp2lines89-91). Lisa appeared to be mentoring another teacher in the
processes of community building and in the practices of literacy instruction. She
consciously chose to establish a collegial literacy community in her first year of teaching,
and shared how she was establishing a learning community in her teaching space.
Other teachers on Lisa’s campus approached her and shared how the experiences
in her music class were influencing students in their classes. Their comments illustrated
the literacy practices Lisa was facilitating in her classroom.
And the English teachers were coming up to me and (would) tell me how the kids
were writing about how they were watching videos of Ozzie in my class, and kids
dressing like from the 80’s. It’s telling me you really can get through with this
kind of stuff and that when you make it matter to them, even if they’re distrustful,
there is something going on under there. (Inter2-LISp4lines144-148)
The music community Lisa and the students constructed seemed to be supported by her
decisions to put the principles of literacy in practice, which in turn supported their
learning engagements in other spaces. The decisions participants made about learning
communities were observable as well.
“Doing” Learning Communities. Lisa’s conscious decision to construct a music
learning community in her classroom was something she openly shared with her students
during my observation of her literacy lesson. “I want to build a musical community in
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here” (CALobserv-LISp2line56) was what she said while introducing the “Album of My
Life” multimodal literacy project to her students. She told them that she believed their
creation and presentations of a project like this could bring them together as a
community.
Bob demonstrated his earlier assertion (noted in the “representing” section of this
category) about the importance of community members speaking the same language. In
his literacy lesson he told students, “I want you to talk; open the lips and explain it to
each other. It’s important that we can say it! So here’s the rule: When trying, or excuse
me, when making, because we’re not trying, we’re doing! Like in (the movie) Star Wars,
there is no try; there is only do!” (CALobserv-BOBp2lines76-82). Bob held true to his
word by putting into action the literacy principle of speaking, and by asserting to his
students their need to speak the same language as they developed their math literacy.
Design of Practice
Participants illustrated both “representing” and “doing” examples of the principles
of literacy in practice in their individual professional teaching spaces. During interviews,
the literacy lesson planning session, and my observation of their lessons, participants
demonstrated their ideas about how to design literacy instruction and how to bring
literacy to life with and for students.
“Representing” Design of Practice. Lisa argued that teachers should consider the
principles of literacy when they design instruction.
If people would use (the extended) definition of literacy to teach their classes,
their kids would be engaged. It does transform your identity because if you’re
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thinking of all these different facets of a subject it affects all these different facets
of your life. (Inter1-LISp3lines127-130)
Lisa acknowledged the powerful opportunities the principles of literacy in practice could
provide, and she asserted that the teacher has a role in that decision making and
implementation process. Other participants discussed the teacher’s role in the design of
literacy practice as well.
Christy, for example, identified herself as a “puppet-master” when designing and
implementing literacy principles in practice. She said she was cautious about how often
her voice was heard in the classroom and consciously orchestrated her instruction to open
space for students’ voices during the construction of knowledge, even though the process
intimidated her.
One of the most profound things I have heard this year, and I think this came from
you, is something I am constantly thinking about. How much am I talking? How
much are the kids talking? I realized that the kids weren’t talking and I think it’s
really hard to give up that control. It’s very scary to hand over the room to 30 kids
even if you know and trust them. It’s scary because it’s very much a question
mark. (Inter3-CHRp2lines67-73)
She argued that literacy instruction was not “A, B, C, D, and poofka you have
knowledge! It’s more like spinning around and then you look up and realize all you’ve
learned” (Inter3-CHRp2lines81-83). Christy seemed to realize that only with the spinning
that came from the students’ journey through instructional engagements could learning
occur, and that the students had some element of “control” in the classroom as they spun
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through the process. However, Christy also acknowledged, “I think I’m sharing (control)
with them. I feel like a puppet-master in that they’re doing what I’m telling them to, but
it’s very structured still” (Inter3-CHRp3lines99-100).
Participants shared how they were taking the institutional requirements of their
departments and designing the engagement so it would be a transaction between student
and content supported by the principles of literacy. Bob provided the example of his
manipulation of multiple choice tests in math. “I’ve worked hard to modify how my
students engage with multiple choice tests that my colleagues want me to give. So the
problems the kids get wrong they’ll use this three column bit to fill out” (Inter2BOBp7lines318-320). He described what looked and sounded like a dialectic journal with
three columns: one column to record the original math problem students misunderstood, a
second column for their reworked version of the problem, and a third column for their
explanation of what they did in the reworked version and how it helped them to better
understand the math procedure and concept. Bob said, “I can give multiple choice tests as
long as they show their work and explain in conversation on paper” (Inter2-BOBp8
lines328-329). He was passionate when he shared his rationale for the modified dialectic
journal. “I ask them to tell me ‘why’ this works. Justification is a big part of math. If they
can explain why something works, and this is what I’ve told them since the beginning of
the year, the how comes along for the ride” (Inter2-BOBp2lines59-62).
Not only was Bob supporting the students’ math thinking and writing, he was
proposing that speaking, having a conversation to develop literacy, could be spoken
orally and recorded on paper. “I’m telling them it’s a conversation between yourself, your
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notes, to your brain, your brain to your hand, your hand back to your brain, because
you’re reading what you wrote” (Inter2-BOBp6lines281-284).
Juliana, in an environment intensely driven by department oversight and a pacing
calendar, found an alternate use for worksheets that supported literacy practice. “Why
can’t I use this worksheet this way? I’m not going to change my PowerPoint slides to
eliminate the process of meaning making” (Inter2-JULpp1-2lines46-47). She said that
she
Understood to pull the darn worksheet into a prompt and have the kids share and
construct it because they tried to work on it and they were stuck. And they
constructed it together and they realized where their holes were and they fixed it.
It was the most powerful literacy thing that’s happened since I’ve been teaching!
(Inter2-JULp2lines96-101)
She excitedly shared, “I can make these worksheets literacy places! Places to record
thoughts and pull ideas, but I have to ask questions about the questions on the worksheet”
(Inter2-JULp2lines111-112). Juliana’s modification of worksheets in her design of
literacy practice represents her transformed understanding of ways the principles of
literacy can accompany and enhance institutionalized practices.
In her first year of teaching, Dakota found herself in a school that provided
teachers with worksheets and PowerPoint slides to accompany each lesson in the
textbooks and outlined by a pacing calendar. Whereas her colleagues would print the
worksheets, download the slides, lecture on the slides, assign the reading and the
worksheets, Dakota decided to skew that scripted program. She described modifying a
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discussion web strategy from the pacing guide to fit culture objectives in world
geography. “Wait, I could take this and turn it into something more powerful. I was going
to go away from the pacing calendar anyway, but this way I can pull in everything from
the pacing guide” (CALplanning-DAKp3lines94-98).
These three participants, Bob, Juliana, and Dakota, were all faced with
institutionalized practices that could have stifled their beliefs in the construct of literacy
in practice. Rather than give in to the mandated curricular guides and demands of their
departments, each of them held fast to their beliefs in the construct of literacy and
creatively modified their situations to include the principles of literacy in action.
Baylee asserted that part of her role as a teacher was to carefully consider the
students and the role they played when she designed her literacy practice. She decided
that, “It’s important to set aside time for your kids” (Inter3-BAYp2line66). Baylee
recalled a time in the literacy course when I was sharing my experiences of September
11, 2001 and teaching in a classroom on that tragic day.
The biggest (moment) in (the literacy course) for me was when you told us about
9/11 and how other teachers were going on about the day and trying to make it as
normal as possible and you said, “No, we’re going to talk about this. The kids
want to talk about this.” (Inter3-BAYp2lines71-73)
Baylee sadly reported, “I look at people around me now and they love what they’re
teaching, but not who they’re teaching” (Inter3-BAYp3lines165-166). She said she could
see other teachers during her student teaching semester who placed all of their love for
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teaching into the content and not in the lives of students. For her, students were first when
designing and implementing literacy practice.
Bob shared that one of the goals of his literacy practice was to “have students
appreciate their peers and themselves more, and their math identity” (CALplanningBOBp5line193). As previously described in this chapter, Bob explained the importance
of students in his math class being able to use the language of the content area when
thinking and having conversations in class during the construction of knowledge. He
shared his belief that the literacy practice he designed and brought to life could support
the development of math identity for his students.
I want my students to be math literate. I told them that. And we bring it up a lot.
Okay, this is going to help us in our literacy of math. We’re actually reading it
now, and now we’re thinking it, and now we’re going to reflect. (Inter2BOBp1lines40-43)
For Lisa, designing her practice so that the students’ lives were embedded in the
learning engagement was significant. “It’s all about the connecting it to their lives. I think
that’s what makes a difference. There’s a spark; the fact that they’re talking about it, it
matters to them all of a sudden in some way” (Inter2-LISp4lines152-154). Roxanne
believed in the deliberate inclusion of student lives in the instructional engagements she
designed.
They love to talk about themselves and when you can mix that with what they’re
learning then it becomes personal. And they need to talk, and they need to
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compare their experiences with the other kids. They’re learning about each other,
becoming stronger, and learning the Spanish content. (Inter3-ROXp2lines74-77)
The participants seemed to believe that without the students’ lives as part of the learning
engagement, in ways that the students could draw upon and include their own
experiences to explain their understandings of content, then learning would be some kind
of vague process. An endeavor not connected to anything the students might believe as
important for their lives.
“Doing” Design of Practice. During my observations of the nine participants,
eight enacted the principles of literacy in their practice to varying degrees. Some
participants implemented many of the principles, whereas other participants demonstrated
only a few of the principles. One participant, Bella, did not enact any principles of
literacy in practice. During the observation, the majority of students in her classroom
openly refused to participate in the writing, reading, and speaking engagements she had
planned for the lesson. Several students literally wandered from their seats and grouped
together in social conversations that had nothing to do with the content at hand. Others
were observed drawing pictures, or putting their heads down on their tables. Some
students even spoke to her in rude and inappropriate ways using profanity. More details
of that observation will appear in chapter six, Quality of the Literacy Enactment, however
it is interesting to note that this chapter began with a quote from Bella that illustrated her
confidence and belief in the construct of literacy in practice. Throughout this chapter,
Bella’s ideas illustrate her wavering, even conflicting grasp of the principles of literacy
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when put into action. Her words, when combined with her observable behavior, seem to
actualize and epitomize that battle.
In Table 3, each of the eight participants who enacted principles of literacy
(reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and representing) in content lessons,
and the principles that were observed in their practice are summarized. Some participants
provided her/his students with multiple opportunities to write, speak, think, and read.
Other participants presented limited opportunities for students to engage in literacy
principles and did not guide all students in their classrooms to transact with the content.
Those variations are noted, and each principle of literacy is bolded within each
participant’s section in the Table.
The various ways comprehension strategies were employed during some of the
lessons are also noted; not all eight participants included formal comprehension
instructional strategies in their lessons, but some modified writing engagements in the
format of a strategy. For example, Juliana directed her students to record their “dialogue”
in the margin of their workbook page, in essence, guiding them to construct a dialectic
journal.
Finally, the inclusion of “volunteers” versus “non-volunteers” during class
discussion is noted in each section of the table in which the teacher employed this
practice. The significance of the distinction lies in the utilization of student voices. If a
teacher honors the ideas of only those students who voluntarily share, then that lack of
active participation will be reinforced for those students who have grown accustomed to,
or are uncomfortable with, sharing their voices in classroom spaces. If a teacher both
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accepts ideas from volunteers and calls upon non-volunteers during the lesson then more
students will have the speaking opportunity necessary for literacy development.
Exemplars that describe the participants’ enactment of literacy principles follow
the Table.
Table 3: Toward a Construct in Practice: “Doing” Design of Practice
Participant

Roxanne

Design of Practice: Principles and Strategies in Action
Spanish:
(1) Teacher directed students to write about day’s topic on own paper;
directions for writing were posted on the board (for students to
read) at the front of the room.
(2) Students wrote ideas for lesson topic on notebook paper.
(3) Students (volunteers and non-volunteers) shared ideas (had
discussion) with teacher; she wrote student generated ideas on the
board and directed students to write any new ideas they heard
during discussion.
(4) Students were directed to take out homework writing assignment
from night before; ideas were used in the day’s lesson.
(5) Students were directed to preview (read through) the modified
dialectic journal strategy she provided.
(6) Teacher provided her personal example for the first task of the
engagement and directed students to the first column of the
dialectic journal strategy.
(7) Students wrote ideas for the teacher provided example in the first
column.
(8) Students (volunteers and non-volunteers) shared (discussed)
generated ideas; teacher recorded ideas on the board and again
directed students to write any new ideas during discussion.
(9) Students wrote their own personal example in the first column of
the dialectic journal.
(10) Students combined into groups of three and discussed their
personal examples.
(11) Students were directed to write about their personal example:
provide details of “who, what, where, when, why, how.”
Math:
(1) Teacher reminded students to take out math workbooks and begin
reading day’s lesson on specified page.
(2) Teacher directed students to write ideas about lesson concept in
margin of workbook page.
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Juliana

Bob

Dakota

(3) Students (volunteers) shared ideas; teacher wrote ideas on the
board and directed students to write new ideas they heard in
discussion.
(4) Students directed to discuss confusions about concept with
neighbor.
(5) Students (volunteers) shared confusions with whole class during
discussion.
(6) Students directed to write, in own words, ideas for next step in
lesson in margin of math workbook.
(7) Students directed to discuss recorded ideas with neighbor.
(8) Students directed to evaluate their answer to step: Why is this an
example of the math concept? And write a response to the prompt.
Math:
(1) Students directed to read, copy, and solve three math problems
listed on the board at the front of the room and to write the steps
they took to solve the problems on notebook paper.
(2) Students directed to write reflection next to steps: Why did those
steps work to solve the problems?
(3) Students directed to discuss their steps and reflections with small
groups [seating assignment was arranged in groups of four].
(4) Students (volunteers and non-volunteers) shared steps and
reflective ideas for each problem during class discussion; teacher
worked the problems on the board based on student ideas and
reminded students to write any new ideas/understandings during
discussion.
World Geography:
(1) Students directed to pick up handout for engagement as they
walked in the door; teacher had directions on board at the front of
the room for students to read.
(2) Students directed to read the handout and underline/highlight ideas
they believed were important to remember about the engagement.
(3) Students directed to discuss underlined/highlighted ideas with
neighbor and write new ideas their partner shared.
(4) Students (volunteers and non-volunteers) shared highlighted ideas
during class discussion; teacher wrote ideas on the board and
directed students to write any new ideas they heard during
discussion.
(5) Teacher shared visual text example of the engagement.
(6) Students directed to individually generate and write questions
about the engagement on a half sheet of paper and hand to the
teacher as they left at the end of the class period.
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Christy

Lisa

History:
(1) Students directed to write responses to teacher provided question
on the board at the front of the room on own paper.
(2) Students (volunteers and non-volunteers) shared noted ideas during
class discussion; teacher wrote ideas on the board and reminded
students to write new ideas from the discussion.
(3) Teacher handed out modified dialectic journal strategy and
directed students to preview (read through) the columns on the
strategy.
(4) Students directed to turn strategy over and write response to
teacher provided prompt.
(5) Students directed to discuss written ideas with neighbor and write
new ideas partner provided.
(6) Teacher provided two more writing prompts and students repeated
the writing, discussion with partner, writing process with each.
(7) Students (volunteers and non-volunteers) shared ideas during class
discussion; teacher wrote ideas and reminded students to write
new ideas heard during discussion.
(8) Students directed to the first column on the dialectic journal;
teacher provided personal example for category.
(9) Students directed to write own personal example for category in
column.
Music:
(1) Students were directed to pick up handouts and preview (read
through) the information for the engagement as they came into the
classroom (teacher had directions written on PowerPoint slide on
the screen at the front of the room).
(2) Teacher directed students to modified dialectic journal strategy
for preview (read through).
(3) Teacher shared personal example of chosen visual text and
explained reason for choice.
(4) Students watched visual text (music video).
(5) Teacher directed students to first column of dialectic journal;
directed students to write own personal example.
(6) Teacher directed students to write reason for choice in second
column.
(7) Teacher took students through the same process three more times,
each time sharing her own personal examples of chosen pieces of
music and directing students to write their own examples and
reasoning for choice; two examples were her performance of
musical pieces on her cello.
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Baylee

Rocco

English:
(1) Teacher handed out modified mind map strategy; students
directed to preview (read through) format of strategy.
(2) Students directed to write ideas in “box 1” on strategy as teacher
wrote student generated ideas on the board at the front of the room
during class discussion.
(3) Students (volunteers) shared ideas as teacher recorded them.
(4) Students directed to “star” ideas from list that best described
concept under study.
(5) Students directed to discuss starred ideas with neighbor and modify
own starred ideas if they found better “fit.”
(6) Students (volunteers) shared starred ideas during class discussion;
teacher starred student ideas on the board.
(7) Teacher and students repeated same process with two other
concepts (boxes 2 and 3 on strategy).
(8) Students directed to choose four ideas from one of the three boxes
and write them in the designated area at the bottom of the strategy.
(9) Students directed to connect those four ideas to their personal life
on the bottom of the strategy (writing).
Spanish:
(1) Students combined into chosen small groups of four.
(2) Students were directed to take out the scripts they had written
during a previous class.
(3) Students were given time to rehearse (talk through) their skits
using their scripts.
(4) Small groups performed (spoke) their skits one at a time.
The number and variety of opportunities for students to engage in literacy

principles (reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and representing) are evident
in each teacher’s lesson as reported in Table 3. An exemplar lesson further articulating
the students’ engagement with multiple literacy principles throughout the experience, and
a lesson demonstrating a teacher’s struggle to provide students with those literacy
opportunities follow.
During the study, Juliana was in her first year teaching algebra 1, algebra 1 for
struggling students, and geometry. The algebra lesson I observed was with students who
purportedly struggled with the content and had been placed in the class based on 8th grade
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test scores. As students walked in at the beginning of the class period, Juliana thanked
those who voluntarily picked up their workbooks from a side counter and began
responding to the bellwork prompt she noted on the board at the front of the room. She
wandered the room saying, “Yeah! Very good thinking. Look at you; good job!”
(CALobserv-JULp1lines9-13).
Several minutes after the bell rang and she had taken attendance, Juliana said,
Let’s get some ideas up on the board. If you didn’t have that, could you write
some of those ideas down? Yes! After you have written those down, turn to
someone near you and see what they wrote. Remember what I told you about
writing stuff down. It goes from your brain to the paper. Think about texting it to
yourself, right? (CALobserv-JULp1lines20-31)
Once students had time to “text” themselves, Juliana directed them to “turn to someone
near you and discuss this. Write down somebody else’s idea” (CALobserv-JULp1lines
34-37).
Juliana directed students to turn to page 32 in their math workbooks. “I am going
to tie this to math. Here is our objective for the day. I want you to look at these words and
there’s a place for you to write this down on page 32. Yes, put this into your own words. I
want you to highlight (the vocabulary words for this lesson)” (CALobserv-JULp2lines6978). Once students had the time to write the day’s objective in their own words in the
margin of the workbook, Juliana directed them to solve one of the problems and to write
down the steps they took to complete the problem on that same page. She asked the
students, “What’s the pattern of my behavior of asking you to write stuff down? Right!
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That’s how I roll!” (CALobserv-JULp3lines99-101). She again directed students to share
their thinking and noted steps with someone sitting close to them. After that discussion
she prompted them to write a justification of their thinking about one of the problems. “In
your notes, underneath this work, explain how this is an example of a conjecture. You’ve
got to explain this to yourself. Look back in your notes and explain this to yourself right
there in your notes” (CALobserv-JULp4lines138-141).
Juliana demonstrated her belief (documented previously in this chapter) that
students needed and deserved time to make sense of their learning engagements for
themselves. Throughout the observation she enacted the reading, writing, speaking, and
thinking principles of literacy in her practice. Her belief in the construct of literacy in
practice was evident in her actions, as was her connection with the kids as she spoke to
them in playful and loving ways; one might even say, “hip, youthful” ways.
Juliana’s lesson illustrates her design of literacy practice in action. Throughout
her lesson, students were writing their ideas, they would turn to a partner and share their
thinking and then return yet again to documenting their ideas in writing. She encouraged
and facilitated both class discussions and partner discussions throughout the lesson, and
prompted students to write ideas they heard during those partner and class sharings. At
the end of the lesson, she directed students to analyze their developing understanding of
the content concept by evaluating a solved problem and explaining how that example
illustrated the content concept.
Rocco’s lesson was much different from Juliana’s as shown in Table 3. Whereas
Juliana provided multiple opportunities for students to engage the principles of literacy in
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her design, Rocco provided significantly limited chances. Students in his class did write
their scripts, they did have time to work together and talk through (rehearse) those scripts,
and they had the opportunity to perform them (another speaking opportunity) to the
whole class. However, those opportunities were much less rich than what was obvious in
Juliana’s or the other participants’ lessons.
These two lessons demonstrate how a teacher’s literacy identity transforms in
individual ways, not uniformly, just like students in any learning context.
Another opportunity for participants to demonstrate their thinking about the
principles of literacy in action was when I planned literacy lessons with each of them.
About 30 minutes into our planning session Bob took out a piece of paper and said, “I’m
going to write this down so I don’t forget what I said” (CALplanning-BOBp5line193).
When I planned a lesson with Lisa, she took her laptop out immediately, before we began
speaking in any detailed way about her lesson, and opened a new document. She said
that, “It’s helpful for me to write down how I got where I got” (CALplanning-LISp4
lines160-161).
These two examples demonstrate the participants’ varied ways of using the
principles of literacy for their professional use with planning. Based on Bob’s actions, he
did not demonstrate a conscious understanding about how writing his lesson ideas down
would support his planning and implementation process. Lisa, on the other hand,
demonstrated in both her actions and by what she said, the importance of recording her
thinking during lesson planning and design for her own future benefit.
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The participants’ actions when bringing the principles of literacy to life in practice
provide a more holistic view of their developing teacher literacy identities. Participants
can talk about how they would bring the principles of literacy to life in their practice for
any period of time, and they can testify about their beliefs in the construct of literacy and
the construct of literacy in practice, but until they demonstrate those beliefs and ideas in
action, their literacy identity is only half reported. The participants’ actions documented
in this category demonstrate the struggle of literacy instruction, and the rocky and uneven
transformational path toward teacher literacy identity.
Sources of Dissonance
The daily experiences in their professional teaching spaces provided the
participants with multiple struggles and concerns. They “represented” (spoke about)
many anxieties about the principles of literacy in practice and did not shy away from
speaking about intense frustrations.
“Representing” Sources of Dissonance. “Now I understand the pressure to get all
of that stuff in, in a certain amount of time. That’s really tough” (Inter1-BELp4lines146147). By the time data collection occurred in the study, Bella had experienced the literacy
course, student teaching, and was into her first year of teaching. She shared her
seemingly newfound understanding of the pressures of time and getting through the
necessary content. She explained that it was not just the pressure of time and amount of
content that frustrated her.
Bella recalled that during her student teaching, when she implemented a modified
multimodal self-portrait project, the students in her biology class were disengaged.
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“There were plenty of issues there…I had issues with kids not going very deep, and
issues with kids not doing it” (CALplanning-BELp3lines92-94). She explained yet
another issue with that same biology project and a particular male student. “This one
(male student) wouldn’t do any of the other assignments in the class, but he did the
Picasso project. He said that the project really helped him to learn the material but it
didn’t help his grade” (Inter1-BELp3lines100-107). She explained that she really liked
the project itself but that she did not have a clue about how to grade it, how to award
points for it, and so that confusion was frustrating for her.
The next semester, when she was in her first year of teaching, Bella designed a
literacy engagement for students in her chemistry class. “The binder was my big literacy
move because it’s divided up into sections based on our definition of chemistry. The kids
bombed it. They didn’t turn it in” (Inter2-BELpp1-2lines45-47). Bella did not share if she
explored possible reasons behind the students’ lack of concern for the literacy binder.
With tears in her eyes, Lisa described a situation with 8th grade students in her
music class. “They’re trying to make my life hell” (CALplanning-LISp1line25). She
went on to say, “Half the kids in my 7th grade class, they won’t turn things in because
they don’t care about the class. Music was a blow off class before” (CALplanning-LIS
p1lines45-46). “I’ve tried using (strategies) and a lot of times they don’t fill them out. It’s
just irritating. I can’t stand it! It’s all connected; everybody writes everywhere! Stop it!”
(CALplanning-LISp2lines51-56). Lack of student participation and completion of
instructional engagements was just a beginning to their worries.
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Christy reported a situation with a parent. “I guess one parent has already
complained that the reading log was too much work” (CALplanning-CHRp3lines136137). And Baylee articulated the struggle not to revert to just telling the students what to
think since they had difficulty thinking analytically deeply. “The students’ ideas are not
always deep or thoughtful so it irritates me because I want to tell them things like, ‘No!’
But I have to hold back with them and let them do things” (Inter2-BAYp2lines46-48).
Dakota posited a possible explanation for the struggles she was experiencing.
You have to embrace (lesson planning) but (Education professors) don’t hold you
accountable for that. And every other course but yours is very vague on how you
come up with that kind of stuff; how to even plan or any of that. So you’re taught
this vague information and then you’re supposed to somehow get it and convert it
into the beautiful applied stuff and a lot of people flounder and freak out or they
quit the field. (Inter1-DAKp5lines194-198)
She felt that the preservice preparation she experienced was not adequate and did not
provide the kind of engagements that would support and develop a new teacher’s
understanding about how to bring theory to practice in actual classroom spaces.
Rocco described extended source of dissonance experiences; a major “defining
moment” in his transformational path toward literacy identity. He struggled to articulate
the principles of literacy, or the literacy planning process he learned in the course just the
semester before data collection. He was unsure about what literacy practice might entail.
In the first interview, Rocco said that because he had contemplated so often in the literacy
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course about his future classroom, he felt he had a deeper understanding of literacy, but
stated,
Now it’s how do I make my lesson plans based on this literacy? Are my kids
going to be literate to my lessons, are they going to be able to read and
comprehend or are they just going to look at me and say, “What the hell is this
guy talking about?” (Inter1-ROCp3lines131-136)
Even in that early stage of teaching, Rocco was reporting his internal struggle. By the
time the second and third interviews came around, he was sharing considerable problems
in his student teaching experience.
Rocco arrived for the second interview and began describing a recent experience
with his cooperating teacher; a situation about which he was clearly unsure and confused.
“My cooperating teacher says not to stay too long on one certain activity because of the
attention span of most kids. Typically 15 minutes at each point because of the students’
inability to maintain focus” (Inter2-ROCp2lines52-55). He continued, saying, “There’s a
pacing calendar involved. So you’re required to go through the vocabulary that’s
involved and assigned, but some of the vocabulary doesn’t apply to these kids’ lives and
you can just see it on their faces” (Inter2-ROCp2lines77-79). “I’m stuck here teaching
this curriculum and it doesn’t even fit into their lives” (Inter2-ROCp2line85). It was clear
from his statements that Rocco was struggling with the situation in his student teaching
and the feeling that the lessons did not connect to the lives of the students. He had other,
confusing comments to share about the pacing calendar, however.
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Rocco seemed clearly befuddled about what the pacing calendar of his Spanish
department meant for his practice. He initially said,
The pacing calendar isn’t an intrusion. To be honest, it’s really nice to have
because it really simplifies…not only does it have the objectives for the week,
what our goal is for the week, what concepts we’d like to hit, but it also has the
state standards and follows all that stuff with it. I think it’s more of a help. I just
think the students are thinking to themselves, “When the hell am I ever going to
use this?” (Inter2-ROCpp2-3lines91-95)
Later in the same interview I asked Rocco what possible drawbacks the pacing calendar
might embody, and he shared, “The pacing calendar limits teachers I imagine. They don’t
have the freedom to…I don’t know. I guess it assumes that…I don’t know. I don’t know
what you’re probing for” (Inter2-ROCp3lines100-101). His frustration was evident in his
words and his body language at this point in the interview. He paused and then said,
I’ve been really set back in a lot of ways. Even looking back at growing up; I
never had a voice growing up. My mom, she fought all my battles. I look at it and
say, “Wow! How underdeveloped I am and how much I have to learn from that.”
I was scared. (Inter2-lines113-120)
He continued, “My mom wouldn’t let me speak. And so now, looking at this pacing
calendar, why do I like it so much? Because it’s planned out everything for me and
because it’s given me structure” (Inter2-ROCp3lines122-124).
His attention moved back to his cooperating teacher and a recent experience. “My
mentor teacher is a classroom management freak” (Inter2-ROCp4lines129-131).
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I started with Spanish 3 today and she developed a lesson plan. She’s like, “I’ll
teach 3rd period and you can do 5th period.” It was totally non-authentic; it was me
trying to BS my way through the lesson and yet still try to get the students to
understand the concepts we were going through. The actual plan kind of fell apart
on us. Students were confused and upset. This is not even my lesson. She felt she
knew the right answer for me and she said, “This is what I created for you to do,
do it.” And it made me look pretty bad actually. It was almost not fair. (Inter2ROCp4lines145-154)
Talking seemed to bring some clarity to the situation with his cooperating teacher. “This
lesson is almost saying, ‘You’re not capable of this’ and I was thinking after the lesson
there’s no way in hell I can keep using her lessons. I didn’t think about how offensive this
really is to me; like a slap in the face. It’s that same stuff that Mama used to do” (Inter2ROCp4lines165-169).
By the third interview, Rocco’s concerns seemed to intensify because of his
growing teaching responsibilities. “Now I have to apply all this literacy stuff in my first
year Spanish class and I’m complicating the hell out of things” (Inter3-ROCp4lines159161).
There’s no way in hell I can come up with a literacy lesson like Spitler was doing
back in (the literacy course). And we planned a lesson together, and I was like,
“That was literacy?” And even at that time I still didn’t grasp it, and slowly now
I’m starting to take deeper breaths and not freak out so much when I come to a
lesson, but I always do question myself. (Inter3-ROCp4lines165-170)
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Rocco arrived at a place in his thinking where he seemed to be able to explain possible
reasons for the tensions and incredible frustrations he was experiencing in his student
teaching space.
The thing is, we talk about it, her and I, our lessons, we talk about it in a
non…when going into (the literacy course), it’s a whole different world, right?
We’ve got this constructivist talk, the terminology we use, just alone, would blow
away most of what everybody is used to hearing when talking about teaching and
coming up with a lesson. My only problem, not problem, concern is, how am I
going to get…how am I going to be able to communicate that to my cooperating
teacher to relate it back to my goals on the pacing calendar? (CALplanningROCp1lines10-19)
Rocco was finally able to articulate that he and his cooperating teacher did not speak the
same language and it was at the root of so many issues. He seemed to be questioning each
and every belief he had about teaching, about literacy instruction, and about the
profession itself. In the face of intense doubt, Rocco critically analyzed his personal life
and his developing professional life. And he was struggling with the whole construct of
literacy in practice dimension. His stated belief in the construct of literacy is apparent in
his initial discussion reported in data sources from the literacy course, but his confidence
to put those beliefs into action once leaving the course was challenged to the core.
Summary
This chapter presented the complex paths the study’s participants took as they
tried to construct and enact literacy practice. Their authoring of the construct of literacy
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practice was documented when participants were students in the literacy course and when
they were either practice teaching or in their first year(s) of teaching. The multiple data
sources provided opportunities for participants to explain (represent) their beliefs in and
knowledge of the construct of literacy and demonstrate (do) their understandings about
how to put literacy principles into practice. They designed reading, writing, speaking,
thinking, visualizing, and representing opportunities for students in the literacy class and
in their professional classroom spaces; further, they shared their decision-making
processes for putting literacy into practice.
Participants also described a variety of struggles and frustrations about the
literacy principles in practice and designing those engagements. Their “representing” and
“doing” examples illustrate that a person’s beliefs are not simplistically enacted, and that
when those struggles emerge, their beliefs are called into dissonance.
Literacy Course. Examples of the participants’ “representing” (speaking about)
their understandings of the construct of literacy in practice during the literacy course
described in the chapter include their:
•

Belief that the opportunity to teach a content area literacy lesson during the
university course contributed to their developing confidence with and
understanding of the principles of literacy, literacy instruction, and sociocultural,
reader response and constructivist theory;

•

Willingness to attempt content area literacy instruction during the course even
when unsure of the methodology and principles due to a feeling of community
membership, trust and support;
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•

Increased understandings about how to bring their specific content to life for and
with students in their future classrooms;

•

Recognition that personal beliefs (identity) influence a teacher’s choices and
practice;

•

Belief that comprehension strategies guide complex transactions, and support
students’ developing confidence, personal ownership of their own thinking, and
investment in the construction of knowledge;

•

Belief that reflection and multiple forms of representation embedded in
comprehension and discussion strategies support meaning making;

•

Belief that they are responsible for designing literacy engagements so that
students’ lives can emerge thereby honoring the students’ interests;

•

Belief that multiple voices construct content knowledge and that a first priority in
the classroom is to build a community so students will invest their voices in the
process;

•

Belief in the importance of a discussion strategy partnered with a comprehension
strategy in literacy practice to support the principles of the construct of literacy
and the development of student voices.
Participants’ “doing” examples, or the ways they demonstrated their

understandings of and beliefs in the construct of literacy in practice during the literacy
course described in the chapter include their:
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•

Varied ability to modify comprehension and discussion strategies to best support
the students’ transactions with content texts and concepts demonstrating their
utilization of the principles of the construct of literacy;

•

Varied ability to modify comprehension and discussion strategies to support
students’ understanding of content and belief in relevance of the content and
principles of literacy.
Student Teaching and/or Induction Period. The chapter also described the

participants’ “representing” and “doing” examples while student teaching and/or during
their induction period. The “representing” examples include participants’ beliefs that:
•

A priority is to support students’ having their own opinions and utilizing their
voices; to support the students’ developing independence;

•

Teaching daily provides the opportunity to see self as a literacy teacher and as a
leader;

•

Writing down (planning) ideas for literacy instruction is even more important
once in the classroom but more difficult to regularly accomplish;

•

The principles of the construct of literacy provide many ideas for practice that can
clutter their thinking and be overwhelming;

•

The construct of literacy in practice is not similar to personal learning experiences
(for two participants) and so is difficult to enact and sustain understanding;
tension led to loss of confidence in the construct of literacy and construct in
practice;
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•

The stress to implement literacy practice once in the classroom intensified
especially when practices not seen in other classrooms, when department requires
pacing calendar, when the cooperating teacher has divergent beliefs, or when
students, parents, and colleagues complain about principles of literacy in practice;
contemplation of direct instruction for ease and comfort level;

•

A connectedness develops when the teacher and students speak the same content
language and literacy language so a primary goal is to utilize the language and
invite students into the Discourse community; reflection on and awareness of the
amount of time the teacher’s voice versus student voices are heard in daily
classroom transactions is critical;

•

Even though the construct of literacy in practice is a slow and time consuming
construction process their belief in the construct exceeds the pull to rely on direct
instruction (traditional) practices.
Participants’ “doing” examples, or the ways they demonstrated their

understandings of and beliefs in the construct of literacy in practice during student
teaching or the induction period described in the chapter include their:
•

Stated belief that they need to search out others who belong to the literacy
Discourse community—others who speak the same literacy language—and so
they were observed using the language of literacy in their lessons with students
and overtly explaining to students that the goal was to gain content area literacy
by reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing and representing content ideas
and concepts;
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•

Demonstration of the varied inclusion of the principles of the construct of literacy
in their practice—seven had multiple literacy transactions during lessons, while
one had few, and one was unable to implement literacy instruction.
Chapter Six: Quality of the Literacy Enactment
In chapter six, the last of the data chapters, the Quality of the Literacy Enactment

dimension is described. The participants’ and my reflections of their literacy practice
from the literacy course through their student teaching and/or induction period
experiences are reported.
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CHAPTER SIX
A DIMENSION OF METACOGNITION:
QUALITY OF THE LITERACY ENACTMENT
I have noticed that when you’re out of school you start to do stuff the way
everybody else around is doing it. I mean you’ve seen this a million times. And I
get stuck doing this and I end up with all the same problems the other teachers
end up with and I’m totally aggravated and it’s not how I learned in school how
to do it! Argh! I do; I forget. And then I sit there wondering why everything is
not turning out the way I want it to turn out and when I actually get the chance
to reflect on it, then I go, “Well, duh!” (CALplanning-LISp2lines60-66)
Lisa, a participant in her first year teaching music described her struggle to readily
call upon literacy practices in her teaching, and her frustration with being immersed in a
school where traditional teaching methods were the norm. She seemed to say that the
traditional model she witnessed, and at times was caught up in, inhibited literacy thinking
from becoming part of her. She stated that with reflection, her confusion about ineffective
and problematic classroom situations could become clear.
This chapter focuses on the quality of the literacy enactment dimension of teacher
literacy identity where participants metacognitively considered their literacy practice and
their literacy practice decisions. Chapter four described the construct of literacy
dimension where participants came to understand and believe in the complexities of
literacy as involving a person’s ability to read, write, speak, think, visualize, and
represent the language of a content, or Discourse (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Gee, 1987,
2008; Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996). Chapter five illustrated the construct of literacy in
practice dimension where participants designed classroom spaces along with teaching
and learning opportunities so that the complexities of literacy could come to life with and
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for student engagement. Chapter six presents data that demonstrates the participants’
metacognitive (monitoring and regulating) contemplations that illustrate the quality of
literacy enactments dimension after the construct of literacy came to life in practice.
These three dimensions emerged from the data analysis and come together to describe the
phenomenon of teacher literacy identity.
The participants’ written reflections and their reflective comments, as well as their
enactments of literacy practice revealed the quality of the literacy enactment dimension
and attended to the main research question of this study: How do developing teachers
“author” their literacy identity through a content area literacy course, student teaching,
and/or the induction period by representing (writing and speaking about) and enacting
(doing) reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and representing actions? In the
particular dimension of the quality of the literacy enactment, the “representing” aspect of
the participants’ “authoring” is couched in their self-monitoring and self-regulation of
their literacy instruction and decisions. The “doing” aspect of “authoring” is illuminated
by my reflections as a researcher on the quality of their literacy enactments.
This chapter specifically addresses the third sub-question: What transformational
paths in their literacy identities do beginning teachers traverse as they represent and enact
(“author”) literacy instructional decisions in teaching and learning spaces? The
participants’ statements demonstrate that they were monitoring and regulating the quality
of their literacy instructional decisions, and the quality of the enactments that they
facilitated after making literacy practice decisions. Their ideas illustrate the quality of the
literacy enactment dimension. The participants’ metacognitive responses about the
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quality of their literacy practice, and regarding their instructional decisions about literacy
practice during the course, and later in other teaching spaces, emerged as a significant
aspect of the transformational paths they took toward teacher literacy identity.
Examples of the participants’ “representing” and “doing” the quality of the
literacy enactment dimension are described according to the categories that emerged from
the data analysis: identity, learning communities, personal agency, design of practice,
literacy theories, and sources of dissonance. The participants’ wrote and spoke about the
quality of literacy enactments, which displayed the major categories of teacher literacy
identity. My reflective comments as the researcher reveal the quality of their “doing” of
the categories of teacher literacy identity.
This chapter is organized in several sections. The first section provides a brief
description of the quality of the literacy enactment dimension. The second section is
devoted to examples that describe the quality of the literacy enactment taken from the
participants’ written reflections when they were students in the university literacy course,
and from my observations of their literacy lessons during the course. The third section
provides examples that describe the dimension when the participants reflected on the
quality of their literacy enactments in student teaching and/or the induction period, and
my observations of their literacy lessons in their teaching spaces. Five of the major
categories that emerged in the analysis (identity, learning communities, design of
practice, literacy theories, and sources of dissonance) are used to organize and present the
participants’ ideas within the settings of the preservice class, student teaching and/or
beginning teaching. The major category of Personal Agency did not emerge in the
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participants’ metacognitive explanations that describe the dimension, nor did it emerge in
their enactments so as to provide an observable example of personal agency for my
reflection. The chapter ends with a summary.
Quality of the Literacy Enactment
The quality of the literacy enactment dimension is the metacognitive facet of
teacher literacy identity. In this dimension the participant self-monitored and selfregulated the quality of the construct of literacy in action, or the enactment. As Flavell,
Miller, and Miller (2002) explain, “Self-monitoring involves knowing where you are with
respect to your goal of understanding and remembering. Self-regulating includes
planning, directing, and evaluating your activities” (p. 263). The participants
metacognitively considered the complexities of literacy in their lesson design and
practice, the strengths of the principles of literacy (or their instructional design), and any
areas of their literacy practice that they believed were in need of refinement. Participants
evaluated their own literacy practice decisions and the literacy practice they put into
action while they were students in the content area literacy course, and later in their
professional teaching spaces.
The quality of the literacy enactment dimension also includes my reflections as
the researcher on the quality of the literacy enactments. As the instructor of the literacy
course, I provided feedback to each of the participants after they facilitated literacy
enactments as students in my class. During data collection for the study, I reflected on the
quality of the participants’ literacy enactments in their student teaching, or their first or
second year of teaching.
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Literacy Course
The participants’ content area literacy lesson demonstrations, their reflections of
those teaching experiences, and my reflections of their literacy enactments during the
literacy course comprise the data sources that brought the dimension of the quality of the
literacy enactment into view. Five of the six major categories (identity, learning
communities, design of practice, literacy theories, and sources of dissonance) include
“representing,” or participant metacognitive examples. The Design of Practice category
includes both “representing” (participant metacognitive) and “doing” (researcher
reflection) examples. The Personal Agency category is not represented by data examples
from the literacy course. The participants’ monitoring (understanding) and regulating
(evaluating/planning) comments did not articulate their considerations of the quality of
the literacy enactment in terms of their personal agency; nor did their observable actions
demonstrate personal agency (as I have defined that concept).
Identity
This major category is represented by the participants’ metacognitive comments
when they were thinking about themselves as content area literacy teachers. They
monitored (explained their understanding of) and regulated (evaluated) the quality of
their personal literacy instructional decisions once they taught their lessons during the
literacy course thus illustrating who they were as literacy teachers. They took personal
responsibility for the strength of the literacy principles in their lessons, and for the
moments they felt the literacy principles (reading, writing, speaking, thinking,
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visualizing, and representing opportunities) were not actualized, or were in need of some
refinement.
“Representing” Identity. “If it’s quiet I’m doing something wrong” (435CAL
lessondemo/refl-BOBp3line128). Bob shared his belief that if the speaking principle of
literacy was missing, his lessons would be “wrong” and the responsibility for that would
fall to him. His comment illustrates his thinking about “who he is” as a teacher concerned
with literacy instruction. The participants’ metacognitive scrutiny of the quality of their
literacy enactments illustrated their evaluation of the principles of literacy in action
during their lessons, and who they were as developing literacy teachers who consider and
aspire to design literacy instruction for students in their future classrooms.
Participants’ metacognitive considerations of their literacy lessons during the
course illustrated their thinking about the quality of their literacy decisions and provided
insights into who they were becoming as developing literacy teachers. For example,
Juliana noted,
If I was to judge my lesson from a strictly “executional” standpoint, I failed
miserably and maybe should have given (the students) something easier to work
with. I wanted to use something that would push my limits; that I could fail at but
something that I want to try with my kids. (435CALlessondemo/refl-JULpp12lines41-44)
In her assertion, Juliana wanted to push herself personally as a developing literacy
teacher and she took personal responsibility for, what she qualified as, a failed lesson.
However, she described her willingness to fail in the literacy course lesson in order to try
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something she believed was beyond her abilities to implement literacy instruction. A
willingness to attempt tasks that stretch a person’s ability speaks to her identity, and
could illustrate her feeling of safety in the context of the literacy course.
Juliana reflected on the possible reasons for her (self described) failed attempt at
the literacy lesson.
If I had this lesson to do over again, I would first make sure I wasn’t rushing and
give the students more time with the interpretation than I did. I gave them too
little time to figure it out and panicked when I realized my auditory cues were not
going to work. This in turn made me lose focus and forget to give them extra time
to work with the (content) I was supposed to have assigned to them.
(435CALlessondemo/refl-JULp1lines32-37)
In this example, Juliana reflected on the limited time she provided for students to think
about the content of the lesson, and that she panicked when she felt that the prompts she
was providing students to think about the content were not working. Her self-regulation
(evaluating/planning) of the quality of her literacy enactment illustrates her emotional
response and beliefs about her abilities to facilitate the literacy lesson, and her need to
refine her facilitation of the thinking principle of literacy for future lessons.
Baylee described how she viewed herself as a developing literacy teacher when
she said,
I found myself taking mental notes during the lesson on things I would like to do
differently in the future for this lesson. I never would have imagined I would
think in those terms during a lesson, and found myself quite surprised. However, I
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realize that looking back at this particular teaching demonstration is just the
beginning of my quest on my reflection on it. (435CALlessondemo/reflBAYp9lines368-373)
In her example, Baylee noted that she never believed herself to be the kind of teacher
who would be able to modify her lesson plan and evaluate her practice while teaching a
lesson. Possibly this was a part of her identity that she recognized by monitoring and
regulating the quality of her literacy enactment. Her recognition of the metacognitive
practice as occurring during instruction demonstrates a control of her teacher actions and
of the literacy principles. Teachers who can juggle the teaching of content and monitor
and regulate their practice at the same time illustrate a certain confidence and control.
Learning Communities
Baylee reported feeling supported by the learning community in the literacy
course and how that social network assisted her understanding of the quality of her
literacy instruction. She was the only participant to make statements that illustrated this
category.
“Representing” Learning Communities. Baylee reflected on how her membership
in the learning community of the literacy course supported her developing confidence as
a literacy teacher. She stated,
I really liked being able to use this lesson on my peers (in the literacy course) so I
could get constructive feedback in order to revise it to make it better for my future
students. It made me feel like I will now be more efficient in presenting the
lesson. Also, I think it helps seeing that students do become engaged and excited
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about the content I am presenting. (435CALlessondemo/refl-BAYp9lines379383)
It seemed that Baylee felt more able to facilitate literacy instruction because of her
experience teaching the literacy lesson to, and receiving feedback from, her fellow
students in the literacy course. (See the detailed explanations of peer and instructor “Best
Wishes” feedback for the literacy lessons as described in chapter 3.) Baylee stated that
the feedback helped her to revise the lesson for future use in a classroom with students,
and that witnessing the engagement of students during the lesson influenced her
developing beliefs about literacy instruction. Baylee’s comments indicate how she
monitored (understood her movement toward a goal) and was able to regulate (evaluate)
the quality of her literacy enactment with the help of her learning community.
Literacy Theories
Dakota explored her personal theory for why she was able to monitor and regulate
the quality of her literacy enactments. She was the only participant to make comments
that signified this category.
“Representing” Literacy Theories. Without naming reader response theory,
Dakota seemed to describe the creation of her “poem” (Rosenblatt, 1978) that grew out of
a transaction between her metacognitive thinking and her content area literacy lesson
demonstration. “Without reflecting on my (CAL lesson demonstration) I would not have
documented the changes I wanted to make and I would have probably forgotten what I
liked and didn’t like about the lesson plan” (CALlessondemo/refl-DAKp2lines46-48).
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She appears to give credit to the monitoring and regulating practice as the means for her
ability to evaluate the quality of her literacy enactment.
Design of Practice
Participants made metacognitive statements about the quality of how they
designed and enacted their literacy instruction. They shared their understandings about
considering text choice, careful planning, engaging students in thinking, and
modifications for future literacy instruction for the quality of their literacy enactments in
the university literacy course.
“Representing” Design of Practice. Christy and Lisa recognized the strength of
the texts they chose to utilize in their literacy lessons in the university course. For
example, Christy noted, “One strength of my (history) lesson was the text itself. The
music really seemed to capture the interest of the class and get them conversing about the
time period and the circumstances surrounding the text” (435CALlessondemo/reflCHRp5lines205-207). Lisa’s choice of text (for her music lesson) was also music. She
stated, “The music kept all of the class members engaged and interested. This was one of
my goals in choosing the music” (435CALlessondemo/refl-LISp7lines284-285). Both
participants’ comments placed value on their choice of text and they appeared to
recognize that the quality of their enactment was directly related to their choices. Lisa
went even further and asserted that she had a regulating (planning) goal in mind as she
chose text (music) samples for her lesson.
Dakota metacognitively responded about the quality of her literacy lesson
planning. She said she was able to visualize the lesson and even recognize a possible
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problem because of her planning decisions. “My lesson plan was extremely detailed and I
knew where I wanted to go and how long I had to get there. The student action/teacher
action form allowed me to preview the class period in my head and predict any potential
problems” (435CAL lessondemo/refl-DAKp2lines71-74). She further asserted,
I was able to recognize, after I completed the teacher action/student action form,
that time might be an issue. I was worried I would not be able to write down the
ideas from each group about war and revolution on the board. Using this form
made me realize that I needed to create a back-up plan. (435CALlessondemo/reflDAKpp3-4lines84-87)
Dakota’s example illustrates how she monitored and regulated the planning of her
literacy enactment, and how the quality of the enactment was supported by her ability to
visualize her design of teacher and student actions during the lesson.
Rocco also recognized the quality of his enactment in the literacy course when he
monitored and regulated his facilitation of the thinking principle of literacy. “I think the
depth of questioning I had students do was good and brought students to higher order
thinking” (435CALlessondemo/refl-ROCp10lines422-423). His comment seems to
indicate that he understood the need to provide students with challenging ideas to
evaluate and analyze, leading to higher order thinking, and he evaluated his
implementation of those thinking opportunities as successful. This thinking represents the
quality of the literacy dimension.
Lisa reported her understanding of an area of her literacy enactment that was in
need of refinement after she monitored and regulated the quality. She said,
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If I had the lesson to do again (of if I did it with a high school class) I would have
the students all individually pick their favorite song and answer the questions that
I asked about each song at home while listening to it. This way the students would
have a chance to get “warmed up” on the ideas we would be talking about in
class, and if they felt the need to do further research on the ideas to better
understand them, they could do so. (435CALlessondemo/refl-LISp7lines298-303)
Lisa seemed to recognize that her literacy lesson demonstration did not provide the
students (her classmates in the literacy course) an opportunity to feel connected to the
meaning making process she facilitated during her lesson. If they would have had time to
work in the framework of the lesson, answer the questions she provided during the
lesson, beforehand, then, she felt, students would have been more successful transacting
with the questions during the lesson with music she provided. It appeared that she was
monitoring and regulating the quality of her literacy enactment in order to prepare for
future literacy instruction.
“Doing” Design of Practice. Participants demonstrated their ability to design and
facilitate literacy instruction when they taught their lesson demonstrations in the literacy
course. I provided feedback on the quality of their literacy enactments.
On Dakota’s “Best Wishes” feedback form, the form I used in the literacy course
to record my evaluation of their literacy instruction, I noted, “There was high interest and
sustained engagement throughout this lesson from all students. One student was heard
saying, ‘I’ve heard this song many times but it was more powerful because I could see
the lyrics’” (435CALlessonRschrFdbk-DAKp2lines48-51). In her lesson, Dakota
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demonstrated her understanding of the need to include several principles of the construct
of literacy that I recorded in my reflection on the quality of her enactment. She utilized
music in her lesson, demonstrating her thinking about and belief in the use of content area
texts in multiple forms that could support the construction of content knowledge and be
interesting to students. And her inclusion of the song lyrics in printed form supported at
least one student who seemed most appreciative of that addition to her lesson, based on
the remark he made.
Participants also demonstrated areas in need of refinement based on the comments
I documented on their lesson demonstration feedback and lesson planning forms.
Participants struggled to include students in discussions of the content they were
constructing. For example, on Juliana’s feedback I noted, “The whole class discussion
needs to be more explicitly guided and constructed. That is the time when the content
area language could begin to ‘gel’ for students. The time to be meticulous is during whole
class discussion” (435CALlessonRschrFdbk-JULp1lines16-19).
A particular struggle with whole class discussion was the participants’ acceptance
of ideas from students who volunteered. I noted on Bella’s feedback form, “Be sure all
students participate in the answering of your guiding questions. You might have them
each record their answers before calling on volunteers” (435CALlessonRschrFdbkBELp3lines105-107). What actually occurred during Bella’s lesson was she would ask a
probing question based on the content students were engaged in and then immediately
call on those students who raised their hands quickly. This was a common occurrence
during the literacy lessons. I guided participants to think about what all the other, non-
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volunteers were doing while those few volunteers were quickly responding to the teacher
prompts, trying to help them recognize that the non-volunteers would quickly figure out
that they did not need to participate in class discussions because those volunteers would
take care of answering. I suggested that participants have each student individually write
about her or his thinking about each prompt on their paper and then call on volunteers
and non-volunteers during class discussions. This way, all students would have ideas to
share, and engaged participation by all students would become the norm.
The same type of situation arose when participants facilitated discussion
strategies. For example, when Lisa guided students in the literacy course to participate in
the “say something” discussion strategy (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) she provided
directions for their transaction on a powerpoint slide and then told students to discuss in
that format. In my feedback of her lesson I noted,
The class needed to be explicitly returned/guided to the “say something” side of
the dialectic journal. Many/most pairings were having fun (listening to the music
for the lesson) but not engaging specifically with the content based on the guiding
prompts you listed on your PowerPoint slide. (435CALlessonRschrFdbkLISp3lines121-124)
My purpose for noting the quality of the speaking principle of literacy in their lessons
was to attempt to help them understand that assuming students are engaging in
conversations that focus on the construction of content knowledge would be a mistake.
Guiding that transaction and supporting students during their conversations when
constructing content knowledge was the goal for literacy development.
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Other areas noted on the feedback and lesson planning forms for participants to
contemplate included: walking around the room as students were transacting with content
individually and in small groups or pairings rather than standing at the front of the room
during the lesson; providing written directions on either the lesson handouts,
comprehension strategy, or a powerpoint slide, rather than only giving oral directions that
not all students will be able to hear and/or understand; and making sure that if students do
complete a portion of the lesson at home before coming to class in anticipation of using
that homework during the lesson, to actually utilize their work in the lesson or explain
why those ideas will not be utilized, and when they might be in the future. For example,
on Dakota’s lesson feedback form I noted,
You provided students with a KWL the class meeting before your literacy lesson
and directed us to note words that came to our minds when we hear the concepts
of “war” and “revolution.” We brought our listed words to class but we never
utilized those ideas in the lesson. (435CALlessonRschrFdbk-DAKp1lines24-32)
My goal for providing feedback on the quality of their literacy enactments was to model
the analytical and reflective process a teacher could undergo when looking back at their
instruction.
Sources of Dissonance
Bob and Bella reported their struggles with literacy instruction that seem to
illustrate conflicts that affected the quality of their literacy enactments. They were the
only two participants who shared ideas that exemplified conflict in connection with the
quality of the literacy enactment dimension.
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“Representing” Sources of Dissonance. Both Bob and Bella noted concerns about
the amount of content they felt they needed to incorporate into their literacy lessons. For
example, Bella stated, “The most difficult part of planning was trying to not put too much
in the lesson” (435CALlessondemo/refl-BELp6lines245-246). And Bob said, “I felt I was
trying to teach my (literacy) class everything they needed to know about fractions and
polynomials before jumping into simplifying abstract, rational, and algebraic
expressions” (435CALlessondemo/refl-BOBp4lines141-145). It appeared that Bob and
Bella were struggling with how much content to include, as that decision would directly
reflect on the quality of the literacy enactment. They had a valid point as this is a
common concern for not only developing teachers, but for teachers who have years of
experience. It was insightful of them to monitor and regulate this concern in their
preservice semesters.
Once students moved into their teaching spaces after the literacy course, they
shared many other examples of metacognitive responses that demonstrated the quality of
the literacy enactment dimension.
Student Teaching and/or Induction Period
The interviews, lesson planning sessions, and my observations of participants as
they enacted their literacy lessons provide examples of their metacognitive responses that
illustrate the quality of their literacy enactments. As in the previous section, five of the
six major categories (identity, learning communities, design of practice, literacy theories,
and sources of dissonance) include “representing,” or participant metacognitive
examples. The Design of Practice category includes both “representing” (participant
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metacognitive) and “doing” (researcher reflection) examples. The Personal Agency
category is not represented by data examples from the participants’ student teaching
and/or induction period experiences. The participants’ self-monitoring and/or selfregulating comments did not articulate their considerations of the quality of the literacy
enactment in terms of their personal agency; nor did their observable actions demonstrate
personal agency. And as with the literacy course section, not every participant reported
metacognitive responses that would illustrate each of the major categories. The
participants who did share insights that represent each major category are named in each
category explanation.
Identity
Roxanne, Christy, and Bob shared metacognitive responses that spoke to who
they believed themselves to be as literacy teachers who were concerned with the quality
of their literacy enactments.
“Representing” Identity. During an interview, Roxanne shared a fear she
recognized when she was a student in the literacy course, but did not articulate until the
interviews of data collection. “I was just really scared (in the literacy course). I hadn’t
even been in the classroom and I needed to know more of what it would look like, and
where and when it would be a good idea” (Inter2-ROXp7lines309-311). She said that she
debated with herself about how the content would fit into certain lessons, and what
literacy instructional decisions she should make. “And if it doesn’t work out well, to
actually look back and say what didn’t work out and admit that it didn’t work” (Inter2ROXp8lines321-322). Roxanne’s comments demonstrate an internal struggle she was
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having about the amount of content to use in lessons, along with other literacy
instructional decisions, but her words also illustrate the type of thinker she was. Her
acceptance of admitting when lessons were less than effective, and her conscious
decision to actively monitor and regulate her literacy decisions speak directly to her
identity as a literacy teacher and her concern for the quality of her literacy enactments.
Christy was even more specific when she described the type of literacy teacher
she wanted to be and how the quality of her literacy instructional decisions directly
related to her transforming identity as a literacy teacher. She shared,
So there was this day I found myself sobbing in the hallway with a cell phone to
my ear after going to the principal and finding out that my (multimodal literacy)
project had made one of my special education students catatonic that week. What
that taught me was it’s not that the task was too hard; it’s just that I didn’t give
enough tools to do it. I didn’t give enough time and I just expected them to
muddle through it, which was my fault. (Inter2-CHRp3lines108-115)
She continued,
I feel like I’m a crappy teacher because of my lack of experience but I know the
only way to get better is to have experience; you just want to hop over the bridge,
you don’t want to actually take the long, grueling journey and with the mud and
the whips beating you down. (Inter2-CHRp3lines124-127)
Christy commented even further,
And the temptation to throw (the literacy project) out wasn’t as strong as I
thought. I was more determined to make it work because I had invested so much
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time and energy and I had been promising the kids and then if I had turned around
and told the kids to get the textbooks out what would that be? Worth nothing.
(Inter2-CHRp4lines138-141)
She contemplated a possible reason for her experience with students and her multimodal
literacy project, “I should have paid more attention to the fear in (the students’) eyes and
been less skeptical” (Inter2-CHRp4line12). Christy documented significant experiences
on her transformational path by sharing her metacognitive responses to the quality of her
literacy enactment. Her examples demonstrate the importance she placed on experiencing
the long and grueling journey of literacy identity development and her determination to
have that experience even in the face of difficult moments where she questioned her
instructional decisions.
Christy’s self-monitoring and self-regulating of her literacy enactment illustrate
her concern for the quality of the literacy enactments she designed and implemented, and
how her identity and belief in her abilities to do that as a literacy teacher guided her
instructional decisions. Christy recognized that her still developing literacy identity, the
bumps on the path, was appropriate and meaningful. She did not believe that she would
automatically change into a masterful literacy teacher. “I have these ‘ah-ha’ moments,
where things are just cool, and then something radically blows up in my face and I don’t
think that’s bad. That keeps me human” (Inter3-CHRp1lines41-44). Christy demonstrated
her identity by making these statements. Not all participants, or developing teachers, are
willing to accept the struggles along with the successes on their path to transformed
teacher literacy identities. In Christy’s situation, she was not just consciously working to
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grow as a teacher; she was invested in her own development as a literacy teacher and she
articulated that specific goal for her identity. It is the kind of teacher she wanted to be
based on her concern about the quality of her literacy enactments and her willingness to
monitor and regulate those practices.
Bob discussed his identity as being different from his colleagues when he stated,
I might have a different perspective than other teachers. It’s only been a year
since I took (education) classes at the university and (the other teachers) might be
jaded; they’ve been teaching forever. They like what’s easy and they like multiple
choice tests rather than a test you have to grade and look at your students’
thinking. But I’m not going to let their experiences and their stories determine
what I do with my students. (Inter2-BOBp3lines122-128)
Bob gave his fellow teacher’s the benefit of the doubt when he metacognitively
responded to their practice and decisions to take the “easy way” out when assessing their
students. He demonstrated his identity when he said that he would not allow their stories
to influence his decisions to facilitate high quality literacy enactments where he looked
closely at his students’ thinking.
An argument could be made that his words sound much like his personal agency,
or his confidence in his decisions to enact literacy instruction. That assertion would not
be completely inaccurate. The aspects of his comments, however, that better articulate the
identity category was when he said that he had a “different perspective” from the other
teachers, and how he would hold true to what he believed as best for students in his
classroom. These words describe the kind of person he was when he stated them, his
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“me-ness,” as a developing literacy teacher and his concern with the quality of his
literacy enactments.
Learning Communities
Bob was the only participant who made a comment that described the learning
communities category of the quality of the literacy enactment dimension.
“Representing” Learning Communities. Bob created a multimodal literacy project
that was specific to his math content. He said he wanted students in his math classes to
develop a respect for the content area and he wanted them to develop respect for each
other in the learning community of the classroom. During an interview he shared his
surprise about how his colleagues reacted to his project and the fact that he was going to
take more than an abbreviated amount of time getting to know his students at the
beginning of the school year.
You should have seen the reaction from some people I work with when I said
we’re going to spend three days getting to know each other. There was a point
where they were saying, “Well, we need to give this pre-test, Bob” and I went
home and I said I’ll give this pre-test and cut (the project presentations) back to
one day. And then I said, “No! This is more important than a pre-test!” The three
days of community building helped when I later asked (the students) to struggle
and construct their own discoveries. (Inter2-BOBp5lines208-221)
Bob seemed to recognize the quality of the literacy enactment as it emerged to support
students in their learning community when he engaged them in difficult learning
situations.
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Literacy Theories
Only Lisa made a comment that described the literacy theories category of teacher
literacy identity and referred to the quality of the literacy enactments.
“Representing” Literacy Theories. Lisa situated her belief about literacy
development in sociocultural theory and the constructivist paradigm. She argued that
once a person has a certain knowledge base, she cannot return to thinking that does not
involve those understandings. She stated,
Once you have the knowledge you can’t go backwards. It’s like when I would
plan lessons (in student teaching), they all ended up that way. Every time. I could
sit there and I’m picturing the kids in my head, and I’m picturing them engaged
and disengaged, and the only way I could get them engaged was by doing it in a
social constructivist way. There’s just no other way. You can’t ignore the
knowledge. (Inter1-LISp5lines220-225)
Lisa’s statement about seeing her students engaged and disengaged illustrated her
concern about the quality of her literacy enactments as she was planning. She pointedly
remarked that only by visualizing engagement in social and constructivist activities could
students in her classroom transact and become engaged in content. Her literacy theory
does not articulate theoretical principles in vague ways; rather, she names her theoretical
stance as part of her pursuit of quality literacy enactments.
Design of Practice
Participants reported that their experiences in professional teaching spaces
prompted careful consideration when designing quality literacy enactments. Their day-to-
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day teaching responsibilities with actual students raised the issue of quality to conscious
levels. Participants spoke about and enacted literacy instruction that provided examples
illustrative of the quality of the literacy enactment dimension.
“Representing” Design of Practice. “I need to take baby steps because the
literacy instruction is so radically different from what (the students) are used to in social
studies” (Inter2-CHRp1line15). Christy commented that when she designed literacy
instruction to involve students in her middle school social studies classroom, she needed
to take them carefully and thoughtfully through the principles of literacy in action. Her
vigilant consideration of lesson design and the assertion that literacy instruction was
something “radically different” for students highlight Christy’s concern about the quality
of her enactments. Based on what she reported as happening with her multimodal literacy
project (see the identity category in this section of the chapter) her newfound
understanding for designing literacy instruction by taking “baby steps” seems to illustrate
her watchful eye on the quality of that instruction.
Dakota reported being able to “feel” when a principle of literacy was absent from
her instruction. “I knew from my first lesson today that there was that missing thing; I
could recognize it, but I couldn’t figure in that split second what I needed to do to redirect
that” (Inter2-DAKp1lines15-17). It was interesting to hear Dakota make this observation;
she was the first participant to share her ability to sense when her practice was missing
the mark in terms of literacy principles. Her awareness demonstrated the quality of
literacy enactment dimension in a way that seems to describe that facet as part of her.
This is a significant marker on her transformational path toward teacher literacy identity.
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It signifies that literacy principles in action are so much in her mind and part of her
decision making process that she can sense when the pieces of the puzzle are not coming
together tightly.
Interestingly enough, Juliana made a similar assertion during her third interview
about having the ability to sense when her literacy enactment is missing something.
I can feel when I’ve been talking too long and (the students) need to throw in their
ideas. And I’m really reflecting on that constantly. I’m working toward more
literacy everyday. It’s painful in the fact that I can recognize that something didn’t
work, but some ideas I do on the fly and then I can see they didn’t work. (Inter3JULp3lines94-97)
Juliana also noted that her students played a role helping her consider the quality of her
literacy enactments. “The kids will stop me now which is good! That means they’re in the
process of monitoring” (Inter3-JULp3lines97-98). Juliana’s experience sensing when she
monopolized the classroom with her voice, inhibiting the students in her classroom from
utilizing their voices in the construction of knowledge demonstrates not only a concern
for the quality of her literacy enactments, but, like Dakota, a significant transformation in
her teacher literacy identity. These two participants remained plugged in to the principles
of literacy when they planned lessons and when they enacted to the point of recognizing
gaps in their instruction as it unfolded. This development is crucial as it exemplifies
literacy instruction as part of Dakota and Juliana.
Baylee shared a planning moment that could be seen as a developmental step just
slightly behind Juliana and Dakota. She said,
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Even after I had (planned a lesson) and walked through it, I realized the structure
of it was hideous and hard for me to even do, and I thought, “Why did I even do
this?” So ever since then I’ve been looking through Buehl to find stuff. It was so
ugly! (CALplanning-BAYp3lines132-135)
She continued, “I even got lost when I tried to complete (the engagement) and looked
back at it, so I knew” (CALplanning-BAYp4lines155-156). It seems clear that Baylee not
only invested a considerable amount of time when designing literacy instruction, but she
also walked through her lessons and consciously monitored and regulated the quality of
her enactments.
Bella, like Baylee, recognized some problem areas in her design of literacy
practice. She had conceived a chemistry binder engagement for student in her classroom
calling it her “big literacy move” (Inter2-BELp1line45). She shared that after the first
binder check (turn in) of the semester, she saw that the students were just randomly
placing papers in their binders demonstrating very little critical thought as to why they
organized certain lab reports in one section and other notes and engagements in other
sections. Bella reported that she had not provided much guidance for the students’
organization and did not know why they made the decisions they did when constructing
those binders. “Students are not reflecting on their decision making with the binder. I
didn’t plan it in time for this binder check but I would like to have them reflect on that
because, duh! That makes all the sense in the world” (Inter2-BELp3lines131-132). Bella
also shared that she had not considered what the students would ultimately do with the
chemistry binders. “And I hadn’t thought about what they’ll do with the binder at the end
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of class” (Inter2-BELp4line140). Based on her comments, it appeared that Bella wanted
to have a major literacy engagement to help students organize their chemistry papers and
assignments, but she was not able to recognize while planning the engagement how to
work that relevancy into her design. Only after students were not fairing well with the
engagement did she begin to realize the gaps, illustrating the quality of her literacy
enactment.
During the third interview I asked Bella about her literacy instruction planning
process. She explained that she did not do much formal lesson planning in her preservice
experience because neither her cooperating teacher, nor her education professors required
she do it. “I told you that I didn’t do much formal lesson planning (during student
teaching). I did a lot in my head and by the seat of my pants” (Inter3-BELp3lines129130). She continued, saying,
When I first got into this teaching gig I needed to be extremely prepared or I’ll
bomb which is a frightening experience for me, so I was nervous about that when
getting into teaching. Making it real and making it worth (the students’) time I
think takes more planning and time on my part. My co-op teacher didn’t do that
so that’s where I learned that. (Inter3-BELpp3-4lines134-139)
Bella admitted that she “didn’t use the lesson planning form from (the literacy course)
and I was just pulling my hair out!” (Inter3-BELp4line144). She said she wished she had
been held accountable for her lesson planning during student teaching. She believed that
accountability would have made a difference for her developing understandings of
literacy lesson design, but she also recognized that literacy instruction required more of a
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time investment from her. Bella could see that the quality of her literacy enactments was
problematic, and she could see what needed to be done to reconcile the quality issues.
The instruction she put into action during her literacy enactments illustrated her
continued struggle with designing quality literacy practice.
“Doing” Design of Practice. During the data collection of the study I observed
each of the nine participants in their individual spaces enacting literacy instruction.
Before each observation I sat down with each participant and documented their planning
of a literacy engagement. When I observed Roxanne, Juliana, Dakota, Lisa, Christy, and
Baylee, the principles of literacy came bursting alive in their enactments (see the Student
Teaching/Induction period section of chapter five for details of their engagements).
Students in their classrooms were writing, speaking, constructing content ideas as a
learning community, and recording their thinking in multiple ways throughout those
lessons. Bob’s lesson also demonstrated several opportunities for students to engage in
literacy activities. Rocco and Bella, however, struggled to bring the principles of literacy
to life in their lessons. Rocco’s lesson was detailed in the previous chapter so it will not
be revisited specifically here.
Bella’s observation lesson was difficult. She was teaching a high school chemistry
lesson and had 35 students in her classroom. When I arrived to her classroom, just 10
minutes before her class start time, Bella was preparing some PowerPoint slides for the
day’s lesson. After the bell rang for the previous class dismissal, signaling passing period,
students began to come in the classroom. A female student approached Bella and
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complained that someone was in her seat. Her rude attitude toward Bella was apparent.
Bella directed the student to find another seat for the day as the bell to begin class rang.
Many students were sitting in seats when the bell rang, but more than ten students
were wandering around the room having social conversations. Bella was still at her desk,
organizing papers and locating previously completed assignments for two boys. She
reminded students to look at the PowerPoint slide and begin the bellwork listed there
about 10 minutes after the initial bell. A handful of students (approximately 12) began the
work. The rest of the students were still engaged in social conversations around the room
(CALobserv-BELpp1-3lines5-35). A male student, who was absent the class before,
approached Bella while she was at her desk and asked what he had missed. She directed
him to ask another student for that information, which he did. The other male student
replied to his question, “Oh Dude. We didn’t do shit!” (CALobserv-BELp3lines103-105).
The audio device clipped to Bella’s shirt lapel recorded the student’s use of profanity, but
she did not respond to his language. She turned to the boy who had been absent and
requested that he begin working on the bellwork prompt. He replied, “If I wasn’t here,
how could I answer it? I don’t know what you guys did in class” (CALobserv-BELp3
lines103-105).
At this point in the class period, Bella directed the students to take out their
completed pre-lab organizers, their chemistry story prewriting, and their (lab) observation
notes. A variety of students began calling out, saying they did not have the assignments
she requested, asking her to repeat the assignments again because they did not hear her
(one girl requested that Bella repeat the list of assignments three times), and another girl
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held up a paper and asked if that was one of the assignments Bella had just listed. The
directions to take out the assignments were oral; Bella did not list the assignments on the
board or have them posted on a PowerPoint slide. At one point, after students had
approximately three minutes to search for the assignments, another girl told Bella that she
did not have one of the assignments and that Bella had not returned them to the students.
Bella replied, “Maybe I haven’t given them back to you guys. Who else didn’t get theirs
back?” (CALobserv-BELp4line149). About 15 students responded to Bella by either
raising their hands or calling out that they did not have the assignment. The other students
were up around the room still in social conversation. This was 30 minutes into the class
period.
The rest of the class continued much as described above. A handful of students
participated in the day’s lesson, noting ideas on the comprehension strategy Bella
supplied to guide the engagement. Most students, however, continued to socialize and
were not held accountable for their behavior. At one point in the lesson Bella tried to
have the students explain the procedure for giving attention, but once the steps in the
procedure were named, the same groups of students returned to their socializing
(CALobserv-BELp4lines164-168).
During the remainder of the class, Bella continued to call on only those few
students, approximately six, who would raise their hands or yell out ideas in response to
her prompts. One male student yelled out on two different occasions, “Miss, I’m talking
to you! What the hell? I’m talking to you and what do you want me to put on this thing? I
don’t know what the hell you want on my paper” (CALobserv-BELp5lines196-197).
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Another student was heard saying, “This is ridiculous! Are you kidding me?”
(CALobserv-BELp7line301). These comments were directed right at Bella but she did
not respond to either student in any way.
Bella’s lesson demonstrates her struggle with literacy instruction and illustrates
the quality of the literacy enactment dimension. Very few students were engaged in the
content and Bella just continued through the lesson as if there was nothing she could do
with the students who continually ignored the learning opportunity. The comments Bella
made, those that have been documented in this and the previous two chapters,
materialized in her literacy enactment. Her concern about returning to a more traditional,
lecture method of instruction made sense as her struggle to enact the principles of
literacy, and to encourage students to buy in to the principles, was apparent.
Sources of Dissonance
Participants shared instances where they self-regulated not only their own literacy
enactments, but articulated evaluative comments regarding their frustration with the
quality of enactments in their preservice experiences, and what they witnessed other
faculty doing on their own campuses.
“Representing” Sources of Dissonance. Bella reported that students in her class
were outright refusing to participate in the writing aspect of the literacy engagements she
designed.
The kids won’t write and I still don’t know what it is…how to get them…and
some kids will even write in, “I don’t even know why we’re doing this! Why
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can’t we just read the lab and do it?” That came up on Friday. (CALplanningBELp5lines186-189).
The quality of her literacy enactment was directly affected by her students’ rejection of
the engagement itself. Based on what the students were saying, it appeared that the
literacy opportunity was not obviously relevant to them; they did not demonstrate a belief
in the writing principle as necessary for their completion of the chemistry lab and did not
hesitate to vocalize their discontent.
Other participants noted moments that illustrated their reflection on the quality of
their colleague’s enactments; enactments that were not grounded in literacy principles.
They stated that those observations made them think about their own literacy
instructional decisions. For example, Bob said,
I’ve seen other teachers do things, or hear what they say, and I’m thinking, I
would have just taught it a different way. I’m thinking they’re teaching it
backwards. Teach (the students) the easy stuff first so they can be involved in the
conversation and then go into the difficult stuff. (CALplanning-BOBp2lines129134)
Bob seemed to be evaluating both the other teachers’ decisions and his own decisions to
consciously include the students’ voices in his classroom when they constructed content
knowledge. His comments reflect the quality of the literacy enactment dimension as he
monitored and regulated his literacy instruction in comparison to his colleagues.
Baylee, like Bob, drew on her experiences with other teachers to discuss the
quality of enactments. “Literacy instruction is overwhelming, so (other teachers) would
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just rather not; they’d rather teach with the workbook or whatever they’re handed
because that’s just easier to do and less work to think outside the box” (Inter3-BAYp4
lines159-161). She seemed to be saying that because literacy instruction required an
investment on the teacher’s part to design quality literacy enactments that she believed
other teachers would rather take a less difficult path and use the materials that were much
less demanding.
In a continuation of the quote used to open this chapter, Lisa struggled with the
impact other teachers made on her thinking when designing and enacting literacy
instruction she believed to be high quality and inclusive of the principles of literacy. She
remarked,
As I’m hanging out with other teachers I, of course, forget these things and I teach
a lesson that doesn’t go well, and I’m wondering why. Oftentimes I go, because I
wasn’t actually thinking about making (the students) literate in (music). I was just
trying to get the content out there, and of course that’s why they don’t understand
it. (Inter3-LISp1lines30-34)
Part of Lisa’s self-regulating actions were to observe her behavior and the choices she
was making for her literacy instruction and finding what she believed to be influential
instances that inhibited her conscious application of the principles of literacy. Her
comments illustrate the quality of the literacy enactment as they shed light on why she
believed students in her class were not developing music literacy.
Roxanne recalled an experience from her student teaching that described the
quality of the literacy enactment dimension.
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In student teaching the understanding of literacy that I had was not agreeing with
what we were doing in that classroom. I felt that I wasn’t actualizing the things
that I learned. I saw the opposite of what was literacy in my student teaching and I
felt powerless and it was upsetting then. It fueled me into wanting to change
things in my own classroom for my first year of teaching. (Inter3-ROXp1lines4146)
Her comments speak to the quality of the literacy enactments she witnessed her
cooperating teacher implementing, and those experiences rubbed up against her beliefs
about literacy instruction. She said,
I would plan with the (cooperating) teacher. It was basically things you need to
say to a kid to drop information verbally so that they could answer on a worksheet
and fill in a blank…and still not know how to speak Spanish and still not care that
they’re in this class, and still feel nothing when they do the worksheet. Which hurt
a lot. (Inter3-ROXp2lines51-54)
Roxanne’s comments seem to describe a significant step on her transformational
path toward teacher literacy identity. She was not only evaluating the quality of the
engagements in her student teaching experience, she was taking those moments and
drawing on them when considering her own practice. Roxanne reported feeling actual
pain from the worksheet assignments she was, in essence, required to implement, but she
stated that the frustration ignited her desire to design literacy instruction that would
support students and provide positive opportunities for their development.
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Christy reported a different type of discord with her faculty membership. “When I
think about being behind (in the curriculum map) I think about being wrong, being in
trouble, all these very negative things” (Inter2-CHRp3lines96-97). She was sharing that
the other teachers in her building were daily checking on her and making statements
about how she was behind the curriculum map activities. This in turn made Christy
question the literacy instruction she had designed and implemented which illustrated the
quality of the enactment dimension. Here Christy is, believing in her lessons and
instruction, having faith in the quality of the enactments (even if they were not stellar as
previously reported in the identity category of this section and chapter), and her
colleagues were influencing her thinking, adding an aspect of fear to her already intense
situation as a first year teacher.
Bob and Dakota described their conflicts with university experiences. Bob argued,
We’re told to use ‘Ivory Tower’ published ideas, and then when you go use them,
some of those ideas are absolute crap and some are really good—some are great
on paper, but this person has never taught in the real world. They haven’t dealt
with kids who are cutting themselves, or they haven’t dealt with kids that have
abusive parents; kids who have more important things to think about than math.
(Inter1-BOBpp5-6lines226-233)
Bob seemed to be self-monitoring and self-regulating the learning experiences from his
university preparation program as having some influence on the ideas he would consider
when designing his literacy practice. The quality of his literacy enactments seemed to be
affected by the academic ideas he believed to be beneficial.
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Dakota pointedly stated her disagreement with one of her university professors.
“He told us that teachers can’t talk about how they plan because it’s just something they
do. And I don’t agree with that. That’s a problem, to me anyway, if you can’t explain
what you’re doing” (Inter1-DAKp3lines118-119). Dakota was very intense when it came
to planning literacy instruction, and she believed in the planning design she learned to the
point of teaching it to another student teacher she observed even before she, herself, was
in a classroom student teaching (as previously described in her biography in chapter 3). It
appeared that for Dakota, the quality of the literacy enactment came directly from the
teacher’s planning and when she recalled hearing a professor assert that lesson planning
could not be taught she was incensed. The problematic transaction seemed to be clear: if
developing teachers are not taught how to plan literacy enactments in deliberate ways,
then the quality of their instruction could possibly be a continuation of the traditional
methods still holding most classrooms with an iron fist. The salt on the wound for Dakota
was hearing a teacher educator justify his lack of instruction and guidance with the
exclusion of such a pivotal aspect of teaching and learning.
Summary
This chapter revealed the participants’ self-monitoring (their understandings in
relation to a goal) and self-regulating (evaluating and planning) moments on their
transformational paths toward teacher literacy identity during the university content area
literacy course and during student teaching and/or the induction period. These
metacognitive examples illustrated the quality of the literacy enactment dimension where
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a participant wonders about and deliberates (“represents”) the quality of her/his literacy
instructional decisions and enactment of literacy instruction.
The chapter also depicted my reflections of the participants’ literacy enactments
(their “doing”) and the evaluative remarks I documented when they were students in my
sections of the university literacy course and later while they taught in other teaching
spaces during the data collection of this study.
Literacy Course. Examples of the participants’ metacognitive reflections (their
“representing”) on the quality of their literacy enactments during the literacy course
described in the chapter include their:
•

Belief that if the classroom is quiet, they are doing something “wrong” – that the
speaking principle of the construct of literacy must be present, and supported,
consistently;

•

Belief that the amount of time provided for students to accomplish the
construction of content knowledge and meaning making should be a constant area
of reflection on their practice;

•

Recognition of their personal and professional growth in the ability to reflect on
their literacy practice while teaching a lesson;

•

Recognition that receiving constructive (written) feedback from peers and the
instructor, and writing a self reflection on the lesson demonstration contributed to
their developing understandings and confidence;

•

Belief that the inclusion of varied texts—multiple forms of representation and
modalities (i.e. music)—is hugely beneficial for student engagement;
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•

Belief that the lesson “flow” aspect (teacher action/student action) of the lesson
planning form provided in the course was beneficial for visualization of the
content area literacy lesson.
Participants’ “doing” examples, or the ways they demonstrated the quality of their

understandings of and beliefs in the construct of literacy in practice during the literacy
course described in the chapter include their:
•

Inconsistent inclusion and facilitation of the speaking principle of literacy
(individual, partners, whole class discussions);

•

Use of multiple forms of content area texts;

•

Providing written directions and/or models as examples during the lesson
demonstration;

•

Inconsistent monitoring of student engagement around the room during the lesson
demonstration;

•

Inconsistent inclusion of previously completed work (work done outside of class
before lesson) during lesson demonstration.
Student Teaching and/or Induction Period. The chapter also described the

participants’ “representing” and “doing” examples while student teaching and/or during
their induction period. The “representing” examples include participants’ beliefs that:
•

The quality of their literacy enactments depended on their reflection of the tools
and the time they provided students to support literacy development;

•

Reflecting on the quality of their enactments contributed to their continued
determination to utilize content area literacy instruction in their practice;
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•

The struggles and tensions inherent in literacy instruction are necessary for their
own literacy development, as well as the literacy development of students in their
classrooms;

•

Reflecting on the quality of their literacy enactments provided the opportunity to
recognize the fears and concerns of students in their classrooms with the goal to
support students’ transactions with literacy principles.
Participants’ “doing” examples, or the ways they demonstrated the quality of their

understandings of the construct of literacy in practice during student teaching or the
induction period described in the chapter include their:
•

Inconsistent number or reading, writing, speaking, thinking, visualizing, and
representing opportunities during the lesson observation;

•

Variable struggles and successes to engage students in the principles of literacy;

•

Variable struggles and successes to engage students in the transactions with
content texts and/or strategies.
The Concluding Chapter
Chapter Seven, Teacher Literacy Identity: Three Transactional Dimensions,

summarizes the findings, suggests implications for teacher education research and
practice, and provides concluding remarks. In addition, the chapter suggests implications
for future literacy teacher education and research, and argues for careful consideration of
teacher literacy identity—an argument that is supported by the participants in this study.
Roxanne states, “(Literacy identity) is like a worldview…(it) comes in and helps you try
to consciously understand what you do with text, and then what you do afterward and
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how you view yourself” (Inter3-ROXp5lines214-218). She further asserts, “I guess it’s
more of an understanding of why you are doing these things, and why you are teaching
the way you teach” (Inter3-ROXpp5-6lines227-230).
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CHAPTER SEVEN
TEACHER LITERACY IDENTITY: THREE TRANSACTIONAL DIMENSIONS
Literacy identity is about becoming more than you are right now and expecting
that of yourself. It’s evolving. You are a work in progress, and to be literate and
to have that identity is to realize that and not run from it, but to embrace it.
You’ll run first, now that I think of it, but then you’ll hit a wall and come
crawling back, begging for mercy. (Inter3-CHRp4lines172-177)
This dissertation is a report of an investigation of the transformational paths taken
by nine participants as they “authored” (wrote and spoke about, and enacted) their
personal and teacher literacy identity. In the quote above, Christy, a participant in her
first year of teaching social studies to 8th graders, declares that literacy identity is about
challenging, running from, and finally embracing understandings of self as literacy
teacher. Teacher literacy identity does not exclude personal literacy identity; rather,
teacher literacy identity is a self-defined perspective of a teacher identity that is couched
in the language of literacy and exists in and out of a formal classroom space. The
phenomenon encompasses three transactional dimensions: the construct of literacy, the
construct of literacy in practice, and the quality of the literacy enactment. Those
dimensions emerged from and were illustrated by each of the nine participants in varying
configurations during the course of this study.
The purpose of this dissertation is to argue that prospective and developing
teachers must be invited and mentored to become formal and conscious members of the
literacy Discourse community. Full participation in the literacy Discourse community
includes the sentient recognition of that membership as part of their teacher identities.
Participants in this study illustrate their dedicated concern about their own personal and
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professional literacy development, as well as a deep concern about literacy instruction
that purposefully supports the literacy identity development of students in their content
area classrooms. This facet of teacher literacy identity is as crucial as their conscious and
confident membership in the community.
This chapter first restates the research questions, which is followed by a summary
of the methodology. The next sections share conclusions about the findings that offer
possible new perspectives of literacy teacher education, content area literacy instruction,
and adolescent literacy. The findings section is organized around the three transactional
dimensions of teacher literacy identity: the construct of literacy, the construct of literacy
in practice, and the quality of the literacy enactment. Statements of the significance of the
findings for myself as a researcher, for the participants, and for the field of literacy
education, literacy research, literacy teacher education, and professional development are
included within each of the three dimensions of teacher literacy identity sections. In the
next section, implications of the study for literacy teacher education, adolescent literacy,
and professional development are asserted as are theoretical and research implications.
The chapter ends with my reflections on this study as a developing researcher.
Research Questions
The main research question asked: How do developing teachers “author” their
literacy identity through a content area literacy course, student teaching, and/or the
induction period? “Authoring” includes both how teachers represent their literacy
identities in their writing and when speaking, and how teachers do their literacy identity
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when enacting or performing literacy instruction and literacy behaviors in their own
spaces.
Three sub-questions consisted of: (1) What shifts in literacy identity are observed
during a preservice literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction period? (2)
What are the participants’ perceptions of the influence/s of the instructional engagements
(assignments) during the literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction period on
their literacy identities? (3) What transformational paths in their literacy identities do
beginning teachers traverse as they represent and enact literacy instructional decisions in
a classroom?
Methodology
A phenomenological case study was designed to address the research questions.
Nine participants were invited to contribute their first-hand experiences of what they
believed illustrated and defined teacher literacy identity. All nine were former students in
my literacy course, but completed the course in different semesters over a two and a half
year span. Six instructional engagements completed when they were students in the
course were collected from each participant. The analysis of these engagements
comprised a data set. During student teaching and/or during their first or second year of
teaching, three types of data were gathered: the Seidman (1998) three-interview series; a
content area literacy lesson planning session; and an observation of each planned lesson.
The interviews, planning sessions and observations were all digitally recorded and
transcribed. A phenomenological analysis (Merriam, 1998) guided the initial examination
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of the data. Then the data sets were analyzed using the constant comparative method
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Merriam, 1998).
An analysis of the data sets, the literacy course data and the interview/transcribed
data, resulted in the three transactional dimensions of teacher literacy identity, which
were created by labeling major categories that emerged from my analysis of the data:
identity, learning communities, personal agency, literacy theories, design of practice, and
sources of dissonance.
In the following section, the findings are organized around the three transactional
dimensions of teacher literacy identity: the construct of literacy dimension, the construct
of literacy in practice dimension, and the quality of the literacy enactment dimension.
Assertions about the importance of the findings for the field of teacher education, literacy
instruction, adolescent literacy, and for myself as a researcher are embedded in the
discussions.
Findings
Construct of Literacy Dimension
The construct of literacy dimension is defined as a teacher’s conceptual
understanding of and belief in the complexities of literacy as involving a person’s ability
to read, write, speak, think, visualize, and represent the language of a content, or
Discourse (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Gee, 1987, 2008; Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996).
The participants entered the university content area literacy course believing in the
“myth” (Gee, 2008) definition of literacy as being reading and writing, or even more
limiting, reading and writing print-based texts. Gee explains the literacy myth as a
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“traditional view of literacy (as) the ability to read and (sometimes) to write…to be able
to read is to be able to decode writing; to be able to write is to be able to code language
into visual form” (p. 42). But by the end of the course, participants appeared to
understand and believe in an extended definition of literacy and their discussions led to
the naming of this dimension. Bob’s quote that begins chapter four is illustrative of the
transformation: “After the literacy class I had these new ways of looking at
understanding, at meaning, at engagement, and literacy kind of wrapped itself around
those things” (Inter3-BOBp1lines6-8).
This and similar data from the remaining participants leads to the question: What
happened for participants in-between the literacy myth and the belief that literacy can
wrap around meaning, understanding, and engagement? I propose that the answer is that
the class established a learning community and that the instructional engagements
provided spaces to support and model metacognitive thinking about teacher literacy
identity.
The construct of literacy dimension of teacher literacy identity addressed the
research questions: (1) What shifts in literacy identity are observed during a preservice
literacy course, student teaching, and/or the induction period? (2) What are the
participants’ perceptions of the influence/s of the instructional engagements
(assignments) in the literacy course, or experiences in other teaching spaces, on their
literacy identities?
Shifts. Participants entered the course unable to name any strategic behaviors they
personally employed to support comprehension beyond simplistic attempts they learned
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as children. They had no real plan when reading and they believed the literacy myth of
reading as an ability to make sense of print. At the beginning of the literacy course each
participant was asked to metacognitively think about and record her or his decisionmaking and strategic planning when encountering difficult text. As reported in chapter
four, participants initially believed that respecting reading assignments, having a goal to
care about their grades, hoping to make sense and using the dictionary, rereading, and
context clues, strategies they learned in elementary school, could guide them to critical
understanding and powerful comprehension. Only one participant, Juliana, actually
named visualizing and representing ideas in other forms as part of her meaning making
process.
Christy’s quote used to open this chapter depicts the dissonance felt by many
participants when they were students in the literacy course. Both Bob’s and Christy’s
frustrations about the class, the comprehension strategies, and the literacy practices early
on in the course have been specifically documented throughout the data chapters in this
dissertation, as have their transformations. In her quote above, Christy stated that literacy
identity meant that a person must embrace that as part of herself, but she argued that a
person would first run from that responsibility, only to crawl back, begging for mercy
after hitting a wall. Her description encapsulated her own transformational path. She ran
from literacy instruction once she was deeply into the instructional engagements that
were designed to hold her responsible for her own thinking, learning, and reading. She
had to work hard to deconstruct and re-present herself as a reader, thinker, and future
teacher, and she was asked to participate in a learning community (Wenger, 1998) that
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she did not immediately believe in or understand. The new responsibility did not please
her. Based on her quote in this chapter and her words in the previous three chapters,
Christy transformed and eventually understood and believed in literacy and the
complexities of literacy instruction.
Participants’ shifting understanding of and belief in the construct of literacy
included new definitions of literacy. For example, Roxanne stated in chapter five (see the
Literacy Theories category in the Student Teaching/Induction section) that a definition of
literacy should not exist without the inclusion of the concept reflection. “You’re not
becoming literate if you’re not reflecting in that process” (Inter2-ROXp5line204). Dewey
(1938) said that reflection “is the heart of intellectual organization and of the disciplined
mind” (p. 87). A person’s transformed belief from the literacy “myth” definition to the
expanded understanding of literacy is foundational for literacy identity development.
An additional shift was the way participants shared how they perceived the
comprehension and discussion strategies to be influential throughout chapter four. Not
only did participants make statements describing the influences of the strategies, but they
also shared examples of using strategies in other spaces for their personal benefit.
Juliana’s story of using a dialectic journal both in her French classes, and with her son
who was struggling in 7th grade science, are superlative examples.
Juliana, and other participants who shared those examples, demonstrated their
belief in the writing principle of literacy as influential for literacy development. It was as
if they were saying, “I know writing to learn is beneficial and I am going to employ that
principle as often as I can, in as many ways as I can, to support my own and other’s
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literacy development.” These statements are best examples of the shifts participants
described throughout the study. Personal use of strategies, specifically described by the
participants themselves, is a clear argument for literacy identity transformation. Vygotsky
(1978) explained that we utilize tools in our personal lives that we understand and in
which we believe. “The tool’s function is to serve as the conductor of human influence on
the object of activity; it is externally oriented; it must lead to changes” (p. 55, italics in
original). Those choices and thoughts are part of our identities and our self-theories of the
world, and the tools we choose to use are personally important to us and consciously
utilized.
As participants used the strategies in the literacy course and then devised uses for
those strategies later in other teaching spaces, they were harmonizing the principles,
language, and thinking of literacy alongside the content area language, representing a
potent step on their transformational paths. They demonstrated their developing ability to
live in two worlds at once, recognizing the seamlessness between the two worlds. As Lisa
shared in chapter six, literacy and identity transform each other. “Your identity is how
you see yourself, and how you put information out there, so literacy and identity are
practically the same thing because they shape each other so much you can’t take them
apart as two different things” (Inter3-LISp3lines102-108).
Lisa articulated one of the most interesting shifts. She said, “If I don’t understand
the principles and the idea of literacy then I can’t teach someone to be literate. The idea
of literacy is more like mentoring—you’re mentoring someone through their own
thoughts” (Inter3-LISp4lines145-147). A mentor is a guide, an adviser, for thinking. A
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mentor should be a conductor of accountability, and a person who opens lenses on the
world but does not tell the learner what she/he is seeing. Helping new and developing
teachers to recognize who they are as teachers, and providing them authentic experiences
so they can feel the intensity and exhilaration of teaching should be the goals of teacher
education. Taking on the role of mentor, and describing herself in those terms, is much
different than Lisa saying she wants to teach students. This subtle difference illustrates
transmission model instruction versus literacy instruction guided by sociocultural, reader
response, psycholinguistic, and constructivist theoretical principles. Lisa’s self-authoring
included her self-theory of the world and how it could work for her teacher self.
Influences. In the literacy course, the participants reported their perceptions of
multiple influences on their literacy identity development. Christy went so far as to say
that “this class throws most of the unspoken university rules out the window” (435
Metacog-CHRp6lines253-254). That is, she was not accustomed to anyone wanting to
know what she was thinking in a university course. I designed the instructional
engagements to embody opportunities for students to construct knowledge about literacy
and literacy instruction, to utilize their personal experiences and voices to aid in that
process, and to help them visualize themselves as teachers, and visualize their future
classrooms. Anders and Guzzetti (2005) assert that,
(A)s teachers picture their classrooms, their students, and the school and society
in which they work, their beliefs about school and schooling are brought to bear.
Reflecting on beliefs raises to consciousness the picture we have in our minds
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about what a classroom should be like. This is important because the picture we
form is likely to affect the ways we choose to teach. (p. 236)
This declaration encouraged me to aspire for the preservice teachers in the course to see
the literacy principles in practice consistently and for them to reflect on their developing
understandings of those practices.
Basically I designed the engagements, and organized and orchestrated the course
thinking in terms of Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development. The zone “is the
distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem
solving and the level of potential development as determined through problems solving
under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86). The early
instructional engagements were constructed so both the preservice teachers and I could
gain perspective of where they were in terms of literacy thinking at the beginning of the
course – or their actual developmental level. Each subsequent engagement was designed
to help guide them to their potential as content area literacy teachers. I wanted them to be
able to make personal decisions about their personal experience of literacy, and to
explore their personal belief about how to “play” in future literacy instruction.
“Play” is a term used by Vygotsky that could be misconstrued, so let me explain
my usage. “Vygotsky’s notion of play refers to experimental activity designed to create
possibilities and not to the idea that learning should involve (fun or) merriment”
(Smagorinsky, 2009, p. 86). The instructional engagements in the literacy course were
designed to encourage “play” in that multiple possibilities were created for the preservice
teachers to explore who they were as developing content area literacy teachers.
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Structuring each engagement as “playing” in personal experience encouraged a focus on
identity, and in this case, literacy identity.
For example, the Picasso (multimodal) self-portrait was designed for the students
to deconstruct their literacy identities and re-present themselves in ways that stretched
their understandings and preconceived notions about their reading lives and about
literacy. Participants asserted that the self-portrait was significant in their developing
understandings of the construct of literacy and their literacy identities, examples of which
are documented throughout the data chapters. Eisner (2002) argues, “Work in the arts…is
a way of creating our lives by expanding our consciousness, shaping our dispositions,
satisfying our quest for meaning, establishing contact with others, and sharing a culture”
(p. 3). The project was also designed to specifically model, establish, and nurture a
learning community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991), something the participants did
not know how to discuss or actualize at the beginning of the literacy course. Participants
entered the literacy course situated on the periphery of membership in that Discourse
community. They were newcomers or apprentices (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and I invited
and helped to guide them toward membership and full participation. Participants
mentioned in multiple ways how influential the Picasso (multimodal) self-portrait project
was for their transformed understanding of and belief in literacy and literacy instruction.
As described in previous chapters, participants reported that they utilized and modified
the Picasso Project in their own classrooms; they reported that the creation of a
multimodal artifact engaged their students, guiding them to explore their identities in
history, Spanish, science, math, music, and English classrooms.
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The metacognitive responses to each comprehension strategy, and the content
area literacy lesson demonstrations were also influential for participants based on what
they shared in the data sources. Bob said that the art teacher’s lesson demonstration in the
university literacy course afforded him an opportunity to recognize how the concept of
perspective could be utilized in his math class as well as in her art class. “It was like my
literacy bridged another literacy” (Inter1-BOBp3lines97-99). Other participants noted
that transacting with comprehension strategies in physical education courses as well as
math, English, music, art, and other lesson demonstrations as influential and provided the
chance to see how other preservice teachers could modify the strategies to work in their
content areas. Those experiences, participants said, provided ideas for modifications in
their own future practice.
Participants stated their belief that this recognition would not have occurred
without the careful guidance of reflections after each lesson demonstration. Risko,
Roskos, and Vukelich (2002) assert that, “guided instruction is needed to enhance
deepening of reflective thinking. We need to analyze the scaffolds we provide”
developing teachers (p. 171). I provided prompts to guide the preservice teachers in the
course when they reflected on the lesson demonstrations, or on any engagement in the
course. It was important, however, that my guidance was not viewed, or not perceived by
the preservice teachers as authoritative or directed. As Richardson and Anders (1994)
argue, “when change is demanded by others we feel threatened, defensive, rushed. We’re
without freedom and time to understand, to affirm new learning as something desirable
and of our own choosing” (p. 200). Rather than force the preservice teachers into
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believing some prescribed notion of literacy instruction, I was concerned about
supporting what Risko, Peter, and McAllister (1996) call “cognitive reprocessing.” In
order that they could feel that guidance and support, my prompts for reflection asked the
preservice teachers “to resolve conflicts they were experiencing and allowed (them to
draw on) what they knew in one system (university course) to another system (teaching
situation)” (p. 114).
By the end of the literacy course, on this one point, the participants were very
clear. “I took what I did in (the literacy course) and made it part of me. I know it’s part of
who I am and how I look at teaching and how I go about my lesson planning and how I
look at (life)” (Inter1-DAKp5lines202-203). As Dakota explains here, the shifts and the
influences of those shifts represent steps on a transformational path toward teacher
literacy identity that the participants could recognize as becoming who they were
personally and professionally. Sumara and Luce-Kapler (1996) argue that
Becoming a teacher involves more than transposing teaching skills onto an
already-established personal identity: it means including the identity “teacher” in
one’s life. Beginning teachers must negotiate at least three teaching identities:
those they bring with them into teacher education, those they develop while doing
university course work, and those they develop during student teaching
practicums. (p. 65)
In the specific case of teacher literacy identity, a teacher’s identity, as it develops
and transforms in and through preservice experiences, is framed in the complexities of
literacy and literacy instruction.
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Teacher preparation programs should be designed to support teacher identity
development in order that new teachers gain the confidence in themselves necessary to
design instruction that engages students in their own classrooms. Alsup (2006) argues
that, “only the teacher who has developed a rich, well-rounded identity, or sense of self,
is truly successful in the classroom” (p. 25).
Construct of Literacy in Practice Dimension
The construct of literacy in practice dimension emerged as participants described
their belief in designing classroom spaces and their teaching and learning opportunities so
that the complexities of literacy could come to life with and for student engagement. As
presented in chapter five, this dimension was illustrated by examples that addressed the
sub-question: What transformational paths in their literacy identities do beginning
teachers traverse as they represent and enact (“author”) literacy instructional decisions in
teaching and learning spaces? There were many signposts on the participants’ pathways
toward teacher literacy identity that are important to discuss. Participants documented the
various struggles they encountered on their paths toward teacher literacy identity. I
believe those struggles were necessary to support their developing understanding of the
principles of literacy in practice.
Dissonance. Bob articulated a significant area of growth that resulted from an
experience of cognitive conflict (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005). He stated that his initial
thinking about the Picasso (multimodal) self-portrait project, when it was first assigned to
him during the literacy course, was that it had no connection to content area literacy
instruction. Bob’s understanding changed, leaving footprints on his transformational path.
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“I appreciated the assignment afterwards and felt I learned a lot about community.
However, in the background, unbeknownst to me, I also was introduced to the concept of
cognitive conflict which played an extremely important role in my acquisition of literacy
instruction” (435ReflxMemProj-BOBp4lines148-150). Participants articulated precise
moments they felt themselves and their beliefs change, and, like Bob, many of these
moments were influenced by frustration, opposition, and a disruption of their beliefs that
transformed into new understandings and acceptance. Ball (2000) states that, “learning is
a self-regulatory process of struggling with the conflict between existing personal models
of the world and discrepant new insights, (and) constructing new representations and
models of reality” (p. 230). Dissonant issues and experiences are necessary for
development and transformation of a teacher’s beliefs. Feeling the tension, and then
being supported and guided to work through to some resolution of that thinking and those
feelings in turn influences growth. Any transformation of self is a messy process, one
with which teachers, and teacher educators must be patient and invested (Alsup, 2006).
Dewey (1938) argued that, “problems are the stimulus to thinking…growth
depends upon the presence of difficulty to be overcome by the exercise of intelligence”
(p. 79). Moreover,
It is part of the educator’s responsibility to see equally to two things: First, that
the problem grows out of the conditions of the experience being had in the
present, and that it is within the range of the capacity of students; and, secondly,
that it is such that it arouses in the learner an active quest for information and for
production of new ideas. (p. 79)
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The instructional engagements in the literacy course were designed to both model
the literacy practices and theories about which the participants were learning and
encouraged to utilize in future practice, and to disrupt their current beliefs and selftheories of the game of school and their roles as teachers. Rather than talk to them about
those ideas, ideas they could (and did) read about in the theoretical texts provided in the
course, I wanted to place them in authentic experiences where they had to feel the
struggles for themselves and then have a supportive dialogue and community to surround
them as they worked through and developed new understandings.
“Worksheet-land” was a very interesting concept invented by one of the
participants to explain the importance of her continued investment to implement the
construct of literacy in her practice. Dakota shared her concern that students in her class
would, “leave (and) go back to worksheet-land. It makes me feel even stronger about the
fact that I need to give them this” (Inter2-DAKp3lines92-93). But as Dakota raged
against the unfortunate practice of worksheets, both Christy and Bella said that they
worried about the pull of a more traditional practice. Christy stated that she saw
worksheet-land all around her, and that it was a constant temptation. Bella shared her
struggle to hold onto her belief in literacy instruction rather than fall back on those
traditional but more comfortable methods. Juliana shared her story of converting math
worksheets in her classroom into “literacy places” and was invigorated by the prospect.
Worksheet-land represented the very real steep curves on the transformational path
toward teacher literacy identity. The multiple responses to worksheets and traditional
methods by the participants are illustrative of the pull of that old thinking. It is ever
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present even in the midst of developing teacher literacy identities that support the beliefs
of transactive practices.
While describing the construct of literacy in practice dimension, some participants
described more than single moments of dissonance on their transformational paths toward
teacher literacy identity. “Defining moments” appeared in several of the participants’
discussions of the construct in practice dimension, but Lisa’s and Bella’s (described in
chapter five) represent significant dissonance. I call them “defining” because these were
moments when the participant articulated strong beliefs and established, in detail, how
their shifts and the influences came together and helped them to visualize and describe
their transformational paths. They were conscious of their transformations and utilized
those understandings to identify themselves in terms of literacy identity. In essence, they
synthesized their experiences and situated themselves on the path.
Lisa explained that she sincerely tried to design and implement literacy
instruction in her student teaching placement but her university supervisor told her
directly that her methods, her literacy practices, were wrong. She could see results as
students in the music classes developed understandings and the language of music, but he
continually questioned her thinking and practices. She chose to stop designing literacy
instruction in that space. Once Lisa began her first year of teaching she recognized a
similar experience happening at her new school. This time, when she was questioning her
beliefs about literacy instruction she was not alone. She reached out for other members of
the literacy Discourse community for support and made adjustments in her practice to
better support the music literacy development she was struggling to support with students
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in her classroom. Participants continually shared the importance of the Discourse
community as needed for their on-going attempts to bring the construct of literacy to life
in their practice.
Bella’s “defining moment” was quite the opposite. Hers was more of an internal
battle where she struggled to fully accept literacy instructional practices when the
memories of her own experiences as a student in a chemistry class, and her student
teaching experience, were situated in traditional methods. She commented, “My hope is
that I can continue to stay in this mindset of getting all of the kids participating and just
not fall back into that whole lecture thing because it’s easier to do that” (Inter3-BELp5
lines208-210). Because Bella’s teacher literacy identity was still developing, her
confidence in herself as a teacher who could organize and orchestrate literacy instruction
was in flux, which was difficult for her to resolve. She admitted during an interview,
I don’t think I would do it if I wasn’t working with you so much. I don’t think I
would be taking the time to reflect because it’s hard. There’s so much to think
about and so much to do and I don’t know if I’d take the time to do it. (Inter2BELp5lines202-204)
Their stories represent two real lives of developing teachers. They both struggled
with literacy instruction in individual and significant ways. Developing teachers, just like
adolescent students who are developing sophisticated understandings of a content area,
struggle with the learning path in their own ways and they have their own stories. I think
this is forgotten oftentimes in preservice education and in student teaching placements.
Their stories demonstrate possible outcomes of a struggle. Lisa was able to work through
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her issues and hold tightly to her developing beliefs about literacy instruction. Bella
explained that she would probably let go of literacy instruction without having a close
connection to someone who would keep her grounded.
The common thread that runs through their stories is that the literacy Discourse
community was important for their continued development toward teacher literacy
identity. The common language and goals of literacy instruction became a light when the
transformational path darkened. Wenger (1998) asserts, “Communities of practice should
not be reduced to purely instrumental purposes. They are about knowing, but also about
being together, living meaningfully, developing a satisfying identity, and altogether being
human” (p. 134). Gee (2008) defines communities as, “persons whose paths through life
have for a given time and place fallen together” (p. 12). Lisa and Bella’s “defining
moment” stories illustrate their personal challenges, not just the challenges of becoming
teachers and developing their teacher identities. Their experiences illustrate who they are
as human beings not separate from the development of a professional identity.
Each participant had to face either the pull of worksheets, or scripted lessons
connected to institutionally accepted programs, or pacing calendars during the data
collection as they worked to implement the construct of literacy in practice. Each
participant had to negotiate her or his individual situation and find the personal resolve to
make decisions about how to proceed with literacy instruction or rely on old
understandings. The participants, even Rocco and Bella who sincerely struggled to bring
the principles of literacy to life in practice, continually demonstrated their commitment to
literacy instruction. Their beliefs maybe wavered, or did not actualize in completely
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successful ways, but each of the nine held to their beliefs. I believe that the common
language we all spoke, and the feeling of membership in a learning community attributed
to the participants’ willingness to power through their struggles and continue to trust their
beliefs about literacy instruction. This became significant once the literacy Discourse
community of the study came to an end. Participants were on their own, so to speak, as
far as speaking the language of literacy and enacting the principles of literacy in their
practice.
Community. Dakota moved to another state at the beginning of data collection. I
was asked why I wanted to continue working with a participant who was far away
knowing that I would have to travel to her when the time came for observing her literacy
lesson. I explained that Dakota, even before her student teaching placement, was able to
walk into a classroom during her observation hours, recognize that the student teacher
who was leading that particular lesson that day was struggling (his cooperating teacher
was sitting at her desk seemingly unaware of his struggles) and offer to help him plan a
literacy lesson to engage the students in his classroom. Once Dakota secured a teaching
position after relocating in her new state, she began the work of establishing a literacy
Discourse community to replace the one she left. During our lesson planning session for
the study, Dakota said, “I’m not as confident in myself as I’d like to be. It is so painful. I
can’t tell you how much I miss talking to all of you” (CALplanning-DAKp1lines41-42).
Dakota represents a participant with sophisticated understandings of and extreme beliefs
in the principles of literacy in practice. Her teacher literacy identity was taking hold in
powerful ways before her student teaching and was cemented by the time she arrived in
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her first year of teaching. The struggle for her, however, was not having others around
her who spoke the language of literacy and thought in the principles of literacy
instruction. She set out to recruit new members for a new Discourse community.
Dakota shared that while attending a professional development workshop in her
new school district, she asked the coordinator,
“How do I get my students to read?” (I asked) because I wanted to have this
conversation. I wanted this to be a group conversation in our department
professional development meeting. I really want to see what other schools, what
other people are thinking. I want to see how this conversation goes. I was just
hoping that maybe someone would answer in a way that would be exciting to me.
(CALplanning-DAKp2lines50-60)
“It’s a problem that nobody is in our discourse community” (CALplanning-DAKp2lines
75-76). Dakota believed that if she began the reading conversation, someone would
answer in a way that demonstrated their membership in the literacy Discourse
community. She understood that the way someone spoke, the language a person chose to
use, would illustrate membership, and Dakota was hungry for those connections in her
new space. The participants spoke continually about how having the same language and
thinking supported their decisions when planning and implementing literacy instruction,
but Dakota’s example illustrates how the participants searched for other members and
could not find them.
This is an important statement about literacy education. The participants
mentioned often in the literacy course and during data collection that our class was
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unique and that other preservice teachers must not have had a course like it because they
did not hear other teachers using the language of literacy in other spaces. They wondered
why their cooperating teachers did not use the language of literacy, or why the
professional development coordinators in their school districts never mentioned literacy
or spoke like members of the Discourse community. They decided that all of those
educators never had a literacy course. I reassured them that a literacy course was a
required aspect of certification. To this they usually replied, “Well, then they have
forgotten everything they learned.” I argue that those educators who do not use the
language of literacy in practice were not transformed by their educative experiences.
Their identities were flat lined from the start to the finish of their literacy theory and
practice courses. Yet, even with that assertion, there is another possibility; a plausible
explanation supplied by what Rocco and Bella demonstrated in this study. Quite possibly
many other developing teachers went out into teaching spaces and were not supported by
educators already in practice there, so they questioned their beliefs, and because they did
not have enough of a hold on their new identities, released any notion of continuing with
literacy practice.
Not all participants spoke about establishing communities in their new spaces like
Dakota was intent on doing, but they recognized how their beliefs in literacy instruction
could be impeded by others who did not have membership. For example, Rocco shared
his experience about not speaking the same language as his cooperating teacher, which
made it difficult for him to explain his decisions for planning and need to implement
literacy instruction. Whereas Bob worked to establish a Discourse community with
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students in his math classroom and repeatedly told the kids that they all needed to speak
the same language in order to communicate and to become literate in the content.
What struck me were the responses of the participants in learning spaces after the
literacy course in terms of community. They spoke about an increased confidence that
emanated from their feelings of connectedness, and how that confidence fueled their
belief in designing and orchestrating the principles of literacy in practice. Juliana stated
that without a feeling of community in a classroom, literacy could not develop.
Commitment. The participants’ conscious awareness of the principles of literacy
and their commitment to put those principles into practice became the vehicle, the map,
and the tools to support their instruction. Bob shared that when he arrived in the literacy
course he felt a certain confidence about his content knowledge but did not understand
how to engage students in content. Developing an ownership and autonomy of literacy
instruction allowed participants to participate personally, as literacy teachers, in the
design and implementation of that practice which was a crucial goal for me in the literacy
course.
In order that each individual student in the literacy course could experience
content specific literacy instructional practice I met with each person, one at a time
outside of class and planned a lesson. I did not believe that I could model literacy
instruction in ways that the physical education preservice teachers who sat next to math
and English preservice teachers would appreciate. I did not believe that my modeling of a
physical education or math literacy lesson would be as potent as it could be with a future
math or physical education teacher leading the lesson after I had cognitively coached that
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person through a planning session. I felt strongly that each content area had to be
represented in as authentic ways as possible and so designed the course to open the space
and time for such an endeavor.
While we planned lessons, I guided each preservice teacher to think about the
principles of literacy and how the comprehension and discussion strategies could support
students as they transacted with content concepts. Based on the participants’ responses,
these planning sessions were valuable for them after the course ended and they ventured
into new teaching spaces. Participants were able to specifically name the principles of
literacy, and provide specific details of the principles in action in their classrooms.
Participants became committed to designing and implementing literacy instruction that
would support the literacy development of students in their own classrooms. This was a
testament to their teacher literacy identities. Talking about the principles of literacy in
practice illustrated the participants’ ability to visualize their classrooms and the students
in their classrooms engaged in content. Along with their confidence and commitment to
the principles of literacy, participants defended the continual use of and reliance on
reflection to assist their decisions with literacy instruction, past and future.
Quality of the Literacy Enactment Dimension
The quality of the literacy enactment is defined as the dimension of literacy
identity where the participants metacognitively considered their literacy practice and their
literacy practice decisions. As described in chapter six, the participants self-monitored
(reflected on their understandings in relation to a goal) and self-regulated (evaluated and
planned) their literacy practice, paying attention to the principles of literacy in action.
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This chapter paid particular attention to the transformational path research question,
specifically the participants’ reflections on the strengths and areas of their practice in
need of refinement necessary to support their continued development of teacher literacy
identity. Shulman (1995) argues that, “the essential feature of teaching is its uncertainty
and unpredictability…(and) the admonition that practitioners should reflect on their own
practice is both absolutely correct and painfully demanding” (p. 198). Moreover,
authentic and enduring learning occurs when,
Learners not only behave and think, but can ‘go meta-,’ that is, can reflectively
turn around on their own thought and action and analyze how and why their
thinking achieved certain ends or (did not) achieve others. Metacognition –
consciousness of how and why one is learning particular things in particular ways
– is the key to deep learning. (p. 210)
Shulman’s claim is that metacognition is reflection; a conscious behavior to look back
over choices and experiences with the intent of learning. When combined with an
explanation of metacognition as self-monitoring and self-regulating practices, the
reflective aspect combines into the participants’ significant acts of “authoring” their
teacher literacy identities.
Reflection was not an automatic behavior as participants journeyed their
transformational paths toward literacy identity. They reported that the realities of the
classroom could override or cloud their thinking about and their reflection on literacy
instruction. For example, Lisa said that it was easy to forget that the students in her
classroom were human once they “were doing everything possible to make (my) life
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horrible” (Inter2-LISp5lines199-200). “They don’t see me as a person either, so my
response was to do it back” (Inter2-LISp5line212). Lisa admitted that she did not do the
community building work with the first group of students that came through her door, but
after experiencing the negativity, and had time to reflect, she said she knew a sense of
community was the missing aspect. It is important to recognize how quickly a developing
teacher’s beliefs can be challenged by the day-to-day responsibilities of the classroom;
how quickly the principles of literacy can be pushed aside when real experiences
challenge the teacher’s beliefs about including students’ lives and voices in the
construction of knowledge. When we met to plan her literacy lesson during data
collection, Lisa shared her experiences about the first group of students through her
classroom that semester who did not benefit from a community-building project. She said
she knew she had not seen the kids as human and that influenced her decision to focus on
content rather than on an inclusion of the principles of literacy in her practice. Because of
this she had decided not to orchestrate that unifying engagement. Once she was able to
pause and reflect on the possible reasons for the students’ lack of concern for the course,
and their seeming attempts to make her life miserable, she realized what needed to
change.
Her experience illustrates the intense need for (1) reflection on practice, (2) a
committed and conscious decision to reflect on practice. Teachers, especially new
teachers, are not consciously reflecting on their practice with regularity. I argue that this
is due to leaving preservice experiences un-transformed and/or entering new spaces
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where reflective practices are not the supported norm so they let go of that belief. Just as
Lisa asserted,
As I’m hanging out with other teachers, I, of course, forget these things and I
teach a lesson that doesn’t go well, and I’m wondering why. Oftentimes I go,
because I wasn’t actually thinking about making (the students) literate in (music).
I was just trying to get the content out there, and of course that’s why they don’t
understand it. (Inter3-LISp1lines30-34)
Even though Lisa shared her “forgetfulness” with literacy principles in her practice, a
reflective aspect of her identity kicked in to assist her regulation of future instruction.
This demonstrates the quality of the literacy enactment dimension as part of her teacher
literacy identity, and the need for those experiences to be a part of a preservice teacher’s
transformational path. The participants in this study experienced literacy instruction that
was designed as an argument in defense of that reflective practice, and their decisions to
reflect demonstrates their belief in that behavior.
Throughout the data chapters participants shared the various and multiple
personal decisions they made about their literacy practice. During the literacy course,
Juliana said that she did not believe her personal beliefs would interfere with any content
she would teach, but after metacognitively reflecting on the comprehension strategies she
encountered in the course she changed her mind. “Perhaps my personal beliefs do shape
the role I play when helping my students construct meaning from various texts”
(435Metacog-JULp2lines44-45). The role students would play, their own roles as
teachers, even the role of texts (multimodal) and the comprehension and discussion
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strategies were all organized and orchestrated by the participants’ personal decisions, not
separate from their teacher decisions. The personal and the teacher facets of identity are
so fused in teacher literacy identity that they work with and inform each other. I believe
that the participants were reflective of their literacy practice even after leaving the course
because that thinking became part of who they were as teachers; they believed in
reflection as necessary for their continued development of literacy instruction, and for the
continued literacy development of the students in their classrooms. Roxanne stated that,
I would consider my literacy identity as, the identity part, that’s me, and that’s
what I represent because that’s what I do, and the literacy part as the ways in
which I understand things. Actually taking life events and breaking them down
and taking that and actually putting it out in the world, kind of like a facilitator.
(Inter1-ROXp7lines291-300)
She went on to say, “It’s also the thought process and I say ‘do’ because ultimately
you’re going to be acting out on it eventually at some point. You bring it from your
thoughts to doing it, to reflecting about it, to doing something else” (Inter1-ROXp7
lines306-209). Roxanne illustrated her teacher literacy identity and the significance of
reflection for her continued development.
Transformational Paths of Teacher Literacy Identity
The nine participants in this study had varied successes with implementing
literacy principles in their practice. Their experiences illustrate how teacher literacy
identity develops on a continuum much like literacy itself does. Not all participants were
able to “author” (write and speak about, and enact) a high regularity of all three
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Figure 5. Transformational pathways toward teacher literacy identity.

dimensions of teacher literacy identity because the dimensions are not steps; rather, the
dimensions, as represented in writing and speech, and when enacted, are indicators of
where a developing teacher is on her/his transformational path toward teacher literacy
identity. The transformational path could be described as what Wenger (1998) calls a
trajectory. “As we go through a succession of forms of participation, our identities form
trajectories, both within and across communities of practice” (p. 154). Further, “the term
‘trajectory’ (does not) imply a fixed course or fixed destination…(it is) not a path that can
be foreseen or charted but a continuous motion – one that has a momentum of its own in
addition to a field of influences” (p. 154). None of the participants were on the exact
same transformational path at the same time. Each person described and enacted her or
his development based on her/his understanding of and belief in literacy, literacy
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instruction, and her/his confidence and ability to bring the principles of literacy to life in
practice. That is not to say that the participants did not have moments in common, or
share common beliefs about literacy instruction that served as support during their
development. Nor does the individuality of the transformational paths of teacher literacy
identity mean that, as a learning community, several participants did not arrive at a
“location” that illustrates their control of and personal inclusion of literacy as part of their
identities. To better assist this explanation, Figure 53 depicts the nine participants and
each person’s location on her/his transformational path.
Members. Seven participants are situated in the circle of full membership on the
transformational path toward teacher literacy identity (Figure 5). Roxanne, Juliana, Bob,
Baylee, Dakota, Christy, and Lisa were able to “author” a sense of control of literacy
practices in their writing and speech, and in their enactments. Wenger (1998) explains,
When we are with a community of practice of which we are a full member, we are
in familiar territory. We can handle ourselves competently. We experience
competence and we are recognized as competent. We know how to engage with
others. We understand why they do what they do because we understand the
enterprise to which participants are accountable. (p. 152)
The participants who gained full membership spoke of feeling personal confidence when
they were asked to describe the meaning of teacher literacy identity. One example was
provided by Juliana who said, “I’ve noticed that (my transformed definition of literacy)
3

R/D signifies participants who gained full membership by both “Representing” and “Doing”
teacher literacy identity. “R” next to the two outliers signifies participants who represented the
three dimensions of teacher literacy identity but were unable to enact teacher literacy identity.
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has totally empowered me as a teacher. And I think it’s still transforming my identity as a
teacher. I don’t think I’ll ever be completely transformed” (Inter1-JULp3lines135-138).
She further asserted,
The stronger your literacy identity is the easier it is for you to welcome in difficult
text because you know you’ll be able to make sense of it. You feel like you’re
confident, not afraid to try. A lot of people are afraid because they haven’t
developed their literacy identity because they don’t know how to interpret it.
They’re afraid their perception is skewed or they think their perception is wrong.
(Inter1-JULp4lines174-177)
Juliana brought up two important points when describing her confidence. First,
she recognized that her literacy identity is still transforming. Like any aspect of identity,
literacy identity is not a fixed and achieved facet of a person, but full membership can be
achieved when a person demonstrates competence and the ability to recognize, design,
orchestrate, and reflect on her/his literacy practice.
Second, Juliana discussed fear as an aspect of the transformational pathway. She
described people who were fearful of difficult text situations as struggling with their
literacy identity and that a willingness and confidence to engage in difficult text
situations are indicative of a person’s competence and identity. Participants shared their
fear of literacy instruction during the course and later when they were in other
professional teaching spaces. But the seven participants who gained full membership had
a conscious plan to work through those fears. Roxanne stated, “And if (a literacy lesson)
doesn’t work out well, (I) actually look back and say what didn’t work out admit that it
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didn’t work” (Inter2-ROXp8lines321-322). A reflective aspect exists in Roxanne’s
assertion, as does the idea that when literacy instruction does not go well, it is not only
acceptable, but necessary to accept the experience as it is and not consider the lesson, or
the teacher, to be a failure. Rather, the tension between what a person can accomplish and
the struggles encountered as she/he is striving to accomplish the task is most important
for learning to continue. Wenger (1998) insists that, “(the) close interaction of experience
and competence is a fertile ground for learning, but the two must remain in tension. If
they settle down into a state of locked-in congruence, then learning slows down, and
practice becomes stale” (p. 214). For Roxanne and the other full members, negotiating
the tension between experience and competence was an accepted and necessary part of
their transformational journey. Two participants were unable to maneuver the twists and
dips of the pathway and they came to rest on the boundary of membership.
Outliers. The frustrations and difficulties that Bella and Rocco experienced on
their transformational paths have been documented throughout the data chapters in this
dissertation. Their journeys are crucially important to recognize as beneficial for an
argument of teacher literacy identity, for literacy research, and for literacy education.
They characterize authentic experiences that provide a more real view of literacy identity
development. Both participants were able to “represent,” write and speak about their
developing understandings of literacy and literacy identity. “Doing” examples of teacher
literacy identity require observable behaviors that illustrate competency with the
complexities of literacy in action, not just what participants’ wrote and said.
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Gee (2008) points out that what we say is not enough for full membership in a
Discourse community. He describes a “saying-doing” combination of a person’s identity
as necessary for membership. “It’s not just what you say or even just how you say it, it’s
also who you are and what you’re doing while you say it. It is not enough just to say the
right ‘lines’” (p. 3, italics in original). Bella and Rocco represent developing teachers
who try literacy methods and practices, hoping it will work out, but are not quite sure
about how to design or orchestrate instructional engagements that (1) build on each other
and support literacy development for students, (2) establish and guide students to
embrace learning communities in the classroom.
It is important to explain that just because Bella and Rocco are outside the full
membership circle (Figure 5), their location on the path does not mean that they did not
demonstrate moments in the three dimensions of teacher literacy identity. Rather, as
documented in the data chapters both participants were able, at some point in their
journeys, to articulate the construct of literacy, they were able to report on their
experiences of the construct of literacy in practice, and they were definitely capable of
sharing their reflections on the quality of those literacy enactments. The transformational
path includes slippery slopes where a developing teacher can lose her/his footing and
slide backwards, demonstrating an unformed literacy identity still under construction.
This is the case with Bella and Rocco.
Bella is situated on the outside of a curve on the transformational path that
represents a space between the construct of literacy and the construct of literacy in
practice dimensions (Figure 5). She was very capable of speaking and writing about her
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literacy identity and beliefs in literacy instruction. Alongside her belief statements,
however, she continually shared her concerns about staying away from lecture and direct
instruction methods, and if students were benefitting from the literacy instruction she was
presenting. Her ability to name the principles of literacy (reading, writing, speaking,
thinking, visualizing, and representing) in her pursuit of literacy instruction never
wavered, and even during the observation of her lesson during data collection, Bella was
attempting to guide students toward those literacy activities. Unfortunately the students
appeared to be uninterested and unengaged in her instruction and therefore they
demonstrated little concern for the literacy work, and an absence of a learning community
with a common goal of literacy development in the content area of chemistry.
Bella’s literacy identity demonstrated a control of the representing aspect of
“authoring,” but she struggled with the doing side of her literacy identity. She represents
a developing teacher who implements “strategies for strategies’ sake,” or the principles of
literacy in name only. An argument for literacy practices in any teaching and learning
space, carefully organized and orchestrated, is necessary to convince learners of their
responsibility to engage in the instruction for the pursuit of knowledge and growth. But
they have to be shown the way, carefully and overtly, and invited to become members of
a learning community. “Such a community includes learning, not only as a matter of
course in the history of its practice, but at the very core of its enterprise” (Wenger, 1998,
p. 214).
Rocco stated in the last interview that, “It’s a crazy goal to get your students as
literate as possible in the content you’re teaching. At least feeling the expectation that
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that’s what a teacher needs to do was crazy” (Inter3-ROCp1lines17-21). Rocco did not
mean “crazy” in the sense that the goal of literacy development was unworthy; rather, he
was talking about his personal attempt to support students in his Spanish classroom
(during his student teaching) to gain literacy in such a short amount of time. “I want to
get there, but it’s a lot; it’s a lot” (CALplanning-ROCp11lines489-490). His comments
suggest that he had lost track of the understanding that literacy development is a
continuum, that learners develop over time, and that during a semester he could only
provide as many literacy instructional engagements to support that journey as possible.
Rocco’s position at the entry point of the transformational path (Figure 5) depicts his
understandings of the complexities of literacy and literacy instruction by the end of the
study. In fact, by the time we met to plan his literacy lesson for data collection, Rocco
had lost his ability to define the complexities of literacy beyond an expanded notion of
text. He shared, “To me that seems like literacy, but I don’t know…I don’t know from
what we’ve…I’m just kind of mixed up with all the literacy, content area literacy stuff. I
don’t know if I’m doing it right” (CALplanning-ROCp1lines44-46).
Something else Rocco shared when we were planning his literacy lesson during
data collection reveals where he saw himself on the transformational path toward literacy
identity. He said,
I’ve always been a middle performing person, whether it’s sports and for the most
part, academics. I got my As, Bs, but then I got my Cs. So as a teacher, I realize
that I can easily reach middle, mediocre status with the skills I’ve seen in my life
and experienced. But I always wonder what it’s going to take to become above
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that. This is just what I’ve been noticing. I don’t really feel that I’ve actually
broken through that middle tier, and that pisses me off. (CALplanning-ROCp11
lines465-476)
Rocco represents a developing teacher who demonstrates an authentic reflective
quality but tends to utilize that practice to deconstruct the difficulties of a situation and
not strive to formulate a plan to conquer the struggles. He did not return to his
understandings of and belief in the principles of literacy during student teaching when his
cooperating teacher was challenging every notion he had about lesson planning, and
teaching and learning. And he began wondering what it would take to be more than a
mediocre teacher rather than working toward what he previously said he believed about
literacy instruction as supported by sociocultural, reader response, and constructivist
theoretical principles. His journey, alongside Bella’s, represents significant findings
describing teacher literacy identity.
Implications
The participants’ early understandings of literacy as being the “myth” Gee (2008)
describes demonstrate that it is crucial to not just talk about reading and the reading
processes for meaning making with developing teachers. Teacher educators, literacy
teacher educators especially, must present opportunities for preservice teachers to explore
their personal meaning making strategies, in formal and reflective ways, and then
continually ask them to return to those early understandings and explain what they think
of those ideas throughout their learning experiences with the theories and practices of
literacy instruction. Without this type of personal exploration, teacher education is much
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like a person trying to teach another how to drive a car by placing the learner in the
backseat, blindfolded, and told to listen while the driver explains what he or she is doing
to safely negotiate 5:00 traffic. I believe this example is analogous to how many teacher
education programs operate: lecture-listen-take notes-be silent. One cannot learn to drive
a car, or a classroom, from a blindfolded, unengaged, backseat position. New and
developing teachers must hold the steering wheel and sit in the driver’s seat. They must
seize (and know how to obtain) responsibility for all aspects of the operation, and must be
able to think critically and quickly when designing and orchestrating their practice.
However, in this assertion lies another implication that must be addressed: it must
not be assumed that preservice teachers will automatically believe in, understand, or even
want to assume responsibility for literacy instruction. Richardson (1990) argues,
“Experience as a learner and teacher is a piece of the person, and perhaps the most
important element. However, there are other aspects related to who the teachers are, and
perhaps more importantly, their perceptions and beliefs about themselves as learners and
teachers” (p. 13). She asserts that, “teachers themselves must be involved in making
judgments about what change is worthwhile and significant” (p. 14). Rather than
observing preservice teachers’ negative attitudes toward literacy instruction as resistant to
change or an unwillingness to engage, they should be included personally in the thinking
and practices of literacy instruction; basically, ask them what they think, what they
believe, and why they think and believe that way based on the instructional engagements
they encounter in that preservice teaching and learning space. Their discussions of those
developing beliefs and thoughts should be carefully guided in social and constructive
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ways in the classroom space, and they should work with the theoretical and practical
principles and activities about which they are learning firsthand.
It is because of the majority of preservice teachers’ unsophisticated beliefs about
literacy that the relevancy of literacy instruction must be carefully planned, orchestrated,
and presented as an argument. It should to be offered to education students personally,
and as future history, math, English, music, science, physical education, and language
teachers. Literacy instruction must be organized as transformative education (Mezirow,
2000), and guided by responsive teaching methods (Moje, 2000) where the developing
teachers are presented with opportunities to understand who they are as readers, thinkers,
and future teachers before they can understand and believe in the various ways they
might infuse reading, writing, thinking, speaking, visualizing, and representing
opportunities in their future classrooms. What better way to organize and orchestrate
those opportunities than to devise instructional engagements where they read, write,
think, speak, visualize, and represent their meaning making utilizing the very same
comprehension and discussion strategies they are encouraged to accept and use in their
future classrooms? Richardson (1990) introduces an incredibly important concern when
she says,
One of the most difficult issues in addressing the questions of change in teaching
practice concerns the content of the change process—that is, what materials,
thoughts, theories, or practices would we like to introduce to teachers with the
thought that they will be affected by them—and how should they be introduced.
(p. 13)
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The organizational structure I have described above and continue to argue for
throughout this chapter and dissertation is my response to her query. My belief and these
data seem to suggest that we have not been specific or overt enough when modeling
and/or discussing theory and practice with developing teachers. Not only do we need to
speak specifically; we need to open spaces for explicit exploration of literacy models of
practice and provide the time for developing teachers to reflect on their transforming
beliefs about their personal experiences with those literacy models. In order that teacher
literacy identities might develop and become conscious, the goal of the literacy teacher
educator should be to present multiple and varied opportunities (instructional
engagements) that encourage “shifting” understandings of self specifically situated in
literacy and literacy instruction. Richardson’s (1990) argument is that teachers should be
supported and carefully guided to assume control of their professional development
opportunities even when that process is initially difficult for them based on their
entrenched beliefs that learning does not work that way.
Each instructional engagement in the literacy course (see chapter three for more
detail) included a metacognitive, reflexive, or reflective component that was specifically
organized to guide the students’ thinking. Without guided reflection (Risko, Roskos, &
Vukelich, 2002) transformation and development cannot be assumed. In fact, engagement
and active participation even on the part of developing teachers in a university course
cannot be assumed. Based on ideas the participants shared in this study, and my own
experiences as a teacher, it is the experience of many that preservice teachers are not
regularly asked to construct and implement content specific lessons in many of their
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university courses. The infinite wisdom is that prospective teachers will do that in their
student teaching, so there is seemingly no urgency to provide many opportunities for that
experience in their preservice coursework.
Much like the driving example earlier, this belief about student teaching makes
me think of a surgeon going through residency that lasts (maybe) 15 weeks and at the end
is ready and raring to perform brain surgery. This might be an extreme connection, yet I
believe it analogous for the incredible responsibility of the daily teaching and learning
experiences teachers must face. Unfortunately, many developing teachers experience a
student teaching placement that allows for teaching scripted lessons, provided by their
cooperating teacher and/or school, complete with a textbook and worksheets so as to not
allow adolescent students to use their voices and disrupt the learning environment. As
several participants in this study shared, their cooperating teachers left them alone, did
not plan lessons with them, or even planned the entire lesson for them and directed them
to implement it as the cooperating teacher would.
In order that they would be supported to transform into critical thinking and
reflective teachers (able to make sophisticated pedagogical decisions), students in the
literacy course were guided to reflect on each engagement as students learning the
content of literacy theory and practice, and as future teachers who might incorporate what
she/he was learning into her/his future classroom. They were asked to explain how they
would modify and use the literacy engagement in their classrooms, why they would want
to do so, and what about literacy and literacy instruction was becoming more clear for
them. They were encouraged to agree, disagree, and explain their connections to and
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feelings about the engagements and content concepts, and they were consistently asked to
project themselves into future practice.
The self-authoring (Baxter-Magolda, 2007) and self-theorizing (Smith, 2006)
aspects to the instructional engagements were carefully planned and orchestrated in the
course; the specific goal of supporting literacy identity development was in my mind
from the outset of teaching this course. Baxter-Magolda (2007) states, “Self-authorship is
the internal capacity to define one’s own belief system, identity, and relations with
others” (p. 69). And Smith (2006) explains a self-theory as, “an integrated web of
knowledge and beliefs. As we are influenced we develop our theory of the world (and
our) theory of the world is our construction of meaning” (pp. 20-21). The interview
questions and questions I asked participants during the lesson planning session were
designed to prompt self-authoring and self-theorizing. It is important to distinguish
between the two concepts (authoring and theorizing) as situated in a “self.” Teacher
literacy identity is not solely a participant’s theoretical stance; rather, literacy identity is
an authoring of one’s personal identity to include the complexities of literacy, bringing
those to life in personal and professional practice, and understanding and believing in the
theoretical principles that frame literacy instruction. As previously defined in chapter
three, teacher literacy identity is a confident view of self as responsible for and in control
of improving literacy learning of self and the competency to enact literacy engagements
to guide the literacy learning of students (Alsup, 2006; Gee, 2000, 2008; Hammerness et
al., 2005; Moje, 2004; Moore, 2002; Richardson & Anders, 1994, Wenger, 1998).
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During the literacy course, participants experienced the comprehension and
discussion strategies firsthand, as students, and then were asked to metacognitively
respond to each engagement. They did not just read about sociocultural, constructivist, or
reader response theory; they lived those theoretical constructs for themselves and
constructed their own “poems” (Rosenblatt, 1978) in the process. Rosenblatt stated,
“Most important…is the fact that the reader’s creation of a poem out of a text must be
active, self-ordering and self-corrective” (p. 11). She argued, “The relation between
reader and text is not linear. It is a situation, an event at a particular time and place in
which each element conditions the other” (p. 16).
Wenger (1998) helps to supply a critical explanation of teacher literacy identity
when he explains communities of practice. “A community of practice is a field of
possible trajectories and thus the proposal of an identity. Newcomers must find their own
unique identities” (p. 156). Bella and Rocco illustrate newcomers who exist in what
Wenger calls a peripheral trajectory: “By choice or by necessity, some trajectories never
lead to full participation. Yet they may well provide a kind of access to a community and
its practice that becomes significant enough to contribute to one’s identity” (p. 154).
Bella and Rocco’s struggles on the transformational path toward teacher literacy identity
do not represent failure; nor do the struggles represent that Bella and Rocco may never
(as Wenger asserts) achieve full membership. Rather, these two participants illustrate the
very real need for literacy coaches and professional development opportunities in schools
to support developing teachers who remain on the periphery of experiences within which
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they want to gain full membership but need more time and support to accomplish that
goal.
Bella and Rocco would benefit from further literacy lesson planning support and
guidance. They would continue to develop their literacy instruction if coached through
instruction and provided the time and space to talk through their successes and concerns
with someone who spoke the same literacy language. I have no doubt that both of these
developing teachers could be amazing educators with time and support. Without that,
however, I fear that they will convince themselves they are not competent teachers and
the field will lose yet two more bright lights.
This need implies that those literacy coaches do not exist in the current
educational environment, which they do not. Reading Specialists do not necessarily speak
literacy language, oddly enough, and those specialists do not reside in secondary schools.
This is a huge concern for the future of teacher literacy identity development and
continuation. The existence of literacy learning Discourse communities are paramount to
the prolongation of teacher literacy identity for teachers who have gained full
membership and for those who struggle from the periphery of membership.
There is a temporal dimension to identity development (Wenger, 1998) that is
critical. “We are always simultaneously dealing with specific situations, participating in
the histories of certain practices, and involved in becoming certain persons. As
trajectories, our identities incorporate the past and the future in the very process of
negotiating the present” (p. 155). Gee (2008) asserts that, “literacy practices are almost
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always fully integrated with, interwoven into, constituted part of, the very texture of
wider practices that involve talk, interaction, values, and beliefs” (p. 45).
One possible step toward theory and practice to support teacher literacy identity
development is to carefully judge preservice education course spaces for authentic,
“lived” opportunities for developing teachers to reflect on literacy practice in the context
and situation of literacy practice. For teacher educators to be critical of their own
conversations that surround developing teachers, and of the instructional engagements
they provide for developing teachers to reflect, metacognitively and consciously, on their
practice in order that their developing teacher identities can be transformed to include
reflective practice regardless of the next teaching space they encounter. In essence, a
careful consideration and appraisal of the learning communities within which preservice
teachers find themselves. “The transformative practice of a learning community offers an
ideal context for developing new understandings because the community sustains change
as part of an identity of participation” (Wenger, 1998, p. 215).
In this regard, literacy teacher educators must strive to consciously design identity
pedagogy (Danielewicz, 2001). “It requires teachers to conceive of and to structure their
classrooms as social settings that promote interaction and to invent activities that invite
students’ deepest engagement” (p. 15). As a content area literacy instructor, Danielewicz
recognized that “it was in the act of doing almost the same task I had devised for my
students that I became aware of underlying theoretical principles and their power, about
those I was relying on and why” (p. 17). There are two significant arguments in her ideas:
(1) developing teachers deserve and should be engaged in pedagogy that supports and
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encourages their deepest attention for identity transformation, (2) that teacher educators
should complete their own instructional engagements to critically understand (and be able
to authentically discuss) the theoretical principles at work there. This second point is a
double-edge sword of sorts. As teacher educators engage in their own instruction and
practice, they are modeling for preservice teachers the same behaviors. As developing
teachers engage in education courses, they should be completing the very same work they
design for adolescent students in their future classrooms. In sum, everyone who is
involved in the literacy identity development of teachers should be immersed in the same
instructional engagements. No one person should be “lecturing” through the theory;
everyone should be engaged on the most basic levels of the theory in action—in the
practice.
Another entry point for literacy teacher educational transformation could be each
teacher educator’s search for a sense of urgency in her/his message and in the
transactions with the literacy engagements preservice teachers she/he provides. Teacher
educators need to convince new teachers to continue the reflective practice by immersing
them in metacognitive engagements that make them believe that the lack of reflection
would be disastrous for their future literacy practice. They need to thoughtfully invite
developing teachers into the literacy Discourse community that believes in the need for
metacognitive, reflexive, and reflective practices.
The assumption that new and developing teachers are taking on literacy language,
behaviors, and beliefs has proven ineffective and abysmal. Reading, writing, speaking,
thinking, visualizing, and representing opportunities rarely exist with regularity and
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consistency in content area classrooms. Silence, worksheets, lectures, textbooks, silence,
pacing calendars, and expensive scripted programs are the norms in classrooms. The
italicized inclusion of “silence” twice in that list is not an error. Dewey argued for
progressive education as early as 1938; in essence, for an educational philosophy that
included students’ voices and capitalized on their experiences to support and drive
teaching and learning. “(Traditional school) forbids much active participation. Learning
here means acquisition of what already is incorporated in books and in the heads of the
elders” (Dewey, p. 19). In a traditional learning space, “Teachers are the agents through
which knowledge and skills are communicated and rules of conduct enforced” (p. 18).
Whereas progressive, or new education, Dewey argued, “emphasizes the freedom
of the learner” (p. 22) and is “in harmony with principles of growth” (p. 30). The teacher
becomes a “director of processes of exchange in which all (have) a share. The teacher
loses the position of external boss or dictator (and) takes on that of leader of group
activities” (p. 59). It is interesting and important to recognize that Lisa, a participant in
this study echoed Dewey’s characterization of teacher. She stated, “(Literacy) turns you
from a follower into a leader. I feel like a stronger person” (Inter1-LISp4lines153-155).
Bob agreed with Lisa and said that he was “not a follower. I’m confident in my beliefs”
(Inter2-BOBp4lines153-155).
In 2001, Bean stated, “despite the prevalence of multiple literacies in students’
out-of-school lives, in many content areas, the single textbook reigns supreme” (p. 3) and
further asserted that even though preservice teachers might take on the theoretical
frameworks of literacy instruction and be eager to utilize those practices in their student
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teaching experiences they run into a traditional model wall when apprenticing with
inservice teachers who “favor more didactic modes of instruction” (p. 3). I argue that the
cooperating teachers who hinder developing teachers continue to exist in a traditional
model of school that remains terminally intact, like a cancer, because textbook companies
who sell scripted programs and the school districts that purchase and use them, and the
methods of many teacher educators support that system. So what is going on? Is no one
listening? Why do colleges of education and school districts, as well as (mostly) wellmeaning teachers perpetuate practice and pedagogy that does not support or lead to
literacy development in preservice teachers and adolescent students? Possible answers lie
in the pedagogical decisions made in teacher education programs such as a lack of
responsive and transformative education, and in the incomplete and unrealistic
professional development programs in schools that further influence and inhibit the
development of teacher literacy identity.
Alsup (2006) profoundly summarizes the foundational argument of this
dissertation when she says,
(A) teacher’s identity is a combination, or a mixture, of the personal and the
professional. To ignore either part of the mix can result in an overly simplistic,
essentially unsuccessful teacher education. The integration of personal aspects of
the self and professional expectations or demands is more complicated than
simply bringing together two binary opposites; such a synergy involves bringing
together, mixing and merging, and even welcoming a collision between personal
ideologies and perceived professional expectations. (p. xiv)
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With this dissertation I seek to join those who have made the education of future content
area literacy teachers their prime objective.
Theoretical and Research Implications
Bransford, Darling-Hammond, and LePage (2005) contend, our goal as teacher
educators must move beyond what prospective teachers need to know and why, to take
on the new inquiry of “how this knowledge combined with a growing base of knowledge
about how teachers learn can inform curriculum (for) teacher education” (p. 10, emphasis
added). This dissertation study is significant in that out of my exploration came a
definition for teacher literacy identity, but additional research is needed to further
investigate teacher literacy identity pedagogy that supports literacy identity growth in
developing teachers, and sustains that continued transformation as prospective teachers
move into teaching spaces. Specific attention to and documentation of developing
teachers’ literacy learning trajectories might provide critical insights into literacy identity
pedagogy in preservice experiences.
A critical re-evaluation of teacher education and professional development in the
support of teacher literacy identity deserves close attention. The ways in which theory
and theoretical principles are explored and engaged in preservice and induction spaces
requires attention. Participants in this study, for example, asserted that as they
experienced university courses that discussed constructivist and sociocultural theories
and theoretical principles, they experienced a direct instruction (or traditional) teaching
method. They argued that without experiencing the theoretical principles in authentic
ways they were confused and unclear about the importance and relevance of the
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theoretical frames. This is not meant to imply that all educators and teacher educators
who utilize a direct instruction method are unsuccessful in their goal to guide students
and prospective teachers to understand theory; however, if we, as teacher educators are
going to espouse our understandings of theory and theoretical principles, it seems more
productive (based on this study) to provide new and developing teachers the opportunity
to experience the principles and assumptions in genuine ways so they can engage and
transact in the theory to practice model at every opportunity.
Researcher Reflection
I have come to realize that teacher literacy identity is a phenomenon where a
person consciously redirects her/his investments of self into gaining full membership in
the literacy Discourse community because it is an endeavor in which she/he believes
completely. Whereas every person has a literacy identity, teacher literacy identity is a
conscious awareness of that literacy identity and a self-investment driven by the need and
desire to gain literacy; teacher literacy identity develops and is transformed because of a
conscious personal investment.
People struggle when learning challenging ideas and practices because that is a
reality of what it means to be human. What was most important to me, as a researcher,
was that these participants continued to be honest and open about their learning and
struggling experiences. They allowed me to observe and record their hardships and they
trusted me throughout that process. Rocco and Bella are especially appreciated because
they trusted me and believed in the work we were doing even when it was incredibly
difficult for them to accomplish what they so wanted to achieve in their teaching and
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learning spaces. All nine participants explored the phenomenon of teacher literacy
identity with academic rigor and provided tremendous insights into the forming
understandings of the concept.
I realize also that I have much work to do in the support of teacher literacy
identity development, and to articulate the phenomenon so it becomes a part of the
literacy community at large. This dissertation is only the beginning of a very long
transformational path of my own and it is my first attempt at bringing the complexities of
the phenomenon together for peers and colleagues to read and discuss.

Figure 6. Three transactional dimensions of teacher literacy identity.

When speaking of her literacy experiences in her own history classroom, Dakota
said,
I think if anything it reinforces my passion, or my need to identify myself as a
content area literacy person who embraces literacy as part of my identity. And I
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think it just reinforces how important that is to me and how big of a need there is
for a literacy identity in my students and an understanding of what literacy is. I
need to show them that there’s more to reading than words, which is part of my
beginning literacy identity. (Inter2-DAKp3lines117-125)
Dakota and the other participants provided me with a kaleidoscope of perspectives with
which to see and understand the phenomenon of teacher literacy identity. They provided
the explanation of the three transactional dimensions of teacher literacy identity (Figure
6), the major categories that organize a framework for the transactional dimensions, and
have reinforced my passion and drive to continue to support and investigate teacher
literacy identity in order that I might add to the teacher education conversation in critical
and significant ways.
Because of the transformations I witnessed in these participants, I wonder how
many teacher educators consciously have the goal of transformation in mind. I wonder if
teacher educators make the distinction between teaching content and supporting the
development of students as they transact with content engagements. Even in teacher
preparation, any teaching and learning opportunities should be in the service and support
of transforming lives.
Vygotsky (1978) asserted,
Our concept of development implies a rejection of the frequently held view that
cognitive development results from the gradual accumulation of separate changes.
We believe that child development is a complex dialectical process characterized
by periodicity, unevenness in the development of different functions,
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metamorphosis or qualitative internal factors, and adaptive processes which
overcome impediments that the child encounters. (p. 73)
I argue that human development, not just child (as Vygotsky stated) is “a complex
dialectical process.” And I believe it is this “unevenness” about literacy teaching and
learning that makes developing teachers, teacher educators, and inservice teachers
nervous enough to not explore and implement literacy practice. I also believe that
because there is an absence of identity pedagogy in teacher education experiences, many
educators move from the preservice space to classrooms untransformed. Finding
pathways to assist developing teachers and teacher educators to embrace the messy and
complex journey of literacy identity transformation is a vital goal for teacher education
and literacy researchers.
Teacher literacy identity is defined and illustrated throughout this dissertation, but
Dakota’s explanation of the phenomenon lends artistry and heart to that part of us in
which we believe much can be accomplished on the pathway toward teacher literacy
identity. She eloquently states that literacy identity is,
The recognition of realizing that you have a literacy identity, and then knowing
what components (of) literacy make up that identity, and how that identity
influences you or is a part of your everyday world. And for me it’s a step of
growing that literacy into something. Everybody has a literacy identity. (For me
it’s) trusting and understanding my identity and then using that identity to
strengthen students’ identities and other peoples’ identities and having those
conversations about their identity. (Inter3-DAKp4lines143-149)
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APPENDIX A
UNIVERSITY LITERACY COURSE INSTRUCTIONAL ENGAGEMENTS

Comprehension Strategy Pre-Assessment
Comprehension Strategy Post-Assessment
Metacognitive Responses form
Picasso Literacy Memoir Reflexive Essay
Content Area Literacy (CAL) Lesson Reflection
Content Area Literacy (CAL) Instructor “Best Wishes” Feedback
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Comprehension Strategy Pre-Assessment
Comprehension Strategies PRE-ASSESSMENT:
Spitler LRC 435
“…literacy enables one to emerge from harrowing experiences with integrity and
balance intact. A {person} possessing the power of language cannot be a hapless
victim.”
Quote from Black Boy by Richard Wright
Carefully answer each of the following questions in a formal essay response.
1. When encountering “difficult text” what strategies do YOU incorporate to assist your
reading comprehension?
2. In what specific “difficult text” situations have you used these strategies? In other
words, in what context have you used these strategies?
3. Which strategies are MOST helpful, and which are LEAST helpful? Why?
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Comprehension Strategy Post-Assessment
1. How has the documentation and metacognitive reflection of each learned
comprehension strategy this semester helped you to “see the big picture” of literacy
instruction in your content area and for yourself as a reader = what was gained?
2. Now when you encounter difficult text, what strategies will you employ to assist your
comprehension, and how do you see those practices as powerful for your own
students?
3. How has reflecting on your own strategy use before and after CAL strategy instruction
been powerful for you?
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Metacognitive Response Form
“When you engage with TEXT [including DIFFICULT TEXT], what
STRATEGIES do you use to assist your comprehension?
Review the definitions to each term below – they are on your KWL strategy 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“Text”:
Difficult text: [What is it?]
“Literacy” – Adolescent Literacy:
Comprehension:
Comprehension Strategies: [What are they?]

This chart represents a pre-writing/comprehension strategy. It is a modified Dialectic
Journal. Each column facilitates the type of dialogue I need you to have with each learned
strategy. Once you fill in ideas in each of the columns below, utilize those ideas as you
construct paragraphs where you metacognitively (and academically) reflect on your
experiences with each strategy. The due dates for uploading the metacognitive responses
are on your Course Calendar. This completed form is due in your CAL portfolio at the
end of the semester.
Comprehension
Strategy
DETAILS:
What is it?
What does it look
like?

Anticipation Guide:

CONTEXT:
When and how was
the strategy
introduced to you?
How did you work
with it?
Be specific!

Conceptual
Objective
for
Content Area:
What kind of
thinking will the
strategy facilitate?

Level of
SUCCESS?
Analysis of use:
How did it work for
you as a student?
Implementation:
How could you
apply the strategy in
your CA classroom?
Be sure to answer
BOTH the analysis
and implementation
questions in this part
of your
metacognitive
reflection.
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Picasso Literacy Memoir Reflexive Essay
Respond to the following in your reflection of writing your literacy memoir and creating
an abstract representation of each memory = your Picasso self-portrait:
1. What was MOST surprising about writing this memoir? What memories unexpectedly
emerged as powerful in some way?
2. What moments in the creation process [of your self-portrait] were unexpected and
brought new understandings, insights and perspectives of your own life?
3. How did the writing of this memoir, and the creation of this "cognitive artifact,"
further develop your literacy of your own life and your understanding of literacy in
content area classrooms?
4. As you were presenting your memoir and self-portrait, what surprising moments
occurred in your thinking and understanding of yourself?
5. How could this type of work, the memoir and the “cognitive artifact” be powerful in
your own future classroom? How could you morph the project and the writing to
incorporate in your content area?
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Content Area Literacy (CAL) Lesson Reflection
Due the class meeting after your demonstration lesson: A written Reflection of the
planning and teaching demonstration process will be due to D2L by midnight the
Wednesday after your teaching demonstration.
1. What were the strengths of the lesson and the planning process?
2. What refinements would you make to this lesson and the planning process? As
teachers, our reflections of lessons are powerful when we think in terms of
“refinement” rather than weakness; the only “weakness” would be a lack of reflection.
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Content Area Literacy (CAL) Instructor “Best Wishes” Feedback

LRC 435: Content Area Literacy in the Multicultural School
Fall 2008 – Spitler
CAL [strategy] Lesson Demonstration: Instructor Feedback
CAL Teacher Name: _____________________________________________________
Date: _____________ Content/Lesson: ______________________________________
1. How did the CAL teacher introduce the ideas/content at the beginning of the lesson?
2. What comprehension strategy [or] strategies did the teacher use in the lesson?
3. What discussion strategy [or] strategies did the teacher use in the lesson?
4. How were those strategies powerful for the learning of the content?
5. What did you think of the “text” used in the lesson? Why?
6. What could have been done differently with those strategies, or with other strategies?
7. What was most impressive about how this teacher handled time management, class
discussion, incorporation of the information constructed on the strategies?
8. What could have been done differently based on those elements: time management,
class discussion, incorporation of constructed knowledge?
9. Overall, what about this strategy lesson demonstration made an impact on your CAL
thinking?
10. What was ONE “best” moment [or] experience from this CAL lesson? Why?
11. What was ONE “wish” = what do I wish would have happened during the lesson?
Why?
12. Question(s)/Comments for the teacher?
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL, CONTENT AREA LITERACY LESSON PLANNING
FORM, OBSERVATION FORM
Seidman Three Interview Series:
Interview One: Focused Life History
Interview Two: The Details of the Experience
Interview Three: Reflection on the Meaning
Literacy Lesson Planning Form
Observation Form
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Interview One: Focused Life History
Participant: ___________________________________Date: ______________________
Introduction to participant: The task of this first interview is to put your experience in
context by asking you to tell as much as possible about yourself in light of our literacy
identity topic.
Descriptive

Reflective

Interview questions/prompts

Researcher’s reflective responses to
participant’s responses – moments that
resonate for one reason or another.

Abbreviated notes of participant responses
Descriptions of participant’s observable
behaviors
Reconstruct for me, as best you can, your
understanding of literacy before taking the
content area literacy course with me. How
did you explain the concept of literacy
before the course and what types of
experiences or behaviors would you have
considered to demonstrate literacy based on
that early explanation and definition?

When and how did your understanding of
literacy transform? What influenced your
understanding of literacy and what types of
experiences or behaviors would you
consider demonstrate your transformed
understanding of literacy?

How would you connect that transformed
understanding of literacy and literacy
experiences to your identity?
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Interview Two: The Details of Experience
Participant:________________________________________Date:__________________
Introduction to participant: The purpose of this second interview is to concentrate on the
concrete details of your present experiences with literacy instruction.
Descriptive

Reflective

Interview questions/prompts
Abbreviated notes of participant responses
Descriptions of participant’s observable
behaviors

Researcher’s reflective responses to
participant’s responses – moments that
resonate for one reason or another.

Reconstruct for me what you actually do
when teaching a lesson you believe
demonstrates literacy instruction.
What would an observer “see” and “hear”
when in your classroom?
What would an observer “hear” if able to
listen to your thoughts?
Reconstruct literacy moments you have
experienced that surprised you in some
way.
When and where did the moment occur?
Why was it surprising?
What impact did it have on your
understanding of literacy and literacy
instruction?

How would you connect those literacy
experiences to your identity now?

Other questions that emerged from
observation:
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Interview Three: Reflection on the Meaning
Participant:_____________________________________Date:_____________________
Introduction to participant: The purpose of this third interview is to ask you to reflect on
the meaning of your experiences with literacy instruction.
Descriptive
Interview questions/prompts
Abbreviated notes of participant responses
Descriptions of participant’s observable
behaviors.
Given what you have said about your
understanding of literacy and literacy
instruction, and what you have said about
your literacy experiences before taking the
content area literacy course, and your
experiences throughout your student
teaching and/or first/second year of
teaching, how do you understand literacy in
your life?
What sense does literacy make to you?

Given what you have reconstructed in these
interviews, where do you see yourself
going with literacy in the future?

Given what you have reconstructed in
these interviews, how would you explain
and describe your literacy identity at this
point?

Reflective
Researcher’s reflective responses to
participant’s responses – moment that
resonate for one reason or another.
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Literacy Lesson Planning Form
Participant:____________________________________________Date:______________
CA:_____________________Class:________________________Teaching:__________
Conceptual objective:______________________________________________________
Content area Arizona state standard:__________________________________________
Reading Arizona state standard:______________________________________________
Content area text:_________________________________________________________
Comprehension strategy [before – during – after]:________________________________
Discussion strategy:_______________________________________________________
Text: Fact Pyramid

Essential information:
[Point of the lesson/concept
remembered over time]

Text Frame (Buehl, p. 12)

Problem/solution

Teaching strategies:
Comprehension and
Discussion
Comprehension:

Cause/effect
Compare/contrast

Short-term facts: [language
of the lesson; vocabulary,
necessary information]

Goal/action/outcome
Concept/definition
Proposal/support

Supportive detail:
[examples that help to
illuminate understanding of
the concept]

Discussion:
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Literacy Lesson Planning Form – continued
Lesson “Flow”
Teacher Action
To facilitate content ideas and language

Student Action
Strategies they are working with to
demonstrate their knowledge of content
ideas and language
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Observation Form
Participant:_________________________________________Date:_________________
Lesson:_________________________________________________________________
Descriptive
Rich description of participant’s observable
behaviors; what they say, how they
organize instruction, decisions made
throughout the observation.
What print-based literacy practices stood
out during the observation?

What other kinds of literacies [visual, oral,
symbolic, gesture] did the teacher make use
of during the observation? What artifacts
were created or utilized in the lesson that
were naturally occurring [not introduced by
the researcher]?

What was surprising about the teacher
during the observation in terms of literacy
practices?

What variations did the teacher make from
the planned lesson and how do those shifts
connect to literacy?

What questions will I ask the teacher after
the lesson? What moments from the lesson
do I want the teacher to reconstruct and
discuss later in the Interview series and/or
the focus group interview?

Reflective
Researcher’s reflective responses to
participant’s observable behaviors –
moments that resonate for one reason or
another.
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APPENDIX C
HUMAN SUBJECTS INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Title of study
Transformation of preservice and new teacher literacy identity: Transactions with
multiple and multimodal literacy engagements
Principal Investigator
Ellen Spitler
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Language, Reading, and Culture
College of Education
University of Arizona
3180 W. Wildwood Drive, Tucson, AZ 85741
(520) 544-9075 [home]; 275-2024 [cell]
Introduction
You are being invited to take part in a research study. The information in this form is
provided to help you decide whether or not to take part. Study personnel [Ellen Spitler] will
be available to answer your questions and provide additional information. If you decide to
take part in the study, you will be asked to sign this consent form. A copy of this form will be
given to you.
What is the purpose of this research study?
The purpose of this research study is to explore how preservice and induction period
teachers’ literacy identity emerges and transforms while transacting with multiple and
multimodal literacy instructional engagements designed to encourage metacognitive
thinking about literacy identity. The study is designed to discover the ways developing
and new teachers “author” their literacy identity—how they represent (write and speak
about) and how they do (enact or perform) literacy identity first in a teacher preparation
content area literacy course and then while student teaching and/or in their first or second
year of teaching. This study provides an example of looking more closely at identity as a
key to investigating possible paths we can take to transform teacher education and the
development of preservice teachers, as well as literacy instruction, in order to more
powerfully impact the adolescent literacy crisis of the current educational and social
climate.
Why are you being asked to participate?
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You are being invited because of the quality of your participation in the content area literacy
class taken with me in previous semesters at the University of Arizona. Specifically your
reflective written responses to each of the literacy instructional engagements encountered in
the course, and your sincere interest in and willingness to further explore your literacy identity
and developing practices, as well as the ideas you have articulated to me in previous meetings
and settings have impressed and interested me as a researcher. I believe that I can learn much
from collaborating with you as you journey through student teaching or your induction period
of inservice teaching.
How many people will be asked to participate in this study?
Approximately 9 persons will be asked to participate in this study.
What will happen during this study?
The following activities will occur during the timeline of study:
May or June 2008: You will need to provide me with several of the assignments you have
already completed when in my section of the content area literacy course at the university.
The needed assignments follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reading Interest Interview survey
Pre- and post-assessments of metacognitive reading strategy use
Metacognitive reflections of reading strategies encountered in the course
Reflexive essay: the reflection written after you composed your Literacy Memoir and
created the multimodal artifact, also known as the Picasso project.
5. Lesson planning form of your content specific literacy lesson during the course. If
possible, please provide the other two lesson plans that you completed as a section of
the portfolio assignment in the course.
6. Reflection written after you planned and implemented your content specific literacy
lesson during the course.
Summer to fall 2008: I will need to meet with you, one-on-one, at four different times for
interviews and to plan a content specific literacy lesson. I will need to meet with you this
summer to complete the first one-on-one interview and to plan a literacy lesson. In the fall I
will need to meet with you to complete Interviews Two and Three. I would like to have these
two interviews completed by the end of October or early November 2008.
September 2008: You will need to meet with all the participants one time for a focus group
interview. You will need to bring your Picasso Literacy Memoir reflection written during the
university literacy course to this focus group interview.
October or November 2008: You will need to meet with participants who are in a similar
teaching situation [e.g., student teaching] at one time for a focus group interview.
August through November 2008: I will need to observe you teaching the literacy lesson we
have planned together.
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June 2008 through March 2009: You will need to write reflective emails to me after our
planning session and throughout the project timeline when a significant (in your opinion)
literacy experience happens in your teaching context. These are informal and will only be an
email response.
January through February 2009: You will need to read the case study I write about your
particular experiences and provide insights into the trustworthiness and accuracy of the case
study, as well as provide insights into other information not included that you believe would
benefit the case study. I will need your edited case study back by the end of February in order
to complete my dissertation chapters effected by your case study.
How long will I be in this study?
About 7 months will be needed to complete this study, however your participation each month
will be limited to one or two meetings in order that I may interview you, plan a lesson with
you, or observe you teaching. The later months of the project will require your contribution to
the reading and editing of your case study. Participants will invest approximately 15-20 hours
during the project.
Are there any risks to me?
There are no identifiable risks to participants in this study.
Are there any benefits to me?
There are no direct benefits to participants in this study.
Will there be any costs to me?
Aside from your time, there are virtually no costs for taking part in the study. At limited
times during the study you may have to drive to certain locations for focus group interviews
or planning sessions. All steps will be taken to make sure that the meeting times and locations
are most convenient to you, and that you are provided with transportation if that is an issue in
any way.
Will I be paid to participate in the study?
No compensation will be offered to participants in this study.
Will video or audio recordings be made of me during the study?
I will make a [digital] audio recording of our interviews, planning session, and my
observation of your lesson during the study so that we can be certain that your responses are
recorded accurately only if you check the box below:
I give my permission for audio recordings to be made of me during my
participation in this research study.
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I do not give my permission for audio recordings to be made of me during my
participation in this research study.
Will the information that is obtained from me be kept confidential?
The only persons who will know that you participated in this study will be me [the Principal
Investigator], the other participants due to the focus group interview, your cooperating teacher
[if relevant], and your school principal.
Your records will be confidential. You will not be identified in any reports or
publications resulting from the study.
To further protect your identity throughout the study, a pseudonym will be used in place
of your name. Please choose a pseudonym and write the name in the space provided
below:
______________________________________________
May I change my mind about participating?
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide to not begin or to stop the study
at any time. Your decision not to participate will have no effect on you or our relationship.
Additionally, you can discontinue your participation with no effect on you or our relationship.
Also any new information discovered about the research will be provided to you. This
information could affect your willingness to continue your participation.
Whom can I contact for additional information?
You can obtain further information about the research or voice concerns or complaints
about the research by calling the Principal Investigator, Ellen Spitler, Ph.D. Candidate at
(520) 544-9075, or the University of Arizona faculty advisor for Ellen Spitler, Patricia
Anders, Ph.D. at (520) 621-1311. If you have questions concerning your rights as a
research participant, have general questions, concerns or complaints or would like to give
input about the research and can’t reach the research team, or want to talk to someone
other than the research team, you may call the University of Arizona Human Subjects
Protection Program office at (520) 626-6721. (If out of state use the toll-free number 1866-278-1455.) If you would like to contact the Human Subjects Protection Program via
the web, please visit the following website: http://www.irb.arizona.edu/contact/.
Your Signature
By signing this form, I affirm that I have read the information contained in the form, that the
study has been explained to me, that my questions have been answered and that I agree to take
part in this study. I do not give up any of my legal rights by signing this form.

______________________________________________________
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Name (Printed)
______________________________________________________
Participant’s Signature
(Date)
School: _____________________________________________Room #:____________
School Phone #:______________________School email:_________________________
Email:_________________________________Home or Cell #:____________________
Statement by person obtaining consent
I certify that I have explained the research study to the person who has agreed to participate,
and that he or she has been informed of the purpose, the procedures, the possible risks and
potential benefits associated with participation in this study. Any questions raised have been
answered to the participant’s satisfaction.
Ellen Spitler
_____________________________________________________
Name of study personnel
_____________________________________________________
Study personnel Signature
(Date)
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